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Formulation of a trade-oriented Indonesian position on the Protection of 
Traditional Cultural Expression (TCEs): A Case Study of Indonesian Batik as 
Indonesia enters the ASEAN Economic Community 
 
ABSTRACT 
 
Being Indonesia’s most identifiable cultural icon, Indonesia places great 
importance to Batik as an inherent part of its Traditional Cultural Expressions (TCE). 
However, this importance is not matched by Indonesian efforts to provide adequate 
protection for Batik. Since the enactment of 1982 Copyright Law, and through to the 
2014 Copyright Law, legal protection for Indonesian Batik is at best rudimentary, and 
neither well-understood nor considered relevant by notable Batik makers, 
entrepreneurs and scholars. 
 
Protection for Indonesian Batik is becoming more imminent because there 
have been alarming disputes between Indonesia and neighbouring countries relating 
to illegal copies and reproduction of traditional Batik patterns. The situation is more 
challenging to Indonesia since the country entered the ASEAN Economic 
Community (AEC) in December 2015. As the AEC takes effect, it is possible that 
Batik’s political, economic and cultural importance will be reduced significantly if the 
Indonesian market is flooded with foreign-made textiles upon which Batik patterns 
are printed. 
 
With the enactment of AEC and also by the on-going inconclusive 
negotiations on World Intellectual Property Organization’s draft law on Genetic 
Resources, Traditional Knowledge and Traditional Cultural Expression, it is no longer 
appropriate for Indonesia to sit back. Instead, the world’s fourth most populous 
nation, third largest democracy and sixteenth biggest economy should play a leading 
role in providing a sound legal answer to the protection of Batik, acknowledged by 
UNESCO as Indonesia’s intangible cultural heritage since 2009. This role parallel 
Indonesia’s formidable role in ASEAN since its inception. 
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GLOSSARY/ LIST OF ACRONYMS 
 
ACFTA (ASEAN – China Free Trade Agreement): a free trade agreement between 
ASEAN countries and China which was implemented fully in January 2010.  
ASEAN (Association of Southeast Asian Nations): an organization established in 
1967 which consists of 10 Southeast Asian countries, namely Indonesia, Malaysia, 
Thailand, Philippine, Singapore, Brunei Darussalam, Lao, Myanmar, Cambodia and 
Vietnam.  
BPS (Biro Pusat Statistik): Central Bureau of Statistic  
DGSMI: Directorate General of Small Medium Industry – Ministry of Industry  
DGIPR: Directorate General of Intellectual Property Rights – Ministry of Law and 
Human Rights  
GI: Geographical Indication 
GKBI (Gabungan Koperasi Batik Indonesia): Indonesian Batik Cooperatives 
Association  
GRTKTCE: Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowledge and Traditional Cultural 
Expressions 
IDR: Indonesian currency  
IPRs: Intellectual Property Rights 
MFA: Ministry of Foreign Affairs  
NGO: Non-government organization  
Peranakan: mixed blood individual of either European or Chinese and native 
Indonesian, mostly Javanese.  
PPBP (Persatuan Pengusaha Batik Bumi Putera): the first Batik cooperative in 
Yogyakarta.  
SMoCSMEs: State Ministry of Cooperatives and SMEs  
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Intelektual): National Team for the Tackling of Intellectual Property Right 
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TRIPS (Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights): An 
agreement on trade and IP under the administration of the WTO; one of the suite of 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Introduction 
 
No other country is as closely aligned to a textile tradition as is Indonesia to 
the wax-resist patterning technique known as Batik.1 
 
 
( 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 1  
“Parang Rusak” modification designed hand-painted Batik by Mr Dudung Alisyahbana 
 
On the island of Java, where the art and craftmanship of Batik reached its pinnacle, 
Batik is worn to mark rites of passage, from when a baby is still in the womb, to birth, 
through marriage and finally in death. While the United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural Organization’s (UNESCO’s) inclusion of Batik on the 
Intangible Cultural Heritage Representative List in 2009 has highlighted the 
important cultural role of Indonesian Batik globally, Batik has been, for decades, 
adopted by Indonesians as a key cultural marker. Sukarno, the first president of 
Indonesia, had an influential role in transforming this pre-dominantly Javanese art, 
into the then young independent nation’s chief cultural icon. Precious enough to be 
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the quintessential Indonesian State Gift, from the era of Sukarno to the present age, 
Batik now enjoys its status as a symbol of Indonesia in both international and local 
eyes. 
1.1.1 Thesis  
 
This thesis centres on the legal protection of Batik in Indonesia. The fundamental 
question at the heart of the thesis is whether the legal system in the Republic of 
Indonesia provides legal mechanisms with the ability to support and encourage 
Batik-making traditions, and guarantee the future of this icon of Indonesian culture. 
The questions raised in this thesis are not, however, questions that can be answered 
by considering law alone: rather, like the textile that inspires the argument, there are 
many threads that need to be pulled together. Those threads include questions of 
intellectual property law, and how well existing IP systems can be shaped to protect 
Batik, given its nature as a simultaneously a deeply traditional, and a dynamic form 
of cultural expression. They also include questions arising from significant changes 
occurring within Indonesia’s region, and, in particular, decisions to move towards an 
ASEAN Community and an ASEAN Economic Community that puts more emphasis 
on free movement of goods. A final, very important set of threads relevant to this 
thesis concerns the political and governance environment within Indonesia. There 
are a series of strands to the issues around governance: (a) responsibility for Batik is 
spread across multiple ministries, (b) many ministries and agencies are acting at 
cross-purposes, introducing new initiatives yet with little coordination; (c) overlapping 
jurisdiction means that no one Ministry holds responsibility to promote Batik, and (d) 
responsibility for IP law reform lies with a Directorate General which has limited 
engagement with the Batik industry. 
 
Being Indonesian, I have been raised by a Batik wearing as well as loving 
parents and grandparents. For as long as I can remember, Batik has been worn 
almost daily by the members of my family. While I have always been fascinated with 
Batik and its role to Indonesians, it was after wide media reports regarding Batik 
                                                                                                                                                        
1  Mattiebelle Gittinger, Textiles for This World and Beyond: Treasures from 
Insular Southeast Asia (Scala, 2005) 10. Dr Mattiebelle Gittinger is a long-standing 
expert on Indonesian traditional textiles. 
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‘infringements’ that I began thinking of undertaking a Doctoral study on the legal 
protection options for Batik. There are three core factors which triggered my study. 
The first is a puzzle: why is it that Indonesia has moved so slowly, and so 
ineffectually, to protect and promote a core cultural icon like Batik, despite the 
recognised cultural importance of Batik and the experience of significant political and 
international disputes around Batik. As this thesis shows, an answer to that lies in 
understanding the conjunction of a number of factors: the nature of the Batik industry 
itself; how the Indonesian government operates and the existence of divided 
responsibility for Batik, and Indonesian and industry attitudes towards IP law. The 
second is a sense of urgency arising from the changing trade environment in the 
ASEAN region that presents new challenges to Indonesia’s textile industries and the 
mechanisms Indonesia has used to promote that industry: making framing effective 
law more important now than in the past. Third is a desire to explore whether, and 
how, a very different IP tool could be used, better suited to the protection of a 
national cultural icon like Batik – namely GIs – and to sound some warnings about 
the risk that the attempt to use GIs could fall into some of the same pitfalls seen in 
past iterations of the ‘IP-and-Batik’ debate. 
 
Ultimately this thesis will argue that while Indonesians value Batik very highly, 
it is not presently offered effective legal protection tailored to its nature: to the extent 
that Indonesia has taken direct steps to protect its Batik-making industry, those steps 
have, so far, involved seeking to limit competition from foreign imports. The main 
legal tool applied at international level to protect cultural products like Batik – namely 
intellectual property law (IP) –is still seen as a Western influenced legal system that 
benefits the few foreigners rather than the many Indonesians. 
 
This attitude, however, needs to change. Indonesia has entered the 
competitive era of an ASEAN Economic Community, which aims at market 
integration across all sectors. If Indonesia wants to avoid undermining ASEAN, or its 
position within ASEAN, it will need to avoid measures that directly restrict trade in 
goods. This increases the imperative for Indonesia to come up with initiatives which 
could make use of tools – including IP – which will not undermine the direction of 
ASEAN, but which can still promote local Indonesian Batik interests. The relevant 
mechanism need not be copyright. Geographical Indications could serve as a 
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realistic option for protecting Batik. While GI may not be the panacea in the complex 
issue of protecting Indonesian Batik, I will argue that GIs, if given a chance, and if 
very carefully designed, could serve as a legal option in providing protection to Batik. 
But for this to work, and work well, will require avoiding the mistakes of past IP 
reform processes in Indonesia. It will require careful legal design, and a process for 
getting to the point of recognising GIs for Batik that is inclusive of the wide range of 
stakeholders. 
 
1.1.2. Structure of the thesis 
 
The remainder of this introduction is dedicated to situating this thesis in the 
existing literature. In chapter 2, I will explain the importance of Batik to Indonesians 
along cultural, economic, and political dimensions. Understanding something of the 
history and nature of Batik, and the role it plays in Indonesia, is critical both for 
identifying the puzzle noted above – and for understanding how it does, and can, 
interact with the law. Chapter 3 further expands on the role of Batik and its 
significance for Indonesia by describing certain disputes about Batik (and other 
traditional cultural expressions) that have arisen between Indonesia and 
neighbouring countries as well as local inhabitants. Chapter 4 analyses how 
Indonesia has tried – very ineffectually – to use copyright as a tool for protecting 
Batik. Chapter 5 looks into a series of practical and political problems that lie behind 
the continued failures of IP Law to protect Batik. Chapter 4 and 5 taken together 
would seem to suggest that IP is not the appropriate tool to be considering as the 
best means to promote Batik. Chapter 6 however shifts focus, looking into certain 
critical developments within ASEAN, and in particular, the development of the 
ASEAN Economic Community. This chapter shows that despite the failures of IP to 
date, Indonesia may (at least assuming it wishes ASEAN and the AEC to succeed) 
have little choice but to pursue mechanisms like IP which can promote local 
industrial interests without falling foul of rules that prohibit the erection of trade 
barriers. Chapter 7 then considers whether a quite different tool, namely 
geographical indications, could be an answer, and seeks to identify, based on 
material earlier in the thesis, some of the pitfalls of relying on GIs. Finally, my 
conclusions will be presented in chapter 8. 
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1.1.3. Methodology 
 
This thesis is built on an extensive review of the law and its development over 
time, discussions and disputes about the law, and developments at the level of 
ASEAN and trade agreements at that level, and the state of the existing academic 
evidence regarding its impact to date. 
 
The methodology combines doctrinal analysis of legal texts, and historical and 
conceptual analysis using primary and secondary sources. I have supplemented this 
review with a small number of highly targeted interviews conducted with a range of 
stakeholders, in order to situate and contextualise my understanding of the 
developments traced in these chapters. The interviewees were identified from their 
extensive experience in, and notable contribution to, the Batik industry in Indonesia.  
 
The categories of interviewees are academics (from Australia, Indonesia and 
New Zealand), policy makers from the Australian (IP Office) and Indonesian 
Government (originating from different Ministries and Agencies), lawyers, members 
of the Indonesian Presidential family from time to time, and representatives from the 
Batik community. A full list of interviewees is included as Appendix I to this thesis. In 
accordance with the relevant Human Research Ethics protocol, interviewees were 
asked whether they agreed to be identified in the thesis, and only those who agreed 
are named in the Appendix I. 
 
Having served as an officer in Indonesia's Ministry of Foreign Affairs for more 
than a decade, I first encountered a few of these interviewees through my line of 
work. I identified some others through publication of their leading roles in promoting 
Indonesian Batik and textile. Policy makers, for example, are chosen from Creative 
Economy Agency, Trade Ministry and Laws and Human Rights Ministry. While Head 
of Creative Economy is the ultimate decision maker in addressing Batik 
commercialisation, it is the Trade Ministry and Laws and Human Rights Ministry that 
are the focal points in addressing economic benefit of Batik and protection of Batik. 
The former First Lady was interviewed due to her role in introducing Batik to the 
world. Lawyer is interviewed because of his expertise on Intellectual Property. 
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In order to receive the voices of Batik community as well as the influential 
figures behind Batik development in Indonesia, interviews were conducted from 
earliest stages of the research. I travelled to the most well-known Batik making 
areas, including Bali, Bandung, Cirebon, Pekalongan, Solo, Yogyakarta in order to 
meet Batik makers and scholars. Each Batik maker and designer shares different 
ideas, sometimes there are also shared ideas in promoting as well as protecting 
Batik. Different location could also be the factor of different target. 
 
The interviews were semi-structured, containing both specific questions and 
opportunities for more unstructured discussion.
 
The author prepared semi-structured 
questionnaires comprising a list of questions able to be put to participants; however, 
the presentation of these questions’ order and wording was flexible.2 
 
Three types of pictures are included in this thesis. The first are illustrations of 
important political leaders in Batik. These support the argument of the thesis as to 
the political importance of Batik. The second are images of the fabrics mentioned in 
the thesis, and some designs. These are essential to the presentation of the 
argument and for readers to understand the argument. These images are 
reproduced from official government sites. The third are images of some of the 
marks (the Batik mark and some of the geographical indications). These are also 
essential for readers to understand the nature of a trademark or geographical 
indication. All images are reproduced in explicit reliance on copyright exceptions for 
research and study (fulfilment of research objectives) and, where applicable, 
quotation. Any concerns about these uses of images should be referred to the 
University of Sydney in the first instance. 
 
 Prior to outlining in further detail the approach of this thesis, I will provide a 
background on the nature of Batik as a distinctive traditional cultural expression 
originating from Indonesia. 
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1.1.4. Background 
 
Why we need to be talking about legal protection for Batik 
 
A number of domestic and international incidents suggest confusion around 
Traditional Cultural Expressions (TCE) and ownership of Batik designs within 
Indonesia, and the potential for deep public concern where individuals claim or 
(appear to) misappropriate TCE. As discussed in Chapter III, particular public 
concern has been focused on cases where there is a perception that Indonesian 
traditional crafts have been misappropriated by non-Indonesians. 
 
The loss of TCE may lead to the situation where the current traditional Batik 
makers become a forgotten generation; and in which the exclusivity and authenticity 
of their products become lost, as younger generations are not interested to develop 
their predecessors’ art, and business of making traditional hand-painted or hand-
stamped Batik. 
 
 In addition, with the implementation of ASEAN Economic Community in early 
2016, there are growing concerns regarding the impact of imported foreign textiles 
which have Batik patterns printed on them (hereafter ‘textile with Batik patterns’), 
which have flooded the market due to their low cost.3 This situation has played a 
major role in diluting the uniqueness of genuine traditional Batik, which, in 
accordance with its name,4 has to be handmade: either hand painted or hand 
stamped. 
 
                                                                                                                                                        
2     Interviews were conducted under a Human Research Ethics Protocol approved 
by the University of Sydney Human Research Ethics Committee (Protocol No. 
2013/885). 
3  Ahad, Batik Cina Banjiri Pasar Indonesia [Chinese Batik Fills Indonesian 
Market] (14 September 2008) Republika (online) 
<http://www.republika.co.id/berita/breaking-news/ekonomi/08/09/14/2889-Batik-cina-banjiri-
pasar-indonesia>.  
4  Interview with Mrs Josephine Komara (Jakarta, 7 July 2014) and Mr Santosa 
Doellah (Solo, 5 September 2014). 
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At the domestic level, these experiences have led Indonesians becoming 
more aware of the need to protect their TCE. Where TCE, including Batik, is not 
safeguarded by effective laws then there is a risk that it will lose economic value. 
This may lead to the situation in which traditional communities and traditional Batik 
makers are left behind while economic benefits are being reaped by foreigners. 
Keeping in mind the significant economic benefits of TCE, any legal protection of 
Indonesia’s TCE should first and foremost aim to sustain these benefits for the 
welfare of Indonesian people. 
 
Legal routes to TCE protection: sui generis law or adjust IP models? 
 
As Drahos has pointed out,5 effective protection of TCE in developing 
countries, such as Indonesia, depends on the establishment of strong and coherent 
national legal regimes. However, only a few countries possess comprehensive legal 
instruments that provide full protection to Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowledge 
and Traditional Cultural Expressions (GRTKTCE). 
 
At the international level, scholars have disagreed over whether intellectual 
property laws based on historical Western models are suitable for providing 
protection for TCE, particularly in developing countries. Some have supported 
alternatives such as sui generis models of protection discussed within WIPO. Gibson 
explains that the current international IP system is considered Western, as most of 
the countries which were the proponent of the system are developed countries. 
Gibson argues that the economic value of traditional knowledge able to be exploited 
by individuals is often not the prime concern within a traditional community.6 This 
stands in contrast with the Western focus on individual incentives and economic 
value that justifies ownership. According to her, the interests and approaches of 
traditional communities, particularly those in developing countries, were not 
considered during the formulation of the IP system, particularly communities’ true 
                                                 
5  Peter Drahos, ‘Six Minutes to Midnight: Can Intellectual Property Save the 
World?’ (2010) SSRN, for Queen Mary University of London Legal Studies Research 
Paper, 70 <http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1723774>. 
6  Johanna Gibson, ‘Intellectual Property Systems, Traditional Knowledge and the 
Legal Authority of Community’ (2004) 26 European Intellectual Property Review 
280-290. 
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values for traditional knowledge, which centre on communal ownership. This kind of 
thinking motivates the desire for a separate, multilateral instrument better tailored to 
the real interests at stake in TCE. 
 
 What, precisely, is TCE? TCE is a well-established concept in international 
law, albeit there are still debates about what it comprehends around the edges. One 
useful definition is offered by Johnsson,7 according to whom “TCEs can be tangible 
expressions in which culture is manifested or expressed, such as productions of art 
or handicrafts”.  
 
Another definition is under negotiation by member states of Intergovernmental 
Committee of GRTKTCE in World Intellectual Property Organization in Geneva. 
When I commenced this research in 2013, the WIPO Secretariat had issued draft 
articles for the Protection of Traditional Cultural Expression8, which defined TCE in 
Article 1 as follows: “any form of artistic and literary expression, tangible and/or 
intangible, or a combination thereof, in which traditional culture and knowledge are 
embodied (alternative 1)/which are indicative of traditional culture (alternative 2), 
which is intergenerational/from generation to generation and between generation, 
including, but not limited to phonetic and verbal expressions, musical and sound 
expression, expressions by action, tangible expressions, and adaptations of these 
expressions”. This draft article was still heavily bracketed in 2014 and remains even 
more bracketed during the last negotiation on draft articles of TCE by IGC before this 
thesis was completed, which took place on 12-16 June 2017.9 Thus, after four years 
                                                 
7  Daphne Zografos Johnsson, 'The Branding of Traditional Cultural 
Expressions: To Whose Benefit?', in Peter Drahos and Susy Frankel (eds), 
Indigenous Peoples Innovation: Intellectual Property Pathways to Development 
(ANU E-Press, 2012) <http://press-
files.anu.edu.au/downloads/press/p154251/html/ch01.html?referer=256&page=7>.  
8  World Intellectual Property Organization, Draft Articles of the Protection of 
Traditional Cultural Expressions of Intergovernmental Committee on Intellectual 
Property and Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowledge and Folklore, 27th sess, 
Doc WIPO/GRTKF/IC/27/5 (24 March-4 April 2014) 
<http://www.wipo.int/edocs/mdocs/tk/en/wipo_grtkf_ic_27/wipo_grtkf_ic_27_5.pdf>. 
9  World Intellectual Property Organization, Draft Articles of the Protection of 
Traditional Cultural Expressions of Intergovernmental Committee on Intellectual 
Property and Genetic Resources, 34th sess, Doc WIPO/GRTKF/IC/34/6 (12-16 June 
2017), Art 2 Annex page 5. 
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of this research, the draft text on Protection of TCE has not moved forward as 
expected by the international community. In fact, there are additional alternative 
wordings that are added from time to time which hinder progress. While Indonesia 
has been playing an active role as a Vice President of IGC GRTKF, the fact remains 
that Indonesia is only one nation confronted with other nations that may have 
different values and interests relating to protection for TCE. 
 
 The details of the debates within the IGC GRTKF are beyond the scope of this 
thesis, but they serve to illustrate a more general point. The current negotiations in 
the WIPO Intergovernmental Committee on Intellectual Property and Genetic 
Resources, Traditional Knowledge and Folklore (IGC) has taken place since 2001. In 
2009, 2011 and subsequently every two years, the mandate of IGC has been 
renewed to address text-based negotiations. The results of these negotiations are 
draft texts for the three subject areas under negotiation of genetic resources, 
traditional knowledge and expressions of folklore (or traditional cultural expressions). 
According to Antons, “The Protection of Traditional Cultural Expressions: Draft 
Articles” is the most advanced of the three documents, while substantial differences 
and many alternatively worded options remain in the “Consolidated Document 
Relating to Intellectual Property and Genetic Resources”10. Now more than 15 years 
since the launching, while there is an advancement of discussion on TCE, it seems 
there is still a long way to go before the world is presented with a clean version of a 
set of internationally binding protection TCE as well as Traditional Knowledge. There 
are some laws and regulations on Genetic Resources yet the negotiation on 
Protection for GR within WIPO has not also been concluded. The problem with the 
IGC is that each country brings about their own interests on the negotiation table. No 
party is interested to give in, instead each delegate fights to concur others by 
pursuing their position. Thus, it is unlikely that we will see an internationally accepted 
and legally binding on TCE as well as GI and TK. 
 
                                                 
10 World Intellectual Property Organization, Background Brief Document, The Inter-
Governmental Committee on Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowledge and 
Folklore <http://www.wipo.int/edocs/pubdocs/en/wipo_pub_tk_2.pdf> 
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While it must be acknowledged that developments in the IGC GRTKTCE 
within WIPO might lead to something, it must also be remembered that it now has 
been almost 18 years since the IGC GRTKTCE was established in 2000 and held its 
first session in 200111. The negotiations in IGC are still on going but "one would not 
know whether there is an end to such negotiation as there are so many differing 
interests of nations".12 In the midst of this, nations like Indonesia, rich in GRTKTCE, 
are faced with increasing problems of misappropriation of traditional knowledge and 
folklore. There are some pertinent challenges, according to Antons.13 Cultural 
diffusion in Southeast Asian countries has occurred for centuries. This includes 
movement of people and their culture, including traditional knowledge and folklore, 
from one country to another. In this regard, he introduces the importance on 
establishing trans-boundary cooperation and arbitration that address the protection 
of traditional knowledge and folklore. 
 
 In light of these challenges, this thesis therefore focuses on one alternative 
route to legal protection. With regard to protection for Batik as TCE, in fact it would 
be possible for Indonesia to develop a sui generis model for protecting TCE. In 2009, 
Antons wrote that “when intellectual property protection for TCEs finally becomes 
established in Indonesia, it may well be via a new sui generis legislation rather than 
the Copyright Act”.14 This statement was made because during that time, Indonesian 
government envisaged that the draft law on the Protection of Traditional Knowledge 
and Traditional Cultural Expression was going to be submitted to Parliament.15 While 
the draft was finally submitted to the Parliament and listed as one of draft law 
priorities for the period of 2009-2014, the draft law was never enacted. The draft law 
was dropped from priorities list in the period 2014-2019. 
 
                                                 
11  Ibid. 
12  Interview with Professor Peter Drahos (Canberra, 14 February 2014). 
13  Christoph Antons, ‘Geographies of knowledge: cultural diffusion and the 
regulation of heritage and traditional knowledge/cultural expressions in Southeast 
Asia’ (2012) 4(1) WIPO Journal 83-91. 
14  Christoph Antons, ‘What is traditional cultural expression? International 
definitions and their application in developing Asia’ (2009) (1) WIPO Journal 114.  
15  Ibid.   
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In line with 2014 Copyright Law, TCEs are owned by the State - although what 
this designation of ownership was intended to mean, precisely, has never been 
explained, and the provision has never been effectively implemented. This provision, 
however, is never implemented. Indonesia has strong reasons to promote and 
protect TCE. With more than 17,480 islands and with over 300 ethnic groups 
speaking 700 dialects on more than 6,000 inhabited islands,16 the Indonesian 
archipelago is a showcase of outstanding biodiversity and cultural diversity. 
However, even though Indonesia is endowed with rich GRTKTCE, a focused legal 
protection for these is absent. The absence of a specific law that governs the 
protection of GRTKTCE, particularly on TCE, is regarded as a factor that could lead 
to the occurrence of abuses of GRTKTCE in Indonesia, although to date various 
legal and non-legal methods have been used to control some public cases of 
possible abuse.17 The Government has enacted two laws that relate in some way to 
TCE, including Batik. These are Law No. 28/2014 on Copyright and Law No. 
11/2010 on Cultural Property. 
 
These laws were initially designed to adapt copyright and other Western 
concepts to provide some protection for TCE, including Batik. The 2014 Copyright 
Law appoints State as the copyright holder of TCE,18 and that State is obliged to 
conduct inventory, safeguard and maintain these TCEs belonging to the State 
whereas newly-designed Batik falls under the copyright regime. Then 2014 
Copyright Law also defines Batik as one of the objects that could receive Copyright 
protection,19 as long as it is innovative, current and non-traditional. In other words, 
when the Batik cloth is not innovative, past and traditional, it would not be protected 
                                                 
16  Badan Pusat Statistik Republik Indonesia [Centre Agency of Statistics of 
Republic of Indonesia] Information on Islands of Indonesia 
<https://www.bps.go.id/statictable/2014/09/05/1366/luas-daerah-dan-jumlah-pulau-
menurut-provinsi-2002-2016.html> 
17  Afrillyana Purba, TRIPS-WTO & Hukum HKI Indonesia: Kajian Perlindungan 
Hak Cipta Seni Batik Tradisional Indonesia [TRIPS-WTO & Indonesia's IP Law: 
Review of Copyright Protection on Traditional Batik Arts in Indonesia] (PT Rineka 
Cipta, 2005) 45. 
18  Undang-Undang Nomor 28 Tahun 2014 tentang Hak Cipta [Law No 28 of 
2014 on Copyright] (Indonesia) art 38 (1). 
19  Undang-Undang Nomor 28 Tahun 2014 tentang Hak Cipta [Law No 28 of 
2014 on Copyright] (Indonesia) art 40 (j). 
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through Copyright which could be owned privately. Instead, this type of Batik could 
fall into TCE which is owned by the State namely Indonesian government. Batik as a 
part of cultural property is addressed by Indonesia’s Law No. 11 Year 2010 on 
Cultural Property. The elucidation of Article 6 b in 2010 Law defines Batik cloth as a 
moving object of cultural property which, is due to its form, would enable people to 
move the object easily. 
 
Despite of the inclusion of Batik as objects of protection in these two Laws, 
the effectiveness of these Laws in providing protection to the Batik making 
community is questionable. The most pressing reason is that neither of these Laws 
have been followed up with implementing regulations. In Indonesia, after a Law is 
passed, implementing regulations are enacted afterwards, particularly if the Law 
covers an important issue that could affect the overall Indonesian community. There 
are also arguments about the need for the Government of Indonesia to formulate an 
implementing arrangement20 for the Law so that it can be applied directly by officers 
from appointed Ministries/Agencies and at the Provincial level. In Indonesia, the 
appointment of a designated focal point to implement any Law is made upon the 
adoption of the Government’s Regulation, which is the means to implement such 
Law. 
 
Ordinarily, if a Law is expected by the Indonesian Government to receive 
immediate effect, the implementing arrangement would be crafted shortly after or 
within a certain period of time after the enactment of a Law. This occurrence 
normally takes place if the Law is deemed as important and touching upon the 
people’s interests. This, however, was not the case the two relevant laws on TCE in 
Indonesia. The fact that there is no implementing arrangement to this end illustates 
the reality that there is a problem in providing protection to TCE, particularly Batik, in 
Indonesia. Without the implementing arrangements, it is quite unclear how these two 
Laws can serve a legal tool in addressing misappropriations of TCE. This puzzle is 
examined more closely later in this thesis. 
 
                                                 
20  Afifah Kusumadara, Analysis of the failure of the implementation of Intellectual 
Property laws in Indonesia (PhD Thesis, University of Sydney, 2000) 140 
<https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/41229851.pdf>. 
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In summary, Indonesian government has passed Laws relating to TCEs, 
including Batik. However, it is not clear how to conduct full implementation of these 
Laws since there is no implementing arrangement that address the implementation 
of protection in a detailed manner, a firm appointment of Ministries or Agencies 
which is in charge. This is a dire situation particularly as Indonesia joined the ASEAN 
Economic Community where ownership of Batik could be at stake with neighbouring 
countries. 
 
Factors which urge consideration of an alternative approach via the 
intellectual property system 
 
This thesis is based on the belief that legal protection is more important now 
than ever, since ineffective legal mechanisms not only ultimately endanger the 
existence of GRTKTCE, but a failure to act creates the potential for future possible 
conflicts with neighbouring countries in South East Asian region, in particular 
members of ASEAN (Association of South East Asian Nations), that may share 
similar TCE. In addition, delaying the establishment of an effective legal regime only 
postpones, and undermines, the protection of an important national asset. Further, in 
the absence of action on the part of Indonesia, there is every chance that foreigners 
will continue to misappropriate TCE, including Batik, causing anger within Indonesia, 
and potential economic loss. 
 
In early 2016, the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) came into effect. As 
the largest economy as well as population in the region, Indonesia is expected to 
gear up to implement free trade in goods, service, investment and movement of 
people. While IP is not as high a priority as other fields for development within the 
AEC, IP still constitutes an important part of the AEC. Batik disputes with 
neighbouring countries will not be productive for Indonesia in the era of AEC. In this 
regard, Indonesia has to consider thoroughly in applying effective protection to Batik. 
Instead of thinking about IP as the devil, perhaps it is time for Indonesia to embrace 
and make good use of IP in providing protection to Batik and other textiles. To date, 
Malaysia has also begun protecting Batik through GI. 
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Development of IP within Indonesia is, however, a challenge. As I will discuss 
below the aspirations of Batik-making community conflict with the continued 
enactment of copyright to protect Batik. Aside from being seen as a foreign legal 
regime, the Batik making community also consider that copyright does not provide 
adequate protection for their products. In contrast, in chapter 7, I will underline 
Geographical Indication as an alternative approach that should be given notable 
attention. In 2016, two traditional textiles of Indonesia received GI protection and 
included in the official Indonesian GI list, namely Tunun Gringsing from Bali and 
Tenun Mandar from West Sulawesi. This marks a new beginning for protection for 
traditional textiles which were previously under the umbrella of Copyright Law. 
Different from copyright, GI law does not ditinguish between current and traditional 
expressions, since it is not concerned with the originality of the work. Batik disputes 
with neighbouring countries will not be productive for Indonesia in the era of AEC. In 
this regard, Indonesia has to consider thoroughly in applying effective protection to 
Batik. Instead of thinking about IP as the devil, perhaps it is time for Indonesia to 
embrace and make good use of IP in providing protection to Batik and other textiles. 
To date, Malaysia has also begun protecting Batik through GI. 
 
A range of challenges however face IP systems in Indonesia: namely 
differences of application between customary laws and Western laws; historical 
perceptions that IP is a purely Western system; scepticism among experts about IP; 
and precedence of national law over customary law although the customary law 
could be very influential.  
 
To explain the last point, note that customary laws – relevant to traditional 
cultural expressions - operate very differently from Western laws.21 Burns 
emphasises that customary law (adat) and law are conceptually different from one 
another. Both can only be adjusted to accommodate the other if each of them is 
willing to lose some of its powers. Burns further points out that adat recht (customary 
law) has no clear distinction among land, persons, privileges and services. Since 
colonial times until the inception of the Republic of Indonesia, this customary law is 
the antithesis of the Western law. This publication helps the author to trace the initial 
                                                 
21  Peter Burns, Indigenous practice and colonial administration: The Leiden 
Legacy Concepts of Law in Indonesia (Brill Academic, 2004) 209-222. 
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problems that occur between Indonesia's customary law and Western law, then 
Dutch law, from colonial times to Indonesia's independence. Butt argues that most 
Indonesians live in rural areas which still hold traditional values under a strict 
customary law (hukum adat).22 Even though state law has precedence over the 
customary law, Butt further explains that measures to introduce and impose Western 
laws that favour individualism rather communalism face difficulties in gaining 
acceptance and legitimacy in Indonesian society. He also views that a stronger 
intellectual property regime may not necessarily stimulate a local innovation as the 
country is lacking on public funding and technological expertise. 
 
Historical perceptions are another challenge. IP has generally been seen 
(quite rightly) as a foreign import. Extensive academic literature shows that IP laws 
have been tailored to suit the interests of certain multinationals, and largely imposed, 
via WTO and bilateral trade arrangements, on developing countries.23 Sell in 
particular highlights the history behind the establishment of Trade Related Aspects of 
Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPs), and how powerful companies successfully 
enacted a multilateral treaty on IPRs that has to be followed and implemented by 
each country.24 She further explains her concerns for developing countries in the 
ongoing implementation of TRIPs, which she believes, will be driven by the interests 
of developed countries. Sell also highlights how the interests of developing countries 
may diverge from the interests of developed countries. Developing countries, as 
predicted by Sell, will be on the losing part of TRIPs unless these countries conduct 
measures to protect their own distinct interests in IP. 
 
Thirdly, local experts too have expressed considerable scepticism regarding 
the capacity of IP laws to promote interests in TCEs. Sardjono examines Indonesian 
law relating to TCEs and concludes that Indonesia has not enacted any specific law 
                                                 
22 Simon Butt, 'Intellectual Property in Indonesia: A Problematic Legal 
Transplant' in Tim Lindsey (ed) Indonesia and Law Society (2nd Ed) (The Federation 
Press, 2008) 627. 
23  See eg Peter Drahos, Six Minutes to Midnight: Can Intellectual Property Save 
the World? (Queen Mary University of London Legal Studies Research Paper, 2010) 
70. 
24  Susan Sell, Private Power, Public Law: The Globalization of Intellectual 
Property Rights (Cambridge University Press, 2003). 
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on traditional cultural expression.25 While he notes that there is an inclusion of the 
matters relating to traditional cultural expression in Law No. 19/2002 on Copy Rights 
(Undang-undang Republik Indonesia Nomor 19 Tahun 2002 tentang Hak Cipta) and 
issues relating to geographical indication in Law No. 15/2001 on Trademark 
(Undang-undang Republik Indonesia Nomor 15 Tahun 2001 tentang Merek), he 
argues that is the relevant provisions are inadequate to fully cover the complexity of 
TCEs. Sardjono believes that the two abovementioned laws, which principles are 
derived from Western laws on intellectual property that focus on individualism and 
materialism, will be difficult to implement in Indonesia. However, one central 
weakness of this literature is that although Sardjono underlines the importance to 
deeply consider the needs of Indonesian’s local communities prior to enacting any 
legislation on traditional knowledge and folklore, he fails to propose any avenue that 
can be taken to facilitate the need of these local communities, nor does he propose a 
soluble option in facilitating the Government and local communities to address the 
protection of traditional knowledge and folklore in a constructive manner. Some of 
these practical issues are central to my thesis. 
 
The challenges may seem daunting to be addressed. However, given the 
membership and pertinent role of Indonesia in ASEAN as well as Indonesia’s 
position at international level, Indonesia must be able to apply IP in such a way that 
could benefit the stakeholders. I am not stating that there is not any risk in applying 
Geographical Indications (GI) on Batik, which I will argue in chapter 7, but ultimately 
GI has immense potentials in delivering benefits for Batik. While acknowledging 
there are other IP instruments, this thesis is focusing solely on Copyright and 
Geographical Indications. Other IP systems are beyond the scope of this thesis. 
 
2.1  Current state of the literature 
 
Commentators who have considered the state of Indonesia’s IP system, and 
the protection it offers for TCEs, have identified the mismatch referred to above. Butt 
                                                 
25  Agus Sardjono, Perkembangan Perlindungan Hukum Atas Indikasi Geografis, 
Sumberdaya Genetika, dan Pengetahuan Tradisional di Indonesia: Membumikan 
HKI di Indonesia [Development of Legal Protection on Geographical Indication, 
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for example has noted that appropriations on Indonesia’s traditional knowledge and 
traditional cultural expressions are happening more regularly than in earlier times.26 
This is seen, for example, in the listings of Batik pattern and processing of rattan that 
were filed by expatriates rather than Indonesians. Butt argues that “traditional Batik 
designs have also been registered by foreigners in Europe, Japan and America”27 
which makes it difficult for Indonesians to export authentic Indonesian products to 
these countries. 
 
Important figures involved in Indonesian policymaking have also recognised 
the importance of protecting Indonesian TCE. Mr. Gunawan Suryomurcito, for 
example, Chairman of the Indonesian Intellectual Property Society, was quite 
influential in addressing the matters of appropriation. He believes the important thing 
to do in addressing appropriation is first by raising awareness of the importance of 
creating legal regime on GRTKTCE, including protecting forms of traditional 
community’s creativity.28 
 
Several publications have considered issues relating to the protection to TCE 
with specific reference to Indonesia and Batik in particular. Kusumadara underlines 
that arguments differ on which part of Batik that is considered to be most important 
to receive protection.29 Sinaga argues that the authenticity of Batik is the most 
important aspect of Batik to be protected.30 The importance of the Batik-making 
process is also underlined by others.31 Both Kusumadara and Sinaga provide ample 
                                                                                                                                                        
Genetic Resources and Traditional Knowledge in Indonesia] (CV. Nuansa Aulias, 
2009).   
26  See Butt, above n 22. 
27  Ibid.  
28  Gunawan Suryomurcito, ‘Peringatan Hari Kekayaan Intelektual Sedunia di 
Indonesia’ [Anniversary of Intellectual Property Day in Indonesia] (Media HKI Vol. 
VII/No 02, April 2010) <http://mediahki.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/media-hki-april-
2010.pdf>. 
29  See Kusumadara, above n 20.  
30  Selvie Sinaga, Utilisation of intellectual property rights by Indonesian small 
and medium enterprises: a case study of challenges facing the Batik and Jamu 
industries (PhD Thesis, University of Wollongong, 2012) 244 
<http://ro.uow.edu.au/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=4522&context=theses>. 
31  See Gittinger above n 1, 8. 
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arguments to develop what is lacking from the current legal regime on TCE, 
including Batik. 
 
A number of commentators have considered in some detail what a sui generis 
system for the protection of TCEs might involve. Drahos has suggested that 
countries rich in TCEs could develop their own databases, which could be a basis for 
developing a Global Collection Society in order to list, protect and potentially license 
traditional knowledge and traditional cultural expression from each country.32 Drahos 
also highlights the importance of a major emerging economy such as Indonesia 
independently formulating and developing its own legal system to protect TCE, as 
has also lately been occurring in the People’s Republic of China.33 Further, 
Wendland underlines the importance of determining the aim of any database before 
setting it up.34 
 
The idea of constructing a database of local TCEs has garnered attention 
from policymakers. As a response to the difficult negotiation in drafting an 
international legal instrument in WIPO, since 2009 the Government of Indonesia, in 
particular Indonesia’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs, has held several meetings and 
focus group discussions to analyse the possibility of creating a database in 
Indonesia, which aims to list all Indonesia’s TCE.35 This idea has now been 
circulated among policy makers from various ministries and agencies in Indonesia. 
                                                 
32  Drahos, Information Feudalism: Who Owns the Knowledge Economy  
(Earthscan, 2002) citing J. Michael Finger, ‘Helping Poor People to Earn from Their 
Knowledge’ (Policy Research Working Paper No 3205, World Bank, 2004) 15. 
33  Interview with Professor Peter Drahos (Canberra, 14 February 2014). 
34  A Database can serve as a main protection tool when organized by relevant 
legal authorities and when it has links with all the legal enforcement agencies; it can 
also serve as a complementary protection measure if it is organized by an NGO or 
private institution. Wend Wendland, 'Intellectual Property and Genetic Resources, 
Traditional Knowledge and Traditional Cultural Expressions (Folklore): The Role of 
Databases' (Paper presented at the International Symposium on Ensuring Protection 
for Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowledge and Folklore through the Creation of 
Database in Bali, Indonesia, 26 June 2012). 
35  Bebeb AKN Djundjunan, ‘Peran Kemlu dalam Perlindungan Sumber Daya 
Genetic, Pengetahuan Tradisional dan Ekspresi Budaya Tradisional’ [The Role of 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs on Protection of Genetic Resources, Traditional 
Knowledge and Traditional Cultural Expression] (Paper presented at The Third Like 
Minded Countries Meeting, Bali, Indonesia 27 June 2012). 
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However, it is important to note that there are a great number of aspects to setting 
up such a database that have not been given thorough consideration. These issues 
include, among others: the kind of database that will be suitable for Indonesia, what 
a database would look like, what the process for constructing a database would look 
like, would the database be organised and administered solely by the Government, 
what is the role of creators of TCEs, academics, NGOs and private institutions on the 
database, will the database be linked directly to legal enforcement, will the database 
be accessible by the public. A number of commentators have also identified some 
key risks in the establishment of databases of traditional knowledge or cultural 
expressions in the absence of a clear link with legal protection. Wendland for 
example36 identifies certain risks in establishing database, including the risk to 
facilitating access and misappropriation and possible disclosure of secret traditional 
knowledge and folklore. 
 
Perhaps most importantly, such discussions have failed to address the 
problem of incentives. As Wendland has noted, the creation of a database should 
not be an end in itself. Any database of TCE should rather be a tool leading to 
positive protection. The creation of database will involve significant upfront 
investment which is unlikely to occur in the absence of some obvious reason for 
creating the database, for example the confidence that items in the database will not 
be able to be appropriated. Such confidence is hard to have in the absence of a 
multilateral-level model that provides real prospects of protection. 
 
In the last couple of years, there has been a rising interest in geographical 
indications, or GIs, as a mechanism for protection TCEs, including traditional textiles. 
In chapter 7, I will consider case studies relating to Madeira embroidery from 
Portugal and hand-loom textiles from India. There is rapid interest in academia, with 
several books just in the last couple of years devoted to study of GIs in the 
developing country context, particularly within the Asian region, including Calboli and 
Ng-Loy,37 and Gangjee.38 Generally, developing countries are more interested in GIs 
                                                 
36  See Wendland, above n 34.  
37  Irene Calboli & Wee Loon Ng-Loy, Geographical indications at the crossroads 
of trade, development, and culture: Focus on Asia-Pacific (Cambridge University 
Press, 2017) 100. 
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since some literatures have emphasised the potential benefits developing countries, 
including indirectly via the tourist market.39 GIs have been seen as particularly 
appropriate for the promotion of TCE or crafts, in part due to their emphasis on 
authenticity, and in part because they are communally owned and managed, 
consistent with traditional rules relating to TCE.40 
 
It must be stated that there is also a sceptical literature around GIs. Butt notes 
that since the enactment of the GI provisions in Indonesia via the Law on 
Trademarks in 2001, there have been no cases regarding GI infringement brought in 
the Indonesian Courts.41 He further underlines a paradox: that the success of GIs in 
developing countries will depend largely on government support, however the 
influence and power of the state may dominate the GI mechanism to the detriment of 
cultural interests. As Antons has also pointed out, in the area of cultural heritage and 
even IP, there is potential for conflict between different levels of the Indonesian 
government.42  
 
Some commentators have argued that GIs may not be suitable for handicrafts 
which are not tied strongly to geography. These commentators believe that GI laws 
derive from the idea of terroir: that a specific good could be produced with 
particularly high-quality due specifically to natural or geographical features of the 
region producing the relevant product. This view is captured in Justin Hughes’ 
statement that ‘the product’s quality comes with the territory’,43 and by Irene Calboli 
who also defends the ‘territory’ perspective by stating the ‘undeniable role’ of 
                                                                                                                                                        
38  Dev Saif Gangjee, Relocating The Law of Geographical Indications 
(Cambridge University Press, 2012) 44. 
39  Kasturi Das, ‘Prospects and Challenges of Geographical Indications in India’ 
(2010) 13 Journal of World Intellectual Property 148, 148. 
40  Ibid. 
41  Simon Butt, ‘GIs in Indonesia: Indications of Legal Atrophy’ (2017) 39 
European Intellectual Property Review 303-301. 
42  Christoph Antons, ‘Geographical Indications, Heritage, and Decentralization 
Policies: The Case of Indonesia’, in Calboli & Ng-Loy above n 37, 485-507.  
43  Justin Hughes, 'The Limited Promise of Geographical Indications for 
Developing Country Farmers' in Calboli & Ng-Loy above n 37, 268. 
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‘geographical origin’ in determining GI protection.44 Further, other commentators 
have expressed concern that GIs may not provide the economic boost or price 
premium that people hope, due to institutional weaknesses. Butt mentions that 
registration of a GI should not be an end in itself. Some communities seem to think 
that a GI will be an instant solution enabling them to charge a premium price, but a 
GI itself cannot do that without having a reputation that will be sought out by 
consumers. Thus in order to create a premium price, GIs must be complemented 
with good marketing strategy, and high quality products. 
 
I have earlier mentioned that at the international level, the discussion of a 
draft WIPO Law on GRTKTCE has not been finalised for 17 years. Given this 
unsettled situation in international law, Indonesia has been pursuing its own way. In 
the course of this research two IP Laws connected to my study have been enacted, 
namely Law Number 28/2014 on Copyright and Law Number 20/2016 on Marks and 
Geographical Indications, and the ASEAN Economic Community came into effect. 
The consequence of AEC is that protectionism policy is no longer an option.  
 
In this regard, my thesis is seeking to contribute in finding a trade-oriented 
solution to the protection of protecting Batik. Geographical indications, given that 
they have been applied for two traditional textiles of Indonesia, should be given 
serious consideration. While I acknowledge that there is scepticism about the 
application of GI, it must be remembered that within the changing legal and trade 
environment, it is not possible to put aside IP laws and regulations. In my final 
chapter, I will present what it would look like to protect Batik through GI. 
 
Overall, the previous sub-chapters present that there are three key bodies of 
literature of core relevance of the thesis. 
                                                 
44  Irene Calboli, ‘In Territorio Veritas: Bringing Geographical Coherence in the 
Definition of Geographical Indications of Origin Under TRIPs’ (2014) WIPO 
Journal 66, 66. Irene Calboli and Daniel Gervais, ‘The Socio-Economic Aspects 
of Geographical Indications of Origin’ (2016) (Paper Presented in Worldwide 
Symposium on Geographical Indications) Budapest, 20-22 October 2015) 39-49. 
Research Collection School Of Law 
(http://ink.library.smu.edu.sg/sol_research/1950). 
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1. The literature that outlines the problems with using IP to protect the cultural 
expressions most important in non-Western countries - what has become 
known as traditional cultural expressions. Batik being one of them. That 
literature on TCEs and IP that has argued that Western-developed IP laws are 
not a suitable vehicle for protecting TCEs. 
2. The literature and the body of policy work within World Intellectual Property 
Organization that seeks to develop sui generis models for the protection of 
TCEs. 
3. A new, and very fast-growing, literature that is looking to a Western IP form - 
geographical indications - as a potential mechanism for the protection of 
TCEs in countries like Indonesia. 
2.2. Key research questions 
 
The overarching question that underlines this research is as follows: what 
type of trade-oriented position can Indonesia provide protection to its TCE, and in the 
case of Batik, this position will have to consider the ASEAN Economic Community. 
Within the framework of this guiding question, my research addresses the following 
key questions: 
1. Why, amidst the importance of Batik to Indonesians, there is only rudimentary 
legal protection for this TCE?  
2. What is the consequence of Indonesia’s membership in ASEAN Economic 
Community for the Batik industry? 
3. Can Geographical Indications able to serve as a viable option in addressing 
Batik protection?  
 
2.3. Brief Statement of the Thesis 
 
Being Indonesia’s most identifiable cultural icon, Indonesia places great 
importance to Batik as an inherent part of its Traditional Cultural Expressions (TCE). 
However, this importance is not matched by Indonesian efforts to provide adequate 
protection for Batik. Since the enactment of 1982 Copyright Law, right through to 
2014 Copyright Law, legal protection for Indonesian Batik is at best rudimentary, and 
neither well-understood nor considered relevant by notable Batik makers, 
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entrepreneurs and scholars interviewed to date. Batik’s political, economic and 
cultural importance will be reduced significantly if the Indonesian market is flooded 
with foreign-made textiles upon which Batik patterns are printed. With the 
implementation of the ASEAN Economic Community and in light of on-going but 
inconclusive negotiations for the World Intellectual Property Organization’s draft law 
on Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowledge and Traditional Cultural Expressions, 
it is no longer appropriate for Indonesia to sit back and wait for international 
developments. Instead, the world’s fourth most populous nations, third largest 
democracy and sixteenth biggest economy should play a leading role in providing a 
sound legal answer to protection for Batik, acknowledged by UNESCO as 
Indonesia’s intangible cultural heritage since 2009. This role should be parallel to 
Indonesia’s formidable role in ASEAN since its inception. 
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CHAPTER II  
THE IMPORTANCE OF BATIK TO INDONESIANS  
 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
The previous chapter provided a brief introduction to Indonesian Batik and 
described the inadequacy of the legal regime for its protection. One of the research 
questions arising from this discussion is: How important is Batik to Indonesians? 
Does its significance permeate Indonesian society, or is it only important to certain 
ethnic groups? If the former, what makes Batik so important? The answers to these 
questions provide important context for the discussion, later in this thesis, of the 
potential types of legal protection for Batik. 
 
This chapter discusses the cultural, political and economic importance of Batik 
to Indonesians. Its cultural significance is analysed in relation to various elements, 
including its manufacturing techniques and the meanings of its patterns, its listing by 
the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) as 
Intangible Cultural Heritage, and the development of Batik across Indonesia. 
 
The political importance of Batik is discussed in the context of the Sukarno 
era 1945-1966, when Indonesian Batik was used to represent the transition of the 
newly independent nation from a Dutch colony. Batik’s economic importance is 
evident from the increase in exports over the past decade and the establishment of 
Indonesian Batik as a commodity in the fashion sector. In short, this chapter explains 
how Batik became, in the words of Batik scholar McCabe-Elliott, the ‘fabled cloth of 
Java’, and then of Indonesia.45 
 
 
                                                 
45  Inger McCabe Elliott, Batik: Fabled Cloth of Java (Clarkson N Potter, Inc, 
1984) 10. 
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2.2 What is Batik? 
 
Batik or bateq, as Sir Thomas Stamford Raffles described it,46 is the Javanese 
word for a hand-dyed fabric. It derives from the word babaran ‘to paint’ or ‘write’ and 
nitik or ‘dot’.47 The word Batik is found in a manuscript on a lontar leaf dated from 
1520 AD in the area of Galuh, Southern Cirebon (West Java).48 
 
The origins of Batik are still debated. The Indonesian government’s official 
publication points to the technique of Batik-making being invented as early as the 4th 
or 5th century.49 Others claim that Batik was invented in the 17th century.50 
Regardless of these disagreements, Batik has clearly been a part of Indonesian 
culture for centuries. Most Batik experts agree that the golden era of Batik-making 
occurred in the mid 19th century, when the industrial scale of Batik making began 
until mid of 20th century.51 During this period, Batik masterpieces were created by 
artisans located in various areas on the island of Java. Each Batik-producing area 
was said to use different patterns and dyeing techniques.  
 
The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation 
describes Batik as hand-made fabric that has been produced in Java since the 19th 
century, with production techniques being handed down from generation to 
                                                 
46  Sir Thomas Stamford Raffles, The History of Java (1965) vol I, 155. 
47  Philip Kitley, Modern Techniques in Batik Art (Darling Downs Institute Press, 
Toowomba 1986) 6. 
48  See McCabe Elliott, above n 45. Batik defined as a fabric printed by an 
Indonesian method of hand-printing textiles by coating with wax the parts not to be 
dyed in Mattiebelle Gittinger, Splendid Symbols: Textiles and Tradition in Indonesia 
(Oxford University Press, Singapore, 1985, 117. The method of creating Batik is also 
called Batik. Soebadio and Sumadio express a similar view about the use of a wax 
or paste in conjunction with dyeing as the key element in Batik in Art of Indonesia: 
From the Collection of The National Museum of the Republic of Indonesia (Tauris 
Parke Books, London, 1992, 189). 
49  Ministry of Trade of Republic of Indonesia, Indonesian Batik: A Cultural Beauty 
(Ministry of Trade, Jakarta 2010) 1. 
50  See McCabe Elliott, above n 45, 11. 
51  Michael Hitchcock, ‘The Evolution of Batik’, in Joop Ave (ed), Grand Batik 
Interiors (BAP Publishing, 2007) 24. 
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generation.52 The use of wax is central to the production of high quality Batik. A true 
Batik cloth which is crafted using wax is called tulis (hand-painted), cap (hand-
stamped), or a combination of these. The process of tulis requires a pen-like tool 
called a canting, whereas the cap process involves the use of stamps that are 
usually made from copper. The process is repeated until the colour is fixed after the 
wax has been removed by steaming and rubbing. 
 
Batik made without the use of wax is referred to as textile with Batik pattern or 
‘printed’ Batik. Generally, this method is used for mass-produced fashion items. 
Although these textiles carry Batik patterns, they are not generally considered ‘real’ 
Batik because they are not made with wax. The main criterion distinguishing hand-
painted and hand-stamped Indonesian Batik from its mass-produced counterpart is 
the application of wax.53 Textiles with Batik patterns or Batik prints, including foreign-
made Batik prints, are discussed in chapter 7 in relation to the impact of the ASEAN 
Economic Community on Batik. This thesis discusses traditional and non-traditional 
or contemporary patterns, but its focus is on legal protection for traditional Batik 
patterns. As discussed in the next chapter, contemporary Batik is protected by the 
2014 Copyright Law. 
 
Djoemena argues that Batik can be categorised by its place of origin.54 Batik 
Pedalaman is crafted in the Royal Courts, such as those in Yogyakarta and Solo. 
Some of these types of Batik employ dark brown (sogan) colours and patterns with 
symbolic meanings to be worn at rites of passage such as births, weddings and 
deaths. Batik Pesisiran, crafted in coastal areas, generally has vibrant colours and 
patterns that do not have specific meanings. These include Batik produced in 
Pekalongan, Lasem, Madura and Cirebon. Haake explains that traditional Batik 
                                                 
52  Indonesian Batik - Inter-Governmental Committee for Safeguarding the 
Intangible Cultural Heritage, 4th sess, UNESCO Nomination for inscription on the 
Representative List in 2009, Reference No. 00170 (Abu Dhabi, 28 September-2 
October 2009) <https://ich.unesco.org/en/RL/indonesian-Batik-00170> . 
53  Iwan Tirta, ‘Quo Vadis Batik Indonesia?’ in Michael Hitchcock, Nuryanti and 
Wiendu (eds), Building on Batik: The Globalization of a Craft Community (Ashgate 
Publishing, 2000) 3. 
54  Nian Djoemena, Ungkapan Sehelai Batik, Its Mystery and Meaning [The 
Reflection of One Batik Cloth, Its Mystery and Meaning] (Anggota IKAPI Djambatan, 
1986) 7. 
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designs are of two main kinds: geometric and non-geometric.55 The geometric styles 
include Parang, Kawung, Anyaman and Limar. The non-geometric styles include 
Semen, Lungkungan and Buketan.  
 
2.3 Cultural Importance 
 
One of the main reasons for protecting Batik lies in its cultural significance. 
This section describes Batik-making techniques in more detail, and explains the 
meaning of some Batik patterns. It documents the inclusion of Batik as intangible 
cultural heritage by UNESCO, the establishment of Yogyakarta as World Batik City 
and the establishment of a Batik Faculty. 
 
2.3.1 Techniques of Batik-making 
 
Batik-making began within the walls of the Royal Courts in Java.56 Batik was 
produced primarily by female members of royal families and their female servants. In 
the mid 19th century, when Batik-making was developed as a cottage industry by 
Indonesian-European women in the coastal cities of Java, women were still the 
dominant Batik makers.57 Accordingly, Batik-making, particularly the painting aspect, 
is still considered a woman’s occupation. Many successful and famous Batik 
designers and stores had humble beginnings as part of a cottage industry.58 
Nowadays, hundreds of small and medium enterprises (SMEs) focus on making 
Batik in various provinces of Indonesia. The economic importance of these cottage 
industries and SMEs is further discussed below. 
                                                 
55  A Haake, 'The Role of Symmetry in Javanese Batik Patterns' (1989) 17 
Journal of Computers and Mathematics with Applications 815.   
56  Interview with His Majesty Sultan Hamengkubuwono X of Yogyakarta 
Sultanate (Sydney, 4 September 2016). 
57  Chusnul Hayati, Gender dan Perubahan Ekonomi: Peran Perempuan dalam 
Industri Batik di Yogyakarta 1900-1965 [Gender and Economic Change: The Role of 
Women within Batik Industry in Yogyakarta 1900-1965] (Fakultas Sastra UNDIP, 
Semarang, 2006) 
<http://www.geocities.ws/konferensinasionalsejarah/chusnul_hayati.pdf>.  
58  Interview with Mr Santosa Doellah, owner/founder of Danar Hadi (Solo, 5 
September 2014); Interview with Mr Iwan K Lukminto, Vice CEO of PT Sritex 
(Sydney, 16 July 2015). 
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Batik-making involves painting on white cloth with a canting. This pen-like 
instrument has a nozzle that releases liquid wax made from a mixture of paraffin, 
resin and beeswax.59 The nozzle is adapted to the size of the dots or lines which will 
be put on the cloth. The Batik maker draws the dots and lines on those areas of cloth 
that are not covered with wax. The wax is removed with water after the cloth has 
been dyed. Those parts of the cloth that are covered with wax remain white because 
the wax prevents them from absorbing any colour. The colours are traditionally 
derived from natural elements such as tree bark, sugar, cassava, banana and even 
shredded chicken.60 Photos of the Batik-making phases are included in Appendix 
II.61 
 
As the demand for Batik increased from the early 19th century, the hand-painting 
process was considered by some producers to take too long, preventing them from 
competing with cheap imported textiles.62 In 1850, Javanese producers developed a 
new technique called ‘stamp’, using copper-made stamps that provided more 
patterns and colour options.63 It also allowed good quality results to be achieved in a 
much shorter time, thereby allowing local producers to counter the large number of 
foreign imitations entering the market.64 Some types of Batik are now produced by 
pressing stamps onto the white cloth and finishing off by canting to smooth the lines 
and dots.65 
 
2.3.2 Identity behind Batik’s Patterns 
                                                 
59  Gittinger, above n 1, 117. 
60  Harmen C Veldhuisen, ‘From Home Craft to Batik Industry’ in R Heringa and H 
Veldhuisen (eds), Fabric of Enchantment: Batik From the North Coast of Java (Los 
Angeles Museum County of Art, 1996) 40. 
61  See Appendix II.  
62  See Nian S Djoemena n 54 p 121. 
63  Kenneth R Hall, ‘The Textile Industry in Southeast Asia’ (1996) 39(2) Journal 
of the Economic and Social History of the Orient 121. 
64  Imitation Batik textiles came from Dutch, Swiss and English producers 
according to Philip Kitley, Ornamentation and Originality: Involution in Javanese 
Batik (Indonesia, 1992) 15. 
65  Interview with Mr Komaruddin Kudiya, Batik artisan and scholar (Bandung, 10 
September 2014). 
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Batik patterns can have a philosophical meaning and reflect geographical 
areas and landmarks, as shown in Table 2.1. 
 
Table 2.1: Examples of Cultural Influences on Batik Patterns/Motifs66 
 
Cultural 
Influence 
Batik Pattern/Motif 
Geographic 
Location 
Hindu/Buddhist Garuda (a mythic bird), banji (Calligraphy that 
represents four directions of wind), Tree of life 
Java 
Islamic Arabic calligraphy 
Bouraq (a mythic bird) 
Cirebon, 
Bengkulu 
Cirebon 
Chinese Phoenix bird, wadasan (cloud-like rocks), 
megamendung (clouds) 
Lok Tjan 
Cirebon, 
Tasikmalaya, 
Ciamis Cirebon 
Indian, Persian Jlamprang (carries sacred pattern in honour of 
Shiva, one of the Hindu Gods, this patterns is 
largely influenced from India's patola textile)  
Tree of life, peacock 
Pekalongan 
Indo-European 
(colonial era) 
Bouquet/floral, Fairytale Java 
Japanese Cherry blossom, Hokokai (representing 
distinct flora and butterfly occurring during 
Spring Season in Japan) 
Java 
Local Culture Papua, Dayak, Riau, etc. Respective 
areas 
 
As a result, hand-painted and hand-stamped Batik that carries a specific 
pattern is easily recognisable. For example, many Indonesians would recognise 
hand-painted and hand-stamped Batik with the Jlamprang pattern as originating from 
or being crafted in Pekalongan. One of the patterns made for the Sultan of 
Jogjakarta and his family is parang, which was created by Panembahan (Prince) 
Senopati while he was meditating.67 Another pattern, truntum, originated during the 
reign of Sultan Pakubuwono III in Solo; it was created by Queen Beruk when she left 
                                                 
66  Examples of Cultural Influences on Batik Patterns and Motifs, UNESCO Doc 
UN Document RL09/No. 00170, 29. 
67  Interview with H.M. Sultan Hamengkubuwono 10th (King of Yogyakarta and 
Governor of Special Region of Yogyakarta) and H.R.H. Queen Hemas (Sydney, 4 
September 2016). 
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the Palace because she felt betrayed by her husband’s practice of taking new 
consorts as royal mistresses.68 
 
Other examples include the parang (dagger) and gurdo (wings) patterns, 
which can only be worn by the Sultan and his family and are forbidden (larangan) for 
commoners.69 Both these patterns represent higher authority and divine power. 
Specific parang patterns – notably, the parang rusak barong – are to be worn only by 
the Sultan. Commoners can only wear ceplok patterns, including the sido mukti, sido 
luhur, and sido asih. 
 
The kawung is one of the most ancient Batik patterns. It was worn by the 
kings of the ancient Kingdom of Mataram (1587-1755), the predecessor of all royal 
courts in Java. Evidence of the use of this pattern can be found in the temples in 
Central Java, including Borobudur, Ratu Boko and Prambanan, where stone 
carvings show kings, queens and royal family members wearing kawung patterned 
Batik cloth. 
 
Also well-known are the cloths from Cirebon, which use vibrant colours and 
unique patterns. These include Mega Mendung (‘Large Clouds’), which was 
originally developed by the royal family of Kanoman Palace in Cirebon.70 Most 
Cirebon traditional patterns are inspired by and copied from monuments, statues and 
other objects belonging to the Sultanate of Cirebon. For example, the Siti Hinggil 
Liman pattern is based on the entrance monument to the Palace which is known as 
Siti Hinggil; the Singa Barong is based on the royal carriage of the Sultan, which was 
made almost 400 years ago; Wadasan is based on the meticulous wood carving on 
                                                 
68  Interview with Mr Santosa Doellah, owner and founder of Danar Hadi (Solo, 5 
September 2014). 
69  Interview with Ms Era Sukamto, Creative Director of Iwan Tirta Private 
Collection Batik (Jakarta, 17 September 2014). 
70  Discussion with Mr Katura, Batik artisan, founder of Katura Batik (Cirebon, 19 
August 2014). There is, however, some controversy about the origin of Mega 
Mendung, given that the pattern is also commonly found in Buddhist temples or 
vihara. 
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the rear of the royal carriage Singa Barong; and Mega Mendung is based on the 
intricate details at the top of the front gate of the Sultan's Palace.71 
 
Another famous pattern originates from Pekalongan. These were traditionally 
made by women of mixed Indonesian and European (typically Dutch) descent. Their 
Batik designs were inspired by Western folklore and adopted youthful patterns and 
light colours.72 Batik patterns from Kudus and Kediri were influenced by sugar 
barons, who were wealthy and influential at the time of their development.73 
 
Finally, Batik from Lasem is known for its rich red colouring. The red colour 
symbolises the culture of assimilation between Indonesians and Chinese, as Lasem 
was an area with a majority of Chinese immigrants in the early 20th century. 
 
2.3.3 Batik is Embedded in Indonesian Culture 
 
As these examples suggest, Batik has an identity function, in the sense that 
most Indonesians are easily able to identify the origins of many patterns and 
designs. It has thus developed various cultural associations. The following 
discussion examines the idea of Batik as culture and identity, and its use for those 
purposes. 
 
Since Indonesian independence was declared on 17 August 1945, Batik has 
been an important part of Indonesia’s national culture.74 It is integral to almost all 
‘rites of passage’ that most Indonesians experience. Indonesian babies are wrapped 
in Batik gendongan (baby sling), brides wear kebaya and Batik, and elderly couples 
wear sarimbit (Batik shirts and blouses with the same pattern, designed especially 
for couples) to celebrate their anniversary. It has also become a part of the daily lives 
                                                 
71  Joannes Tandjung, Can We Protect Mega Mendung Batik? (26 January 2015) 
The Jakarta Post (online) <http://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2015/01/26/can-we-
protect-mega-mendung-Batik.html>. 
72  Harmen C. Veldhuisen, Batik Belanda 1840-1940 Dutch Influence in Batik 
from Java History and Stories (Gaya favorit press,1993). 
73  Discussion with Mrs Josephine Komara, founder and owner of Bin House 
Batik (Jakarta, 7 July 2014). 
74  Gittinger, above n 1, 42. 
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of all Indonesians. Many people wear it to work and social events; civil servants and 
students, for example, have taken to wearing Batik ‘uniforms’ on Friday in recent 
years.75 
 
Although Indonesia is ethnically and linguistically diverse, Batik has become 
an integral part of Indonesian culture as evidenced by the development of the Batik 
industry throughout the regions. Today, Batik represents both Indonesia as a whole 
and the specific areas of its manufacture. 
 
Sumatera Batik. Batik cloths in the island of Sumatera are categorised by 
province: Aceh Batik, Bengkulu Batik, Gorga Batak Batik, Jambi Batik, and Bangka 
Belitung Batik. Bengkulu Batik, called Basurek, is easily recognisable from its display 
of Arabic calligraphy representing verses of the Koran.76 It can only be used for the 
veils of brides and grooms at weddings, and to cover deceased persons in funeral 
ceremonies. Batik patterns from other areas of Sumatra feature geographic or 
folkloric elements that are most closely identified with the particular province; Aceh 
Batik, for instance, features the rencong (a dagger-like sword), while Batik Gorga 
Batak features ulos (a hand-woven textile from North Sumatera).77 
 
Kalimantan Batik. The main Batik cloths in Kalimantan come from Pontianak 
and Singkawang (West Kalimantan), Sasirangan (South Kalimantan) and Benang 
                                                 
75 Niken Prathivi, The Art of Simplicity in Traditional Weddings (19 April 2014) 
The Jakarta Post (online) <http://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2014/04/19/the-art-
simplicity-traditional-weddings.html>. 
76  Yuliardi Hardjo Putro, Batik Bengkulu Kain Besurek Peninggalan Sentot 
Alibasyah [Batik Bengkulu Besurek Cloth Inheritance of Sentot Alibasyah] (2 October 
2016) Liputan 6 (Online) <https://www.liputan6.com/regional/read/2615976/Batik-
bengkulu-kain-besurek-peninggalan-sentot-alibasyah>.  
77 Maya Sofia and Ananda Putri Laras, Pesona Batik-Batik Cantik Dari Tanah 
Sumatera [Beautiful Batik Cloths from Land of Sumatera] (2 October 2013) Viva 
News (online) <http://life.viva.co.id/news/read/448563-pesona-Batik-Batik-cantik-dari-
tanah-sumatera>. 
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Bintik (Central Kalimantan).78 Their patterns are mostly inspired by native wildlife, 
such as wild boar and bird, and landmarks, such as traditional houses.79 
 
Sulawesi Batik. These patterns also employ well-known landmarks and local 
folklore. They include the Phinisi boat pattern in Makassar Batik (the famous boat 
used by ancient people of South Sulawesi)80 and coral reef and sea shell patterns in 
Minahasa Batik (North Sulawesi is known for its Bunaken sea garden and marine 
tourism).81 
 
Papuan Batik. Papua is Indonesia’s most eastern region. Papuans began 
establishing Batik industries in the 1990s. The patterns feature local elements and 
sacred symbols, such as the bird of paradise, spears and traditional tifa drums. They 
commonly employ lively colours such as red, green and blue, and differ from tribe to 
tribe.82 
 
While each Batik pattern identifies its regional origin, it also represents 
Indonesian national identity, operating as a key ingredient in the glue that unifies 
Indonesians, regardless of their cultural background and ethnicity. Batik has evolved 
from its genesis in Javanese culture to become an icon of Indonesian culture. 
 
                                                 
78 Mimin, Benang Bintik Batik of Central Borneo, Central Borneo Tourism Board 
(22 December 2012) centralborneo.net <http://centralborneo.net/home/benang-bintik-
the-linen-of-central-borneo/>. 
79 Zaenal Abidin, Menjaga Tumbuh Kembang Batik Kalbar, [Maintaining The 
Development of West Kalimantan Batik] (6 October 2013) Antara News (online) 
<http://www.antaranews.com/berita/399155/menjaga-tumbuh-kembang-Batik-kalbar>. 
80 Muh Sardi, Mengenali Batik Khas Sulawesi Selatan [Learning about Batik from 
South Sulawesi] (1 August 2014) Sindo News 
<http://ekbis.sindonews.com/read/886506/34/mengenali-Batik-khas-sulawesi-selatan-
1406294043>. 
81 Buka Galeri Manado Batik Bercerita Ikon Baru Pariwisata Sulawesi Utara 
[Open Manado Batik Gallery That Tells The Story of New Tourism Icon of North 
Sulawesi] (27 June 2016) Tribun Manado (Online) 
<http://manado.tribunnews.com/2016/06/27/buka-galeri-manado-Batik-bercerita-
ikon-baru-pariwisata-sulawesi-utara>. 
82 Markus Mardius, A Very Papuan Batik (7 January 2014) The Jakarta Post 
(online), <http://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2014/01/07/a-very-papuan-Batik.html>. 
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2.3.4 Batik as Intangible Cultural Heritage 
In 2009, during the reign of President Yudhoyono, the United Nations 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) declared Indonesian 
Batik as part of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Indonesia. Many Indonesians saw 
this acknowledgement as a triumph, particularly since it had been reported that 
Malaysia had previously registered claims on Indonesian Batik and six other 
traditional Indonesian cultural expressions.83 As discussed later in this thesis, 
however, this listing does not provide protection against other countries registering 
their own Batik with UNESCO. It nonetheless demonstrates the concerted effort by 
the Indonesian government to ensure Indonesian Batik’s inclusion on the list.84 
 
The three main forms of heritage eligible for recognition by UNESCO as 
Intangible Cultural Heritage are oral traditions, social customs and traditional 
handicrafts.85 With regard to the first criterion, the majority of Batik culture is still 
transmitted orally rather than through written documents. The UNESCO survey 
showed that many Batik makers and entrepreneurs had been involved in Batik 
culture for three, four or more generations.86 
 
Prior to its inclusion, UNESCO officers conducted extensive research in 
Indonesia’s provinces on the history and nature of Batik-making. Respondents to a 
survey from 19 out of 23 provinces reported that they used Batik in their traditional or 
                                                 
83  Apart from Batik, it was reported that Malaysia allegedly claimed six other 
traditional cultural expressions of Indonesia: the masked dance Reog Ponorogo, 
traditional musical bamboo instrument Angklung, traditional dance Tortor, traditional 
dance Gordang Sambilan, traditional song Rasa Sayange, traditional rice Adan 
Krayan. See Admin s, Top Official says Malaysia has Claimed Seven Indonesian 
Cultures (19 June 2012) Malaysia Today (online), <https://www.malaysia-
today.net/2012/06/20/top-official-says-malaysia-has-claimed-seven-indonesian-
cultures/ >. 
84  Nick Collins, Indonesians Tell Malaysians Hands Off Our Batik (5 October 
2009) The Telegraph (online) 
<http://www.telegraph.co.uk/expat/expatnews/6251806/Indonesians-tell-Malaysians-Hands-
off-our-Batik.html>. 
85  See UNESCO, above n 66.  
86  Iti van Hout (ed), Batik - Drawn in Wax: 200 Years of Batik Art from Indonesia 
in the Tropenmuseum Collection (KIT Publishers, 2001). 
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daily dress.87 UNESCO also noted, however, that while traditional patterns continued 
to be made, there were increasing numbers of new and modified patterns. 
 
2.3.5 Establishment of Yogyakarta as World Batik City 
 
Another cultural milestone for Indonesian Batik took place in 2014 when 
Yogyakarta was named World Batik City by the World Crafts Council (WCC) at the 
50th anniversary of WCC in Dongyang, China.88 Yogyakarta is the only city to have 
been accorded this status, which represents not only domestic but also international 
acknowledgement. WCC based its assessment on Yogyakarta’s history of Batik-
making and the presence of many productive Batik artisans.89 
 
2.3.6 Faculty of Batik and Batik Museums 
 
The cultural importance of Batik is also evident from Indonesian efforts to 
preserve and display centuries-old and newly created Batik masterpieces. This can 
be seen in the establishment of specific museums for Batik throughout Indonesia 
over the years, including the Batik Museum in Pekalongan (managed by the 
municipal government of Pekalongan), the Danar Hadi Batik Museum in Solo 
(managed by Danar Hadi Batik company), and the Cloth Museum by Bin House in 
Bali (managed by Bin House Batik company). 
 
Batik was also included in the education curriculum when the State University 
of Pekalongan established the first ever Faculty of Batik in Indonesia in 2012, which 
offers a diploma (associate degree) course. The curriculum includes science and 
handicrafts, Batik creation and entrepreneurship. The Faculty aims to produce skilled 
                                                 
87  UNESCO, Nomination for Inscription on the Representative List in 2009 
Reference No. 00170, Convention for the Safeguarding on Intangible Cultural 
Heritage (Abu Dhabi, 28 September-2 October 2009) 
<https://ich.unesco.org/doc/src/01579-EN.doc>. 
88  The Bali Times, Yogyakarta Named as The World Batik City (27 October 
2014) The Bali Times (online), <http://www.thebalitimes.com/2014/10/27/yogyakarta-
named-as-the-world-Batik-city/>. 
89  Ibid.  
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graduates who are ready to develop small-scale Batik industries after graduation.90 
Its mission is not only to educate younger generations in the importance of Batik for 
cultural identity, but also to ensure the continuity of the Indonesian Batik industry. 
 
Almost 70 years after Indonesian independence, Batik has become the 
country’s most treasured textile. The following section considers its political 
importance through a discussion of how Indonesian Presidents since Sukarno have 
promoted Batik as the nation’s most recognisable traditional textile and how this has 
led to acceptance of Batik as a true Indonesian textile embedded in national, not just 
Javanese, culture. 
 
2.4 Political Importance 
 
The political importance of Batik is considered in relation to the following 
historical periods: pre-Independence, the Old Order, the New Order, Yudhoyono’s 
era and the current Widodo period. The account will demonstrate how Batik has 
evolved into an Indonesian icon that has important political purposes and 
implications. 
 
2.4.1 Pre-independence 
 
Batik has long been part of Indonesian civilisation, at least since the era of 
Kingdoms centred in the archipelago. Batik patterns have been found in gold and 
silver decorations dating from the Majapahit Kingdom (1293-1520).91 As previously 
mentioned, Batik has been traditionally associated with Java. This is because Batik 
makers were taught the methods that had been handed down for generations within 
the royal courts in Java.92 Female members of royal families, including the queen, 
consorts and princesses, were taught to make hand-painted Batik using the waxing 
                                                 
90 Universitas Pekalongan Website, Visi Misi dan Tujuan Teknologi Batik 
<http://teknologiBatik.unikal.ac.id/visi-misi-dan-tujuan-t-Batik>. 
91  Gittinger above n 1, 125. 
92  Interview with GRA Roosati Kadarisman and GRA Satuti Yamin, Royal 
Princesses of Mangkunegaran Court (Solo, August 2014). 
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process.93 Sultan Hamengkubuwana the Tenth (X) emphasises that Batik had a 
political dimension, as it was crafted to make the wearer, particularly the Sultan and 
his family, appear regal and serene, and superior to their subjects.94 This explains 
why Batik was meticulously crafted over months or even years. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 2 
Interviewing H.M. Sultan Hamengkubuwana The Tenth/X (Ruler of Ngayogyakarta Hadiningrat Royal 
Palace/Governor of Yogyakarta Special Region) and H.R.H. Queen Hemas (Queen Consort of Sultan 
Hamengkubuwana X) in Sydney, November 2016 
 
The political importance of Batik was evident from its use in gift exchanges 
between the Sultan or Javanese courts to foreign rulers.95 This tradition was also 
practised in other Sultanates and Kingdoms, for instance in Kalimantan.96 The 
presentation of an intricate Batik cloth in a gift exchange demonstrated the wealth of 
the giver.97 
 
                                                 
93  Interview with His Majesty Sri Sultan Hamengkubuwono The Tenth/X (Sydney, 
November 2016). 
94  Ibid. 
95  McCabe Elliott, above n 45. Literature chronicling the archipelago from 13th-
17th centuries documents similar patterns of intensive cloth exchange. For example, 
the author of the Nagarakertagama, a Javanese poem that honours the 14th century 
Majapahit court, explains that the local elite periodically provided ceremonial fabric 
and food gifts (local commodities) to the monarch and received metal (money) and 
personal merit (status) in return. 
96  See McCabe Elliott, above n 45. 
97  Harmen Veldhuisen, Rens Heringa, Fabric of Enchantment: Batik from the 
North Coast of Java (The Collection of Inger McCabe Elliott) 35. 
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Throughout Dutch (17th to near mid-20th century) and Japanese (1942-1945) 
colonisations, Batik cloth continued to be produced. In the 17th century, led by Sultan 
Agung of Mataram, the Javanese covertly rebelled against the monopolistic control 
of the economy by the Dutch East India Company by producing and selling Batik.98 
Veldhuisen, a notable Batik scholar, argues that Sultan Agung Mataram created the 
well-known Batik pattern sembagen huk during his pilgrimage to Mecca.99 As part of 
this rebellion, the women in the royal court of Mataram began to craft and sell Batik. 
Hence, Batik making has been associated with women since the beginning. In 1656, 
approximately 4,000 women in Mataram were engaged in the Batik industry. 
 
The highest quality hand-painted Batik was produced during the colonial era, 
from the mid-19th century to the mid-20th century, when Batik-making was also 
developed at a larger industrial scale.100 Batik continued to be produced for 
economic reasons, being popular among Bumiputera (native people of the 
Netherlands East Indies) and Bumiputera of Chinese (Peranakan) and Dutch (Indo-
European) descent, who quickly began to see it as a symbol of national pride and 
resilience. 101 
 
As Batik-making became profitable, the Dutch colonial government 
established a Centre for Textile and Batik (Textile Inrichting en Batik Proefstation) in 
1922, the stated purpose of which was to provide information to textile and Batik 
craftsmen.102 Some, however, are sceptical: viewing the establishment of this centre 
as a Dutch attempt to collect Batik masterpieces and transfer them to the 
                                                 
98  Ruurdje Laarhoven, ‘A Silent Textile Trade War: Batik Revival as Economic 
and Political Weapon in the 17th Century Java’ (Working Paper presented at the 13th 
Biennial Symposium of Textile Society of America, Washington DC, 19-22 
September 2012) 6 
<http://digitalcommons.unl.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1704&context=tsaconf>. 
99  See Veldhuisen, Heringa, above n 97, 34. 
100 Ann Barry, Batik from Java: History in Cloth (7 February 1985), The New York 
Times (online) <http://www.nytimes.com/1985/02/07/garden/Batik-from-java-history-in-
cloth.html>. 
101 See Hitchcock et al (Building on Batik), above n 53, 65. 
102 Interview with Mr Dudung Alisyahbana (Pekalongan, 2 September 2014). 
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Netherlands.103 Nevertheless, the establishment of this centre demonstrates that the 
Dutch government had begun to understand the importance of Batik-making, 
particularly its economic potential. 
 
2.4.2 Sukarno’s Era or Old Order (1945-1966) 
 
After Indonesian independence in 1945, President Sukarno articulated the 
political importance of Batik as “a true Indonesian textile tradition”.104 When 
independence was announced, Indonesia comprised the main islands of Java, 
Sumatera, Kalimantan, Sulawesi and Bali, each of which had its own unique 
customs, values and traditional costumes. 
 
Conscious of this diverse background, Sukarno identified a need for the newly 
independent state to showcase a national identity that could unite these regional 
cultures.105 Because Batik had been traded from Java to the other islands since the 
time of the Dutch East Indies, Indonesians were more familiar with Batik than with 
other traditional cloths, such as songket,106 ikat,107 and tapis.108 Soekarno therefore 
selected Batik to portray Indonesia’s traditional fabric and culture.109 
 
He went further, engaging Indonesian designers to re-model kebaya and 
sarong so that they would appropriately represent the image of Indonesian 
women.110 Batik development during these early days of independence was also 
                                                 
103 Above n 68. 
104  McCabe Elliott, above n 45. 
105  See Hitchcock et al, above n 53, 69. 
106  Songket is a traditional textile from some provinces in Indonesia, such as 
Palembang, to which golden thread is applied. 
107  Ikat is another traditional form of textile largely found in the Eastern part of 
Indonesia. 
108  Tapis is a traditional textile from Lampung, known for its golden or silver 
threads. 
109  Interview with Mr Guruh Sukarnoputra (Member of Indonesian 
Parliament/youngest son of President Sukarno/Indonesia's First President) (Jakarta, 
14 September 2016). 
110  Ibid. 
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boosted by Fatmawati Sukarno, Indonesia’s first First Lady. Sumatran-born Mrs 
Sukarno was rarely seen without her kebaya and hand-painted Batik cloth. This 
helped to drive Batik’s popularity as the official cloth among the spouses of high-level 
Indonesian officials, army personnel and civil servants from 1945.111 
 
Another major development occurred when President Sukarno tasked Go Tik 
Swan, a Chinese-Indonesian Batik expert and designer (later known by his 
Indonesian name Panembahan Hardjonagoro) to create Batik cloths that 
represented Indonesia as a whole and not merely a particular ethnic group.112 During 
the first decade of independence, President Sukarno needed support from 
Indonesians living in remote Eastern islands. He was aware that Batik at this time 
was still viewed as a Javanese creation and, therefore, was associated with the 
Javanese aristocracy. Hardjonagoro combined the intricate traditional pattern of 
Batik from the Javanese royal courts with the vibrant colours of Batik from coastal 
areas of Java to create new designs.113 His Batik creations, which were known as 
Indonesian Batik, became iconic of Indonesian culture. Batik began to be seen as 
representing Indonesia, the country and its people, rather than only the Javanese. 
 
2.4.3 Soeharto’s Era or New Order (1967-1998) 
 
Although Sukarno introduced Batik as a true Indonesian textile, Soeharto 
promoted it more effectively in the international arena. During the three decades of 
his rule (1967-1998), Batik was further developed and its political importance 
increased. In the 1970s, the Governor of Jakarta, Mr Ali Sadikin, officially requested 
that all civil servants in Jakarta wear Batik shirts to official functions. This increased 
the popularity of Batik over Western-style suits. Under Soeharto, Batik featured more 
                                                 
111  Fatmawati Sukarno, Fatmawati: Catatan Kecil Bersama Bung Karno 
[Fatmawati: Small Note with Bung Karno) (PT Dela Rohita, 1978) 197. 
112  Neneng Iskandar, Batik Indonesia dan Sang Empu: Go Tik Swan 
Panembahan Hardjonagoro [Batik Indonesia and The Artisan: Go Tik Swan 
Panembahan Hardjonagoro] (Tim Buku Srihana, 2008) 59. 
113  Ibid. Batik cloths from the royal courts of Java were generally known for the 
deep philosophical meaning of their pattern and for soga (brown colour), whereas 
Batik from coastal areas of Java were known for their vibrant colours (red, blue, 
yellow) and contemporary patterns such as European flora, fauna and folklore. 
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prominently in exchanges of gifts between heads of state.114 Following traditions 
dating from the 16th century, Soeharto revived Batik as a “gift and item of prestige”115 
during diplomatic exchanges of gifts with his counterparts in the State Palace in 
Jakarta and during his visits abroad. 
 
Batik was thus transformed from a traditional fabric to a gift deemed unique 
and worthy to represent Indonesia in fostering good relations with other countries. In 
short, it was becoming a tool of diplomacy in promoting Indonesian culture not only 
to visiting foreign dignitaries but also to an broader international audience. For 
example, during his official visit to Indonesia for the Association of South East Asian 
Nations (ASEAN) meeting in Bali in 1986, President Reagan was given a hand-
painted long-sleeved Batik shirt. The pattern incorporated the American seal, 
intersecting with the parang rusak and symbolising great power. First Lady Mrs 
Reagan wore a red hand-painted Batik dress with a butterfly pattern.116 The Batik 
cloths for the American first couple were designed by Iwan Tirta, an Indonesian Batik 
designer, and commissioned by Soeharto. 
 
The international summit in Indonesia that received the most media coverage 
during the Suharto era was the 1994 Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) 
meeting. Again, delegates, including President Clinton, were provided with Tirta-
designed Batik shirts.117 Some observers suggested that the Batik shirts worn by 
these heads of state resembled those of Soeharto’s Ministers at the weekly 
Indonesian cabinet meetings.118 This was seen as an example of the use of Batik for 
political purposes by the late President to showcase Indonesia’s increasing role and 
power in regional diplomacy and international politics. 
 
                                                 
114  Interview with Mrs Siti Hediati Suharto (Jakarta, 14 September 2016). 
115 Ibid. 
116  Betty Cunniberti, The Reagans Go Native in True Balinese style (2 May 1986)  
Los Angeles Times (online), <http://articles.latimes.com/1986-05-02/news/vw-
3198_1_nancy-reagan>.  
117  Interview with Ms Era Soekamto (Jakarta, 4 July 2014). 
118 Cameron W. Barr, When in Indonesia (17 November 1994) The Christian 
Science Monitor (online), <http://www.csmonitor.com/1994/1117/17203.html>. 
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President Soeharto and his family could also express political power and 
control by wearing Batik with particular patterns.119 Hand-painted Batik has always 
been expensive and only families with great wealth and power are able to order this 
kind of cloth for family ‘uniforms’. Soeharto’s family had two favourite patterns: Lar 
(‘wings’) and Parang Rusak (‘broken dagger’).120 These two patterns, whose 
meanings are closely related to great power and wealth, were forbidden for 
commoners, being reserved only for the king and his close circle.121 The tradition of 
wearing similarly patterned Batik cloths has been followed by President Soeharto’s 
successors, most notably President Yudhoyono and his family, who wear this kind of 
matching attire at public events. 
 
While Soeharto used Batik extensively as a diplomatic tool and as a 
demonstration of his power, he also used it to promote national unity. Again, Batik 
was portrayed as a national cultural treasure rather than something reserved for a 
particular ethnic group, such as the Javanese. 
 
When Soeharto stepped down after 32 years of authoritarian rule, Indonesia 
developed into a vibrant democracy, in which power was widely dispersed. Some 
argue that this change has been reflected in the emergence of new Batik patterns 
and styles. According to Kudiya, for instance, this development symbolised the 
freedom that had been attained by the Indonesian community.122 This suggests that 
Batik has become an integral part of Indonesian cultural expression. 
 
 It must be noted that Batik developments largely stagnated due to broader 
political dynamics in Indonesia from 1998-2004, which period was marked by five 
                                                 
119  Jean Gelman Taylor, 'Identity, Nation and Islam: A Dialogue about Men’s and 
Women’s Dress in Indonesia' in Mina Roces and Louise P Edwards (eds), The 
Politics of Dress in Asia and the Americas (Sussex Academic Press, 2010) 114. 
120  Interview with Mrs Siti Hediati Suharto (Member of Indonesian 
Parliament/Second Daughter of President Suharto) (Jakarta, 14 September 2016) 
121 Thienny Lee, ‘Decoding the Forbidden Parang Design in Raffles Batik 
Collection’ (Paper presented at the Malaysian Post Graduate Conference, Sydney, 
2013) 3. <http://www.researchgate.net/publication/256293275_19_MPC2013-
39_Thienny_USyd_Final>. 
122  Interview with Mr Komaruddin Kudiya (Bandung, 10 September 2014). 
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shifts of Presidency: Suharto (ended 1998), Habibie (ended 1999), Abdurrahman 
Wahid (ended 2001), Megawati Sukarno Putri (ended 2004) and Yudhoyono's 
leadership began in October 2004. 
 
2.4.4 Yudhoyono’s Era (2004-2014) 
 
In 2009, President Yudhoyono declared 2 October to be National Batik 
Day.123 This followed UNESCO’s listing of Indonesian Batik as Intangible Cultural 
Heritage. No other textile is recognised in this way in Indonesia. At the opening of 
the World Batik Summit in Jakarta in 2011, President Yudhoyono explicitly reaffirmed 
Soeharto’s approach, explicitly stating that Batik was not only part of Indonesian 
culture; it could also be used as a tool for diplomacy and friendship with the 
international community.124 However Yudhoyono promoted a range of traditional 
textiles. 
 
As Indonesia has advanced in economic and political power, Batik has played 
an increasingly influential role in bilateral, regional and multilateral diplomacy – for 
instance, through the United Nations, WTO, APEC and the G-20. Following in his 
predecessor’s footsteps, President Yudhoyono, as Chair and Host of the East Asia 
Summit in 2011, provided traditional Indonesian cloth for the leaders’ uniforms. 
Instead of choosing Batik, however, he chose hand-made Ikat shirts from Flores. 
These shirts were worn by leaders attending the Summit, including American 
President Barack Obama and Indian PM Manmohan Singh (see Figure 3 below) 
 
 
  
 
 
                                                 
123  Keputusan Presiden Nomor 33 Tahun 2009 tentang Hari Batik Nasional 
[Presidential Decree Number 33 Year 2009 on Enactment of National Batik Day] 
(Indonesia) art 1. 
124 Farah Fitriani Faruq, SBY: Let's use Batik as Diplomatic Tool, (29 September 
2011) Good News From Indonesia, 
<https://www.goodnewsfromindonesia.id/xhr/render/article/front/a-loving-look-at-our-
Batik-soul/1317773219/1> 
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Figure 3 
Leaders at the East Asia Summit, 2011. Next to President Barack Obama, President 
Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono dressed in Ikat Shirts from Flores and First Lady 
Kristiani Herawati Yudhoyono dressed in Balinese kebaya. 
 
Mrs Hillary Clinton, then Secretary of State, was presented with a red Batik 
blouse that had been made in Lasem in Central Java (see Figure 4 below). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4 
Next to Madam Sranya Natalegawa (spouse of the then Indonesian Foreign Minister, 
H.E. Dr R Marty M. Natalegawa), Secretary Hillary Clinton from USA wearing red 
hand-painted Batik blouse from Lasem. 
 
The First Couple were keen to promote other traditional fabrics, including 
Songket and Ikat. These were frequently worn by the President and First Lady Ani 
Yudhoyono at public events, both in Indonesia and abroad. The policy of promoting 
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other traditional cloths seems to indicate a move away from the Soeharto view of 
Batik as the only traditional cloth that was deemed worthy to represent Indonesia 
and towards Yudhoyono’s view that other traditional cloths could also represent 
Indonesia as a nation. In Figure 3, President Obama is wearing a dark green Ikan 
shirt from Flores accompanied by President Yudhoyono and other world leaders.125 
 
2.4.5 Joko Widodo’s Era (2014-current) 
 
In October 2014, Joko Widodo replaced Yudhoyono as the seventh president 
of Indonesia. The inauguration of his cabinet was the first such occasion at which the 
Ministers were required to wear Batik.126 Previously, from the time of President 
Sukarno to that of President Yudhoyono, male ministers were sworn in wearing 
Western-style suits, although their spouses would be dressed in kebaya and long 
Batik cloth.127 President Widodo has urged government officials to wear Batik and 
other traditional cloths when attending official and public events,128 since suits are 
not Indonesia’s national costume. Batik is thus no longer worn primarily for social 
and informal events in the evenings, but also in official functions during working 
hours. 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
125 Laurie Whitwell, Having a ball in Bali? Obama gives lukewarm reaction to 
wearing Indonesian traditional shirt on visit to South East Asia (19 November 2011) 
Daily Mail Australia (online), <http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2063352/Barack-
Obamas-lukewarm-reaction-wearing-traditional-Indonesian-Batik-shirt-visit-southeast-
Asia.html>. 
126  Tim Viva, The Reason Why Jokowi's Ministers Wear Batik at the Inauguration 
(27 October 2014) <https://www.viva.co.id/berita/politik/552120-alasan-pelantikan-
menteri-jokowi-pakai-Batik> 
127  Alfurkon Setiawan, To be Inaugurated this Noon, New Ministers Join the 
Prime Cabinet Meeting Directly (27 October 2014) Sekretariat Kabinet Republik 
Indonesia website <http://setkab.go.id/en/to-be-inaugurated-this-noon-new-ministers-
join-the-prime-cabinet-meeting-directly/>. 
128  Herman Genie and Ezra Sihite, Jokowi Urges Batik Resurgence Boost Local 
Industry, (30 October 2014) The Jakarta Globe (online) 
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Figure 5 
President Joko Widodo and Vice President Jusuf Kalla posed with Ministers, 
who all dressed in Batik outfits, after the inauguration of Work Cabinet (2014-2019) 
on 27 October 2014. Foreign Minister Retno Marsudi stood behind President 
Widodo. This was the first ever Cabinet inauguration applying Batik dresscode. 
 
More recently, President Widodo welcomed the visit of Chinese Foreign 
Minister Wang Yi.129 Mr Wang wore a traditional patterned Batik shirt to his meeting 
with President Widodo. It was the first time that visiting foreign dignitaries had worn 
Batik at an official meeting with an incumbent Indonesian President. Previously Batik 
would only have been worn at a State dinner or exchange of gifts. Through this 
gesture, the Chinese Foreign Minister acknowledged Batik as an integral part of 
Indonesian culture, and recognised the increasing importance of Indonesia’s role in 
the world. It can also be seen as indicating deep respect for the Indonesian 
President and people. 
                                                                                                                                                        
<http://thejakartaglobe.beritasatu.com/news/jokowi-urges-Batik-resurgence-boost-
local-industry/>. 
129  Andika Wahyu, Presiden Jokowi Terima Menlu Republik Rakyat Tiongkok 
[President Jokowi Receives Chinese Foreign Minister] (4 November 2014) Okezone 
(online) <https://foto.okezone.com/view/2014/11/04/1/17051/presiden-jokowi-terima-
menlu-republik-rakyat-tiongkok>. 
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Figure 6 
H.E. Mr Wang Yi, Foreign Minister of People's Republic of China, wore Batik long 
sleeved shirt during his first visit to Indonesia upon the Presidential inauguration of 
President Joko Widodo (welcoming the Minister in the image). Witnessed by H.E. 
Mrs Retno Marsudi, Indonesia's Foreign Minister wore red kebaya and Batik sarong 
as well as Indonesia's State Secretary.  
 
This chapter is written to portray the history and rationale why Batik has long 
been an important cultural, national and diplomatic tool, and an important source of 
income, particularly for Indonesian women. In the following chapters, I will examine 
how Batik is coming under threat as Chinese-made textiles printed with Batik 
patterns have flooded the Indonesian market. Consequently, Indonesian Batik 
makers have expressed concern about the economic future of Batik, particularly with 
the establishment of the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) at the end of 2015. 
This is discussed in the following chapter. Subsequent chapters will also analyse the 
extent of the Indonesian government's commitment to protect and promote Batik. 
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CHAPTER III  
 
DISPUTES REGARDING INDONESIAN BATIK 
  
 
3.1.  Introduction 
 
Chapter II highlighted the cultural and political importance of Batik for 
Indonesia. These different kinds of value which inhere in Batik as a cultural 
phenomenon and as a commodity give rise to potential for a range of conflicts: in 
particular, conflicts over who can claim ownership, and stewardship, over Batik 
designs. A key role of intellectual property laws is to confer ownership and the right 
to claim and control designs. In order, therefore, to think about the appropriate 
design of legal protection and management of Batik designs, it is critical first to 
understand the nature of conflicts which have arisen over and around uses of Batik. 
In this chapter, therefore, I will discuss several recent disputes over Indonesian Batik 
which have occurred both at domestic and international level: between regional 
neighbours Indonesia and Malaysia and, within Indonesia, between various Batik 
traders. The goal is to identify both the nature and causes of any disputes, and the 
particular issues over which parties (and even countries) have disagreed, in order to 
identify the role which copyright, or other kinds of legal protection, could play in 
protecting Indonesian Batik. In light of these disputes and their impact, I argue that 
Indonesia must now comprehensively address problems surrounding Batik 
protection. 
 
In this chapter, I also highlight the potential for an increase in regional and 
international conflict over Batik designs as Indonesia prepared its participation in the 
ASEAN Economic Community by the end of 2015, and afterwards. The ASEAN 
Economic Community has been designed to eliminate all tariffs and non-tariff 
barriers on goods and services, as well as to remove discrimination in employment 
among ASEAN Member States. This is likely to mean a rise in trade in textiles, and 
create difficulties for some of the legal and economic tools which Indonesia might 
otherwise have sought to use to promote local textile production. As I will show, with 
the elimination of other kinds of trade barriers, IP protection (whether through 
copyright or a sui generis system) should take on greater importance, although, at 
present, it seems that Indonesia is not taking sufficient steps to develop policy in this 
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space. In short, Indonesia must develop its own trade-oriented position to protect 
and promote Batik. 
 
The final part of this chapter will be allocated to discussing the on-going 
practical impediments to Batik protection in Indonesia, and how these impediments 
have been left unaddressed by the Indonesian government.  
 
3.2.  Disputes concerning Indonesian Batik 
 
3.2.1. International 
 
3.2.1.1. Differences between Indonesia and Malaysia over cultural claims to 
Batik 
 
In January 2009, Malaysia was reported to have submitted an official claim to 
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) seeking 
recognition of Batik as part of Malaysia’s cultural heritage.130 UNESCO is mandated 
to address cultural issues of UN member states, including to assist member states in 
protecting their cultural heritage, in accordance with the UNESCO Convention for the 
Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage.131 According to this Convention, 
intangible cultural heritage is the practices, representations, expressions, knowledge, 
skills – as well as the instruments, objects, artefacts and cultural spaces associated 
therewith – that identify and define a group or civilization.132 In line with Article 2 of 
                                                 
130 Kathy Marks, Rivals of The East Battle for Batik (28 September 2009), The 
Independent (online) <http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/asia/rivals-of-the-east-
battle-for-Batik-1794272.html>. 
131 The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, 
Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage, UN doc 
MISC/2003/CLT/CH/14 (17 October 2003) 
<http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0013/001325/132540e.pdf>. 
132  Ibid, Art 2 (1) states “The “intangible cultural heritage” means the practices, 
representations, expressions, knowledge, skills – as well as the instruments, objects, 
artefacts and cultural spaces associated therewith – that communities, groups and, 
in some cases, individuals recognize as part of their cultural heritage. This intangible 
cultural heritage, transmitted from generation to generation, is constantly recreated 
by communities and groups in response to their environment, their interaction with 
nature and their history, and provides them with a sense of identity and continuity, 
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the UNESCO Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage, 
this intangible cultural heritage may be manifested through oral transmission. 
 
Indonesian Batik falls within this definition: it is passed down via oral traditions 
and expressions which started from Royal Families of Javanese Sultanate to lay 
people; Batik making has been widely developed since the 19th century and has 
become part of social practice in many parts of Indonesia; and traditional 
craftsmanship is required for its production.133 
 
The adoption of the Convention by UN member states requires states to 
safeguarding of the intangible heritage present within the national jurisdiction of the 
respective State.134 UNESCO Convention’s definition on safeguarding135 centers on 
transmitting, or communicating intangible cultural heritage from generation to 
generation, rather than on the production of its concrete manifestations, such as a 
dance performance, a song, a music instrument or a craft. In this sense, 
                                                                                                                                                        
thus promoting respect for cultural diversity and human creativity. For the purposes 
of this Convention, consideration will be given solely to such intangible cultural 
heritage as is compatible with existing international human rights instruments, as 
well as with the requirements of mutual respect among communities, groups and 
individuals, and of sustainable development.” 
<http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/index.php?lg=en&pg=00006> 
133  Ibid, Art 2 (2) states “The “intangible cultural heritage”, as defined in paragraph 
1 above, is manifested inter alia in the following domains: 
(a) oral traditions and expressions, including language as a vehicle of the intangible 
cultural heritage; 
(b) performing arts; 
(c) social practices, rituals and festive events; 
(d) knowledge and practices concerning nature and the universe; 
(e) traditional craftsmanship.” 
134  Ibid, Art11 states Each State Party shall: 
(a) take the necessary measures to ensure the safeguarding of the intangible cultural 
heritage present in its territory; 
(b) among the safeguarding measures referred to in Article 2, paragraph 3, identify 
and define the various elements of the intangible cultural heritage present in its 
territory, with the participation of communities, groups and relevant non-
governmental organizations. 
135  Ibid, Art 2 (3) states ““Safeguarding” means measures aimed at ensuring the 
viability of the intangible cultural heritage, including the identification, documentation, 
research, preservation, protection, promotion, enhancement, transmission, 
particularly through formal and non-formal education, as well as the revitalization of 
the various aspects of such heritage”. 
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safeguarding is more about ensuring the transfer of knowledge, skills and meaning 
from the past to the present and from the present to the future generations. These 
measures may consist of preservation, promotion, enhancement or transmission of 
intangible cultural heritage, through formal and non-formal education, as well as 
identification, documentation and research. In connection to economic development, 
UNESCO suggests that safeguarding intangible cultural heritage is also an important 
source of economic development, though not necessarily through income-generating 
activities like tourism.136 This is because such activities threaten living heritage. 
Instead, UNESCO recommends the focus should be on enhancing the functions of 
intangible cultural heritage within society and promoting its mainstreaming in 
economic policy planning. 
 
There are significant disputes about the effectiveness of the Convention and 
UNESCO in safeguarding intangible cultural heritage. While I do not focus on this 
debate, I will analyse the connection between UNESCO’s recognition of Batik in its 
list of Intangible Cultural Heritage and Indonesian legal protection of Batik. The 
Convention mandates each member state to identify and define such heritage with 
the participation of communities, groups and relevant non-governmental 
organisations.137 
 
The report of Malaysia’s claim attracted significant public attention within 
Indonesia: the news was covered daily by most Indonesian media.138 Although, as 
explained further below, such reports were false, they engendered very strong 
feelings in Indonesia. The situation was inflamed when Dr Wiendu Nuryanti, then 
Indonesian Vice Minister for Culture, announced that the claim to Batik was only one 
of seven claims made by Malaysia between 2007 and 2012.139 Following extensive 
                                                 
136 The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, What Is 
Intangible Cultural Heritage? (2003) <http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/doc/src/01851-
EN.pdf>. 
137  Ibid. 
138  Sinaga above n 30. 
139  Dr Nuryanti explains that aside from Batik, there were six other claims made 
by Malaysia over Indonesian TCE namely the “Rasa Sayange” folk song, Eastern 
Javanese “Reog Ponorogo” dance, Western Javanese “angklung” musical 
instrument, Balinese “Pendet” dance, Eastern Kalimantan “Beras Adan” rice, West 
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media coverage, there were a series of demonstrations in front of the Malaysian 
Embassy in Jakarta.140 Some groups even threatened to target Malaysian citizens in 
Indonesia. Although this threat was never implemented, strong national sentiment 
and perceptions directed against Malaysia persisted. By June 2009, tensions were 
so high that, to assuage them, the Malaysian Minister of Defense felt the need 
publicly to declare that the two neighbouring countries were not on the brink of 
war.141 The Malaysian and Indonesian Foreign Ministers met to secure ways to 
provide security to Malaysian citizens working and living in Indonesia and resolved to 
avoid "sensitive issues", including staking claims to each other's cultures. 
 
The dispute ended on 28 September 2009 at UNESCO’s Fourth Session of 
Inter-Governmental Committee Meeting in Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates. The 
outcome document of the Meeting included Indonesian Batik in the Representative 
List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity.142 According to the Minister of 
Culture and Tourism, Mr Jero Wacik, Indonesia had submitted to the UNESCO 
Secretariat the proposal that Indonesian Batik be included in the UNESCO list in 
September 2008. The Secretariat confirmed that it had received a complete set of 
Indonesian documents nominating Batik to the list by 9 January 2009. The 
                                                                                                                                                        
Sumateran “Tor Tor” dance and “Gondang sambilan” musical instrument (the claims 
relating to the Tor Tor Dance and Gondang Sambilan were combined in a single 
claim) in Indra Akuntono, Dalam Lima Tahun Malaysia Tujuh Kali Klaim Budaya 
Indonesia [In Five Years, Malaysia Claimed Seven Indonesian Culture] (19 June 
2012) Kompas (online) 
<http://edukasi.kompas.com/read/2012/06/19/1747119/Dalam.5.Tahun.Malaysia.7.Kali.Klai
m.Budaya.Indonesia>. 
140 Sara Schonhardt, Indonesia Cut From A Different Cloth (3 October 2009) Asia 
Times (online) <http://www.atimes.com/atimes/Southeast_Asia/KJ03Ae02.html>. 
141 Peter Geling, Score One for Indonesia in the War over Batik (14 September 
2009) The New York Times <http://www.nytimes.com/2009/09/15/world/asia/15iht-
Batik.html>. 
142  The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, Decision 
Document No. 4.COM 13.44 p 52 in Evaluation of the nominations for inscription on 
the Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity at the Fourth 
Session of Inter-Governmental Committee Meeting in Abu Dhabi, United Arab 
Emirates in Abu Dhabi (28 September 2009) (Document No 
ITH/09/4.COM/CONF.209/13 Rev.2) <http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/doc/src/ITH-09-
4.COM-CONF.209-13-Rev.2-EN.pdf>. 
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nomination of Batik by Indonesia was then discussed by subsidiary body of 
UNESCO in a closed meeting in Paris on 11-15 May 2009.143 
 
The broader Indonesian community, including Batik makers and 
entrepreneurs, welcomed the UNESCO acknowledgements. Most of them saw this 
as recognition by the world of the supremacy of Indonesian Batik over foreign-made 
Batik.144 This was undoubtedly an overreaction: as noted above, the UNESCO 
declaration is fairly limited, and was, notably, a recognition specifically of Indonesian 
Batik (and not Batik generally) as Indonesia’s intangible cultural heritage. In fact, 
Masanori Nagaoka, a UNESCO culture specialist, has emphasised that this limitation 
means that Indonesia cannot prevent other countries from seeking recognition of 
Batik as a part of their traditional cultural heritage.145 It is, in fact, little more than a 
symbolic gesture.146 
 
Nevertheless, UNESCO’s declaration carried political weight within Indonesia. 
Indonesian Minister for Culture and Tourism, Mr Jero Wacik, viewed UNESCO's 
declaration as a triumph over Malaysia. He stated that, as an Indonesian, he was 
pleased and proud to receive this inclusion by UNESCO, particularly receiving the 
warm congratulatory gesture by Malaysian delegates during UNESCO 
Conference.147 He noted that Batik was the third form of Indonesian intangible 
                                                 
143  Minister Jero Wacik explains that the then members of UNESCO’s Subsidiary 
Body were the United Arab Emirates, Republic of Korea, Kenya, Turkey, Mexico and 
Estonia. The task of the Subsidiary Body is to analyse and decide on the 
nominations made by UNESCO’s member states regarding their proposed intangible 
cultural heritage. Minister Wacik’s explanation on Batik Indonesia Nominasi Warisan 
Budaya Tak Benda UNESCO in The Jakarta Post, 12 June 2009 
<http://travel.kompas.com/read/2009/06/12/00500212/Batik.indonesia.nominasi.warisan.bud
aya.takbenda.unesco>. 
144  Interview with Prof Dr Wiendu Nuryanti (former Vice Minister of Culture) 
(Jakarta, 6 September 2016). 
145  See Nagaoka in Collins, above n 84. 
146  Jinn Winn Chong,  ‘Mine, Yours or Ours? : The Indonesia-Malaysia Disputes 
Over Shared Cultural Heritage’ (2012) 27 (1) Journal of Social Issues of Southeast 
Asia 33, 33. 
147 Cempaka, Malaysia Congratulates RI Over Batik: Minister (2 October 2009) 
The Jakarta Post (online) <http://cempaka-tourist.blogspot.com/2009/10/malaysia-
congratulates-ri-over-Batik.html>. 
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cultural heritage declared by UNESCO after keris (dagger) and wayang (puppet). 
Since 2009, aside from Batik, UNESCO has declared five other items of Indonesian 
intangible cultural heritage, including angklung (a musical instrument made from 
bamboo), Saman dance (traditional dance from Aceh), noken (muti-functional 
knotted or woven bag, handicraft of the People of Papua), three genres of traditional 
dance in Bali, and pinisi (art of boatbuilding in South Sulawesi). In total there are 
eight forms of Indonesian intangible cultural heritage recognised by UNESCO. 
 
UNESCO’s declaration was followed by Presidential Decree Number 34 Year 
2009, issued by President Yudhoyono, declaring a National Batik Day on 2 October 
2009 and urging Indonesians to celebrate the UNESCO declaration by wearing 
Batik.148 
 
These events in 2009 need to be understood in their cultural and historical 
context. The first point to note is that Indonesia and Malaysia are close geographical 
neighbours with a great deal of shared heritage, with cross migration occurring 
between the two for centuries. Despite this, there is a respectable body of opinion 
that distinguishes between Indonesian and Malaysian Batik. Dr Fiona Kerlogue, 
Deputy Keeper of Anthropology at the Horniman Museum in London points to the 
differences in the techniques used to make Batik as between Indonesia and 
Malaysia, and argues that the best Indonesian Batik is hand-painted or hand-
stamped, whereas more Malaysian Batik involves simpler designs and is mostly 
printed.149 In addition, as mentioned in Chapter II, Indonesian Batik follows certain 
traditional patterns which carry specific cultural and philosophical meanings. By 
contrast, Malaysian Batik generally employs more contemporary patterns and is said 
to embody very little, if any, significant meaning.150 
Dr Kerlogue’s views were confirmed by interviewees (although it should be 
acknowledged that no Malaysian experts were interviewed, who might have had a 
                                                 
148  Keputusan Presiden Nomor 34 Tahun 2009 tentang Hari Batik Nasional 
(Presidential Decree No 34 Year 2009 on National Batik Day) 
<www.bpkp.go.id/uu/filedownload/6/75/1526.bpkp>. 
149 See Kerlogue in Collins, above n 84.  
150  Adiwoso, S. Hertini, ‘The Philosophy and Meaning of Classic Batik Patterns of 
Central Java’,  in in Michael Hitchcock, Nuryanti and Wiendu (eds), Building on Batik: 
The Globalization of a Craft Community (Ashgate Publishing, 2000), 65. 
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different view): notable Indonesian Batik designers and entrepreneurs, such as Mrs 
Josephine Komara, Mr Santosa Doellah and Mr Afif Syakur, highlight that Indonesian 
Batik craftmanship is beyond peer.151 This excellence of craftsmanship is due to the 
tedious work and time that needs to be allocated by a Batik painter to make one 
Batik cloth. Because of the focus required, Batik painters can work on their Batik for 
around five hours per day with either a lunch or snack break in between to keep their 
concentration. Batik painters can usually complete a cloth in one or two months, 
largely depending on the intricacy of the pattern (the Batik crafting will take longer 
time if the patterns are more intricate). But finalising the process generally requires 
more than one person, such as a painter, a dyer and a dryer.152 
 
Significant political issues complicated the dispute between Indonesia and 
Malaysia over Batik. Chapter 2 examined the political significance of Batik in 
Indonesia, and in particular its association with Indonesia’s struggle for 
independence. It also exemplified Indonesia’s leading role in the Non-Aligned 
Movement.153 Since then, Batik, has arguably epitomised developing countries’ 
struggles against developed countries, and has, therefore, been popular with Asian 
countries, as well as African countries and their leaders.154 Hitchcock argues that 
Batik lacks this significance in Malaysia, where independence was given, not fought 
for as it was in Indonesia.155 It must be noted that Malaysian experts might be 
expected to disagree with parts of this analysis. 
 
Worsening the dispute were news reports, published in 2009, that Malaysian 
Batik businesspeople had lured Indonesian Batik makers to move to Malaysia with 
promises of good wages and well-being for their families.156 From some interviews, it 
                                                 
151  Interview with Mrs Josephine Komara (Jakarta, 7 July 2014), Mr Santosa 
Doellah (Solo, 5 September 2014), and Mr Afif Syakur (Yogyakarta, 11 August 
2014). 
152  Ibid. 
153  Hitchcock et al above n 53, 100. 
154  Ibid. 
155  Ibid. 
156  Ibid n 148. 
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appears that Malaysian entrepreneurs have purchased semi-finished Batik from 
markets in Indonesia, then affixing a "Made in Malaysia" tag to them.157 
 
Since Independence, the bilateral relationship between Indonesia and 
Malaysia has not been consistently smooth. During the Old Order Era in Indonesia, 
Sukarno famously coined the terms ‘Ganyang Malaysia’ (in English, ‘Crush 
Malaysia’) in 1963. According to Clark, this was Sukarno’s response after seeing 
Malaysia’s formation as a neo-colonial system.158 During this period of 1962-1963, 
there was Konfrontasi, or Confrontation in English, a term coined by President 
Sukarno to depic the ailing relations between Indonesia and Malaysia. This term is 
still frequently applied by the Indonesian media in addressing problems with 
Malaysia, including about migrant workers and ownership of traditional cultural 
expressions. During the New Order era, the relationship between Indonesia and 
Malaysia was more cordial.159 But after Soeharto’s fall, Indonesia seems to have 
become more internationally and regionally assertive, through the chairmanship in 
APEC, membership in G20 and its intangible cultural heritages claims in 
UNESCO.160 
 
Indeed, the Batik claim was only one among other ownership issues that have 
affected the relations between the two nations. Another dispute emerged about the 
ownership of Sipadan and Ligitan islands, which was brought to the International 
Court of Justice (ICJ).161 In 17 December 2002, the ICJ concluded that Sipadan and 
                                                 
157   Interview with Dr Komarudin Kudiya (Bandung, 10 September 2014) and Mr 
Dudung Alisyahbana (Pekalongan, 2 September 2014). 
158  Marshall Clark, ‘The Politics of Heritage: Indonesia-Malaysia Cultural 
Contestations’, (2013) 41 Indonesia and the Malay World Journal 396. 
159 Yang Razali Kassi, At Suharto’s Deathbed, The Strongmen Wept (31 January 
2008) Malaysia Today  <https://www.malaysia-today.net/2008/01/31/at-suhartos-
deathbed-the-strongmen-wept/>.  
160  Marshall Clark and Juliet Pietsch, Indonesia – Malaysia Relations: Cultural 
Heritage, Politics and Labour Migration (Routledge, 2014) 90. 
161  Sipadan and Ligitan are two very small islands located in the Celebes Sea, off 
the north-east coast of the island of Borneo. These islands are claimed by both 
Indonesia and Malaysia as their territories, See International Court of Justice, Press 
Release <https://www.un.org/press/en/2002/ICJ605.doc.htm>. 
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Ligitan islands belonged to Malaysia, not Indonesia.162 This appears to have made 
Indonesians somewhat more sensitive about protecting Indonesian property, 
including cultural property. 
 
However, the Batik ‘dispute’ was likely largely manufactured, with the 
Indonesian media fanning negative domestic perceptions against Malaysians in 
pursuit of ratings. According to Clark and Pietsch, the media ‘peddled the myth’ that 
Malaysia had lodged a claim on Batik to UNESCO.163 Their research shows that 
Malaysia never formally submitted any claim for Batik: UNESCO officers based in 
Kuala Lumpur never received a formal application. 
 
 The Malaysia-Indonesia ‘dispute’ over Batik, or at least the perception within 
Indonesia of a dispute, fanned by the media, reveals several important insights for 
the present purposes. First, supporting the arguments made in chapter 2 above, the 
Indonesian response, including the establishment of a National Batik Day, suggests 
that elements within Indonesian society and within the political establishment are 
prepared to take some action to assert an ownership claim to Batik as a part of their 
tradition at international level. 
 
 Second, the events from 2009 suggest a misunderstanding in Indonesia 
around the role of UNESCO, and the purpose and legal force of declarations made 
by UNESCO, even at the highest levels of the political establishment. Claims by the 
Minister for Education and Culture that the UNESCO declaration was a tool to 
secure Indonesia’s intangible cultural heritage in particular suggest a misreading of 
the force of the UNESCO declaration, which, as noted, only serves as recognition 
rather than providing any exclusivity or protection to Indonesian Batik. 
 
                                                 
162  International Court of Justice, Case Concerning Sovereignty Over Pulau 
Ligitan and Pulau Sipadan (Reports of Judgments, Advisory Opinions and Orders) 
(Indonesia vs. Malaysia) [2002] <https://www.icj-cij.org/files/case-related/102/102-
20021217-JUD-01-00-EN.pdf> 
163  UNESCO officers were disappointed with the Indonesian media which 
continue to cover Malaysian claim on Batik when in fact Malaysia has never 
submitted any formal claim in Clark and Pietsch, above n 160, 79. 
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 Third, these events highlight the importance of paying attention to what, 
precisely, is claimed in any assertion of ownership over Batik. It appears that, in 
drawing a distinction between Indonesian and Malaysian Batik, anthropologists and 
cultural experts draw attention both to the particular designs and their meanings, but 
also to techniques used to make Batik. As we will see in the next chapter, this may 
well suggest a need to look beyond Western IP laws such as copyright which tend to 
focus on designs only. 
 
Fourth, these events, particularly around the potentially conflicting claims of 
Batik makers in Malaysia and Indonesia to recognition of their traditional 
associations and heritage in Batik, highlight what will be a key difficulty in any 
attempt to construct legal protection for Batik, and particularly any attempt to assert 
exclusive rights by any country or creator in Batik or Batik designs. The long history 
of Batik-making in the region including outside Indonesia mean that negotiating the 
boundaries of any claim to exclusivity will be culturally, politically, and economically 
fraught. I return to these difficulties in Chapter IV. 
 
3.2.1.2 Indonesia vs Turkey 
 
A second incident came to public attention when Mr Katon Bagaskara, an 
Indonesian celebrity, stated via social media in January 2015 that Turkey had 
claimed traditional Batik with the Mega Mendung pattern.164 As discussed in Chapter 
II, the Mega Mendung pattern is a specific Batik design, exclusively produced in 
Cirebon and its coastal areas. Bagaskara explained that through social media he 
had received a photo of a Turkish-made dress decorated with the Mega Mendung 
pattern. The dress was being sold by UK department store Marks and Spencer. Mr 
Bagaskara also informed Indonesian President Joko Widodo and Minister of Trade 
Rahmat Gobel, via a communication in which he urged the Indonesian government 
to register traditional Batik patterns through the patent system.165 Because of Mr 
                                                 
164  Nda, Artis Ini Sedih Batik Mega Mendung Cirebon Diklaim Turki in JPNN [This 
Artist is Sad Because Turkey Claimed Batik Mega Mendung] (9 January 2015) 
JPPN.com <http://www.jpnn.com/read/2015/01/09/280306/Artis-Ini-Sedih-Batik-Mega-
Mendung-Cirebon-Diklaim-Turki>. 
165  Ibid. 
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Bagaskara’s status as a legendary singer from the ‘Kla Project’ musical group and 
celebrity fame, most Indonesian media published coverage of these events, without 
any apparent fact-checking to determine whether Turkey had made any such ‘claim’. 
Even the most well-respected Indonesian media alleged such a claim in prominent 
headlines.166 
 
This generated attention among players in the fashion industry and IPR 
lawyers. Indonesian Batik makers and designers expressed concern, as they 
consider Mega Mendung not only as a pattern originating from Cirebon but also as 
an important economic commodity, since Mega Mendung is the most famous and 
sought-after Batik pattern from that area. Batik makers in Cirebon urged the 
Indonesian government to support protection of Indonesian Batik traditional patterns 
by issuing patents.167 There were even demonstrations in Cirebon in which Batik 
makers handed out pamphlets with strong demands to ‘Save Mega Mendung’. 
 
The statement by Bagaskara as well as some Batik makers in Cirebon that 
Batik should be ‘patented’ by the Indonesian government demonstrates a lack of 
legal knowledge among Indonesians, including those working in the creative 
industry, about the type of law rendered to Batik protection. Patents are concerned 
with the protection of new inventions and technology: if anything, copyright is the 
legal system applicable to designs, although, as further discussed in Chapter IV, it 
may be poorly adapted to offer protection to traditional designs such as Mega 
Mendung. 
 
It appears, however, that Turkey made no formal claim over the Mega 
Mendung pattern. Pujiono, an Indonesian IP scholar, urged restraint, underlining that 
Indonesians should not panic if Batik with Mega Mendung pattern was popularised 
by well-known foreign designers or fashion houses such as Marks and Spencer.168 
                                                 
166  Dewi Suci Rahayu, Heboh Batik Megamendung Diklaim Turki [Shocking: 
Turkey claims Megamendung Batik] (9 January 2015) Tempo (Online) 
<http://www.tempo.co/read/news/2015/01/09/219633727/Heboh-Batik-Megamendung-
Diklaim-Turki>. 
167  Indra Yusuf, Mega Mendung sebagai Folklore (2014) Radar Cirebon (online) 
<https://www.radarcirebon.com/mega-mendung-sebagai-folklor.html>. 
168  Ibid. 
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He provided an example of Japanese people who were proud rather than upset 
about foreign-made kimonos, implying that Indonesians should take the same 
attitude. Mr Pujiono’s statement appears to contradict the views of most Indonesians 
who generally prefer their Batik cloths to be produced in Indonesia. This dissenting 
voice is important because it features the differences within Indonesia, including 
Indonesian legal practitioners, whether Indonesia needs to claim its ownership over 
traditional patterns of Batik. 
 
Like the ‘dispute’ between Indonesia and Malaysia over Batik, much of the 
heat around this recent event seems to have been generated within the media, 
based on misunderstandings of both the factual context, and the applicable law. 
Without identifying the accuracy of Mr Bagaskara’s report, Indonesian media 
published his allegation to create public concern. In this case, neither Turkey nor 
Marks and Spencer (a UK based company) are subject to any legal claim that 
Indonesia might seek to bring. Firstly, there is no way that either the Turkish 
producers of the relevant textile, nor Marks & Spencer, have any straightforward 
means of determining the origins of the Mega Mendung pattern or any claim that 
might be laid by Indonesia. There is no official record that is openly published by any 
competent authority which can provide information about traditional Batik patterns. 
Secondly, as will be discussed further below, the 2014 Copyright Law creates no 
relevant cause of action that could be brought against either party, even assuming 
that personal jurisdiction over them could be established. 
 
Like the issues with Malaysia, these events support the argument in the 
previous chapter that Batik is both culturally, and in this case economically, important 
to Indonesia. The use of the pattern does suggest a market for Indonesian designs 
that Indonesia might seek to exploit, assuming it can find a feasible way to pursue 
the market and some means to pursue claims at an international, and not merely 
local, level. It only takes a moment’s thought, however, to realise the complexity of 
pursuing any legal claim in such a case: there is little chance of pursuing a local legal 
remedy within Indonesia against a producer within Turkey over a product sold by a 
UK store. I will return to these ideas in Chapter IV. 
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3.2.2  Domestic disputes 
 
There have been very few copyright disputes in Indonesian history, and even 
fewer have made their way to the courts, and fewer still have related to Batik. For the 
purposes of this thesis, I will discuss three disputes that have surfaced about alleged 
infringement of copyright in Batik and traditional textile’s designs.169 One of these 
was settled out of court, but the other two were pursued in court and are, to my 
knowledge, are the only decided Indonesian cases about copyright in Batik. 
 
Despite the small number of publicly known disputes about Batik, we can still 
draw some important insights from the nature of these disputes for the purposes of 
this thesis. In particular, both disputes show a distinct lack of understanding of the 
law on the part of the disputants and their lawyers, but perhaps more importantly, 
both disputes appear to have involved claims by Batik makers over patterns that 
other makers and experts considered traditional. As explained further in Chapter IV, 
the distinction between traditional and non-traditional designs is unclear under the 
2014 Copyright Law, but is very important for the purposes of protection. 
 
 The disputes here arose under prior incarnations of the 2014 Copyright Act, 
under which there had been no Batik disputes at time of writing. 
 
3.2.2.1 Sukasah vs. Danar Hadi 
  
The first was a dispute between Ms Ghea Sukasah (plaintiff) and PT Batik 
Danar Hadi (defendant), filed in September 1988.170 Sukasah, who was one of 
Indonesia’s top female designers, claimed that PT Danar Hadi (a well-known Batik 
and handicraft company) had copied her original design, known as Jumputan. Danar 
Hadi, denied the allegation, and stated that it had purchased the Sukasah-designed 
“Jumputan” patterned Batik through a company which was named PT Texmaco. 
Danar Hadi also noted that other Batik companies sold copies of Sukasah’s Batik 
                                                 
169  For a broader discussion of IP reform in Indonesia, see Antons, ‘Intellectual 
Property Law Reform in Indonesia’, in Veronica Taylor, (ed), Asian Laws through 
Australian Eyes (Sydney: LBC Information Services 1997), 411-412. 
170  Purba, above n 17, 82. 
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pattern, namely PT Batik Keris and PT Kasmaji, however Sukasah did not make any 
case against them. Thus, Danar Hadi argued that Sukasah’s allegations were 
unfounded. For its part, Texmaco claimed that the Batik pattern was sold by a 
person, Gophar, who was not an official or an agent of PT Texmaco, but rather was 
simply a customer who sold the design to Danar Hadi without legal authority. 
Texmaco pointed out that it had no agreement with Sukasah. 
 
The case was settled out of court before trial, through the efforts of Mr Ismail 
Saleh, then Indonesia’s Minister of Justice, and expert witness Mrs Toetti Toekajati 
Soeryanto. The result was the dropping of Sukasah allegations against Danar Hadi. 
During the negotiations, it was established that the Jumputan pattern was a 
traditional pattern and therefore fell within the public domain and could be freely 
used.171 It was also agreed that Sukasah had modified the Jumputan pattern and 
reintroduced the pattern to a larger audience. Therefore, Sukasah was advised that 
she should have registered her designs. It should be pointed out, however, that this 
is not a requirement for copyright protection.  
 
When this dispute arose in 1988, it attracted media attention because of the 
high-profile names that were involved. Both Sukasah and Doellah of Danar Hadi 
were well established designers, and the jumputan is a famous traditional Batik 
pattern. Almost two decades after the dispute, former Minister Saleh shared his 
thoughts on settling the dispute outside the court room to a notable Indonesian 
newspaper.172 He stressed the misunderstandings of the parties regarding the 
concept of intellectual property rights. He did not reveal why he mediated it, but it 
might be surmised that he used the dispute to attract public attention towards IPRs, 
including protection of Batik. As earlier mentioned, the 1987 copyright law was the 
first copyright law that explicitly addressed Batik as an object of protection. As the 
dispute occurred in 1988, one year after the enactment of 1987 copyright law, 
Minister Saleh probably saw it as important to highlight the protection of Batik. 
 
                                                 
171  Ismail Saleh, Kekeliruan Pengertian Hak Cipta, in Media Indonesia newspaper 
12 November 2007 as cited in Pelita website <Document in the author>. 
172  Ibid. 
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Some commentators disagreed with the outcome in this case, and reasoned 
that although Sukasah was not the creator of Jumputan, she was morally entitled of 
appreciation by the Indonesian government for her efforts in modifying the pattern 
and introducing it to larger audience.173 According to this line of thinking, she may 
have modified the traditional design enough to entitle her to copyright over her 
designs. However, the degree of modification required to make a pattern original is 
difficult to define. Perhaps the intervention of the Minister, who argued that the 
design was ‘public domain’ convinced Sukasah not to pursue the point. This perhaps 
suggests a need to think, in designing legal protection, not only the incentives for the 
creation of new designs but also for commercialising more traditional designs. 
 
3.2.2.2 Menda vs Mugni 
 
The second Batik case to be discussed here was heard in the District Court of 
Sumber, Cirebon, West Java. It concerned Mr Abed Menda (plaintiff) and Mr H. Ibnu 
Hajar bin H. Mugni (defendant). Mugni was a Batik trader in Cirebon. The defendant 
was accused of copying and reproducing a Batik pattern known as ‘Lereng Kembang 
Cirebonan’ (Cirebonese asymmetrical flower) which was allegedly created by the 
plaintiff. The plaintiff explained that the pattern was specifically commissioned for 
use in uniforms of the Union of Indonesian Teachers in 1986 and had been 
registered with the Directorate-General of IP by the plaintiff’s Batik company. 
 
During the Court proceedings, however, it was found that the disputed pattern 
was in fact not created by the plaintiff. It was instead created by Mr Tapsir who 
served as one of the witnesses during the proceedings. In 1984, Tapsir was 
requested to create the design by the defendant. The plaintiff then named it as 
‘Lereng Kembang Cirebonan’. A few months after the initial creation, Mr Tapsir was 
requested by the plaintiff to create a minor modification to the initial pattern in the 
form of a Batik shirt. He then created a modified pattern and sold the shirt to the 
plaintiff. Of course, this did not constitute transferral of any rights in the pattern to the 
plaintiff. In any event, the Court accepted witness testimony and a letter from the 
Agency on Research and Development of the Batik Industry, which declared that 
                                                 
173  Purba, above n 17. 
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“Lereng Kembang Cirebonan” was a traditional Batik pattern which has existed for 
centuries.174 The design therefore held public domain status, meaning any 
Indonesian citizen can freely utilise it. The Court, therefore, rejected the plaintiff’s 
claims.175 The plaintiff appealed, but was unsuccessful. 176 
 
Incidentally, the plaintiff appeared to have brought his claim before the Court 
in bad faith, seeking a monopoly over the sale of teacher’s uniforms. Indeed, it was 
also later discovered that the registration certificates produced at trial were fakes and 
that the registration numbers he provided were the birthdays of his children. 
 
These two cases seem to indicate that there is still a low level of 
understanding among Indonesians about intellectual property, particularly copyright 
for Batik arts.177 Because these cases involved traditional designs or modified 
versions of traditional designs, they also underline the potential difficulty in the law 
drawing lines between designs protected by copyright, and those protected as TCEs. 
This suggests that one tool that could make copyright work better might be some 
mechanism that would enable people to ascertain whether a given design is 
traditional (and hence public domain) or not. 
 
One issue that first must be resolved is the threshold requirements for 
originality, about which there remains significant disagreement in Indonesia. How 
substantial need be modifications to traditional designs so that a new work can be 
                                                 
174  Mariah Seliriana,  Perlindungan Hak Cipta Seni Batik Cirebon (Copyright 
Protection of Cirebon’s Batik Arts) (Master’s Thesis at University of Indonesia, 
Faculty of Law, 2012) 97 <http://lib.ui.ac.id/file?file=digital/20313805-T%2031747-
Perlindungan%20hak-full%20text.pdf>. 
175  Putusan Pengadilan Negeri Cirebon Nomor 14/Pid.B/PN.Sbr/1990 [Decision 
of District Court in Cirebon Case No. 14/Pid.B/PN.Sbr/1990]. 
176  Putusan Mahkamah Agung Republik Indonesia Nomor 141/K/Pid/1991 
[Decision of Supreme Court of the Republic of Indonesia Registration Number 
141/K/Pid/1991]. 
177  See Purba n 17. 
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said to have been created?178 Or can only entirely new designs, with no 
resemblance to any traditional pattern, be protected?179 
 
3.2.2.3  Yayasan Karema vs. Pangalila 
 
In 2013, the Manado District Court sentenced Mr Dolfie Willem Pangalila to 
two years in prison and fine IDR 100million (approximately AUD10.000,-) for 
infringing Article 72 (2) of the 2002 Copyright Law,180 which states: 
 
Any person who deliberately broadcasts, exhibits, distributes, or sells to the 
public a work or goods resulting from an infringement of copyright or related 
rights … shall be sentenced to imprisonment of at most 5 years and/or a fine 
of at most Rp.500,000,000. 
 
Karema Foundation’s work focuses on developing Bentenan textiles and other 
traditional culture of North Sulawesi. It brought proceedings against Mr Pangalila for 
copying a specific pattern of Bentenan cloth called Winolakan. The plaintiff argued 
that the pattern was originally created by Mr Yessy Wenas, an artist from North 
Sulawesi, who was commissioned by Karema Foundation to produce it. Mr Pangalila 
was accused of counterfeiting the Winolakan pattern since 2008, largely by placing 
an order with the Rosalinda textile company in Bandung to print it on textile. This 
cloth was then sold as uniforms for school students in Manado. 
 
During the proceedings, Mr Jessy Wenas, an artist from North Sulawesi and 
the creator of the disputed pattern, testified that the defendant did not ask his 
permission to reproduce his pattern. Another witness, Mr Noldy Sahabati, an officer 
from the Directorate General of Intellectual Property Rights in the Ministry of Law 
                                                 
178  Interview with Mr Gunawan Suryomurcito (Jakarta, 16 August 2014). 
179  This was the view of Mrs T.T. Suryanto who was the expert witness in this 
case. 
180 Deffriatno Neke, Pembajak Motif Bentenan Dipenjara 2 Tahun [Infringer of 
Bentenan Is Captured by Manado Region Police Force] (2013) Tribun News (Online) 
(http://manado.tribunnews.com/2013/07/30/pembajak-kain-bentenan-ditahan-
mapolresta-manado).  
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and Human Rights, confirmed Wenas’ claim to be the owner of the pattern.181 
However, it is not clear from the case transcript whether either Karema Foundation 
or Wenas officially registered the pattern, given that no formal reference was 
provided for any registration (again, noting that registration is not a precondition to 
protection). 
 
 After the ruling, Harian Manado newspaper reported that the Karema 
Foundation had registered patent of “Kain Bentenan”.182 Marlyna Markadi-Laoh 
Tumbuwun, the Chairperson of the Karema Foundation, told the media that 
 
“We must register for patent on Kain Bentenan because Malaysia may copy 
the patterns. So we have to protect Bentenan’s patterns through patents. The 
patents are solid evidence that Kain Bentenan belongs to Karema 
Foundation”.183 
 
Of course, a Batik design cannot be the proper object of a patent, and 
Tumbuwun’s statements seem to demonstrate a lack of knowledge about the 
potential of copyright law to protect such designs. Her statements sparked 
controversy among North Sulawesi leaders who view Bentenan and its patterns as 
belonging to all members of community.184 Mahyudin Damis, an anthropologist from 
University of Sam Ratulangi Manado, and Mr Denni Pinontoan, an artist and lecturer 
from Christian University in North Sulawesi, both rejected the Karema Foundation 
claim over Bentenan cloth. They argued that the pattern was the shared heritage of 
                                                 
181  Neither of these witnesses were Batik scholars or experts, and Wenas’s 
objectivity as an expert witness is questionable given that he claimed to be the 
creator of the disputed work. 
182 JRP,  Yayasan Karema: Hak Paten Untuk Melindungi Bentenan [Karema 
Foundation: Patent Right to Protect Bentenan] (26 July 2013) Berita Manado (online) 
<http://beritamanado.com/karema-kain-bentenan/>. 
183 Ibid. 
184  JRP, Tumbelaka: Hak Paten Kain Bentenan Baiknya Oleh Negara Bukan 
Yayasan [Tumbelaka: Patent Right of Bentenan Must Be Held By State and Not 
Foundation] (26 July 2013) Berita Manado <http://beritamanado.com/tumbelaka-hak-
paten-kain-bentenan-baiknya-oleh-negara-bukan-yayasan/>. 
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the North Sulawesi community and not an exclusive individual heirloom.185 Others 
claimed that the patterns in dispute were not even original because they were mere 
re-interpretations of Bentenan patterns that have existed since the 19th century.186 
 
The case intensified two months after the Court issued its decision, when 
police in North Sulawesi confiscated large numbers of Bentenan cloths being sold in 
the Manado Shopping Centre.187 Many traders saw this as an attempt by the Karema 
Foundation to monopolise the trade flow of Bentenan cloth.188 After the confiscation, 
North Sulawesi Governor, Sinjo Harry Sarundajang, urged the North Sulawesi 
community not to copy the patterns of Bentenan cloth which were created by 
Karema Foundation.189 He also added that it was right for the Karema Foundation to 
sue any infringer because the patterns belong to it and the pattern was ‘revived’ only 
because of the Foundation’s hard work190. His statements were controversial, 
however, given that he has a suspected affiliation with the Karema Foundation, 
                                                 
185 AMC, Layakkah Kain Bentenan Dipatenkan? [Is it Rightful for Bentenan Cloth 
to be Patent Registered?] (5 July 2013) Berita Manado 
<http://beritamanado.com/layakkah-kain-bentenan-dipatenkan/>. 
186 Mr Rocky Koagouw, an artist from North Sulawesi, questions the legitimacy of 
Karema Foundation in registering patent for Bentenan cloth in Berita Manado, Kain 
Bentenan dan Kain Hasil Penyitaan Polisi Berbeda Motif? [Bentenan Cloth and the 
Confiscated Cloth by Police Have Different Patterns?] (16 July 2013) 
<http://beritamanado.com/kain-bentenan-dan-kain-hasil-penyitaan-polisi-berbeda-motif/>. 
The cloth, which was highly regarded as status symbol, was worn to attend 
ceremonies, e.g. birth, rite of passage, death, etc. The traditional patterns of 
Bentenan are zigzag and diamond shaped pattern. Gittinger argues that probably 
due to the complexity of technique making: the cloth was not produced from the 19th 
century. Gittinger, above n 48, 200. 
187  AMC , Barangnya Diamankan Polisi, Pedagang Kain Bentenan Kesal [Police 
Secured The Products, The Sellers of Bentenan Cloth Are Upset] (13 July 2015) 
Berita Manado <https://beritamanado.com/barangnya-diamankan-polisi-pedagang-kain-
bentenan-kesal/. 
188  Ibid. 
189 Governor Sarundajang of North Sulawesi province gave his statement during 
the opening of Bentenan Cloth Center by Karema Foundation in North Sulawesi (26 
September 2013). His statement is displayed at Bentenan Tenun Center in Manado. 
190  Ibid. 
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which supplies Bentenan uniforms to be worn by all civil servants in the province 
every Thursday.191 
 
3.3 Conclusion 
 
This chapter has shown that nationalism and cultural ownership are important 
factors in the international incidents that have arisen over Batik designs, but that the 
Indonesian media appears to have blown these disputes out of proportion. For 
example, no evidence of Malaysia’s alleged claim to Batik has been provided. 
 
The domestic disputes demonstrate the widespread misunderstandings about 
legal protection for Batik, even among notable Batik designers, traders and leading 
members of the Batik and traditional textile communities. The Danar Hadi dispute 
also raises the importance of political connections. As mentioned, this dispute was 
not brought to court but was rather mediated by the then Minister of Justice. Politics 
also appeared to be at play in the North Sulawesi Bentenan, when the Governor 
issued a statement in the aftermath of the Court’s decision. It seems, then, that the 
executive branch in Indonesia also plays a role in the application of law which is 
really a judicial function. 
 
A common theme running through these cases is the difficulty in 
distinguishing between traditional designs and modified versions of traditional 
designs. This underlines the potential difficulty in drawing lines between designs 
protected by copyright, and those protected as TCEs. It also suggests that one tool 
that could make copyright work better might be some mechanism that would enable 
people to ascertain whether a given design is traditional (and hence public domain) 
or not. I consider this issue in more detail in Chapter IV. 
                                                 
191 Guntur, Tenun Bentenan Pinabetengan Ikut Peragaan Dekranas [Tenun 
Bentenan Pinabetengan Is Presented In Dekranas Show] (6 March 2012) Tribun 
News Manado <https://manado.antaranews.com/berita/15921/tenun-bentenan-
pinabetengan-ikut-peragaan-dekranas>. 
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CHAPTER IV  
 
INDONESIAN LAW FOR PROTECTION OF BATIK  
 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
This chapter reviews the history and development of copyright law as a tool to 
provide protection to Batik in Indonesia, from the colonial era until the recently 
enacted copyright law. It analyses why it is difficult to apply Indonesian copyright law 
to Batik. The views of scholars who have emphasised the fact that copyright law is a 
foreign model, and not a natural fit for Indonesian cultural practices, will also be 
analysed to determine if this is the reason why copyright law is ineffective. 
 
Challenges in the application of copyright law to protect Batik will be further 
defined and analysed, including difficulties of enforcement, the attitudes of Batik 
makers, and the public perception of Batik, its role in Indonesian society and its 
protection. Other practical challenges such as lack of legal skills and knowledge of 
Batik makers, the limited public accessibility of copyright law and legal enforcement, 
as well as a lack of engagement by the government will be presented in this chapter. 
 
This chapter concludes that compared to its predecessors, the newly enacted 
2014 copyright law provides a stronger distinction between traditional and modern 
Batik and therefore gives clearer direction regarding the modes of protection 
applicable to Batik. However, if the law is to achieve its goals, the Directorate 
General of IPRs of the Ministry of Law and Human Rights, as the bureaucratic focal 
point of IPRs in Indonesia, will need to undertake a nation-wide education program 
around the 2014 copyright law. This is important as previous experiences show that 
most Batik makers, particularly the SMEs in small cities, are unaware of their 
copyright rights and obligations. Stronger engagement by government, including 
closer Inter-Ministry and law enforcement agency cooperation appear to be required 
to enhance the knowledge of their officers on the application of new copyright law.192 
                                                 
192  Some of the issues focusing on protection for traditional cultural expression are 
also discussed in World Intellectual Property Organization/WIPO namely the 
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4.2 Background: Development of Copyright Law in Indonesia 
 
4.2.1 A brief timeline 
 
Copyright law has existed in Indonesia since the Dutch colonial era. The 1912 
Auteurswet was enacted in the then Netherlands East Indies (now Indonesia), 
however this does not mean that the law applied to Indonesians or Indonesian 
cultural products. Due to legal segregation which drew a distinction between the 
Dutch and European citizens on the one hand, and Indonesian subjects on the other, 
various Dutch laws did not apply to Indonesians. The Indonesian people, who were 
referred to as Bumiputera, were governed by customary law (hukum adat). As is 
explored in more detail in the next chapter, due to the strong communal ownership in 
Bumiputera society, the creators of most art works which were created by 
Indonesians back then, including Batik arts, are unable to be identified. Unlike 
Western society, the Bumiputera community did not usually put their name, mark or 
signature on their creations to indicate creatorship. 
 
During the old order era (1945-1967), copyright in Indonesia went into a 
hiatus. The Auteurswet and its revisions remained in effect in accordance with Article 
II of the Transitional Provisions of the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia. 
However, the Auteurswet was neither applied nor enforced during this era. During 
this period also, the administration of President Sukarno did not introduce new 
intellectual property rights law. Furthermore, under Sukarno’s orders, Indonesia 
withdrew its membership from the Berne Convention for the Protection of Artistic and 
Literary Works, partly because of anti-West sentiment and particularly because it 
required protection of foreign works in Indonesia.193 The views of legal scholars 
interviewed for this research were divided on the wisdom of this action.194 Some 
                                                                                                                                                        
WIPO Gap Analysis on the Protection of Traditional Cultural Expression 
(WIPO/GRTKF/IC/13/4(b) Rev.).   
193  Christoph Antons, 'Copyright Law Reform and the Information Society in 
Indonesia' in Brian Fitzgerald, Fuping Gao, Damien O’Brien, Sampsung Xiaoxiang 
Shi (Eds) Copyright Law, Digital Content and the Internet in the Asia Pacific (Sydney 
University Press, 2008). 
194  Interview with Professor Peter Drahos (Canberra, 14 February 2014) and Mr 
Gunawan Suryomurcito (Jakarta, 16 August 2014). 
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supported Sukarno’s decision, as they viewed the Berne Convention as neo-
colonialist; others viewed the withdrawal of Indonesia as indicating a lack of 
engagement with, even indifference to the development of international law, 
including IPRs, in the world. 
 
The New Order era began with the rise of General Soeharto into power, 
replacing Sukarno as the President of Indonesia. Soeharto held power from 1966 
until 1998. Only towards the end of this period did Indonesia start to really engage 
with the idea of copyright, through a flurry of laws in the 1980s and 1990s. These 
were, however, externally driven. During this period, the Indonesian government 
enacted three copyright laws: in 1982, 1987 and 1997. 
 
The Copyright Law 1987 was the first copyright law in Indonesia which 
specifically mentioned Batik protection, although the Copyright Law 1982 did 
mention visual arts, which would naturally include Batik.195 Indonesia’s membership 
in World Trade Organization (WTO) and associated Trade Related Aspects of 
Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) Agreement in 1994 triggered the Indonesian 
government to replace the 1987 copyright law in 1997.196 
 
In the post-reformation era, there have been increasing attempts on the part 
of the government to address the relationship between Indonesian culture and 
Western IP law. One attempt was Law No 19/2002 on Copyright. The 2002 
Copyright Law was the first law which sought to provide some protection of TCE 
from use or abuse by foreigners. Batik is specifically protected by this law; it was 
also the first copyright law explicitly to include other forms of traditional cloths such 
as songket and ikat.  
 
This move to adjust copyright law to Indonesian realities received its most 
recent expression in 2014. In the last few months of President Yudhoyono’s 
administration, the national legislature enacted the 2014 Copyright Law. This law 
                                                 
195   Undang-Undang Nomor 6 Tahun 1982 tentang Hak Cipta [Law No 6 of 1982 on 
Copyright] (Indonesia) art 10.  
196  Above n 17.  
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and its elucidation stipulates the kinds of Batik arts eligible for protection: namely, 
contemporary Batik patterns which are innovative, current and non-traditional. 
Traditional Batik falls into the category of traditional cultural expression (TCE), 
subject to a distinct, but so far underdeveloped, regime. 
 
4.2.2. Dutch Colonial Era 
 
In 1912, the Dutch Colonial government introduced the Auteurswet to the then 
Netherlands East Indies (currently Indonesia), Indonesia’s first copyright law. It 
sought to protect literary and artistic works, providing copyright protection for the 
lifetime of the author or creator and for 50 years after the creator is deceased.197 
 
The Auteurswet continued in effect even after Indonesia’s independence in 
1945, in accordance Transitional Provisions of 1945 Constitution, mentioned above. 
Article II of the Transitional Provisions states that all State Agencies and laws which 
existed prior to the enactment of 1945 Constitution remained in place unless 
replaced by the 1945 Constitution. Due to this provision, many Dutch regulations 
which were enacted during the era of Netherlands East Indies still remain in effect 
until today, including the Burgerlijk Wetboek (Civil Code of the Netherlands) and 
Wetboek van Strafrecht (Criminal Code).198 
 
The Netherlands signed the Berne Convention,199 on 1st of April 1913. As a 
Dutch colony, the Netherlands East Indies automatically became a signatory.200 The 
Berne Convention was then revised on 2nd of June 1928. The Netherlands signed 
this revision, which took effect in the Netherlands East Indies as well.201 
                                                 
197  Staatsblad van Nederlandsch-Indie 1912 No. 600. 
198 Ketentuan Peralihan dalam Peraturan Perundang-undangan 
http://www.djpp.kemenkumham.go.id/htn-dan-puu/69-ketentuan-peralihan-dalam-peraturan-
perundang-undangan.html> . 
199  The Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works,     
opened for signature 24 July 1971, 828 UNTS 221 (entered into force 31 January 
1972) (hereinafter the ‘Berne Convention’).  
200  Staatsblad van Nederlandsch-Indie 1914 No. 797. 
201  Staatsblad van Nederlandsch-Indie 1931 No. 325. 
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Even though the Auteurswet 1912 was enacted in Netherlands East Indies, as 
noted above, it did not apply to Indonesians, who fell under the jurisdiction of 
customary law (hukum adat).202 Individualised intellectual property rights, particularly 
copyright, are generally said to be foreign to customary law.203 The backbone of 
customary law is common ownership and communalism, which are founded on the 
principle of sharing.204 This stands in contrast with the principle of exclusivity and 
self-ownership that lie at the heart of Western-based intellectual property rights. 
 
Hukum adat is based on customs that have developed, and continue to 
develop, in traditional societies. There is significant diversity in these customary law 
communities from place to place, even within short distances. In Java, for example, 
the customary law on inheritance within the royal court in Jogjakarta is different than 
the same law within the royal court in Surakarta, let alone courts in other islands. 
Since Batik was first developed by the royal families of Javanese courts, it is 
important, in order to understand customary rules applicable to Batik, to focus on 
Javenese adat (custom). What follows is a general description, considering the 
significant diversity between adat systems, as just mentioned. 
 
From birth, Javanese are taught to live in harmony and not to engage in any 
dispute which brings shame to their name and family.205 A key principle of Javanese 
life is a strong sense of communal property ownership. Unlike the Western concept 
of individual ownership, the Javanese view that most art objects belong to the 
Javanese community as a whole and not to a person or a few persons.206 This is 
consistent with the fact that it was not common for Indonesians to put their name, 
                                                 
202  Peter Burns, The Leiden Legacy: Concepts of Law in Indonesia (Leiden: 
KITLV Press, 2004) 213. 
203  Daniel J. Gervais, ‘Spiritual But Not Intellectual? The Protection of Sacred 
Intangible Traditional Knowledge’, (2003) 11 Cardozo Journal of International and 
Comparative Law 467. 
204  MB Hooker, Adat Law in Modern Indonesia (Kuala Lumpur: Oxford University 
Press, 1978) 41. 
205  Koentjaraningrat, Javanese Culture (Singapore: Oxford University Press, 
1985) 89. 
206  Agus Sardjono, Membumikan HKI di Indonesia (Bandung: CV Nuansa Aulia, 
2009) 29. 
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mark or signature on their creations. In addition, the tradition of duplicating cultural 
works, such as paintings, was (and is) a centuries old tradition.207 Such repetition or 
duplication was not considered as an infringement of another person’s rights, since 
the object which is copied is considered to be publicly or communally owned. In 
some traditional communities, the copying of a cultural work signifies that the original 
creation has won approval. This in turn makes the original creator or author delighted 
with the fact that his or her creation is being copied.208 
 
Even if these fundamental differences between customary law and the 
Auteurswet had not been present, it is unlikely that the Auteurswet would have made 
much impact on Indonesian practice or culture, since the majority of Indonesians 
were illiterate and kept uneducated by the Dutch. Very few Indonesians possessed 
strong connections with Dutch authorities, including members of Javanese royal 
families who the Dutch permitted to receive education.209 Lack of education and 
illiteracy of the commoners who were Batik makers also meant that they faced 
difficulties putting their names or signatures on their Batik creations, even if they 
wanted to. 
 
The Dutch colonial policy to retain adat law for the Bumiputera community, 
and the anonymous nature of the Indonesian works of art, played a central role in 
ensuring the Auteurswet and its revisions were not applied to the Bumiputera people. 
Thus, traditional cultural expressions of Indonesians during the Dutch occupation 
were not governed by Dutch law, but instead fell under customary law, which upheld 
common ownership. This law stands in contrast to the Dutch concept of individual 
ownership embodied in the Auteurswet. 
 
                                                 
207  Johanna Gibson, Community Resources: Intellectual Property, International 
Trade and Protection of Traditional Knowledge (Routledge, 2016). 
208  Ibid. 
209  Raden Adjeng Kartini, Letter of a Javanese Princess (Lanham: University 
Press of America, 1985) 33. 
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4.2.3. The Old Order Era (1945-1967) 
 
The Old Order Era is the 22-year period commencing with the Independence 
of Indonesia in 1945 and continuing up to the collapse of Sukarno’s government in 
1967. Copyright law in Indonesia largely went into hiatus in this period. As 
mentioned, the Auteurswet and its revisions survived independence and remained in 
effect during this period. Indonesia also inherited membership of the 1886 Berne 
Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works from the Netherlands 
from 1913, and its revisions in 1928 which were enacted in 1931 in Netherlands East 
Indies. Consistent with the approach to the Auteurswet, the rules of the Berne 
Convention were not applicable to the then Bumiputera community, or now 
Indonesian society.210 
 
When Indonesia declared its independence, the Sukarno administration was 
not keen on maintaining many colonial legal legacies. The Sukarno administration, 
for example, never enforced the Auteurswet.211 It also rejected the Berne 
Convention, which it saw as a product of Western culture which relied on a principle 
of individual ownership. This principle was seen as an antithesis to the principle of 
communal ownership which was upheld by Indonesians long before colonialism took 
place. JCT Simorangkir's gives a number of reasons for Indonesia’s withdrawal from 
Berne: the need to copy foreign books freely in the interest of education, the 
inappropriateness of membership in an international convention before the country 
had a national copyright Law, and the fear of recognising acts of the previous Dutch 
colonial government in connection with the West Papua.212  
 
In 1950, the Switzerland Federal Council published a letter which stated that 
the Department of Foreign Affairs of Indonesia had declared adherence only to the 
London Revision of the Paris Convention, The Hague Agreement on Industrial 
Designs and the Agreement of Neuchatel on restoration of rights to industrial 
property after the Second World War. Yet the Berne Convention was still formally 
                                                 
210 Antons, above n 193, 236. 
211 Sinaga, above n 30, 132. 
212   See JCT Simorangkir, in Antons, above n 193, 236. 
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legally binding on Indonesia, despite Indonesia dropping its membership.213 This is 
because Article 5 of Round Table Agreement between the Netherlands and 
Indonesia of 1949 remained valid. Article 5 stipulated that Dutch colonial laws in 
Indonesia would still be sustained.214 In 1958 Indonesia officially ended its 
membership of the Berne Convention,215 thereby releasing Indonesia from its 
obligations regarding copyright. 
 
President Sukarno’s influence in deciding the country’s termination of Berne 
Convention can be understood as part of a rise by Indonesia against the Western-
formulated Berne Convention. The Convention was formulated in an era when many 
colonies existed. In addition, the Berne Convention was applied to most of these 
colonies without their exercise of a free choice. None of the colonies’ representatives 
attended or voiced concerns at meetings to determine the content of the Convention. 
The Convention was formulated by Western countries to reflect their needs and 
protect their interests. At its inception, the Berne Convention was not aimed to 
providing protection to colonies or promoting their interests. It is not clear whether 
the drafters of the Convention were reluctant to foresee the probability of new 
independent colonies, or whether they were simply being indifferent about the 
possible future back then. It is likely, however, that they sought to use the 
Convention to further their own economic interests. 
 
As the colonies gained their independence and became new states, they 
discovered the Berne Convention’s placed significant burdens upon them. One of the 
main purposes of the Berne Convention is to protect authors’ rights.216 There were 
very limited Indonesian writers who had published in book form.217 This stands in 
contrast with the Western authors whose books were numerous. If Indonesia 
retained its membership to the Berne Convention, Indonesia would be defending and 
                                                 
213  See Kusumadara, above n 20. 
214  Abdulkadir Muhammad, Kajian Hukum Ekonomi Hak Kekayaan Intelektual 
(Bandung: Citra Aditya Bakti, 2007) 100. 
215  Ibid  206. 
216  Ibid 195 at Article 3 (1). 
217  Agus Sardjono, Membumikan HKI di Indonesia (Bandung: CV Nuansa Aulia, 
2009) 124. 
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providing protection to foreign authors, rather than to its own authors. Even if 
Indonesia did have enough authors to make protection attractive, these authors 
lacked adequate funds to pursue infringements, as did the state, which was also 
pursuing arguably higher order matters, such as establishing stable government. 
 
Despite this lack of government action, Indonesia certainly did not have a lack 
of cultural products at that time. On the contrary, Indonesia was, and is, rich in 
traditional cultural expressions, works of art or cultural works, including traditional 
cloths such as Batik and ikat; folklore; songs; paintings; and jewellery. But practice 
around such cultural works and their creation was different from Western concepts of 
cultural production and reproduction. As mentioned, many artists from developing 
countries, including Indonesia, did not create cultural works to gain profits. They 
made art for other reasons, such as for art’s sake or praising God.218 For example, 
some Batik patterns were designed by the Sultans of Yogyakarta. The Sultans 
obviously did not look for financial compensation when they created these patterns, 
but rather to show gratitude to God and also to create legacies:219 the specific 
patterns designed by previous Sultans would be worn proudly by their offspring, the 
future Sultans.220 Also as mentioned, Indonesians were also not accustomed to the 
Western concept of exclusive ownership as cultural works of Indonesians are owned 
by the communities. These works were not meant to be owned and developed by an 
individual only. 
 
4.2.4 The New Order Era (1967-1998) 
 
4.2.4.1 Copyright Law 1982 
 
The New Order era began with the rise of General Soeharto into power, 
replacing Sukarno as the President of Indonesia in 1966, and continued until 1998. 
For much of this time, copyright was not a priority. In fact, it was not until 1982 that 
                                                 
218  Ibid. 
219  Joop Ave, Grand Batik Interiors (Singapore: Bab Publication, 2007) 15. 
220  Gittinger, above n 48, 76. The patterns are usually slightly modified by the 
future Sultans, perhaps adding a stroke of line or a flower, to symbolize the current 
Sultan’s view and deep respect towards his ancestor. 
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the Auteurswet 1912 was finally replaced with Law No. 6/1982 on Copyright,221 
(hereinafter called the Copyright Law 1982). The Copyright Law 1982 signalled a 
need to replace the out-dated colonial law, but its importance lies in its attempt to 
protect and promote creation of cultural works, develop cultural creations in the field 
of science, arts and literature, as well as foster the growth of education in Indonesia. 
 
This first Indonesian copyright law was very limited and domestically-focused. 
The Copyright Law 1982 did not recognise the rights of foreign authors unless the 
author first published his or her book or publication in Indonesia. Thus, the 
publications written by foreign authors could be freely copied, translated and 
reproduced in Indonesia under the regime of Copyright Law 1982. The Copyright 
Law 1982 also stipulated that the duration of copyright protection was the lifetime of 
the author or creator plus 25 years after their death. Despite this apparent focus on 
domestic Indonesian production, it seems that the government’s focus was on 
modernisation along a Western model. Although there is an article of the law that 
governs works of popular culture the fact remains that detailed examples of these 
works were not specifically mentioned, such as Batik.222 However, it is possible that 
the law makers were already thinking in integrating Batik as a part of art works, since 
the 1982 Law contains wordings of "all forms of art works".223 
 
This domestically-focused copyright law did not survive long: soon Indonesia 
was required to amend the Copyright Law 1982 due to international demands, most 
notably from the Government of United States of America. In the 1980s, intellectual 
property rights started to receive wider attention from the US Government, probably 
because of an increasing awareness that American industries were increasingly 
coming to be based on intellectual property, such as medicine and entertainment.224 
In 1984, the amendment of Section 301 of the Trade Act in 1984 provided the power 
to US President to withdraw trade benefits from a country or impose duties on its 
                                                 
221  Undang-undang Nomor 6 Tahun 1982 tentang Hak Cipta [Law No 6 of 1982 
on Copyright] (Indonesia). 
222   Ibid Article 10(2). 
223   Ibid Article 11(1)(e). 
224  Interview with Professor Peter Drahos (Canberra, 14 February 2014); Sell 
above n 24. 
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goods should the country failed to provide adequate and effective protection to 
American IP.225 Purba points out that it is very likely that the amendment was 
introduced because American copyright holders lost around USD 206 million in 1984 
because of piracy.226 In responding to the demands of its domestic companies, the 
US Government started to address this problem in its relationship with many 
countries including Indonesia. According to Lepp,227 Indonesia was on the brink of 
losing USD 28 million under the system of Generalised System Preferences and 
suffering an embargo on Indonesian export products into the US market. This 
prompted a response by the Soeharto Government. By 1986, President Soeharto 
had formed a team to amend the 1982 Copyright Law. 
 
4.2.4.2  Copyright Law 1987 
 
Law No. 7/1987 on Copyright228 (the ‘Copyright Law 1987’) was enacted in 
response to these foreign pressures. The Law brought Indonesian law into far 
greater alignment with international standards. For example, it amended the duration 
of protection to the Berne standard of the lifetime of the author or creator and 50 
years after the author or creator is deceased.229  
 
Although in some ways the 1987 Law followed the Berne model, it paid some 
attention to local concerns with a few unique Indonesian features. In particular, the 
enactment of the Copyright Law 1987 marked a new era for the protection of 
traditional cultural expressions, particularly regarding Batik. With regard to traditional 
cultural expressions, Article 11 (1) stipulated that the law protected creations within 
the fields of science, arts and literatures including: 
                                                 
225  Peter Drahos and John Brathwaite, Information Feudalism: Who Owns the 
Knowledge Economy  (Earthscan, 2002). 
226 Alan W Lepp, in Afrilyanna Purba, (ed), TRIPS-WTO & Hukum HKI Indonesia 
(Jakarta: PT Rineka Cipta, 2005)  88. 
227  Ibid. 
228  Undang undang Republik Indonesia No. 7 Tahun 1987 tentang Hak Cipta 
[Law Number 7 of 1987 on Copyright] (Indonesia). 
229 JOC, Indonesia Acts to Tighten Law on Copyrights (9 September 1987) 
(http://www.joc.com/maritime-news/indonesia-acts-tighten-law-
copyrights_19870909.html). 
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(a). books, pamphlets, and all written materials; 
(b). lectures, seminars, speeches, and other materials; 
(c). performances or shows on music, dance, drama, wayang (shadow puppet), 
pantomime, and journalism materials including radio, television, motion 
picture and video recordings; 
(d). choreography, songs, music with or without texts; 
(e). each creation of art works, including paintings, sculptures, carvings, and 
calligraphies; 
(f). Batik arts; 
(g). architecture; 
(h). map; 
(i). cinematography; 
(j). photography; 
(k). computer programs; and 
(l). translations, summaries, adaptation and anthologies. 
 
The formal elucidation of Article 11(1)(f) specified that protection shall be 
given to Batik arts in which patterns are categorised to be non-traditional. Traditional 
Batik art patterns fall within the copyright of the state, which is to be maintained and 
protected by the State. Yet, in the practice, Indonesian people would use and apply 
the traditional Batik patterns in their designs without legal consequences. 
 
As a matter of enacted law, it seems that traditional Batik under this Act was 
owned by the State. But in the absence of an implementing arrangement, this cannot 
be enforced or upheld, nor is there any explanation of what state ownership would 
mean – whether it means that Indonesians can reproduce the designs without State 
permission; or whether the State can give foreigners rights to reproduce the patterns.  
 
In one sense, the enactment of Copyright Law 1987 can be regarded as a 
notification to the international community that Batik art belongs to Indonesia and 
that Indonesia provides protection to Batik art. It was the first time that Batik art was 
specifically referred to as an object of protection. As discussed further below, Batik 
began to receive deeper appreciation and wider attention in domestic and 
international arena as several Indonesian designers, such as Josephine Komara and 
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Iwan Tirta, started to focus on Indonesian Batik and put forward their designs in the 
world’s fashion capitals of Paris, London and New York.230 Nevertheless, while the 
new law mentioned these Indonesian cultural forms, it did not really do anything to 
adjust the Western model to the particularities of Indonesian cultural expression. 
Thus, the 1987 law was a merely Western copyright model with no adjustments. 
 
4.2.4.3 Copyright Law 1997 
 
The Law No. 12/1997 (the Copyright Law 1997) was enacted as Indonesia’s 
response to the World Trade Organization (WTO) Agreement on Trade Related 
Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) of 1994. TRIPS required significant 
changes to Indonesian law. In accordance with TRIPS, as a developing country, 
Indonesia needed to comply with TRIPS requirements by the year 2000. 
 
The Copyright Law 1997 was one of a series of actions taken by Indonesia to 
accommodate foreign demands connected to protection of intellectual property 
rights. Aside from enacting Copyright Law 1997, Indonesia also enacted several 
presidential decrees in 1997 to ratify intellectual property treaties, namely: Paris 
Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property and Convention Establishing the 
World Intellectual Property Organization (Presidential Decree Number 15 Year 1997 
on the Revision of Presidential Decree Number 24 Year 1979); Patent Cooperation 
Treaty (PCT) and Regulation under the PCT (Presidential Decree Number 16 Year 
1997); Trademark Law Treaty (Presidential Decree Number 17 Year 1997); Berne 
Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works (Presidential Decree 
Number 18 Year 1997); and WIPO Copyright Treaty (Presidential Decree Number 19 
Year 1997). 
 
However, the Copyright Law 1997 did include a few specifically Indonesian 
features. Like its 1987 predecessor, Article 11(1)(k) of the Copyright Law 1997 
grants protection to Batik arts. Again, like the 1987 Law, the elucidation to this Article 
                                                 
230  Sumyati and Fera Viska et al, Perkembangan Desain Busana di Indonesia 
[Development of Fashion Design in Indonesia] Paper at Faculty of Engineering on 
Family Welfare Program (State University of Makassar, 2014) 9. 
<http://www.academia.edu/8843774/perkembangan_desain_busana_di_indonesia>. 
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specifies that protection extends only to new Batik designs, and to non-traditional or 
contemporary Batik. These non-traditional or new creations receive protection due to 
their valuable art value, either because of their patterns or their colour composition. 
 
The law also states that in the case of an unknown author or maker, and 
where the duration of copyright protection for traditional Batik art had expired, 
copyright in traditional Batik art belongs to the State.231 The law reserves rights over 
traditional Batik for the State, but leaves Indonesians free to use those patterns.232 
However, the elucidation of the Article restricts use of traditional Batik designs by 
foreigners.233 Thus, the elucidation suggests that when it comes to infringements on 
Batik or perhaps other cultural forms, Indonesia is more opposed to use by 
foreigners rather than fellow Indonesians. 
 
Around this period, there was also an increasing recognition, in Indonesia, 
that Indonesian products and works were considered valuable by foreigners and 
had, in fact been exploited for profit by foreigners. In the 1990s, it was reported in the 
Indonesian media that Indonesian products and processes had been patented 
abroad. Most famous, perhaps, were claims that foreigners had patented processes 
to manufacture tempe and rotan, as well as genetic resources that had been handed 
down as traditional knowledge for centuries in Indonesia. Foreigners had also 
registered some traditional Batik patterns under some legal systems other than 
copyright in developed countries, including the US and Europe.234 
 
Also during the 1990s, several foreign designers complained about 
infringement of their intellectual property rights, particularly unauthorised usage of 
                                                 
231   Undang-Undang Nomor 12 Tahun 1997 tentang Hak Cipta [Law No 12 of 1997 
on Copyright] (Indonesia) art 10 A. 
232 Ibid, art 11.  
233  Elucidation Number 5 of the Copyright Law 1997 states that protection for 
traditional Batik is provided against the foreign infringer or infringer coming from 
abroad: 'Batik, sebagai suatu karya seni dilindungi dalam Undang-undang ini 
sebagai bentuk ciptaan tersendiri. ...Sedangkan untuk Batik tradisional, perlindungan 
hanya diberlakukan terhadap pihak asing atau luar negeri. ('With regard to traditional 
Batik, protection is only provided against foreign infringer')  
234  See Butt, above n 22.  
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trade marks, in Indonesia. One of the most well-known cases concerned Pierre 
Cardin, who visited Indonesia in 1997.235 Mr Cardin, a French designer whose 
successful business depended heavily on licensing of his creations, met with the 
then First Lady of Indonesia, Mrs Siti Hartinah Soeharto, who was rightly regarded 
as a being influential within the government, and the then Minister of Justice, Mr 
Oetojo Oesman. In these meetings, Mr Cardin reported alleged infringements by PT 
Makmur Perkasa Abadi who, he claimed, were selling items that bore Cardin’s 
name, initial and signature. Mr Oesman said that he would not intervene on behalf of 
Mr Cardin. However, the then Minister promised that a new legal regime on trade 
marks would be introduced. Ultimately, Cardin sued in Indonesia, but was 
unsuccessful. The Indonesian Court in its ruling found that PT Makmur Perkasa 
Abadi was the lawful manufacturer of Cardin’s branded goods in Indonesia.236 In 
May 7 1997, Indonesian government enacted Law Number 14/1997 on Trade Marks, 
as Minister Oesman told Mr Cardin. Some experts believe that the enactment of new 
Law on Trade Marks then was triggered by Mr Cardin. In other words, as occurring in 
the previous administration, foreign party holds the key in pushing the enactment of 
IP Laws including Trade Marks in Indonesia. This is also occuring to Copyright Laws. 
This reaffirms that Indonesian IP Law is largely influenced by foreign parties.  
 
4.2.5 Post Reformation era 
 
4.2.5.1 Copyright Law 2002 
 
The Copyright Law 1997 was replaced relatively quickly by Law No 19/2002 
on Copyright (the Copyright Law 2002).237 Again, Batik is specifically referred to as 
an object of protection. Article 12(1)(i) specifies that protected creations are those 
made within the areas of science, art and literature, including Batik arts. The law was 
amended in less than 5 years from 1997 to 2002 to synchronise Indonesian IP Law 
with TRIPs as well as meeting the USTR Special 301 report. The 2002 law, and its 
                                                 
235  See Kusumadara, above n 20.  
236  Andrew Rosser, The Politics of Economic Liberalization in Indonesia: State, 
Market and Power (Routledge, 2002) 167. 
237  Undang-Undang Nomor 19 Tahun 2002 tentang Hak Cipta [Law No 19 of 
2002 on Copyright] (Indonesia). 
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elucidation, are more detailed in relation to Batik and other traditional art forms than 
the 1997 law. The 2002 law is a tentative step towards a more 
developed/sophisticated engagement with copyright as it impacts on local cultural 
productions. 
 
The elucidation to Article 12(1)(i) specifically underlines that ‘conventional’ 
Batik is protected by Law No. 19/2002 as a special form of creation. These creations 
deserve protection as they are considered highly valued art works, either based on 
their patterns of the creation or painting or colour composition. The aforementioned 
explanation further states that in addition to Batik, other traditional creations that 
receive protection by Law No. 19/2002 include songket238 art, ikat239 and other types 
of traditional fabrics that are created in Indonesia. 
 
It is important to underline the use of “conventional” in the elucidation to 
Article 12(1)(i). The explanation does not define the term, leaving its meaning 
unclear. Does “conventional” refer to the way traditional Batik is produced, whether 
hand painted or stamped and waxed? If this is the case, will this provision include 
hand stamped Batik that is made on a printed Batik (textile with Batik pattern)? Or 
does “conventional” just refer to traditional designs? If so, then original and new 
Batik designs might be protectable, even if printed rather than painted. 
 
Article 12(3) explicitly states that protection is given to creations which have 
been planned but yet to be published. This provision appears to ensure that once 
(conventional) Batik fabric is made, it will receive protection, even if it has not yet 
been registered in the Directorate General for Copyright in the Ministry for Legal 
Affairs and Human Rights of the Republic of Indonesia, or published. Applied to 
traditional cloth, this Article appears to ensure protection for all Indonesian traditional 
producers once the cloth is created or woven. The works of traditional Batik makers, 
many of whom reside in remote areas of Indonesia and are generally illiterate, would 
                                                 
238  Songket is a fabric that is hand-woven in silk or cotton, and intricately 
patterned with gold or silver threads: Museum Tekstil, Koleksi Songket Rahmi Hatta 
dan Raharti Subijakto (Museum Tekstil, Jakarta, 2010). 
239  Ikat is a traditional hand-woven cloth which is fabricated through the process 
of dyeing and weaving: Sukarti Kartiwa, Indonesian Ikats (Jakarta: Djambatan, 
1987). 
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therefore be formally protected, even though they may know very little, if anything, 
about the Copyright Law 2002. 
 
 
4.2.5.2 The 2014 Copyright Law of the Republic of Indonesia: a new model 
for copyright and TCE 
 
The previous section outlined Indonesia’s 2002 Copyright Law, and, in 
particular, highlighted some of the uncertainty under that Act regarding (a) the nature 
and kinds of Batik arts protected by copyright, and (b) how legal protection was 
accorded to traditional cultural expressions. As mentioned, in 2014, Indonesia’s 
Parliament enacted a new copyright law. As far as the relationship between the law 
and Batik is concerned, the 2014 Copyright Law is an improvement over the 2002 
Law. It draws a clearer distinction between, on the one hand, new artistic works 
(including new Batik works), which are protected under a standard Western copyright 
model, and, on the other hand, traditional designs, which the law intends will be 
protected by the State according to a different, albeit much less developed model. 
Some areas of uncertainty and difficulty still remain, and as the discussion below will 
show, although the items to be protected under standard copyright are clearer, even 
‘modern’ Batik will continue to struggle to fit within a standard copyright model. Here 
and in later chapters, this thesis identifies some key areas of likely conflict. 
 
No official English translation of the 2014 Law is available. Translations of the 
provisions below are the author’s own. 
 
A. Subject matter protected 
 
The 2014 Copyright Law distinguishes between two objects of legal 
protection: copyright subject matter, and traditional cultural expressions. 
 
As for copyright subject matter, works protected are set out in Article 1 of the 
new law. Copyright subject matter is ‘each creation in science, art, and literature 
which is produced based on inspiration, ability, thought, imagination, wit, skill, or 
expertise which is expressed into a real [material, tangible] form’. This is more 
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specific than the 2002 Act, which extended copyright protection to ‘Creations which 
are made within the areas of science, art and literature.’ Also, while the 2002 law 
specifies that creations based on thought, imagination, wit, skill or expertise which is 
transferred into a unique and personal creation,240 the 2014 Law incorporates 
‘inspiration' as additional alternative basis for identifying copyright-protected 
creations.241 
 
As was the case under the Copyright Law 2002, Batik fine art is explicitly 
mentioned as an object of protection in the 2014 Copyright Law Article 40(1)(j). The 
official elucidation of the Article stipulates that the form of Batik arts eligible for 
protection is ‘a contemporary Batik pattern which is innovative, current and non-
traditional’. It also states that Batik as a type of fine arts is secured through this law 
due to its fine art value, both in connection with its image, ornament and colour 
composition. 
 
Article 40(1)(j) is an interesting contrast to the 2002 Copyright Law. The 2002 
Copyright Law only stated that Batik was an object of copyright protection if made 
using ‘conventional’ methods.242 As mentioned, the intended meaning of 
“conventionally-made Batik” was never clearly explained, making it difficult to apply 
the 2002 law to Batik. It seems that under the 2014 Law, the emphasis is on the 
pattern, and whether the pattern is new (and contemporary, and innovative), rather 
than on the method by which the Batik has been made. On the face of the law, both 
hand-stamped and printed Batik patterns could potentially be protected as copyright 
works. 
 
The 2014 Act offers a more comprehensive list of traditional Indonesian art 
forms that can be protected as copyright works where created by practitioners of 
these arts today. The 2014 Copyright Law explicitly extends protection to Batik, 
                                                 
240   Above n 237, art 1(2).  
241   A notable absence from this list is ‘effort’ or ‘work’, which suggests more than 
just ‘labour’ is required for copyright protection: this would appear to establish 
Indonesia as a country requiring some level of creativity or skill for copyright 
protection. On any view, however, the creation of new Batik patterns will involve 
imagination, skill or expertise. 
242  Above n 237, art 12 (1) (i). 
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Songket and Ikat (all of which were mentioned in the 2002 law) but also other 
traditional cloths such as Tapis,243 Ulos,244 and other patterns which are 
contemporary, innovative and still being developed by the community.245 Although it 
is not clear whether Batik or traditional cloth scholars or experts were invited to 
participate in the legal drafting process, it can be seen with this elucidation that the 
government has extended legal protection to explicitly cover more types of traditional 
cloths. By contrast, the 2002 Law referred specifically only to Batik, songket art and 
ikat. Again, as with Batik, note that the 2014 Law specifically states the requirements 
that must be met for these traditional forms of creation to be protected by copyright: 
they are protected if decorated with patterns that are contemporary, innovative and 
still being developed by the community. No such explanation or standard was stated 
in the 2002 Law. 
 
The second kind of subject matter mentioned in the 2014 Copyright Law is 
Traditional Cultural Expressions (TCEs). This would presumably include Batik 
designs which do not meet the requirements for standard copyright protection – that 
is, designs which are not innovative, current, and non-traditional. The provisions in 
the Copyright Law 2014 on TCEs are discussed further below. 
 
For the remainder of this thesis, I will refer to ‘traditional’ Batik, and 
‘contemporary’ Batik. By contemporary Batik I mean the kind of Batik pattern that 
can be protected by standard copyright: that is, ‘a contemporary Batik pattern which 
is innovative, current and non-traditional’. By ‘traditional’ Batik, I mean everything 
else: that is, traditional patterns that would not be considered innovative or current. 
As will become clear, drawing a line between these two types of Batik is not 
straightforward and may end up being one area of legal uncertainty at the boundary 
between copyright and TCE protection under the new 2014 Law. First, however, 
some further features of the new 2014 Law as it relates to copyright should be 
                                                 
243  ‘Tapis is a woman’s sarong in the provinces of Lampung and South Sumatra’. 
See Gittinger, above n 48, 234. 
244  Ulos means “Cloth” in North Sumatran (Batak) tribal language. Ulos is a 
generic term for woven textiles that are produced by North Sumatran (Batak) people 
in Mattiebelle Gittinger, above n 48, 234. 
245  Penjelasan Undang-Undang Nomor 28 Tahun 2014 tentang Hak Cipta 
[Elucidation of Law No 28 of 2014 on Copyright] (Indonesia) art 40(1)(k). 
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explored. As I will explain, some features of Batik as an artform will continue to pose 
a challenge for the model of copyright law embodied in the 2014 Law. 
 
B. The owner(s) of Copyright 
 
Who owns a contemporary Batik pattern? According to Article 58 of the 
Copyright Law 2014, copyright belongs to the creator or the holder of copyright. The 
‘copyright holder’ is the creator as the owner of copyright, a party who obtains this 
right lawfully from the creator, or another party who further receives such right from a 
party who has obtained this right lawfully.246 
 
Under Article 1(2) of the Copyright Law 2014, the creator is an individual or 
group who by individual or collective measures has or have created a unique and 
personal product. Some legal presumptions apply: the Copyright Law 2014 states 
that the creator is the individual whose name is written on the creation, declared as 
the creator on the creation, written in the registration certificate of creation, or 
included in the general list of creation as creator.247 The general list of creation is 
under the direct supervision by Directorate General for IP which is the focal point for 
IP in Indonesia. 
 
The 2014 Law also makes provision for collective creation. The Law states 
that if a creation consists of several stand alone parts which are created by two or 
more individuals, then the creator who is recognised by the law is the one who leads 
and supervises the finalisation of the creation.248 It is also further explained that 
where no one leads or supervises the making process, then the person who is 
considered as a creator is the one who compiles the creation, though this does not 
                                                 
246  Undang-Undang Nomor 28 Tahun 2014 tentang Hak Cipta [Law Number 28 of 
2014 on Copyright] (Indonesia) art 1(4).  
247  Ibid, art 31.  
248  Ibid, art 33(1).  
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reduce the copyright that might be held in each part.249 Those who design works that 
are simply made by others also hold copyright as creators.250 
 
It is not always entirely clear who would be considered the ‘creator’ of a Batik 
pattern. In theory, it could be the creator or designer or Batik maker. The Batik 
making process, either hand-painted or hand-stamped, and other making process of 
traditional cloth requires several processes that cannot be undertaken only by one 
person.251 The Batik-making process is further described in Chapter II. 
 
C. Duration of Copyright 
 
With regard to contemporary patterns of Batik and other traditional cloths 
which are innovative, current or non-traditional, the duration of protection is the life of 
the creator, plus 70 years after the creator dies, with those 70 years running from 1 
January in the year following death.252 This adds 20 years to the 50 provided in 
Article 29(1) of the 2002 Copyright Law. If the creation is owned by two individuals or 
more, then the law rules that copyright protection is valid for the duration of the life of 
the longest living of creator, plus another 70 years, again commencing on 1 January 
in the year following death.253 Copyright created by a legal entity is valid for 50 years 
from the first publication of the work. 
 
D. Infringement of copyright according to the 2014 Copyright Law 
 
Article 3 of the 2014 Copyright Law recognises two types of copyright rights: 
moral rights and economic rights. Any individual who would like to exercise 
economic rights in a creation requires permission from the creator or holder of 
                                                 
249  Ibid, art 33(2).  
250  Ibid, art 34.  
251  Nian S Djoemena, Ungkapan Sehelai Batik, Its Mystery and Meaning [The 
Meaning of a Piece of Cloth, Its Mystery and Meaning] (Djambatan, Jakarta 1986) 
10. 
252  Above n 250, art 58(1).  
253  Ibid, art 58(2).  
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copyright.254 The Copyright Law 2014 also provides that reproduction and/or making 
use of the creation for commercial purposes255 is not allowed unless permitted by the 
creator or copyright holder. 
 
There are also provisions which create criminal offences. Any individual who 
has neither right nor permission from the creator or holder of copyright infringes that 
copyright if they publish (Article 9(1)(a)), reproduce (Article 9(1)(b)), distribute (Article 
9(1)(e), or announce (Article 9(1)(g)) the creation for commercial purposes. The 
maximum penalty is four years of imprisonment and/or a fine of up to Rp 1 billion 
(approximately AUD100,000).256 
 
These rules apply to contemporary Batik patterns. An individual can only 
make copies and reproductions of such patterns once he or she obtains permission 
from the creator or copyright holder of the original pattern. Copying or reproducing a 
contemporary Batik pattern without permission violates the Copyright Law 2014. 
 
E. 2014 provisions on TCEs 
 
The second kind of subject matter offered legal protection is Traditional 
Cultural Expressions (TCEs). The law here is notably less clear and specific than the 
law relating to copyright. In accordance to the elucidation to the 2014 Copyright Law, 
TCE consists of one expression, or combination of expressions, including fine arts, 
whether two or three dimensional, made from various materials such as leather, 
wood, bamboo, metal, stone, ceramic, paper, or textile.257 
                                                 
254  Ibid, art 9(2). 
255  Ibid, art 9(3). 
256  Ibid, art 113(3). 1 AUD = Rp 10.000 (approximately). Compared to the 2002 
Law, the Copyright Law 2014 contains shorter criminal sentences but larger fines. 
The Copyright Law 2002 provides that any individual who intentionally publishes, 
displays, distributes, or sells a creation or a product which results from an 
infringement of copyright or related right will be sentenced for his or her criminal 
conduct for maximum four years of imprisonment and/or received fine for maximum 
Rp 500.000.000,- (500 million Indonesian Rupiah) or approximately AUD50.000,- 
(fifty thousand Australian Dollar) (1 AUD = Rp 10.000,- approximately). Article 72 
number 2 Law No 19 Year 2002 on Copyright. 
257  Above n 245, art 38 (1) (e). 
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Batik is a form of textile, and one which constitutes a traditional cultural 
expression of Indonesia, so it clearly meets this definition (although the elucidation to 
fails to mention Batik specifically). The law specifies that the state owns TCE,258 
including traditional Batik patterns. This raises some interesting questions of control, 
which may conflict with traditional rules or understandings regarding the use of Batik 
patterns. For example, as discussed further below, some traditional Batik patterns 
would be considered, at least by some experts, to be owned by the royal family, 
rather than the State as a whole. 
 
The 2014 Copyright Law requires the State to create an inventory of 
Indonesia’s TCE and to safeguard and maintain it.259 The creation of an inventory, at 
least, is a specific step which may help provide legal protection for TCEs. However, 
as this thesis discusses, the creation of an inventory will be a challenging task; and, 
while inventory may serve as a defensive form of protection, it is still unclear how (or 
whether) the Indonesian government plans to create of a national inventory that 
contains all TCEs in Indonesia, or provide ongoing management of such an 
inventory.  
 
The law does not appear to provide any legal measures to protect traditional 
Batik patterns beyond this ‘inventorisation’ and the state’s broad obligation to 
‘safeguard’. The implication of this is that while the law contains provisions about 
traditional patterns of Batik and other traditional cloths, it does not strictly “protect” 
them. The 2014 Law states only that further provisions on Copyright in TCE which is 
held by the State will be issued by Governmental Regulation.260 It also must be 
noted that, up to the end of October 2017, the Indonesian government has not 
issued any governmental regulation relating to protection for TCE. This is different to 
the 2002 Copyright Law, which requires any individual who would like to publish or 
reproduce folklore, including Batik and other traditional cloth, to first obtain 
permission from the Directorate General for Intellectual Property Rights.261 
                                                 
258  Above n 256, art 38(1).  
259  Ibid, art 38(2).  
260  Ibid, art 38(4).  
261  Article 10(3) Law Number 19 Year 2002 on Copyright. 
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Insofar as the 2014 Law is less specific in the kind of ‘safeguards’ it 
envisages, it might seem like a step back from a stronger form of TCE protection in 
the 2002 Law. This is not necessarily the case however. The real proof that 
Indonesia takes the protection and promotion of Batik (and other TCEs) seriously will 
lie in what steps the government takes next. In Indonesia, statutes generally require 
issuance of implementing regulations – in this case, a government regulation on 
TCEs. These implementing regulations generally provide more details about the 
subject matter outlined in the relevant statute. Critically, statutory provisions that 
require the issuance of more detailed government regulations will usually not be 
applied until those regulations are issued, and courts will usually not enforce them. 
Many regulations required by the 2002 Copyright Law were never issued. This 
meant, in effect, that TCEs were not truly protected under the 2002 Law. The 2014 
Copyright law also contains provisions requiring government regulations and 
imposes a two-year time limit on their issuance.262 Until an implementing regulation 
is drafted, TCEs which do not meet the standards for copyright protection will 
continue to have little or no legal protection. 
 
F. Key issues arising from the Copyright Law 2014 in relation to Batik 
 
A number of issues for further consideration arise from this review of the 2014 
Law. 
 
First, Article 40 and its elucidation, which specifically mention Batik as an 
object of protection, use broad language that may be difficult to apply in practice. 
Exactly which contemporary patterns of Batik would be considered innovative, 
current and non-traditional is not be straightforward to determine. As will be 
discussed in the next chapter on Batik and Batik production, contemporary patterns 
often draw extensively on traditional patterns, and so the degree of ‘originality’ 
required for copyright is unclear. More generally, however, the key legal 
uncertainties arise from the lack of specificity in the law regarding the model for 
protection of TCEs. If lawmakers had included a list of these patterns that are 
                                                 
262  Above n 260, art 125.  
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considered as protected objects of TCE then it would be easier to distinguish 
traditional patterns from contemporary ones. 
 
But more importantly, there is very little clarity in the 2014 Law relating to the 
legal status and intended model for protecting and promoting TCEs. What follows 
are some key questions that remain unanswered. 
 
First, Article 38(2) states the obligations of the State are to compose an 
inventory list, safeguard and maintain all TCEs. The Article and its elucidation 
however do not however address many issues that arise in compiling an inventory, 
or ‘safeguarding’ or ‘maintaining’ TCEs. The issues, addressed in this thesis below, 
include: 
i. How an inventory will be established? For example, what role will be played by 
regional government, NGOs, academics, Batik and traditional cloth 
stakeholders? 
ii. What are the rights of Indonesians to develop traditional Batik patterns? 
iii. What categories of traditional arts and textile arts are to be included? 
 
Second, Article 38(3) requires that the ‘living values of community’ must be 
taken into account by the State in safeguarding and maintaining TCEs. The 
elucidation of this Article, while detailed, leaves many questions unanswered. It is 
stated that living values refers to traditional custom, customary law norms, habit 
norms, social norms and other valuable norms which are upheld by local 
communities who maintains, develops and preserves the meaning of this phrase. 
Since Indonesia is consisted of more than 17,000 islands from Sabang, the most 
Western part of Indonesia, to Merauke, the most Eastern part of Indonesia, would 
this mean all values are included? What if these values differ from place to place? 
Would this also mean the traditional communities will play a greater role in the 
safeguarding or maintenance of TCE? If so, what kind of roles would they play? 
 
Third, the law does not specify any obligations for any person other than the 
state, and thus provides no formal legal protection for TCEs for traditional patterns of 
Batik. It is, for example, not clear whether Indonesians, or others, will be able to 
make use of these traditional patterns without specific permission. 
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Another distinction between 2014 Copyright Law and its predecessor is that 
the new law does not specify the main goals of protection for Indonesia’s Traditional 
Cultural Expression or Folklore. The 2002 Copyright Law in its elucidation specified 
that in order to protect Indonesia’s folklore and other form of traditional culture, the 
Government could prevent monopoly, commercialisation or other actions which can 
damage traditional cultural expressions, or using folklore for commercial purposes 
without the consent of the Indonesian Government. The aforementioned provision 
aimed to prevent misconduct by foreigners which could damage the value of 
Indonesian TCEs.263 ‘Foreigner’ was a key word and suggested a quite specific 
focus for legal protection of TCEs. In contrast, the 2014 Law and its elucidation has 
no provision on protecting TCE or folklore against foreigners’ actions. This either can 
be interpreted as suggesting that the goal is that TCE should be protected against 
misconduct by both Indonesians and foreigners, or, it could also be interpreted as 
suggesting that the Indonesian government has decided to abandon any attempt 
specifically to protect Indonesian TCEs from foreign ‘incursions’. It could also simply 
be a legal drafting oversight. 
 
G. Summary 
 
As can be seen from the discussion above, although officially copyright has 
existed in Indonesia since the early 20th Century, it has only been the subject of 
significant development since the early 1980s. In the period since 1982 there have 
been attempts to accommodate international demands for a copyright system 
consistent with international conventions on the one hand, and an apparent desire to 
promote Indonesian culture and protect it from foreign incursions or predation on the 
other. The latter concern has, however, been underdeveloped, most notably in the 
way that implementing regulations were never developed for the 2002 Law as it 
related to Batik and other traditional cultural expressions. 
 
The Copyright Law 2014 perhaps offers Indonesia the best chance in recent 
times to develop both a contemporary copyright regime consistent with international 
law which promotes contemporary cultural production, and a unique local 
                                                 
263  Above n 237, Elucidation, art 10(2). 
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mechanism to promote traditional cultural expressions. By more clearly drawing a 
line between contemporary and traditional arts, and by focusing on internal 
mechanisms for promoting and safeguarding TCEs, the 2014 law has great potential. 
 
However, if the 2014 Law is to be effective in protecting and promoting both 
contemporary and traditional Batik, it will be important to make both parts of the Law 
work. Thus, it will be important to identify the boundaries of contemporary Batik – 
that is, to identify designs which gain modern protection. It will also be important to 
identify possible mismatches between even contemporary Batik-making practices 
and the model of copyright protection embodied in the 2014. In addition, a model 
needs to be developed for the protection of TCEs. This will require thought about the 
goals of TCE protection: the law appears to signal a shift away from a focus on 
preventing misconduct by foreigners, without clearly identifying a new goal for TCEs. 
Further, the government will need to develop mechanisms so that the Indonesian 
State can, as the law proposes, make an inventory of, and safeguard and maintain 
traditional Batik patterns and methods. This thesis seeks to contribute in particular to 
this latter task, identifying key challenges that are likely to arise as implementing 
regulations are developed and how these might best be met in order to promote 
Batik as an Indonesian art form. 
 
4.2.6 Practical challenges of Law 
 
It would be naïve to think that good law will be sufficient to ensure the 
protection and promotion of Batik arts. We must also acknowledge some practical 
issues that prevent the law from being effective. I now turn to discuss some of these 
impediments. 
 
 
A. Difficulties of enforcement 
 
While in principle Indonesia’s Batik arts received have been protected since 
the enactment of the Copyright Law in 1982, creators or designers of Batik arts have, 
with few exceptions, not utilised the Copyright Law to protect their creations. Most 
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creators or designers of Batik arts, particularly those from low or lower-middle 
income communities, are not aware of the Copyright Law.264 
 
Even when they are aware of the Law, they rarely give the law much 
credence. This probably reflects perceptions about the ineffectiveness of the legal 
system.265 Similar views are also shared by major Batik traders or companies whom 
I interviewed, including Mr Santosa Doellah the owner of Batik Danar Hadi, Mrs 
Josephine Komara the owner of Bin House, Ms Liem Poo Hien the owner of Liem 
Ping Wie Batik. These companies have not fully utilized the Copyright Law to protect 
their creations of Batik arts. A few companies have registered their works, but most 
registrations seek to protect special orders, such as for school uniforms which are 
annually produced for new pupils. In Indonesia, although the law states that 
registration is not required, registering a copyright has advantages, such as a 
presumption of ownership in favour of the registered party.  
 
Several factors hinder the utilisation of Copyright Law by creators of Batik 
arts. These include: costly registration fees, lengthy procedures, time consuming 
processes; no clarity regarding the rights and obligations of copyright holders on 
Batik arts; and no guarantee that registration will effectively prevent the Batik arts 
from being copied and reproduced by other parties. 
 
As mentioned, Article 10(2) of the Copyright Law 2002 established that 
copyright in traditional Batik patterns belong to the State. Article 38(1) of the 
Copyright Law 2014 shares similar position with its preceding Law which reaffirmed 
that copyright in traditional Batik patterns are categorized as traditional cultural 
                                                 
264 Nur Endang Trimargawati, Penerapan Hukum Hak Cipta Seni Batik 
Pekalongan sebagai Komoditas Internasional [Application of Copyright Law on 
Pekalongan Batik Arts as International Commodity] (Program Magister Pascasarjana 
thesis, Ilmu Hukum Universitas Diponegoro, 2008) 24 
<https://ejournal.undip.ac.id/index.php/lawreform/article/view/669>. 
265 Rindia Fanny Kusumaningtyas, Perlindungan Hak Cipta atas Motif Batik 
sebagai Warisan Budaya Bangsa: Studi terhadap Karya Seni Batik Tradisional 
Keraton Surakarta [Copyright Protection on Batik Pattern as Cultural Heritage of A 
Nation: Study on Traditional Batik Arts of Surakarta Palace] (Program Magister 
Pascasarjana Thesis, Ilmu Hukum Universitas Diponegoro, 2009) 10 
<http://eprints.undip.ac.id/18858/1/Rindia_Fanny_Kusumaningtyas.pdf> 
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expressions and protected by the Government. In theory, the government could use 
this provision to protect folklore and traditional cultural expressions, including 
traditional Batik arts, with a view to preventing monopolisation of designs by others, 
and/or commercialisation of such designs and expressions in a way that brings no 
benefit to the Indonesian people or the State. Some interviewees including scholars 
and policy makers have argued that the Indonesian government should focus on 
preventing foreign actions that could damage Indonesia’s traditional culture 
values.266  
 
However, the current Law has not been utilized to prevent the 
commercialisation on Indonesia’s traditional cultural expression, including Batik, by 
foreigners. This includes the alleged copying and commercialisation of Batik arts by 
Malaysian entrepreneurs and companies, although they are not revealed. Therefore 
it makes unclear who are the parties behind the claimed infringements.267 
 
Why not? Some argue that if the government seeks to invoke Article 38(1) 
Copyright Law 2014, then other countries (in particular the US, which has, as shown 
earlier, been particularly engaged with the development of Indonesian IP laws) might 
seek to retaliate by commencing legal action against Indonesia for its high levels of 
entertainment and software piracy. Indonesia has commonly featured in the Priority 
Watch List in the US Trade Representative Annual Report Special 301 since 
2000.268 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
266 Interview with Professor Dr Wiendu Nuryanti (Vice Minister of Education and 
Culture of Indonesia, 2011-2014) (Jakarta, 6 September 2016), Mr Dudung 
Alisyahbana (Owner, Batik Dudung) (Pekalongan, 2 September 2014). 
267 Indra Akuntono, Dalam 5 Tahun, Malaysia Klaim 7 Kali Budaya Indonesia [In 5 
Years, Malaysia Claimed Indonesian Culture 7 Times] (19 June 2012) Kompas 
(online) 
<http://edukasi.kompas.com/read/2012/06/19/1747119/Dalam.5.Tahun.Malaysia.7.Kali.Klai
m.Budaya.Indonesia>.  
268 See US Trade Representative Annual Report Special 301 (2000-2010). 
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B. “I am proud to be copied” 
 
Another impediment to the uptake of Copyright Law among Batik traders and 
creators is a widespread custom among them of copying each other’s patterns.269 At 
least some creators and makers are pleased - even proud – if their creations are 
copied by someone else (although domestic disputes discussed in Chapter III 
suggest that this custom is not universal). This phenomenon exists even today 
among the most notable Batik makers and companies. Mr Santosa, the founder of 
Danar Hadi Batik company, which is recognised as one of the foremost Batik 
companies in Indonesia, is well known for being proud when his Batik designs are 
copied.270 For him, and other Batik makers, copying indicates that the public are 
interested in their products and are more likely to purchase them. Aside from this, 
there is also a high level of tolerance and cooperation among these traders or 
creators of Batik arts. This seems to reflect concepts of communal ownership that 
exist in Indonesia. In any event, as mentioned, it is often difficult, if not impossible, to 
identify a single creator or creators, given that many traditional patterns are centuries 
old and require collaboration to produce. 
 
In this context, it is unsurprising that these Batik arts traders or creators do not 
see copying as a problem, and have no intention of taking legal action against those 
who copy their creations or products. Indeed, the most important thing for them is 
having their products sell out in the market, and they see copying of their products as 
a type of promotion. In this connection, Batik traders or creators who pursue 
registration for copyright protection for their creations may be considered by others 
as selfish and monopoly-seeking. Consequently, such Batik traders or creators 
would expect to receive peer pressure or even threats from fellow Batik traders if 
they sought to protect or assert their rights over their creations.271 
 
                                                 
269  Interview with Mr Santosa Doellah (Solo, 5 September 2014). 
270  Interview with Mr Santosa Doellah (Solo, 5 September 2014), Ministry of 
Trade of the Republic of Indonesia, 'Eksis di Pasar karena Mengikuti Selera 
Konsumen' [Exist in Market Because Following Consumer's Taste] (Jakarta, 2008) 
(4th Edition) 48-50 <http://www.kemenperin.go.id/download/62>. 
271  Interview with Mrs Josephine Komara (Jakarta, 7 July 2014) and Mr Dudung 
Alisyahbana (Pekalongan, 2 September 2014). 
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C. Practical challenges 
 
There also remain several practical challenges to the provision of effective 
legal protection for Batik. As this subchapter demonstrates, these include: first, low 
education levels among producers and government law enforcement officials alike; 
second, lack of engagement by government. 
 
The first practical challenge to be discussed here is the low level of 
understanding within the Batik maker community and legal enforcement officers, 
including police, prosecutors and judges.272 Batik creators and designers feel that 
they are doing nothing wrong by copying the designs of others, allowing a habit of 
custom of copying to develop. Of course, as mentioned, producers are, therefore, 
likely to not even consider taking legal action against ‘infringers’, and law 
enforcement officials are unlikely to be receptive to such action.273 In particular, 
police and likely to prioritise what they see are more important crimes, and courts are 
renowned for issuing rather perverse decisions in intellectual property cases.274 
There is little benefit in having criminal provisions for copyright infringement if they 
are used rarely, if ever. 
 
If designers are to take advantage of the protections offered by the 2014 
Copyright Law, they must, therefore, be properly education about the Law. When the 
2002 Copyright Law was enacted, it was reported that many small and medium 
enterprises (SMEs) which design and develop Batik did not believe that IPR was 
important to them, given the size of their businesses. For them, promotional 
                                                 
272  Oki Rahadianto Sutopo, ‘Faktor Struktural dan Kultural Penyebab 
Kesenjangan Sosial: Kasus Industri Batik Pamekasan Madura’ [Structural and 
Cultural Factors Are The Causes of Social Gap: Case of Pamekasan Madura Batik 
Industry] (2013) Jurnal Komunitas 238, 238. 
<http://www.academia.edu/5293973/Faktor_Struktural_dan_Kultural_Penyebab_Kesenjang
an_Sosial_Kasus_Industri_Batik_Pamekasan_Madura._Jurnal_Komunitas_5_2_230-
239._2013>. 
273  ESY, Pejabat dan Aparat Hukum Banyak Tak Paham UU HAKI [Officials and 
Legal Enforcements Officers Are Not Aware of IP Law] (29 May 2011) Jawa Post 
National Network website <http://www.jpnn.com/read/2011/05/29/93509/Pejabat-dan-
Aparat-Hukum-Banyak-Tak-Paham-UU-HaKI->. 
274  Interview with Mr Gunawan Suryomurcito (Jakarta, 16 August 2014). 
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strategies were more important.275 SMEs were also reluctant to register their Batik 
patterns – for the reasons mentioned earlier in this chapter, but also because the 
patterns they used were very similar to pre-existing patterns, leading them to 
conclude that registration would achieve no useful purpose. 
 
Education, therefore, is one of the keys to changing the perceptions of Batik 
makers and helping them to seek effective legal protection. As discussed in Chapter 
III, the State University of Pekalongan established a Faculty of Batik in 2002.276 This 
is the first Faculty of Batik in Indonesia. The faculty offers a range of objects of study 
to offer to its students, but focuses on Batik designing and colouring, not legal 
protection. The argument in this thesis as a whole would support teaching students 
about the legal dimensions of Batik including whether their creations fall into 
categories of current, innovative and non-traditional Batik as stipulated in the 2014 
Copyright Law. 
 
The second impediment to be discussed here is the lack of engagement by 
Government. One of the reasons why Batik makers and law enforcement officers 
lack knowledge about copyright law is that perhaps the core target of copyright law is 
to address the infringement on the music and movie industry rather than providing 
protection to Batik and other traditional cloths. This reason has perhaps triggered 
why the government has not adequately ‘socialised’ or provided information about 
Indonesia’s various copyright laws.277 The Ministry of Law and Human Rights, 
through its Directorate General of IPRs, should share updated information on IPRs to 
other Ministries and law enforcement agencies periodically through a public event 
such as a workshop. 
 
It must be noted that some socialisation activities took place with the 
enactment of the Copyright Law 2014, but that these have not been directed towards 
                                                 
275  Interview with Mrs Josephine Komara (Jakarta, 7 July 2014). 
276 The University of Pekalongan, Brief history of Faculty of Batik 
<http://teknologiBatik.unikal.ac.id/sejarah-singkat> The curriculum of Batik Faculty 
includes classes on Development of Personality, Science and Skill, Expertise to 
create, Attitude to create, Living in Society. 
277  Interview with Mr Gunawan Suryomurcito (Jakarta, 16 August 2014). 
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Batik makers. One was held in a well-known hotel in Jakarta, attended by Minister 
for Tourism and Creative Economy. While the Ministry of Law and Human Rights, as 
the host, invited high profile legal academics and IPRs consultants, representatives 
of authors associations, publishing house associations, singer, song writer and 
music arranger associations, recording producers, and even association of karaoke 
houses, it did not invite any representative from the Batik industry.278 Similarly, a 
socialisation program organised by the Ministry for Law and Human Rights in other 
cities did not include Batik producers. In Jogjakarta, for example, which is well known 
as a Batik-producing city, it would not have been difficult to invite representatives 
from the Batik industries based in the city. However, the event was attended mostly 
by academics from the University of Gajah Mada; no one from the Batik industry was 
invited. 
 
4.3 Conclusion 
IPRs laws have existed for more than a century in Indonesia but they have not 
been fully accepted and applied by Indonesians. Even in the 21st century, very few 
Batik makers and companies make use of copyright law to protect their designs. The 
reasons for this are varied, including a lack of knowledge about the availability of 
copyright law to protect their creations, in part because the government has not 
engaged with them on this issue. Another reason is that IPR laws, including 
copyright laws, are largely ‘foreign’ in the sense that they are inconsistent to long 
held views, held by Indonesian customary communities and based on adat, about 
property being communal in nature. They are also foreign in the sense that they are 
Western in origin and, in the eyes of some, represent some form of neo-colonialism. 
 
Nevertheless, the 2014 Copyright Law constitutes an important development 
for Batik protection. Compared to its predecessors, the new law provides clearer 
provisions on Batik as an object of protection. Current, innovative and non-traditional 
Batik designs are governed by the law, which allocates copyright to creators or 
                                                 
278 Directorate General for Intellectual Property, Sosialisasi Peranan Hak Cipta 
dan Ekonomi Kreatif Dalam Menyongsong Diundangkannya Undang-undang Hak 
Cipta yang Baru [Dissemination of Copyright and Creative Economy Role in 
Welcoming the Enactment of New Copyright Law] 
<http://humas.dgip.go.id/sosialisasi-peranan-hak-cipta-dan-ekonomi-kreatif-dalam-
menyongsong-diundangkannya-undang-undang-hak-cipta-yang-baru/>. 
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designers. Traditional Batik appears to fall within the category of Traditional Cultural 
Expression (TCE), which belongs to the state. Of course, the Law is far from perfect. 
In particular, it lacks clarity in its terminology and does not adequately distinguish 
between traditional and modern Batik. Also of critical importance is that it requires 
implementing regulations that have not, at time of writing, been issued. Going by 
past practices, the statutory advancements of this law will not be applied until these 
regulations are produced. 
 
In later chapters, I will address why it is unavoidable for Indonesia to push 
forward a new legal regime that could provide better, if not more appropriate 
protection to Batik and other traditional cloths. One of the major reasons is that as 
Indonesia embarked upon the 21st century as the world's major emerging 
economies and the major players in a number of fora, including ASEAN, it is timely 
for Indonesia to push forward an effective legal regime that could protect its TCE, 
including Batik. 
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CHAPTER V  
 
WHY HAS IP PROTECTION OF BATIK BEEN INEFFECTIVE?  
 
 
5.1 Introduction 
 
In the previous chapter, I discussed the development of Copyright Law in 
Indonesia and described how the New Order government sought, with little success, 
to include Batik and several forms of Traditional Cultural Expression (TCE) in the 
then Indonesian Copyright Law. While non-traditional Batik can be protected by 
copyright, little thought appears to have been given to whether copyright is a good 
model of IP protection for Batik, or how difficult questions regarding authorship and, 
hence, ownership would be resolved. Laws specifically drafted to protect TCEs have 
never come into force. 
 
This begs the question: Why have Indonesian efforts to protect Batik through 
the IP system been so ineffective and so poorly targeted? Why has it not been 
possible to translate the political and cultural importance of Batik, and even the 
political emphasis on Batik, as explained in Chapter II, into legal and practical 
reforms in IP protection? This chapter seeks to explain this conundrum. 
 
The existing literature provides certain obvious explanations. One is that 
copyright, with its emphasis on preventing copying, is a poor fit in the context of the 
culture of Batik-making. As noted in the previous chapter, there are longstanding 
norms among Batik makers which allow for copying of others’ designs. Another 
notable feature that I wish to point out is the lack of fit between Indonesian creative 
expressions and copyright is the practice in developing countries of adopting 
overseas legal models as simple legal transplants, in their entirety, without taking 
into account traditional forms of creativity or adjusting those foreign models to better 
suit indigenous creativity. 
 
The crux of the matter, however, is more complex, as this chapter will show. It 
lies in a conjunction of factors: an economically disadvantaged and poorly-educated 
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Batik workforce; an industry made up of small and micro-enterprises with low levels 
of political organisation; and a division of portfolio responsibilities within the 
Indonesian government which means that those most involved in IP law do not see 
the Batik industry as stakeholders, while those parts of government most concerned 
with Batik are not engaged with developments in IP law. This chapter will also 
analyse how the division of policy responsibilities between the various Indonesian 
Ministries paves the way for an absence of focused policy attention on the promotion 
of traditional cultural expressions such as Batik. Finally, the chapter contributes to 
the development of the explanation, presented in this thesis, of Indonesia’s 
longstanding failure to acknowledge the importance of Batik via an appropriate 
protection mechanism. 
 
5.2 The Batik Industry’s Lack of Engagement with the Legal System 
 
A key reason why Indonesia has failed to develop IP laws that would better 
protect or promote the interests of the Batik industry (or even give effect to existing 
laws on TCE) is that Batik practitioners are disengaged from the legal system in 
general, and from IP laws in particular. This is evidenced by the fact that up to 2011, 
there had been only 37 copyright registrations in Indonesia relating to Batik and 
other handicrafts.279 Mr Gunawan Suryomurcito,280 who is a seasoned IP lawyer in 
Indonesia states, based on his experience, that the Directorate for Copyright, in 
Directorate General for IP (DG IP) within the Ministry of Law and Human Rights, 
rarely receives registration for Batik designs, generally only once every few months.  
This disengagement reflects the nature of the Batik industry and its workforce. The 
issues here are deeper than just the usual problems that any industry faces in 
availing itself of legal protection. The very structure of the Batik industry in Indonesia 
is not conducive to a focus on IP as a means of promoting industry interests, as this 
chapter will outline. 
 
                                                 
279  There is no more recent official data made available from Intellectual Property 
Directorate General on Intellectual Property, Ministry for Law and Human Rights, 
Indonesia. This data comes from Sinaga, above n 30. 
280  Interview with Mr Gunawan Suryomurcito (Jakarta, 16 August 2014). 
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5.2.1 A cottage industry of small and micro enterprises 
 
This section focuses on the structure of the Indonesian Batik industry from its 
beginnings as a cottage industry in the Javanese Royal Courts, to its current 
expression in Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) that drive the economic growth 
of Batik in Indonesia. It examines whether SMEs in urban and rural areas can 
properly use IP protection through copyright, or are even aware of the Indonesian 
laws relating to copyright. 
 
From its inception, Batik-making has been a cottage industry.281 In chapter 2, 
we saw that Batik was first produced within the compound of the Javanese 
Sultanate, most notably in Yogyakarta and Solo, primarily by female members of the 
Royal Courts.282 Although Batik-making started as a pastime, these women - who 
were spouses of noble princes or Court officers - embraced Batik-making 
wholeheartedly as a supplement to their household income. Their husbands, despite 
their distinguished status, would have received very little financial compensation.283 
 
This tradition of Batik making in the Royal Court significantly influenced the 
way the Batik industry was structured, at least initially.284 Batik making is a labour-
intensive process that requires collaboration among workers with different skill 
sets.285 While the Royal women generally designed or drew on the cloth, their 
servants or courtiers carried out the processes of dyeing, starching, applying wax 
and drying, as previously described.286 After these processes were complete, others 
– commonly Indonesians of Chinese or Arab descent – marketed the resulting cloth. 
 
                                                 
281  Above n 48. 
282  John Gillow, Traditional Indonesian Textiles (Thames and Hudson, 1995) 42. 
283   Ibid, 42. 
284  Interview with Santosa Doellah, Owner of Danar Hadi (Solo, 5 September 
2014). 
285  Interview with Santosa Doellah, Owner of Danar Hadi (Solo, 5 September 
2014). 
286  Ibid. The Batik-making process consists of designing, painting the patterns on 
the cloth, and covering with wax those parts that are not going to be painted. 
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Over time, these distributors began ordering Batik to meet customer demand, 
and opened shops and boutiques to sell Batik cloth. As roads and railroads 
developed in the late 19th century, it became much easier to distribute these 
products to major regions across Java and other islands.287 However, fabrics from 
Europe and other countries began to be imported into the Netherlands East Indies 
and, because they were relatively inexpensive, became popular among the country’s 
citizens. At that time, native Indonesians as well as members of the Chinese and 
Arab communities were influenced by the fashions of the Dutch/Western community, 
which used materials imported from abroad. 
 
As soon as they arrived in the Dutch East Indies, the cheaper Western-
imported fabrics competed with Indonesian-made Batik cloths. Despite its exquisite 
craftsmanship, Indonesian Batik found this competition difficult for two main inter-
related reasons: the time-consuming nature of its production methods, and its 
resulting high price. One piece of hand-painted Batik fabric may take 3-6 months to 
create; the more intricate the patterns, the longer it takes. To meet the new 
competition, Batik makers and entrepreneurs sought less expensive and less time-
consuming production methods. This led to the creation of Batik stamps. Hand-
stamped Batik businesses began to expand at the turn of the 20th century.288 
 
Today the Batik industry in Indonesia largely retains its nature as a cottage or 
home industry, as most of the businesses are small and medium enterprises 
(SMEs). Currently, most of the Batik enterprises inside and surrounding the 
Sultanate’s walls in Yogyakarta, for example, still belong to the inner circle of the 
Sultan’s family. For example, Gusti Kanjeng Ratu Hemas (the Queen of Yogyakarta), 
in cooperation with her sister-in-law, Gusti Bendoro Raden Ayu Murdokusumo 
(GBRAy Princess Murdokusumo), owns a Batik enterprise called Batik Tamanan 
Keraton (Batik from the Garden of the Palace, referring to the site of its 
production).289 Businesses located in coastal areas, such as Pekalongan and 
Cirebon, are still mainly owned by Indonesians of Chinese or Arabic descent.290 
                                                 
287  Sinaga, above n 30, 121. 
288  See Chapter II on The Importance of Batik to Indonesians, p 29. 
289  Interview with Sultan Hamengkubuwono X of Yogyakarta Sultanate (Sydney, 
November 2016). Most of the vintage patterns re-created for Batik Tamanan Keraton 
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The industry, however, has expanded significantly. According to government 
figures, in 2011 there were around 100,000 SME Batik producers, not including 
SMEs that were not registered with the SMEs Ministry,291 and Batik SMEs employed 
1.3 million Indonesians in 2015.292 By June 2015, there were 110 million Indonesian 
consumers of Batik, and sales of Batik products totalled IDR5.9 trillion.293 
 
Indonesian Law 20/2008 on Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs), which 
established SME categories, was introduced in 2008.294 Most Batik cottage 
industries fall into these categories.295 Batik micro and small enterprises are 
generally family companies employing family members,296 and are mainly located in 
the suburbs of Batik cities, such as Pekalongan. Batik micro and small enterprises 
                                                                                                                                                        
are owned by of Queen Hemas of Yogyakarta, are labelled with the coat of arms of 
the Sultanate of Yogyakarta and the Queen’s signature. The Batik cloths are 
reproductions of traditional royal Batik with similar patterns. 
290  Sinaga, above n 30, 261. 
291  Menteri Syarif Hasan, Batik Itu Keren [Batik Is Cool] (11 December 2011) 
Republika Media (online), <http://m.rmol.co/read/2011/12/11/48586/Menteri-Syarif-
Hasan:-Batik-itu-Keren!->. 
* All translations are by the author, except where otherwise indicated. 
292  Siprianus Edi Hardum, Kemkop dan UKM Kembangkan Program Usaha 
Bantuan UKM [Cooperative and SMEs Ministry Develop Business Incentives for 
SMEs Programmes] (20 November 2015) Berita Satu (online) 
<http://www.beritasatu.com/ekonomi/323714-kemkop-dan-ukm-kembangkan-program-
bantuan-usaha-kukm-Batik.html>. 
293 Above n 282. 
294  Undang-undang Nomor 20 Tahun 2008 Tentang Usaha Mikro, Kecil dan 
Menengah [Law Number 20/2008 on Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises] 
(Indonesia) art 6(1) (2) (3): ‘Micro enterprises’ have net profits valued at 
approximately IDR50million (AUD5000), excluding land and buildings; ‘small 
enterprises’ have net profits valued between IDR50million (AUD5000) and 
IDR500million (AUD50,000), excluding land and buildings, or have annual sales 
worth between IDR300million (AUD30,000) and approximately IDR2.5billion 
(AUD250,000); medium enterprises have net profits of approximately IDR500million 
(AUD50,000) to approximately IDR10billion (AUD1million) or achieve annual sales of 
more than IDR2.5billion (AUD250,000) to approximately IDR50billion (AUD5million). 
295  Sinaga, above n 30, 227. 
296  Mahendra Wijaya, ‘Multi Commercial Economy: The Development of Socio-
Economic Network Complexity of Batik Industry in Surakarta’ (2009) 5(8) Asian 
Social Science 107-108. 
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generally do not sell Batik cloths directly to customers, but rather to middlemen who 
act as distributors.297 
 
According to Komaruddin Kudiya, an Indonesian Batik scholar, these micro 
and small enterprises generally take specific or customised orders from designers or 
larger enterprises.298 The designs they produce are, therefore, largely determined by 
their customers. Individual customers can order from photos of Batik creations 
provided by the micro enterprises. Designers or larger companies would generally 
have their own specific designs before going to the small enterprises. In other words, 
with regard to custom-made orders, small enterprises would not be the owners of the 
designs, because designs generally are determined by the ones who made the 
order: the general rule in copyright being that designs belong to those who create 
them, and not those who take orders to implement or paint the design on textiles. 
Batik small enterprises may have their own workshops and employ staff to produce 
their products. Medium enterprises usually supply the major Batik houses or leading 
Batik designers.299 
 
Previous scholars, notably Wijaya,300 and Sardjono,301 offer varying 
categorisations of the different roles within the Batik industry. Both scholars identify a 
category of household-based Batik producers, which includes Batik artisans and 
Batik retailers, known by the traditional Javanese term bakul.302 This category is 
divided into two kinds of MSMEs - those who produce Batik in their own houses and 
                                                 
297  Sinaga, above n 30, 238. 
298  Interview with Dr Komaruddin Kudiya, Founder/Owner Komar Batik and Batik 
Scholar (Bandung, 10 September 2014). 
299  Sinaga, above n 30, 261. 
300  See Wijaya, above n 296.  
301  Agus Sardjono, ‘Indonesian Experience in Dealing with Trademark Law: Case 
Study of Batik SMEs’ (2013) 33 Indonesian Law Review 189. Agus Sardjono, a 
renowned Indonesian IP scholar, conducted research among Batik SMEs in major 
producing areas in Yogyakarta city, Giriloyo in Bantul, Kauman in Pekalongan, and 
Laweyan in Solo. 
302  Ibid. In contrast to Juragan and Saudagar, Batik artisans (the makers/painters 
of Batik cloth) and Batik bakul (traders who sell Batik from a basket; in the past mbok 
bakul Batik referred to a woman who carried a basket of Batik on her back or the top 
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those who use small workshops. Both Wijaya and Sardjono report that Batik artisans 
and SMEs engaged in cloth production generally come from a lower socio-economic 
background, which is a key factor motivating them to produce more Batik cloths, 
since this is the economic mainstay of the family.303 
 
By contrast, Batik traders, referred to by Sadjono as Juragan and Saudagar304 
and by Widjaya as trading SMEs, could have a showroom to sell the Batik created by 
the smaller SMEs. These traders and SMEs generally possess significant assets, 
wide networks and years of experience, and will usually develop a manufacturing 
business and seek to expand the market for their products. Thus, there is a major 
difference in commercial economic culture between the artisan and the trader.305 
Interviews which I conducted in Indonesia in 2014 with several Batik scholars and 
traders confirmed that, despite some minor developments, the core of the industry 
structure remains in place.306 Juragan and saudagar generally own the major Batik 
businesses, whereas the Batik artisan and bakul paint or make Batik cloth for the big 
companies. Batik artisans will generally fill orders from Batik traders. Some of their 
creations are produced as one-of-a-kind pieces for Batik collectors, while others are 
designed for the general public and tourists. 
Some localities have particular types of SMEs. For example, most Batik 
makers/SMEs in Giriloyo, Bantul, craft Batik in their houses or workshops, whereas 
many in Yogyakarta city manufacture Batik clothing or simply sell the items, 
sometimes in a showroom. In Laweyan, Solo, some Batik makers/SMEs only 
                                                                                                                                                        
of her head) generally have small assets, limited networks and limited knowledge 
beyond the management of their small family enterprise. 
303  See Chapter 2 The Importance of Batik to Indonesians p 29. Batik artisans in 
the past were mostly women as it was the ladies in the Sultan’s Court who began 
Batik making. Today Batik artisans include men. 
304  Wijaya, above n 296. According to Wijaya, Juragan, an Indonesian word for 
Master, and Saudagar, a term for a businessman of considerable means, often 
inherit their initial wealth, generally hold major assets, have extensive networks and 
are quite experienced in operating in the Batik industry. 
305  Wijaya, Above n 296, 105. 
306  Interview with Santosa Doellah Founder/Owner/Head Designer Danar Hadi 
Batik (Solo, 5 September 2014), Komaruddin Kudiya, Founder/Owner Komar Batik 
and Batik Scholar (Bandung, 10 September 2014), Afif Syakur, 
Founder/Owner/Head Designer Apip’s Batik (Yogyakarta, 11 August 2014). 
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produce Batik for sale, but do not sell it themselves. Others in Laweyan create Batik 
crafts and souvenirs. Those who are both Batik makers and traders are mostly 
located in the centre of a Batik-making community, which are known as Kampung 
Batik (Batik village) in Yogyakarta, Solo and Pekalongan. Kampung Batik is an 
official local government designation of a specific Batik-producing area.307 
Manufacturers who create factory-produced Batik are mostly located in more remote 
areas.308 
 
The structure of the Batik industry as outlined above, has important 
implications for its engagement with law and law reform generally, and with IP law in 
particular. The existing literature,309 and my own interviews with actors currently 
engaged in the Indonesian Batik industry,310 confirm that small and micro enterprises 
are least likely to avail themselves of legal protection,311 and to engage with law 
reform processes so as to ensure that laws are designed in a way that will promote 
their interests. This general effect, however, is compounded by the nature of the 
laws under discussion here and the particular division of labour within the industry. 
IP laws in general, and copyright laws in particular, are designed, and generally 
understood, to promote the interests of creators and authors. In the case of Batik, 
the persons most likely to engage in this design process are either members of the 
royal family, for whom seeking legal protection for designs may be considered 
largely irrelevant,312 or those small and micro enterprises that are least likely to be 
engaged with the law and legal protection - those who work in the home or small 
                                                 
307  Batik Laweyan Village, Information about Batik Village (2015) 
<http://kampoengBatiklaweyan.org/forum-pengembangan-kampoeng-Batik-laweyan/>. 
308 Sardjono, above n 302. 
309 Sinaga, above n 30.  
310  Interview with Wisnu Pamungkas, Head of Technical Service Development, 
Center for Handicraft and Batik and Afif Syakur, Founder/Owner/Head Designer 
Apip’s Batik (Yogyakarta, 11 August 2014), Liem Poo Hien, Owner/Head Designer, 
Liem Ping Wie Batik (Pekalongan, 2 September 2014). 
311  Sinaga, above n 30. Note that up to 2011, only 74 SMEs in total had 
registered for copyright protection. 
312  Interview with Gusti Bendoro Raden Ayu Murdokusumo, Princess/Elder sister 
of the current Sultan Hamengkubuwono X of Yogyakarta Sultanate/Owner/Head 
Designer Batik Tamanan Keraton (Yogyakarta, 25 August 2014) and Gusti Bendoro 
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workshops and are not engaged in retail trade and the market. This presumably 
impacts on their ability to access law and legal protection, especially if those who 
know the provenance of designs best are remote from locations of sales in urban 
centres. Even in the case of designs created by larger companies in the major cities, 
those companies are still just bigger SMEs that are likely to have limited time or 
inclination to engage with law reform processes.313 
 
5.2.2 Engagement with the political system: Failure of collective action 
 
The difficulties associated with legal engagement outlined in the previous 
section could, in theory, be addressed through collective organisation. In fact, the 
Batik industry does have a history of collective organisation to promote mutual 
interests. Batik producers from certain localities tend to belong to a specific 
organisation or cooperative that serves the Batik-making community.314 However, 
the members of Koperasi Batik Kampung Batik Laweyan (Batik Cooperative in Batik 
Village Laweyan) in Solo are mostly Batik traders (Juragan and Saudagar) who have 
strong economic backgrounds. The majority of artisans and retailers, who are micro 
and household SMEs struggling to meet their daily needs, would not even consider 
joining such a cooperative. This is because their first priority is to run the business to 
feed the family. These cooperatives help members to maximise their community’s 
economic and cultural potential as an organisation of Batik SMEs, and build their 
products’ branding infrastructure.315 They also facilitate the development of stronger 
connections with other SMEs, government and the business community.316 
 
Batik organisations or cooperatives have a long history. One early example 
was the Persatuan Pengusaha Batik Bumi Putera (Association of Indigenous Batik 
Traders), established in Yogyakarta in June 1934. In Pekalongan, the first three 
Batik organisations were established between 1937 and 1939. They took the form of 
                                                                                                                                                        
Raden Ayu Retno Satuti Yamin and Gusti Bendoro Raden Ayu Retno Roosati, 
Princess/Elder Sisters of Prince Mangkunegara IX, (Solo, 27 August 2014). 
313  Above n 306. 
314  Sardjono, above n 301. 
315  Ibid. 
316  Ibid. 
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cooperatives (the Pekajangan, Setono and Wonopringgo cooperatives).317 In 1948, 
the Batik cooperatives from Pekalongan and Yogyakarta worked together, with the 
support of the Indonesian government under President Sukarno, to establish an 
umbrella organisation, the Gabungan Koperasi Batik Indonesia/GKBI (Indonesian 
Batik Cooperatives Association). GKBI enjoyed particular success between 1952 
and 1964, when the government granted the Association the right to provide cotton 
textiles to its members at a very low price. These benefits were, however, only 
extended to native Indonesians – not descendants of foreigners or of inter-racial 
marriages. Sardjono claims that, during the Old Order era, the Batik businesses of 
native Indonesians, including those in Surakarta, flourished due to the application of 
Benteng policy.318 Benteng policy was developed by President Sukarno to promote 
native Indonesian entrepreneurship in the country in the 1960s. 
 
In other words, as early as the 1950s, there were signs of protectionist 
measures for native Indonesians. Significantly, there was a link between 
protectionism and race. In the Old Order era, protectionism assisted native 
Indonesian businesses at the expense of those of Chinese or Arabic descent. In the 
chapter III,319 I emphasised that Indonesians view Batik as their own and would 
therefore react emotionally when another country claims ownership of the traditional 
cloth or copies Indonesian Batik designs, as evidenced in the dispute with Malaysia 
in 2009.320 
 
GKBI remains in operation today. While it began as a cooperative, it now has 
several holding companies, including PT GKBI Investment, which aims to strengthen 
industrial competitiveness among holding companies of GKBI Investment, develop 
skillful human resources, and establish value-added new investment. Forty primary 
cooperatives fall under the umbrella of GKBI Investment, consisting of 5000 active 
                                                 
317  Sinaga, above n 30, 238. 
318      Sardjono, Above n 314. 
319 See chapter 3 Batik Disputes. 
320  Prihandoko and Syailendra, Malaysia Sudah Tujuh Kali Mengklaim Budaya RI 
[Malaysia Has Claimed Indonesian Culture Seven Times] (21 June 2012)  Tempo 
(online), <https://m.tempo.co/read/news/2012/06/21/078411954/malaysia-sudah-tujuh-kali-
mengklaim-budaya-ri>. 
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Batik producers.321 PT GKBI Investment also has multiple holding companies, most 
notably PT Rehal Traco, which trades not only in textiles and Batik but also in 
chemicals, machine spare parts, packing materials and coal.322 It seems that GKBI, 
which began as a Batik cooperative, has evolved into a wider business enterprise. 
 
Despite its various other business activities, GKBI does continue to lobby for 
legal measures to benefit the local Batik industry generally. GKBI Investment323 is 
currently led by Mr Romi Oktabirawa, a Batik expert and a well-known trader/owner 
of a Batik company in Pekalongan.324 In 2011, Mr Oktabirawa urged the Indonesian 
government to enact a special law on Indonesian Batik that was not a Copyright 
Law.325 This new law, he proposed, should aim to provide protection to Batik 
products, from industry to marketing. He argued that the then Law (Law 19/2002 on 
Copyright) equated hand-crafted Batik, including Batik that is hand-painted and 
hand-stamped, with other forms of textiles,326 whereas in his view Batik is a form of 
art, in which the process of production is thoroughly different from that of other 
textiles and warranted a distinctive form of protection. As a form of art, he hoped 
                                                 
321  Solichul Bakri, ‘Gabungan Koperasi Batik Indonesia’ [‘Indonesian Batik 
Cooperatives’] (Lecture presented at Islamic University on Batik, Surakarta, 2016) 4 
<http://shadibakri.uniba.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/GKBI-2013-Property-2016.pdf>. 
Aside serving as a lecturer of Islamic University on Batik in Surakarta, Bakri is a 
share-holder of PT GKBI Investment (Investment Holding Company of Indonesian 
Batik Cooperatives). 
322  Informasi Dasar PT Rehal Traco [Information on PT Rehal Traco Company] 
<http://www.rehaltraco.com/index.php/id/profil>. 
323 Bakri, above n 321. It should be noted that GKBI collaborated with foreign 
companies, including private Japanese companies Daiwabo, Sojitz and Tokai Senko, 
to establish the following holding companies: PT Primatexco, PT Tokai Texprint 
Indonesia, PT Dayani Garment and PT Daiwabo International Fabrics Indonesia. PT 
Primissima, which isresponsible for the distribution of primissima cotton cloth for 
Batik making, was established in collaboration with the Indonesian government. 
Currently, GKBI has expanded its business network by establishing other holding 
companies that focus on other areas, including PT Rehal Traco (textile trading), PT 
Absah International (general trade), PT GKBI International Transport (car rental 
services), and PT Gekabei Mina Utama (food). 
324  Wahyu Putro A., ‘Perlu Undang-undang untuk Lindungi Batik’ [Law is Needed 
to Protect Batik] (18 September 2011)  Antara News (online), 
<http://www.antaranews.com/berita/275986/perlu-undang-undang-untuk-lindungi-Batik>. 
325  See Chapter 4 Indonesian Copyright Law. Note that in 2011, Batik was still 
protected under the previous Law (Law 19/2002 on Copyright). 
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Batik would be given a new Custom Identification Number (HS Number) which 
distinguished it from other textiles; hence the import tariff on Batik could be raised to 
protect Indonesian Batik production.327 In other words, Mr Oktabirawa viewed the 
2002 Copyright Law as a poor fit for Batik and, therefore, a different type of law 
needed to be formulated. It is also noteworthy that he argued for a protectionist type 
of trade measure to safeguard the Batik industry. 
 
In the same year, Mr Oktabirawa met with Mr Fauzi Aziz, an expert Assistant 
to the Indonesian Minister of Industry, on his working visit to Pekalongan. Mr Aziz 
then publicly supported Mr Oktabirawa’s arguments, stating that the creation of a law 
on Indonesian Batik could ensure a better future for Indonesian Batik as a cultural 
product.328 Mr Aziz further stated that the Batik-making community in Indonesia 
could initiate the enactment of a draft Batik law. The draft should address protection, 
preservation, education, development, international cooperation and environmental 
sustainability, and identify the roles of central and local government. 
 
Mr Aziz’s statement may have been politically motivated, since he was on a 
working visit to meet Mr Oktabirawa in Pekalongan. What exactly he was proposing, 
however, is unclear. Mr Aziz supported the idea that a new draft law specifically 
tailored to Indonesian Batik would provide a better platform of protection for Batik. 
He also seems to have been suggesting that the Batik community could initiate a 
draft law. In the context of the industry structure discussed above, however, any 
such suggestion would be highly unrealistic. As already explained, the industry is 
largely comprised of SMEs that are unlikely to be in a position to put together even a 
draft law. Further, while members of the community may acknowledge the 
importance of such a law, they could not actually initiate a draft law, since in 
Indonesia this is the task of parliamentarians working together with the executive 
government. Overall, Mr Aziz’s statement suggests that even a high-level bureaucrat 
in the Indonesian Ministry of Industry, which is one of the Ministries in charge of 
addressing the Batik industry, was unfamiliar with how the Indonesian legal system 
                                                                                                                                                        
326  Above n 321.  
327  Ibid.  
328  Ibid.  
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works, including the connection between law and enforcement. In addition, as a 
seasoned bureaucrat who held the post of Director General for Small and Medium 
Industry in the Ministry of Industry prior to his appointment as Special Assistant, Mr 
Aziz ought to have known that the mandate in relation to IP protection is held by the 
Ministry for Law and Human Rights, that is, the Directorate General of IPRs, and not 
the Ministry of Industry. In a sense, his statement exceeded his official authority and 
trespassed into the mandate of another Ministry. However, the fact that Mr Aziz 
appeared not to know the legal framework around Batik quite possibly reflects the 
fact that the division of responsibility is unclear. Lack of a clear division of 
responsibility is one of the factors that has hindered Batik protection, a situation that 
is elaborated below. 
 
President Joko Widodo took power in 2014. On 15 October 2015, the Trade 
Ministry enacted Ministerial Regulation 10/2015 on Import Provisions for Textiles and 
Textile Products (TPT) on Batik and Batik-patterned textiles.329 Based on an 
interview with Director on Imports of the Ministry of Trade, there appears to be no 
direct connection between this regulation and the statements made previously by Mr 
Oktabirawa and Mr Aziz.330 To date, there is no evidence of involvement by GKBI in 
proposing or consulting on the 2015 regulation.331 This regulation imposes 
                                                 
329  Peraturan Menteri Perdagangan No. 86/M-DAG/PER/10/2015 tentang 
Ketentuan Impor Tekstil dan Produk Tekstil Batik dan Motif Batik [Regulation of 
Trade Minister No. 86/M-DAG/PER/10/2015 on Import Provisions for Textile and 
Textile Product of Batik and Batik Patterned Textile] (Indonesia). 
330  According to the Director of Imports in the Ministry of Trade of the Republic of 
Indonesia, the enactment of the regulation was not due to the statements of Mr Azis 
and Mr Oktabirawa. Also note that their statements were made in 2011 when 
President Yudhoyono was still in power. Since President Joko Widodo was sworn in, 
in 2014, there have been a number of changes across Ministries and Ministerial 
Regulations. The Ministerial Regulation on Batik imports and sales was enacted in 
2015 during President Joko Widodo’s term. 
331  Above n 329. The Ministerial Regulation on Import Provisions for Textile and 
Textile Products (TPT) on Batik and Batik-patterned textile was signed in 2015 by Mr 
Thomas Lembong, the incumbent Trade Minister in the Cabinet of President Joko 
Widodo (2014-2019). The discussion between Mr Oktabirawa and Expert Staff 
Minister took place in 2011 when the government was led by President Susilo 
Bambang Yudhoyono (2004-2014). In Indonesia, it is unlikely that a new government 
would follow up the preceding government’s laws and policies. In comparison, see 
Chapter 4 on Indonesian Law, where I observed how Batik makers and Batik 
cooperatives/GKBI were never invited to participate in the drafting of Indonesian Law 
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restrictions on the import of Batik and textiles carrying Batik patterns and requires 
official approval for imported Batik. The Regulation also creates a new unit within the 
Trade Ministry to consider whether to grant approvals for Batik imports and sales.332 
Another notable aspect of this regulation is the removal of the role previously held by 
the Ministry of Industry and Ministry of Cooperatives and Small and Medium 
Enterprises in making recommendations regarding which businesses ought to be 
allowed to import Batik.333 Under the previous Ministerial Regulation, the Trade 
Ministry would consider the approval of Batik imports and sales upon receiving a 
recommendation from the Ministry of Industry and Ministry of Cooperatives and 
SMEs. The 2015 regulation concentrated all decision-making on Batik imports in the 
Trade Ministry. 
 
Clearly, there is limited coordination between the Indonesian Ministries of 
Trade and Industry, and GKBI, on Batik and its regulation. It is also notable that, if 
GKBI had been working closely with the Government, then Mr Oktabirawa or other 
GKBI officers would have been aware that protectionist measures were unlikely to be 
a way of safeguarding the Batik industry, particularly as Indonesia joined the ASEAN 
Economic Community/AEC in late 2015. This is discussed in more detail in the 
following chapter. It seems GKBI was less concerned with the broader Batik industry 
today and more with corporate interests. These will be elaborated in the next 
chapter, which discusses shifts in the trade regulation environment that Indonesia 
faces as a result of joining the AEC which will, in the future, make these tools less 
viable for promoting the Batik industry. 
 
5.2.3 A low-paid, poorly-educated workforce 
 
Another barrier to the engagement of the Batik industry with legal protection 
and law reform lies in the nature and conditions of its workforce. In general, Batik 
                                                                                                                                                        
on Copyright 2014. Although it contained provisions on Batik, Copyright Law 2014 
was passed without any input from the Batik-making community. In the Indonesian 
legal system, Law which has to be approved by Parliament is stronger and more 
important than the Ministerial Regulation. 
332  See Chapter 4 Indonesian Copyright Law. 
333  Above n 329. 
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makers are not well paid. In Indonesia, the minimum wage in each city is governed 
by the regional or provincial government. The general minimum wage in Pekalongan 
is IDR1,285,000 (AUD128) per month,334 slightly lower than the minimum wage in 
Yogyakarta, which is IDR1,300,000 (AUD130).335 
 
In Indonesia, the Ministry for Manpower is in charge of wage regulations. In 
2015, the Indonesian President signed Peraturan Pemerintah 78/2015 tentang 
Pengupahan (Governmental Regulation 78/2015 on Wages).336 The Law did not 
define a nominal or specific wage or minimum wage; instead, it requires Governors, 
as heads of provinces/regional governments, to determine and enact their province’s 
regulation on the minimum wage.337 In 2016, the minimum wage in the city of 
Karawang, province of West Java (IDR3,330,505) (AUD330), was the highest in all 
cities in all provinces in Indonesia338 - even higher than the minimum wage in Jakarta 
                                                 
334  Kutnadi, ‘Upah Minimum Pekalongan Rp1.285.000,- per bulan’ [The Monthly 
Minimum Wage in Pekalongan is IDR1,285,000] (12 October 2014)  Antara News 
(online), <http://www.antaranews.com/berita/458199/upah-minimum-pekalongan-
rp1285000bulan>. 
335  Keputusan Gubernur Daerah Istimewa Yogyakarta Nomor 252/KEP/2014 
tentang Upah Minimum Kabupaten/Kota tahun 2015 di Daerah Istimewa Yogyakarta 
[Decision of Governor of Yogyakarta Special Region Number 252/KEP/2014 on 
Minimum Wage Year 2015 in Special Region of Yogyakarta] (Indonesia) 
<http://www.nakertrans.jogjaprov.go.id/download/SK%20UMK%20DIY%202015.pdf>. 
336  Peraturan Pemerintah Nomor 78/2015 tentang Pengupahan [Government 
Regulation Number 78/2015 on Wages] 
<http://jdih.kemnaker.go.id/data_puu/PP_Nomor_78_Tahun_2015(1).pdf>. Based on the 
Regulation, the increase in annual wage takes account of the annual inflation rate 
and economic growth rate. Since its enactment, this Regulation has been subject to 
a number of protests from the Labour Union. The Union urged that it be annulled 
since it tends to support business owners rather than labourers. The Union claims 
that the Regulation did not provide for an adequate living wage for workers since it 
failed to take into account the annual increases in the cost of basic necessities such 
as food and clothing <http://www.bantuanhukum.or.id/web/buruh-tolak-pp-78-tahun-2015-
tentang-pengupahan/>. 
337  Ibid. 
338  Tasrief Tarmizi, Gubernur: UMK 2016 Jabar Tertinggi di Indonesia [Governor: 
City Minimum Wage in West Java Province is the Highest in Indonesia] (22 
November 2015) Antara News (online), 
<http://www.antaranews.com/berita/530769/gubernur-umk-2016-jabar-tertinggi-di-
indonesia>. 
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Special Capital Region, which was only IDR3,100,000 (AUD310).339 No specific 
wage for Batik makers is, however, fixed by regulation, even in regions where Batik 
is actively produced by locals, that is, Yogyakarta, Pekalongan and Cirebon. 
 
As a result, media outlets have reported, some Batik makers are being paid 
very small amounts. For example, Harian Jogja, a prominent Yogyakarta newspaper, 
reported that some Batik makers are paid only IDR17,000 (AUD1.70) for each piece 
of Batik cloth that is produced in Caturharjo village, in Bantul, Yogyakarta.340 This 
was not denied by an officer from the Ministry of Industry in Yogyakarta, who 
admitted that some Batik companies pay below the provincial minimum wage. The 
same official stated that Batik makers in Imogiri, near Yogyakarta city, are paid only 
IDR150,000 (AUD15) per week, or IDR600,000 (AUD60) per month. This is 55% 
lower than the minimum standard wage of Yogyakarta (IDR1,300,000) (AUD130). 
 
Nonetheless one Batik entrepreneur has set a minimum wage for Batik 
makers in her enterprise that operates on a sliding scale according to job 
description.341 In East Java, Mrs Sri Winarni set the minimum wage for senior Batik 
makers who paint Batik cloths with canting342 at between IDR25,000 (AUD2,5) and 
                                                 
339  Kurnia Sari Aziza, Ahok Sepakati UMP DKI 2016 Rp3.1Juta [Ahok Agrees 
Minimum Wage for Province of Jakarta Special Capital Region IDR3.1Million] (30 
October 2015) Kompas (online) 
<http://megapolitan.kompas.com/read/2015/10/30/14164021/Ahok.Sepakati.UMP.DKI.2016.
Rp.3.1.Juta>. 
340  Bhekti Suryani, Ironis Buruh Batik Dihargai Rp17.000,- Harga Kain Batik Tulis 
Mencapai Jutaan Rupiah [Ironic Batik Labour Only Receive IDR17,000, Price of 
Hand-painted Batik Reaches Millions of Rupiah] (15 September 2014)  Harian Jogja 
(online), <http://jogjapolitan.harianjogja.com/read/2014/09/15/511/536213/ironis-
buruh-Batik-dihargai-rp17-000-harga-kain-Batik-tulis-mencapai-jutaan-rupiah>. 
341  Ferlynda, Mulai Tangan Tremor Hingga Lilin Malam Tak Kenai Pola [From 
Hands’ Tremors to How Not To Let Wax Drop on Batik Patterns] (12 June 2015) 
Jawa Pos (online), <http://www2.jawapos.com/baca/artikel/18741/Mulai-Tangan-Tremor-
hingga-Lilin-Malam-Tak-Kenai-Pola>. 
342  See Chapter 2 on The Importance of Batik to Indonesians p 29. Canting is a 
pen-like tool used to paint Batik on cloth. 
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IDR30,000 (AUD3) per day.343 Those who design the cloth are meant to receive 
between IDR20,000 (AUD2) and IDR25,000 (AUD2,5) a day.344 
 
The media have commented on the injustice of the low levels of financial 
compensation Batik makers receive for their meticulous work, when their creations 
are sold at significantly higher prices.345 At the higher end of the market, hand-
painted Batik textiles can fetch between IDR3 million (AUD300) and IDR50,000,000 
(AUD5,000) in big cities like Jakarta, Surabaya, Yogyakarta, and Denpasar. Mrs 
Widianti Widjaja, a third-generation owner and Batik maker of Oey Soe Tjoen Batik 
ine Pekalongan, sells her set of women’s sarong and sash for IDR50,000,000 
(AUD5,000).346 Thus, the lion’s share of the income from the sales of Batik textiles 
and clothing goes to the traders. The welfare of Batik makers - artisans, painters, the 
stampers and so forth - is neglected. 
 
Associated with low levels of pay are low levels of educational attainment in 
the Batik workforce. Batik makers live and work in villages or small towns. Due to 
financial constraints, they generally only receive a minimal formal education, 
equivalent to primary school. Only very few pursue a high school education. Those 
who do so generally find themselves in senior positions in the Batik-making 
enterprise, for example, in administration and showroom presentation.347 Those with 
less education generally work as painters, designers, dryers, bathers and the like. 
 
The low incomes and associated low levels of educational attainment of Batik 
artisans support the argument made earlier: that there is no single homogenous set 
of interests and common goals within the Batik industry. Although leading members 
of Batik-making communities voice concern over the low wages of Batik makers, it 
seems that ensuring better remuneration is not a priority for local or central 
governments. Despite the existence of a general regulation on minimum wages, no 
                                                 
343  Above, n 341. 
344  Ibid. 
345  Ibid.  
346  Interview with Widianti Widjaja (Pekalongan, September 2014). 
347  Above n 341. 
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specific wage is set by government for Batik makers. Further, regardless of the 
legally regulated general minimum wage, it appears that Batik traders pay the bare 
minimum wage or less to Batik makers, who are on the whole uneducated, illiterate 
and located in remote areas. When they cannot even feed themselves and their 
families, it is hardly surprising that Batik makers pay little attention to protection for 
their designs. Given the failure of the law to protect their livelihood, they may have a 
poor opinion of the law in general.348 This is another contributing factor to the 
difficulty in achieving collective organisation and promoting useful legal reforms. 
 
A separation of interests within the industry might actually help explain why, in 
seeking to protect Batik, there has been a focus on trade protectionist measures 
rather than protections such as copyright or other IP rights. Batik traders who act as 
retail intermediaries may not immediately see an increase in copyright protection for 
creators as being in their interests, even if such rights might well provide financial 
benefits in the longer term.349 On the other hand, import restrictions on Batik have 
the potential to protect Batik traders directly from the effects of foreign competition by 
making such traders the sole source of Batik cloth. It would therefore be completely 
consistent with an industry structure that is divided between remote and under-
educated artisan creators and wealthier and better-connected traders for the focus of 
lobbying to be on protectionist measures rather than creators’ rights. In the following 
chapter, I explain that these protectionist measures will not be valid within the 
ASEAN Economic Community. Thus, Batik traders may finally have to consider other 
legal avenues for creating sustainable market advantages that are consistent with 
free trade. 
 
                                                 
348  Interview with Prof Dr Wiendu Nuryanti (Jakarta, 6 September 2016). 
349  In more developed countries, copyright owned by individual creators (such as 
authors or composers) is frequently acquired by intermediaries (such as publishers 
and record companies), so that exploitation of copyright is actually undertaken by 
those intermediaries: see e.g. Richard E. Caves, Creative Industries: Contracts 
Between Art and Commerce (Boston MA: Harvard University Press, 2000); Ruth 
Towse, ‘What we know, what we don’t know, and what policy-makers would like us 
to know about the economics of copyright’ (2011) 8(2) Review of Economic 
Research in Copyright Issues 101-120. It is conceivable that, if the value of Batik lay 
in particular designs, a similar structure could be created for the Batik industry. 
Issues fitting copyright to the way Batik is made and appreciated were addressed in 
Chapter 4. 
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The low level of educational attainment of the Batik workforce compounds 
other difficulties, previously identified, in engagement with the legal system in 
general and with copyright in particular. Given their limited education, most Batik 
makers are not aware of legal protection, let alone the idea or goals of intellectual 
property law. These observations are supported by the research findings of Sinaga, 
who explains that most of her respondents from the Batik-making community do not 
seek intellectual property protection for their creations.350 Some respondents 
admitted that they do not pay attention to these issues; others stated that they were 
not afraid of having their works copied.351 This latter finding highlights another 
important obstacle to the development of a coherent policy around IP protection for 
Batik: the impact of cultural mores within the Batik industry. 
 
5.2.4 Batik makers’ ‘pride in being copied’ 
 
Another barrier to the engagement of the Batik industry with both legal 
protection and law reform lies in the nature of the Batik making community, with its 
mix of makers, designers, traders and entrepreneurs. As noted earier in this thesis, 
interviews conducted in the course of this research with Batik scholars and traders 
confirmed that even the most renowned Batik traders are not much concerned with 
IP protection for their creations.352 One trader went further, stating that, although he 
is upset when other artisans and companies copy his creations, he would not seek 
IP protection. Instead, he said, he felt simultaneously upset and proud when other 
artisans and companies copy his Batik designs, since this shows that his designs are 
contemporary and popular. This attitude is consistent with a long tradition in the Batik 
industry, in which copying has been commonplace. As mentioned, patterns that were 
released by the palace were routinely copied by Batik makers in coastal areas.353 
 
                                                 
350  Above n 30. 
351  Ibid. 
352 Leading Batik traders interviewed for this project include Mr Santosa Doellah, 
who owns the Danar Hadi Batik Company, and Mrs Widianti Widjaja who is the third 
generation who runs the Oey Soe Tjoen Batik, a famed Batik Designed House from 
Pekalongan. 
353  See Chapter 2 The Importance of Batik to Indonesians. 
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In the course of this research I also interviewed Princess Gusti Bendoro 
Raden Ayu Murdokusomo, who is the elder sister of Sultan Hamengkubuwono X of 
Yogyakarta and a Batik aficionado who currently operates a shop that exclusively re-
creates the Batik cloths belonging to previous and current members of the Royal 
Family. This business is under the patronage of Queen Hemas of Yogyakarta, the 
spouse of the current Sultan. During the interview, she stated that the Sultan and 
Royal Family are saddened by the increasing numbers of copies of the Sultanate’s 
reserved Batik patterns, including those that are forbidden from being worn by 
commoners.354 Despite this, the Princess explained, the Royal Family would not use 
legal mechanisms to sue those who have copied even the reserved patterns. She 
takes the (perhaps realistic) view that, in today’s world, once a Batik cloth with a 
specific pattern is put on display, people from all walks of life can take a photo and 
upload it to social media. Thus, although the Princess and her family are deeply 
concerned, they are also pleased with the widespread coverage of the Sultan’s 
Royal Family, including their Batik attire with its exclusive patterns. She sees 
reproduction of the royal Batiks as a form of affirmation, meaning that the 
Yogyakarta Royal Family and its Batik are still relevant to the 21st century way of life. 
 
Highly educated public figures such as Princess Murdokusumo and Mr 
Santosa Doellah are, of all those engaged in Batik creation and trade, best equipped 
to use legal mechanisms for the protection of their Batik designs through the IP 
system. The fact that they do not see the assertion of exclusivity as useful or 
desirable is strong evidence of the absence of a push from within the Batik industry 
for legal mechanisms based on copyright models. My interviews also generated a 
complex mix of feelings: my interviewees felt simultaneously upset about copying, 
and pleased with the coverage of their creations. According to Mr Gunawan 
Suryomurcito, a well-known IP lawyer in Jakarta, this pride in being copied has made 
it hard for the Batik industry to engage with the IP system and for the IP system to 
effectively penetrate the community of Batik makers.355 This culture is a further 
obstacle both to the use of current protection mechanisms, and to the kind of 
community demand for better-tailored protection that might lead to useful law reform. 
                                                 
354  Above n 35. 
355  Interview with Gunawan Suryomurcito, Senior IP Lawyer and Owner of IP Firm 
Rouse (Jakarta, 16 August 2014). 
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5.2.5  Cost 
 
Another contributing factor to the failure of the Batik industry to engage with 
legal protection and law reform is cost. The greater the cost of copyright protection, 
the less likely it is that the community will use it. 
 
The cost of lodging one copyright registration with the Directorate General for 
IP is IDR300,000 (AUD30). This might not seem much in Australia, but to low-paid 
Indonesian Batik makers – with a weekly income between IDR17,000 (AUD1.7)356 
and IDR25,000 (AUD2.4)357 - it is a significant amount. It could purchase basic 
necessities such as food for the Batik maker and his/her family. Bear in mind, too, 
that one registration is only valid for one Batik pattern. In other words, one Batik cloth 
— which may include several patterns — could involve several registrations. Further, 
the full costs of securing an effective copyright registration are much higher: in order 
to register copyright, other costly legal registrations are required,358 notably the 
expensive fees of an IP consultant.359 This was confirmed by discussions with IP 
lawyers. According to Mr Gunawan Suryomurcito, a senior IP lawyer in Jakarta, a 
prospective applicant for registration needs advice from an IP consultant, which 
                                                 
356  See Sinaga, above n 30. 
357  See Sinaga, above n 30. 
358  Peraturan Pemerintah Republik Indonesia Nomor 45/2014 tentang Jenis dan 
Tarif atas Jenis Penerimaan Negara Bukan Pajak Yang Berlaku Pada Kementerian 
Hukum dan Hak Asasi Manusia [Government Regulation Number 45/2014 on Types 
and Tariffs for Non-Tax State Income Types Valid At Ministry for Law and Human 
Rights] (Indonesia) <http://www.dgip.go.id/layanan-kekayaan-intelektual/hak-cipta/tarif-
hak-cipta>. The cost of copyright registration is included in Penerimaan Negara 
Bukan Pajak (Non-Tax State Income for Indonesia) as governed by Government 
Regulation 45/2014. Other registration fees include Permohonan Petikan Tiap 
Pendaftaran Ciptaan Dalam Daftar Umum Ciptaan (fee to receive the official copy of 
each list of creation in the General List of Creation), Permohonan Salinan Surat 
Pendaftaran Hak Cipta (fee to receive official copy of the copyright registration 
letter), Pencatatan Lisensi Hak Cipta (fee to register the Copyright license), 
Permohonan Keterangan Tertulis Mengenai Ciptaan Terdaftar (fee to receive official 
registration Decision from Directorate General for IPRs to the right holder). There is 
also a fee should the registration files need to be revised, e.g. for change of address 
of the copyright holder, revision of data about the registered creation, or revision of 
the registration letter for copyright. 
359  Above, n 30. 
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could cost between IDR4million (AUD400) and IDR20million (AUD2000).360 Although 
applicants can register their IP themselves, as a practical matter, IP registration is 
best managed by consultants, particularly if the applicant is unfamiliar with the legal 
system. This is because the IP system is complicated, and an application can be 
rejected several times for failure to meet administrative requirements. 
 
5.2.6  Conclusion 
 
In considering the failure to translate the importance of Batik into effective 
legal protection, this section sought to underline the importance of understanding the 
nature of the industry itself. The analysis showed that the Indonesian Batik industry 
has long been a cottage industry and, in many ways, has not moved beyond that 
structure, with most enterprises engaged in Batik making and retail being small or 
micro enterprises, with an economically disadvantaged, poorly-educated workforce 
and an absence of effective mechanisms for collective organisation, as well as a 
culture that makes Batik makers and designers ‘proud to be copied’. These factors 
alone would pose significant barriers to engagement with the legal protection that 
could be offered by copyright or other IP rights, let alone with law reform that might 
improve the kinds of protection that copyright or related laws could offer to the Batik 
industry. 
 
These issues are compounded by the division of interests within the Batik 
industry. It is common among Batik makers for there to be a division between 
relatively impecunious makers and designers of Batik and the wealthier Batik 
traders. Generally, Batik makers and designers reside in small villages and are 
poorly educated, whereas the Batik traders and business owners are more likely to 
be located in cities, where they have their shops or points of sale, possess more 
significant assets and receive a higher education. The implication of this is that their 
interests in legal protection may be different. Although a significant literature shows 
that copyright in highly developed countries provides greater advantages to 
intermediaries (such as publishers or record producers, rather than authors or 
                                                 
360  Interview with Gunawan Suryomurcito, Senior IP Lawyer and Owner of IP Firm 
Rouse (Jakarta, 16 August 2014). 
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musicians), copyright in the first instance grants rights to creators – not 
intermediaries like traders. Little wonder, then, that those segments of the Batik 
industry that are most able to engage with the political process have focused on 
other ways to protect their interests when they engage with the political process.361 
 
The lack of engagement of the Batik industry with copyright has another 
effect. Because actors within the Indonesian Batik community do not submit 
applications to DG IP for copyright protection, there are no registered data about 
Batik creations, including those created by SMEs, and DG IP is unlikely to see the 
Batik industry as an important stakeholder. With primary responsibility for copyright 
reform lying in DG IP, this means that the Batik industry is unlikely to see favourable 
reform. 
 
5.3  Governance: Unclear Division of Responsibilities 
 
The previous section focused on the Batik industry. A second major reason 
why IP law reform that would promote the interests of the Batik industry has not been 
successfully pursued in Indonesia lies in governance. There are a number of issues 
around governance, namely: (a) responsibility for Batik is spread across multiple 
ministries; (b) many ministries and agencies act at cross-purposes, introducing new 
initiatives with little coordination; (c) overlapping jurisdiction means that no one 
Ministry holds responsibility to promote Batik; and (d) responsibility for IP law reform 
lies with a Directorate General362 that has limited engagement with the Batik 
industry, for all the reasons outlined in the previous section. Note also that the 
plethora of locations for governance relating to Batik may compound the problems 
identified in the previous section. As it stands, the Batik industry and practitioners of 
Batik already face considerable barriers even trying to engage with government. 
Even if they wanted to, and even if they could get organised collectively, would they 
even know where to start or whom to approach for help? 
                                                 
361  Above n 30. 
362  A Minister who is the head of Ministry is assisted by several Director-
Generals, each of whom is tasked to address specific issues. Thus, Director General 
is a position under the Minister and a Director General is obliged to present periodic 
updates and reports to the Minister. 
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Understanding the impact of Indonesian governance on the question of legal 
protection for Batik requires some engagement with the structure of governance in 
Indonesia and the Indonesian legal landscape in which the IP regime operates. 
Indonesia is a Republic under a Constitution first proclaimed in 1945.363 To date, the 
Constitution has been amended four times – in 1999, 2000, 2001 and 2002.364 The 
President of the Republic of Indonesia leads the executive arm of the Government. 
In undertaking this role, the Indonesian President is assisted by a Vice President, 
several Coordinating Ministers, Ministers and State Ministers and Ministerial-level 
Heads of Agency.365 
 
The President is elected through a direct Presidential election once every five 
years.366 An elected President holds office for a term of five years; he or she will be 
eligible to stand for re-election to the same office once, for a further term of five 
years.367 In total, a president can only serve two terms (approximately ten years).368 
In chapter 4 on Copyright Law, I noted that the Constitution clearly requires 
the State to develop and preserve Indonesian culture: ‘The State advances 
Indonesian national culture in the world’s civilisation by ensuring the freedom of 
community to preserve and develop their cultural values’.369 Most articles in the 
                                                 
363  Undang-Undang Dasar Republik Indonesia 1945 [The 1945 Constitution] 
(Indonesia). 
364  Simon Butt, Tim Lindsey, The Constitution of Indonesia: Contextual Analysis 
(Hart Publishing, 2012) 55-60. 
365  Peraturan Presiden Nomor 165 Tahun 2014 tentang Penataan Tugas dan 
Fungsi Kabinet Kerja [Presidential Regulation Number 165/2014 on Task and 
Function Arrangement of Work Cabinet] (Indonesia), 
<http://www.kemenkopmk.go.id/content/perpres-nomor-165-tahun-2014>. 
366  Undang-Undang Republik Indonesia Nomor 42 Tahun 2008 tentang Pemilihan 
Umum untuk Presiden dan Wakil Presiden [Indonesian Law Number 42/2008 on 
General Election for President and Vice President] (Indonesia), art 3(1) 
<https://www.mahkamahagung.go.id/images/pdp/uu_42_2008.pdf>. 
367  Amandemen Pertama Undang-Undang Dasar Republik Indonesia 1945 [First 
Amendment of The 1945 Indonesian Constitution], art 7. 
368  Penjelasan Undang-Undang Republik Indonesia Nomor 42/2008 tentang 
Pemilihan Umum untuk Presiden dan Wakil Presiden [Elucidation of Indonesian Law 
Number 42 Year 2008 on General Election for President and Vice President], art 5(l). 
369  Undang-Undang Dasar Republik Indonesia 1945 [The 1945 Indonesian 
Constitution], art 32(1). 
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Constitution impose obligations on the State, including with respect to the protection 
of culture, but there is no specific reference to the term Negara (State) in the 
associated elucidation.370 The term State is explained in Article 1 of the 1945 
Constitution, “The State of Indonesia is a Unitary State, with the form of Republic”.371 
In connection to Article 32(1) of the Indonesian Constitution on advancement of 
Indonesian culture, it would be incorrect to solely interpret the term Negara (State) 
as the Executive branch, that is, the President and Cabinet, as the term could also 
refer to the State of Indonesia as a whole, including its people. After all, Indonesian 
culture does not only belong to the government but also - and more importantly - to 
the citizens of the country. Further, the elucidation to Article 32 of the 1945 
Indonesian Constitution specifically underlines that the state’s culture emanates from 
all elements of Indonesian society, and that old and original forms of culture which 
are considered as cultural landmarks in all parts of Indonesia are classified as the 
State’s culture.372 
 
Thus, in relation to Batik and other traditional textiles, it could be argued that 
the State is obliged to promote Batik as a form of Indonesian traditional cultural 
expression, while also securing the traditional community’s right to preserve Batik 
and retain its values. In other words, protection and development of Indonesian Batik 
is secured through the Constitution. If the State neglects its obligation to uphold the 
protection of Batik, Indonesian citizens or legal entities could present a case to the 
Constitutional Court that the State, represented by the Government, has not 
implemented its Constitution-based obligation. 
 
Before discussing the Ministries in charge of some aspects of Batik, it is 
important to understand the law-making mechanisms in Indonesia. The Dewan 
                                                 
370  When enacted, Indonesian laws and regulations are generally accompanied 
by elucidations. Since the laws and regulations are formulated using general 
terminologies, the elucidation provides detailed explanations of each article 
contained in the Law. 
371  Undang-Undang Dasar Republik Indonesia 1945 [The 1945 Indonesian 
Constitution], art 1. 
372  Penjelasan Undang-Undang Dasar Republik Indonesia 1945 [Elucidation of 
the 1945 Indonesian Constitution], art 32(1) 
<http://www.jdih.kemenkeu.go.id/fullText/1945/UUDTAHUN~1945UUDPenj.htm>. 
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Perwakilan Rakyat (Parliament) holds the power to enact Law.373 Draft laws can be 
proposed by Parliament, by the Executive Government, or by the Senate.374 In 
relation to culture, including Batik, a draft law could be proposed by the relevant 
Ministry or Agency within the government: for example, the draft Law on Copyright 
29/2014 was prepared by the Ministry of Law and Human Rights, where the 
Directorate General of IPRs is housed, and then a draft law was proposed by the 
government. Any draft law must be discussed and agreed to by both Parliament and 
President.375 
 
The executive government in Indonesia is conducted through a series of 
Ministries. The Indonesian Constitution does not define any specific cabinet 
hierarchy or allocate tasks among Ministries, requiring only that all Ministers are 
elected and are responsible to the President. The tasks and functions of the current 
Cabinet follow Peraturan Presiden Nomor 165 Tahun 2014 tentang Penataan Tugas 
dan Fungsi Kabinet Kerja,376 which establishes a hierarchy, including several 
Coordinating Ministers. The Coordinating Minister for Politics, Law and Security is 
tasked with coordinating the works of several Ministers addressing political, legal and 
security issues, including the Minister of Law and Human Rights,377 whose taskforce 
addresses, among others, intellectual property rights (IPRs), including Copyright in 
relation to Batik and Traditional Cultural Expression. The Coordinating Ministry for 
Political, Law and Security affairs is also in charge of addressing Genetic Resources, 
Traditional Knowledge and Traditional Cultural Expression/GRTKTCE, including 
Batik. In the previous administration, this Coordinating Ministry hosted inter-
ministerial meetings to prepare the draft national law on GRTKTCE. The draft law 
was never adopted. The Coordinating Minister for Economic Affairs is in charge of 
coordinating economic issues, including three Ministries that have some role in 
                                                 
373 Undang-Undang Dasar Republik Indonesia 1945 [The 1945 Indonesian 
Constitution], art 20(1). 
374 Dewan Perwakilan Rakyat Republik Indonesia [Parliament of the Republic of 
Indonesia], Pembuatan Undang-Undang (Law Making Mechanism), 
<http://www.dpr.go.id/tentang/pembuatan-uu>. 
375  Undang-Undang Dasar Republik Indonesia 1945 [The 1945 Indonesian 
Constitution], art 20(2). 
376  Above, n 365. 
377  Ibid., n 365, art 12(1)(d). 
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addressing Batik as an industry and trade commodity, namely, the Ministry of 
Industry, Ministry of Trade, and the Ministry of Cooperatives and Small Medium 
Enterprises.378 The Coordinating Minister for Human and Culture Development has 
responsibility for the coordination of issues related to development of human 
resources and culture, including works of the Ministry of Education and Culture,379 
which also addresses Batik as traditional cultural expression. 
 
Since Coordinating Ministers are considered to be senior ministers who 
oversee the works of Ministers, the President generally allocates these roles to 
politicians or professionals in their fields who are closely linked with her/him. As the 
winning party in the 2014 election, the Indonesian Democracy Party-Struggle 
provided five Ministers and one Ministerial-level official who address strategic issues; 
they included the Coordinating Minister for Human Development, Minister for Home 
Affairs and Minister for Law and Human Rights, and the Head of the Creative 
Economy Agency. Among the four Coordinating Ministers, three served as Ministers 
in the previous administration (Mr Luhut Pandjaitan, Mr Rizal Ramli and Mr Darmin 
Nasution). These three Coordinating Ministers are seasoned politicians with 
experience in previous cabinets. Although they come from parties other than that of 
the President, they share links with former President Megawati Sukarnoputri. 
Another Coordinating Minister who has an even stronger connection with former 
President Megawati is Ms Puan Maharani. Appointed as the Coordinating Minister 
for Human and Culture Development, she is the daughter of the former President 
and incumbent Chair of PDIP. Aside from these five ministers, there are four 
Ministers from the National Awakening Party, three Ministers from the National 
Democracy Party, two Ministers from the People’s Conscience Party, one Minister 
from the United Development Party and others from professional or academic fields. 
 
The fact that Ministers can come from different political parties has practical 
implications, including for law reform targeted at promoting Batik. Although Ministers 
are required to withdraw from their political party positions before they are sworn in, 
they nevertheless remain faithful to the values and policies of their parties. Also, 
                                                 
378  Ibid., art 13(1)(b)(c)(j). 
379 Ibid., art 14(1)(b). 
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despite the inclusion of Ministers who are members of other parties, Ministers from 
the winning party (PDIP) would likely feel they hold the majority voice in the 
parliament, which could perhaps cloud Cabinet decision-making processes. In fact, 
there is evidence that inter-party divisions have caused a number of rifts among 
Ministries, leading to lack of coordination or outright conflict, for instance, between 
the Coordinating Ministry and another Ministry and vice versa.380 There are also 
rivalries among the Ministries: each Minister, regardless of party background, 
competes to demonstrate his or her competence to the President. For instance, 
while the overall trade volume of Batik is tasked to the Trade Ministry, the Ministry for 
Cooperatives and SMEs is the one that promotes Batik SMEs to boost the volume of 
trade.  
 
In relation to Batik, Ms Puan Maharani, the Coordinating Minister for Human 
and Culture Development (the Ministry of Education and Culture is located within her 
portfolio) must, in order to be effective, work closely with the Coordinating Minister 
for Political, Law and Security Affairs, General (ret.) Luhut Pandjaitan, who has 
coordinating responsibility for the Ministry for Law and Human Rights, including DG 
on IPRs. Media reports indicate that Luhut Pandjaitan was appointed by President 
Joko Widodo to balance the influence of the winning party, represented by President 
Megawati and her daughter, Mrs Puan Maharani. There has also been speculation in 
the media that Mr Pandjaitan was appointed as the Coordinating Minister to limit the 
power of former President Megawati/Chair of PDIP — the party of the incumbent 
President Joko Widodo.381 This has added further complexity to the issue of 
coordination among Ministries. After all, it would not be an easy task for Ministries to 
work closely together when they already hold negative feelings about each other. 
Note, too, that recent events and personalities are merely the latest iteration in a 
                                                 
380 Suryanta Bakti Susila, Menteri Saling Serang Kepemimpinan Jokowi Jadi 
Sorotan [Minister Attacks Each Other, Jokowi’s Leadership is on the Spotlight] (4 
March 2016) Viva News (online), <https://www.viva.co.id/indepth/fokus/743511-
menteri-saling-serang-kepemimpinan-jokowi-jadi-sorotan>. 
381  Syahrul Ansyari, Luhut Bantah Jauhkan Jokowi Dari Megawati [Luhut Denies 
to Distant Jokowi From Megawati] (3 February 2015) Viva News (online), 
<https://www.viva.co.id/berita/politik/585064-luhut-bantah-jauhkan-jokowi-dari-
megawati>. 
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long history of conflicts between parties and Ministries, which contributes to 
difficulties coordinating policy-making within the Indonesian government.382 
 
5.3.1  Which Indonesian Ministry or Agency is in charge of Batik? 
 
In the previous section, I discussed the complexity that hinders decision-
making in the current Cabinet, including political tensions and rivalries among 
Ministers. In this section, I show that several Ministries have, indeed, developed 
policies on Batik. The problem is that no one has clear responsibility for the 
promotion of Batik. The DG for IP, which has the Government mandate over 
copyright protection for Batik, seems to be detached from other Ministries/Agencies 
as well as from the Batik-making community. 
 
In Indonesia, both the central and regional governments have some role in 
relation to Batik. In Jakarta, seven Ministries and one Ministerial-level Agency have 
policies related to Batik, including the Ministry of Law and Human Rights, the 
Ministry of Industry, the Ministry of Education and Culture, the Ministry for 
Cooperatives and Small Medium Enterprises, the Ministry of Trade, the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs and the Creative Economy Agency. Two other organisations have 
been established to promote Batik - the National Council on Handicraft and the 
Indonesian Batik Foundation. The tasks of, and policies emerging from each Ministry 
and organisation in relation to Batik are described below. 
 
IP protection for Batik falls within the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Law and 
Human Rights through the DG for IP. The Ministry of Trade is responsible for policies 
relating to trade in commodities, including Batik as a sub-set of textiles. The Ministry 
of Industry is in charge of industry promotion, which includes the development of 
Batik as part of the textile industry. The Creative Economy agency also addresses 
the development of Batik as an integral part of the creative economy. With regard to 
promotion of Batik as a tool of cultural diplomacy, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs is in 
charge. Some of these Ministries, while performing their functions, coordinate with 
                                                 
382  For a discussion of challenges to good governance in Indonesia, see Daniel S 
Lev, ‘Judicial Authority and The Struggle for Indonesian RechtsStaat’ (1978) 13(1) 
Law and Society Review 37. 
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private sector Batik organisations such as the National Council of Craft and the 
Indonesian Batik Foundation. In the regions, Regional Offices represent the various 
Ministries, including the Ministries of Law and Human Rights, Industry and Trade 
and, in that capacity, they are tasked with promoting the development of Batik in the 
regions. Indonesian Embassies abroad also promote Batik as a cultural icon of 
Indonesia. Various Ministries and organisations with some interest in Batik, of 
course, have the potential to initiate a great deal of action (for example, if different 
Ministries compete to take control or be the lead agency for the promotion of Batik) 
or, conversely, to pursue no action (since no one has clear responsibility for 
promoting the interests of the Batik industry). 
 
 National Team on Combating IP Violations 
 
In 2006, President Yudhoyono enacted Keputusan Presiden Republik 
Indonesia Nomor 4 Tahun 2006 tentang Pembentukan Tim Nasional 
Penanggulangan Pelanggaran HKI (Presidential Decree Number 4/2006 on 
Establishment of a National Team to Combat IP Violation).383 The team is headed by 
the Coordinating Minister on Political, Law and Security Affairs, and the Daily Chair 
is the Minister for Law and Human Rights. Other members are drawn from Ministers 
and Ministerial-level officials relevant to IP, including the Foreign Minister, Finance 
Minister, Industry Minister, Agriculture Minister, Health Minister, National Education 
Minister, Information and Communication Minister, Home Affairs Minister, Research 
and Technology Minister, Secretary to Cabinet, Attorney General, Chief of National 
Police, and Chair of National Food and Drug Control.384 The team is tasked with 
formulating national policy to combat IP violations, determining the steps needed to 
combat IP violations, reviewing and formulating solutions to strategic issues relating 
to IP violations (including prevention and law enforcement in accordance with the 
task force of each member/Minister). The team also coordinates IP education and 
information dissemination to institutions, related agencies and communities, and 
                                                 
383 Keputusan Presiden Republik Indonesia Nomor 4 Tahun 2006 tentang 
Pembentukan Tim Nasional Penanggulangan Pelanggaran HKI [Presidential Decree 
Number 4/2006 on Establishment of National Team on Combating IP Violation] 
(Indonesia) <http://www.hukumonline.com/pusatdata/detail/24648/node/11/keputusan-
presiden-nomor-4-tahun-2006>. 
384 Above n 383, art 3. 
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establishes and enhances bilateral, regional and multilateral cooperation to combat 
IP violation.385 The team reports directly to the Indonesian President386 and is 
obliged to submit a written report to the President every six months.387 The team is 
required to hold meetings once every three months.388 Research, however, shows 
that the meeting of the National Team is not periodical. Chaired by the Coordinating 
Minister for Political, Law and Security Affairs, there was a meeting held in 2013 in 
order to discuss Indonesia’s inclusion in the Priority Watch List in the USTR’s 2013 
Special 301 Report. While the inclusion was largely a rhetorical act, it was 
nevertheless connected to the application of the Generalised System of Preference 
(GSP).389 The fact that the Indonesian Coordinating Minister would note this 
connection with the GSP reveals how the National Team on IP is significantly driven 
by US interests.390 
According to the homepage of DG IPRs, the Minister for Law and Human 
Rights also hosted a National Team meeting on 6-8 May 2014.391 This was the last 
publicly recorded meeting of the National Team. Since President Joko Widodo was 
sworn in, there has been no public record of action by, or meetings of, the National 
Team on IP. Along with other initiatives of President Yudhoyono and his cabinet, it 
seems that the National Team on IP may have been disbanded or at least ‘put on 
ice’ by the current administration. 
                                                 
385 Ibid., art 2. 
386 Ibid., art 4(1). 
387 Ibid., art 4(2). 
388 Ibid., art 7(1). 
389  Above, n 381. 
390  Any concerns Indonesia might have had regarding the GSP may have been 
distinctly unrealistic. Although U.S. legislation allows the U.S. government to take 
action, including deprival of GSP benefits, in response to ongoing IP violations noted 
in the Special 301 reports, punitive action of this kind has never in fact been taken 
since the Special 301 Annual Report was established in 1989: Section 301 of the 
Trade Act of 1974 amended by section 1303 of the Omnibus Trade and 
Competitiveness Act of 1988. The fact that such fears might be unrealistic does not, 
however, detract from the fact that they were considered sufficiently important by the 
Indonesian Minister to be mentioned in the meeting. 
391  Rapat Koordinasi Tim Nasional Penanggulangan Pelanggaran Hak kekayaan 
Intelektual [Coordination Meeting National Team to Combat IP Violation] 6-8 May 
2014 <http://humas.dgip.go.id/rapat-koordinasi-tim-nasional-penanggulangan-pelanggaran-
hak-kekayaan-intelektual/>. 
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Theoretically, the Team’s illustrious members should be able to come up with 
implementable recommendations to combat IP violation and negotiate with the U.S. 
to lift Indonesia’s status. Despite its high-level membership, however, the National 
Team was never as active as was required by the Presidential Decree through which 
it was constituted. According to the homepage of the Ministry for Law and Human 
Rights, only one annual meeting of the National Team – not four – was required. The 
National Team has also, it appears, been unsuccessful in achieving the goals set out 
in the Presidential Decree. This may be evidence of a lack of genuine commitment 
on the part of the Indonesian government: perhaps Indonesia only created the 
National Team to placate foreign demands for action on IP infringement. If so, the 
benefits were temporary: in 2009 the USTR’s 2009 Special 301 Report noted that 
the National Team had been ineffective,392 and Indonesia was again put on the 
Priority Watch List after two years of being on the ‘ordinary’ Watch List. I discuss the 
impetus behind the establishment of the national team further below. 
 
Based on Indonesian Law Number 28 Year 2014 on Copyright, the DG for IP 
within the Ministry of Law and Human Rights is the focal point for addressing the 
legal protection of traditional cultural expression/TCE, including Batik and other 
traditional textiles. Article 38 of Copyright Law 2014 recognises Batik as a form of 
traditional cultural expression and states that copyright is held by the Government.393 
The Indonesian Ministry of Education and Culture, however, has served as the focal 
point for the listing of Indonesian TCE with UNESCO as Intangible Cultural Heritage.  
 
Article 64 para 1 in the 2014 Copyright Law tasks the DG for IP with both 
maintenance and removal of records/registration of new creations although, as noted 
in chapter 4, registration is not a precondition to protection.394 But two agencies 
                                                 
392 The United States Trade Representative Special 301 Report in 2009 (USA), 9 
<https://ustr.gov/sites/default/files/Full%20Version%20of%20the%202009%20SPECIAL%20
301%20REPORT.pdf>. 
393  Penjelasan Undang-Undang Republik Indonesia Nomor 28/2014 tentang Hak 
Cipta [Elucidation of Indonesian Law Number 28/2014] (Indonesia), Art 38(1)(e). 
394  Above, n 97, art 68(1). See Chapter 4 Indonesian Copyright Law. Also, with 
regard to the application for registration of creation, the current homepage of the 
Directorate General for IP still displays the former application form for creation 
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address the development of Batik within the Ministry of Industry, namely, the 
Directorate General for Small and Medium Industry and the Batik and Handicraft 
Centre. The Directorate General for Small and Medium Industry under the Ministry of 
Industry is charged with the formulation and implementation of policy and technical 
standardisation for SMEs, including creation of a map of cluster development, 
norms, standards, procedures and criteria, and technical assistance and 
evaluation.395 In relation to the Batik industry as embodied in small and medium 
enterprises, the State Ministry for Cooperatives, Small and Medium Enterprises is 
the focal point. In 2016, the Ministry was developing a support scheme for small and 
medium enterprises and cooperatives that create natural dyed Batik cloths.396 The 
support scheme aims to enhance the quality and quantity of Batik production to 
enable it to compete in domestic and foreign markets. The Ministry for Cooperatives 
and SMEs noted that a similar program existed from 2005 to 2015 and had 
supported cooperatives and organisations in 14 provinces in Indonesia; however 
there was no information about how many recipients had benefited from this earlier 
scheme or the impact of any assistance on recipients’ entrepreneurship or the Batik 
trade. 
 
The Centre for Handicraft and Batik under the Ministry of Industries in 
Yogyakarta is in charge of research, development, cooperation, standardisation, 
examination, certification, calibration and skills development of Batik and craft 
                                                                                                                                                        
registration which was issued as an annex document to the 1987 Copyright Law. If 
the 2014 Copyright Law is designed to be a thorough and modern protective regime, 
then perhaps the documents contained in the Articles should also be modernised. 
395  Peraturan Menteri Perindustrian Nomor 105/M-IND/PER/10/2010 tentang 
Posisi, Tugas, dan Fungsi Direktorat Jenderal Industri Kecil dan Menengah [Minister 
of Industry’s Regulation Number 105/M-IND/PER/10/2010 on Position, Task and 
Function of Directorate General for Small and Medium Industry], art 396. 
396  Ministry for Cooperatives and Small Medium Enterprises, Kementerian 
Koperasi UKM Kembangkan Program Bantuan Perajin Batik [Ministry for 
Cooperatives and Small Medium Enterprises Develop Support Scheme for Batik 
Craftsman], (22 November 2015), Pikiran Rakyat (online) <http://www.pikiran-
rakyat.com/ekonomi/2015/11/22/350898/2016-kemkop-ukm-kembangkan-program-bantuan-
perajin-Batik>. 
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industries in accordance with the technical policy of the Industrial Policy Agency.397 
Although the Centre is not charged specifically with promoting IP protection of Batik, 
it provides a consultancy service on intellectual property for the Batik-making 
community, including Batik SMEs, to determine whether their Batik patterns are 
eligible for copyright registration in DG IPRs.398 This consultancy aims to educate the 
Batik-making community about trademarks, copyright, industrial design registration, 
layout design of integrated circuit registration, trade secrets and patent advocacy.399 
 
While it is perhaps commendable that the Centre seeks to assist the Batik-
making community on IP related matters in Yogyakarta, where it is located, this 
could also undermine the work of the Yogyakarta regional office of Ministry of Law 
and Human Rights. The Ministry for Law and Human Rights, the home Ministry of 
DG IPRs, has regional offices in each province that are tasked with addressing 
issues related to the functions of the Ministry. In this case, one such function is to 
provide IP consultancy. Advice might be provided more consistently if services were 
provided in one place – logically, the regional office, since IP consultancy is not the 
main task of the Centre. Further, there is lack of clarity about the division of labour 
between the Centre, which is under the Ministry of Industry, and the DG IPRs, which 
is under the Ministry for Law and Human Rights. From my interviews with 15 Batik 
traders and entrepreneurs in the Yogyakarta and Solo region, I identified only two 
Batik makers who were aware of the IP consultation services provided by the 
Centre.400 Even the more established entrepreneurs were not aware of this service 
and had never been invited to any information sessions or seminars on IP hosted by 
the Centre. 
 
With two Ministries focusing on Batik SMEs through two directorate generals 
and one agency, there is considerable potential for overlaps. As noted above, the 
                                                 
397  Balai Besar Batik dan Kerajinan [The Center for Handicraft and Batik], Tugas 
Pokok Fungsi (Main task and function of Batik and Craft Board), BBKP 
<https://bbkb.kemenperin.go.id/page/show/tugas_pokok_dan_fungsi_0 >. 
398  Interview with Mr Gunawan Suryomurcito (Jakarta, 16 August 2014). 
399  Above n 397. 
400  Interview with Mr Fatkhul Huda (Batik entrepreneur from Pekalongan) and Ms 
Liem Poo Hien (daughter of Liem Ping Wie, famed Batik designer and owner from 
Pekalongan) (Pekalongan, 2 September 2014). 
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Ministry of Industry is in charge of small and medium industries, including Batik 
making. This responsibility is discharged by its Directorate General for Small and 
Medium Enterprise and Handicraft and the Batik Council. The Ministry is also entitled 
to issue a Ministerial regulation on Batik. The same goes for the Ministry for 
Cooperatives and SMEs, which launched a new scheme in 2016 to support Batik 
SMEs using vegetable or other natural dyes for colouring. This initiative could be 
more effective if it were shared with the Ministry for Industry. As well, even if the IP 
consultancy offered by the Handicraft and Batik Council is beneficial for the 
community, the question remains as to why this consultancy is not conducted by the 
regional office of DG IPRs, which has the mandate to provide IP consultancy? At 
least some coordination between the regional office of DG IPRs and the Handicraft 
and Batik Council on this matter should be expected, but none has ensued. 
Uncoordinated initiatives are unlikely to be effective. To date, I have not found any 
evidence of coordination among the Ministries on Batik, for example, through inter-
ministerial meetings. 
 
Further, in 2007 the Indonesian Minister of Industry enacted Peraturan 
Menteri Perindustrian Nomor 74/M-IND/PER/9/2007 tentang Penggunaan Batik Mark 
‘Batik INDONESIA’ pada Batik Buatan Indonesia (Minister of Industry’s Regulation 
Number 74/M-IND/PER/9/2007 on the Application of Batik Mark “Batik INDONESIA” 
on Indonesian-made Batik).401 According to Mr Wisnu Pamungkas, an officer of the 
Handicraft and Batik Centre, the idea of the Batik Mark came from the ‘Woolmark’ 
that designers and producers of woollen clothes use to indicate that their products 
are made from pure Australian wool.402 Subsequently, the Indonesian Minister of 
Industry encouraged Batik entrepreneurs to register their creations and companies 
with the Handicraft and Batik Centre.403 Entrepreneurs who wish to obtain the Batik 
                                                 
401  Peraturan Menteri Perindustrian Nomor 74/M-IND/PER/9/2007 tentang 
Penggunaan Batik Mark ‘Batik INDONESIA’ pada Batik Buatan Indonesia [Minister 
of Industry’s Regulation Number 74/M-IND/PER/9/2007 on The Application of Batik 
Mark “Batik INDONESIA” on Indonesian Made Batik] 
<http://regulasi.kemenperin.go.id/site/baca_peraturan/112>. 
402  Interview with Mr Gunawan Suryomurcito (Jakarta, 16 August 2014). 
403  Ministry of Industry of the Republic of Indonesia, ‘Batik Mark Melindungi Batik 
Indonesia’ [Batik Mark Protects Indonesian Batik] (Press Release, 74/M-
IND/PER/9/2007, September 2007) 
<http://regulasi.kemenperin.go.id/site/baca_peraturan/112>. 
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Mark are required to submit their designs in the form of cloths which would be 
verified as Batik or non-Batik creations by the Centre.404 
 
This Ministerial Regulation recognises the Centre for Handicraft and Batik as 
the only authority that can issue the Batik Mark. The Centre issues three different 
labels: gold (for hand-painted Batik creations), white (for hand-stamped Batik 
creations), and silver (for Batik created through a combination of hand-painting and 
hand-stamping). Batik entrepreneurs are encouraged to label their creations. My 
interviews, however, suggested that the Batik Mark has not been taken up to any 
significant degree. Since it was introduced in 2007, only 109 small and medium 
entrepreneurs have obtained Batik Marks.405 This is a very small number compared 
to the total number of Batik SMEs in Indonesia in 2015 - 39,641 units with a 
workforce of 916,783.406 In Cirebon, only two quite senior Batik designers - Mr 
Katura and Mrs Masina - have begun applying the Batik Mark to their creations and 
in Bandung, only Mr Komaruddin Kudiya through his brand "Batik Komar" has 
applied Batik Mark. Other senior Batik designers and traders whom I interviewed, 
including Mr Santosa Doellah, Mr Afif Syakur and Mrs Josephine Komara, were 
aware of the Batik Mark but were not interested in applying it to their creations.407 
They gave a number of reasons for this attitude. First, they believed that their 
beautiful, meticulously designed patterns did not need any Mark to identify them as 
genuine Batik. Secondly, they questioned the effectiveness of the Batik Mark, since 
they believed that more educated customers can tell the difference between real and 
fake Batik cloths from their appearance. As is discussed further below, other small 
                                                 
404  Above n 391. 
405  Balai Besar Batik dan Kerajinan [The Center for Handicraft and Batik], 
Rencana Strategis 2015-2019 Balai Besar Kerajinan dan Batik Indonesia 
Kementerian Perindustrian RI (Strategic Plan for 2015-2019 The Centre for 
Handicraft and Batik, Indonesian Ministry of Industry), 29 
<https://bbkb.kemenperin.go.id/post/read/reviu_ii_dan_iii_rencana_strategis_2015__
_2019_0 >. 
406  ‘Menperin Saleh Husin Minta Logo Batik Indonesia Dicantumkan Untuk 
Perkuat Merk’ [Industry Minister Saleh Husin Request that Indonesian Batik Logo be 
Applied to Strengthen Trademarks], Indonesian News Wire (online), (3 October 
2015) <http://www.kemenperin.go.id/artikel/13164/Menperin:-Cantumkan-Logo->. 
407  Interview with Santosa Doellah, Afif Syakur, Josephine Komara, Batik 
experts/designers/business owners (Indonesia, July-September 2014). 
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and medium-sized Batik entrepreneurs were not interested in applying for the Batik 
Mark for administrative and financial reasons.408 In order to obtain a Batik Mark, the 
designer or entrepreneur is required to have a trade mark that is registered with the 
DG IPRs.409 Many SMEs have not obtained trade marks for their products so, in 
terms of administrative procedures, they would not be eligible in any event to register 
for a Batik Mark. 
 
Further, according to Sinaga and my interviewees, the cost of each 
registration is IDR1,700,000(AUD170) in 2016, which was seen as too expensive not 
only by Batik SMEs but also by some major Batik companies, particularly those 
located in smaller cities.410 As discussed earlier, one registration is only valid for one 
pattern or design, so an applicant for two patterns or designs has to pay two 
registration fees. According to Afif Syakur, one of the best-known Batik 
entrepreneurs and designers, the cost of a Batik Mark is too high for him, let alone 
for the micro or small enterprises that produce one or two hand-painted Batiks and 
approximately 100 hand-stamped Batiks monthly. Mr Syakur added that, if each of 
these creations were registered with the Batik Mark, the cost of registration would 
exceed his income.411 In short, the Ministry of Industry’s Batik Mark policy has failed 
to find acceptance in the Batik-making community. 
 
With regard to the development of Batik as a trade commodity,412 the 
Indonesian Ministry of Trade is the focal point. Regulations regarding trade in Batik 
                                                 
408  Interview with Dudung Alisyahbana and Liem Poo Hien, Batik 
designer/business owner (Pekalongan, 2 September 2014). 
409 Above n 401, art 5(1)(b)(2). The regulation requires applicants for Batik Mark 
to submit the Certificate of Trademark belonging to the applicant which is issued by 
DG IPRs under the Ministry for Law and Human Rights. 
410  Interview with Gunawan Suryomurcito above n 280; Sinaga above n 30. On 
the cost of the Batik mark see Wardi, Biaya pendaftaran Batik Mark (The cost for 
Batik Mark) (5 April 2017) Balai Besar Batik dan Kerajinan Website [The Center for 
Handicraft and Batik Website] < 
https://bbkb.kemenperin.go.id/index.php/post/read/tarif_jasa_layanan__0>. 
411  Interview with Mr Afif Syakur (Yogyakarta, 11 August 2014). 
412  Kementerian Perdagangan Republik Indonesia [Ministry of Trade Republic of 
Indonesia], Sepuluh Komoditas Terunggul di Indonesia [Ten Main Commodities of 
Indonesia] Kementerian Perdagangan RI website [Indonesian Ministry of Trade 
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are issued by the Trade Ministry. In October 2015, the Trade Ministry imposed 
import limitations on Batik-printed textiles (see earlier discussion).413 In theory at 
least, limits on the import of Batik-printed textiles could serve similar goals to those 
of the Batik Mark and the support mechanisms for use of natural colourings: namely, 
to promote Indonesian Batik, especially Batik made using traditional methods, as a 
premium product and cultural icon differentiated from other forms of textile including 
textiles of similar appearance. Coordinating these various policies could better 
promote these goals. For example, SMEs using natural dyes could have their own 
Batik Mark, and the Ministries could consider allowing all Indonesian Batik producers 
to use an Indonesian Batik Mark to differentiate indigenous from imported textiles. It 
is not evident, however, that any such coordination has been considered, and the 
resulting fragmentation is likely both to cause confusion and frustration among 
SMEs, and to detract from the successful achievement of policy ends. 
 
As a form of intangible cultural heritage, Batik is also addressed by the 
Directorate General for Culture in the Ministry of Education and Culture414 in relation 
to the inclusion of Batik as intangible cultural heritage on the UNESCO list.415 The 
Directorate General is also in charge of formulating regular reports on Indonesian 
Traditional Cultural Expressions included in UNESCO’s Intangible Cultural Heritage, 
including Batik. UNESCO requires each country to submit reports every sixth year 
after the ratification of the Convention for the Safeguarding of Intangible Cultural 
Heritage.416 The periodic report should include the assessment by UNESCO 
                                                                                                                                                        
website], <http://www.kemendag.go.id/id/economic-profile/10-main-and-potential-
commodities/10-main-commodities>. 
413  Kementerian Perdagangan Republik Indonesia [Ministry of Trade Republic of 
Indonesia], Impor Tekstil Batik dan Motif Batik [Imports of Batik Textiles and Batik 
Patterned Textiles] Kementerian Perdagangan RI website [Indonesian Ministry of 
Trade website] <http://www.kemendag.go.id/id/news/2015/10/17/impor-tekstil-dan-produk-
tekstil-Batik-dan-motif-Batik>. 
414 Kementerian Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan Republik Indonesia [Ministry for 
Education and Culture, Republic of Indonesia] Direktorat Jenderal Kebudayaan 
<https://kebudayaan.kemdikbud.go.id/>. 
415  See Chapter 3, Indonesian Batik, which includes discussion of the UNESCO 
List of Intangible Cultural Heritage in which Batik was declared as intangible cultural 
heritage in 2009. 
416 United Nations Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural 
Heritage, art 29 <http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/en/periodic-reporting-00460>. 
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member states of the effectiveness of safeguarding the intangible cultural heritage 
and an update on the status of elements in the list.417 
 
The problem is that, apparently, the Directorate General has not appointed a 
team to write these periodic reports.418 Recently, there is a research from the 
University of Indonesia which was reported in a meeting hosted by Ministry for 
Education and Culture on UNESCO suggested that a team comprised of experts and 
scholars of Indonesian traditional cultural expression, including Batik, should be 
appointed to assist in this task.419 Since the Ministry of Education and Culture is in 
charge of Batik’s status as intangible cultural heritage and its connection to 
UNESCO, the Ministry of Law and Human Rights should not be expected to take on 
the same role. 
 
Indonesia’s periodical report, submitted in 2013, declares that ‘the 
sustainability of Batik is presently strong’,420 since Batik was declared Intangible 
Cultural Heritage in 2009 – in the same year, the President announced National 
Batik Day. In the report, the Indonesian government, represented by the then 
Director General for Culture, acknowledged that the main threat to Batik was 
competition from cheap mass-produced machine-printed textiles with Batik patterns. 
No mention was made, however, of any initiatives to address that threat. 
 
The Report also noted efforts to safeguard Batik-making communities, but 
only in relation to areas in Java (Batik villages in Kauman, Yogyakarta City and 
                                                                                                                                                        
Indonesia ratified the Convention on 15 October 2007 and submitted the country’s 
first periodic report on 15 December 2013. 
417  Indonesia’s Periodical Report No. 00924/Indonesia of United Nations 
Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage 
<http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/en/state/indonesia-ID?info=periodic-reporting>. 
Reported to the 9th Session of Inter-Governmental Committee for the Safeguarding 
of the Intangible Cultural Heritage on 24-28 November 2014. 
418  Rapat Pembahasan Konvensi UNESCO [Meeting on UNESCO Convention] 
Direktorat Jenderal Kebudayaan Kementerian Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan 
[Directorate General for Culture, Ministry for Education and Culture], 
<http://kebudayaan.kemdikbud.go.id/ditwdb/2016/06/28/konvensi-unesco/>. 
419  Above, n 417. 
420  Ibid. 
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Pesindon, Pekalongan City) not to the many Batik-making regions beyond the island 
of Java.421 The report mentioned a number of exhibitions and fairs held in 
Indonesia,422 but failed to indicate the existence of a national coordinating 
mechanism that would help Ministries to develop a coherent strategy on Batik that 
would take account of both its cultural and economic value. Nor was mention made 
of the many Batik fairs and exhibitions that are hosted by Indonesian embassies 
abroad. It appears that the Ministry for Education and Culture failed to coordinate 
with other Ministries before submitting this report; hence it does not provide a 
comprehensive assessment of Batik. This report further evidences the failure of the 
Indonesian government to manage Batik effectively. While some Ministries and 
Agencies made isolated efforts, there was no coordination among them. In particular, 
this highlights the lack of coordination between the Ministry for Education and 
Culture, which is the Ministry responsible for Batik as intangible cultural heritage, and 
other Ministries that address Batik from different perspectives. 
 
In 2015, fashion was the second biggest contributor to that part of Indonesia’s 
GDP attributable to the creative economy sector, which was estimated at IDR200 
trillion. according to the Indonesian Tourism Minister Mr Arif Yahya,.423 In total, the 
creative economy sector contributes 7% to Indonesian GDP, estimated at IDR600 
trillion.424 
 
As an integral part of the fashion industry, Batik is also addressed by the 
Creative Economy Agency. The agency was established by President Joko Widodo 
on 26 January 2015. This is the first time in Indonesian history that the creative 
economy has been dealt with exclusively by a single ministry or ministerial-level 
agency.425 The chair, Mr Triawan Munaf, is directly responsible to the President, like 
                                                 
421    Ibid. 
422  Ibid.  
423  Fashion Sumbang PDB Kedua Terbesar dalam Ekonomi Kreatif [Fashion 
contributes the second biggest GDP in Creative Economy], Antara News (online), 
(26 February 2015), <http://www.antaranews.com/berita/482139/fesyen-sumbang-pdb-
terbesar-kedua-dalam-ekonomi-kreatif>. 
424  Ibid. 
425  In the previous cabinet, the issue of creative economy was addressed by the 
Ministry for Tourism and Creative Economy. 
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a Minister. The agency was created to address issues affecting the creative 
economy; it has 16 sub-sectors, including fashion and Batik.426 It is charged with 
formulating policies to address problems related to the Batik-making community, 
such as promotion, material availability and capacity building.427 In 2016, the agency 
announced plans to establish regional creative centres to display and sell creative 
products from all sub-sectors, including fashion and Batik.428 The Creative Economy 
Agency is also tasked with facilitating IP protection for creative products, and a 
Deputy Chair holding the same rank as a Director General has been appointed to 
address IP issues. This may not, however, mean much for Batik. 
 
The Indonesian Foreign Ministry is in charge of promoting Batik as an icon of 
cultural diplomacy. A few Directorate Generals within the Foreign Ministry deal with 
Batik issues. The Directorate General for ASEAN Cooperation provides information, 
briefings and workshops to the Batik-making community about the ASEAN Economic 
Community’s potential in various provinces.429 The Directorate General for 
Information and Public Diplomacy provides Batik training to developing countries, 
such as St Vincent and the Grenadines.430 Since 2015, the Foreign Minister has 
                                                 
426  Tri Wahyuni, Menanti Langkah Nyata Badan Ekonomi Kreatif [Waiting for Real 
Steps of Creative Economy Agency] (20 October 2015) CNN Indonesia (online) , 
<http://www.cnnindonesia.com/hiburan/20151020055037-241-85945/menanti-langkah-
nyata-badan-ekonomi-kreatif/>. 
427  Interview with Triawan Munaf, Head of Creative Economy Agency/Minister 
(Jakarta, 10 January 2016). 
428  Novia D. Rulistia, The Rise and Fall of Indonesian Batik (3 October 2015 ) The 
Jakarta Post (online), <http://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2015/10/03/the-rise-fall-
indonesian-Batik.html>. 
429  Gresi Plasmanto, Kemenlu Berikan Pemahaman Tentang MEA di Jambi 
[Foreign Ministry Provides Understanding on ASEAN Economic Community in 
Jambi] (4 May 2016)  Antara News (online), 
<http://jambi.antaranews.com/berita/312183/kemenlu-berikan-pemahaman-tentang-mea-di-
jambi>. 
430  Kementerian Luar Negeri Republik Indonesia [Ministry of Foreign Affairs - 
Indonesia], Pemerintah Indonesia Berikan Bantuan Teknis Berupa Pelatihan Batik di 
Kingstown, St Vincent and The Grenadines [Indonesian Government Shares 
Technical Cooperation In Form of Batik Training in Kingstown, St Vincent and The 
Grenadines] (4 April 2016) Kementerian Luar Negeri Republik Indonesia Website,  
<http://www.kemlu.go.id/caracas/id/berita-agenda/berita-perwakilan/Pages/Pemerintah-
Indonesia-Berikan-Bantuan-Teknis-berupa-Pelatihan-Batik-di-Kingstown,-St-Vincent-dan-
the-Grenadines.aspx>. 
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hosted an annual fashion show and cultural event that promotes Indonesian Batik 
and other traditional textiles to foreign ambassadors and other dignitaries in 
Jakarta.431 The Directorate General for Law and International Treaties and the 
Directorate for Economic, Social and Cultural Treaties, in cooperation with the 
Directorate General for Multilateral Trade, Industry, Investment and IPRs, are in 
charge of addressing Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowledge and Traditional 
Cultural Expression, including Batik and other traditional textiles, within the ambit of 
the World Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO) and the World Trade 
Organisation. 
 
In the previous Yudhoyono cabinet, the Indonesian Foreign Ministry, through 
the Directorate General for Law and International Treaties, also played an important 
role in pushing the draft national law on Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowledge 
and Folklore (GRTKF). The Foreign Ministry hosted three sessions of the Like-
Minded Countries Meeting (LMCM) on the Protection of GRTKF in 2009, 2011 and 
2012. The LMCM comprises 16 countries, (Algeria, Brunei Darussalam, Colombia, 
Egypt, India, Indonesia, Jamaica, Lebanon, Malaysia Namibia, Pakistan, Peru, Sri 
Lanka, Tanzania, Thailand and Viet Nam) and observers from WIPO and South 
Centre.432 The Meeting produced a set of recommendations to WIPO IGC GRTKF 
and proposed elements for GRTKF draft texts.433 
 
In the previous chapter on Indonesian Law, I explained that the draft national 
law was developed after ongoing discussion of the WIPO Draft on IGC GRTKF. The 
                                                 
431  Kementerian Luar Negeri Republik Indonesia [Ministry of Foreign Affairs - 
Indonesia], Kemlu Gelar Cultural Coffee Morning [Foreign Ministry Hosts Cultural 
Coffee Morning] (8 April 2016) Kementerian Luar Negeri Republik Indonesia 
Website, <http://www.kemlu.go.id/id/berita/Pages/Kemlu-Gelar-Cultural-Coffee-
Morning.aspx>. 
432  Kementerian Luar Negeri Republik Indonesia [Ministry of Foreign Affairs - 
Indonesia], ‘Third Session of LMCM Is Opened in Bali 27 July 2012’ (Press Release, 
No.057/PR/VI/2012/53, 27 June 2012) <http://www.kemlu.go.id/id/berita/siaran-
pers/Pages/Sidang-LMCM-III-Dibuka-di-Bali-27-Juni-2012.aspx>. 
433  Kementerian Luar Negeri Republik Indonesia [Ministry of Foreign Affairs - 
Indonesia], ‘The Third Session of Like Minded Countries Meeting LMCM’ (Press 
Release, No.051/PR/VI/2012/5315, June 2012) 
<http://www.kemlu.go.id/en/berita/siaran-pers/Pages/The-Third-Session-of-Like-Minded-
Countries-Meeting-LMCM.aspx>. 
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draft national law was discussed a few times by the Indonesian parliament, which 
invited input from relevant experts in GRTKF. The draft national law was dropped 
from the priority list by the current (2013-19) Indonesian Parliament. 
 
While the Foreign Ministry in Jakarta and its Embassies and Consulates 
abroad also promote Batik, the Ministry is rarely invited by other Ministries to engage 
in issues relating to the Batik industry. This is a disheartening situation, as the 
Foreign Ministry, through its diplomats, is tasked with understanding and penetrating 
foreign markets. Yet diplomats are not invited to contribute to the commercial 
development of Batik within industry, trade, SMEs and the creative economy as well 
as cultural heritage. 
 
Further, although major events are hosted by Indonesian embassies, they 
receive no guidance from the Indonesian Foreign Ministry on cultural promotion 
abroad. As a result, embassies have taken their own initiatives; generally, this 
means that the only representatives of the Batik industry (makers, designers, 
entrepreneurs) who are invited to present their collections abroad are those who are 
already known in diplomatic circles. In other words, one Batik maker, designer or 
entrepreneur is likely to be invited by various Indonesian embassies., thus limiting 
diversification. The format of the event also varies from one embassy to another: one 
might present a fashion show while another only offers point-of-sale. This confusion 
is due to the lack of strategic direction from the Foreign Ministry. 
 
Aside from Governmental ministries, government-affiliated and private 
foundations assist the development of Batik. These are the National Handicraft 
Council and the Indonesian Batik Foundation. 
 
Established in 1980, the Council has been affiliated with the Indonesian 
government since its inception.434 The First Lady of Indonesia has historically held 
the role of advisor to the Council, while the chair is filled by the spouse of the Vice 
                                                 
434  Dewan Kerajinan Nasional [National Handicraft Council], Sejarah Dekranas 
(History of National Handicraft Council) <http://dekranas.id/sejarah-dekranas/>. 
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President of Indonesia.435 The coordinators of the Council are incumbent Ministers of 
the Indonesian Cabinet, including the Ministers of Trade, Industry, Cooperatives and 
Small and Medium Enterprises, Tourism, Home Affairs and State Owned 
Enterprises, and the members of the Council are the spouses of Indonesian 
Ministers. The council is responsible for enhancing the competitiveness and global 
value of indigenous Indonesian handicraft by fostering innovation, creativity and 
efficiency. The council is also tasked with facilitating intellectual property for 
craftsmanship, including trade marks, design, copyright and geographical 
indications.436 It is not clear how this is meant to interact with the role of DG IPRs. 
 
The National Handicraft Council is also represented in each province, regency 
and city. The spouse of the Governor serves as the provincial chair, and the spouses 
of the regent, or mayor, chair their respective bodies. In other words, there is a line 
of command from the first lady to the spouses of ministers, governors, and 
regents/mayors that parallels that from the President to his aides. 
The Indonesian Batik Foundation, which was established in 1994, is a non-
profit organisation that aims to work with the Indonesian government to develop local 
Batik entrepreneurs.437 The foundation organises the annual Gelar Batik Nusantara 
(Nusantara Batik Show). 
 
In 2015, the Director General for Culture announced that the Ministry of 
Education and Culture, in cooperation with the Indonesian Batik Foundation, would 
fund the establishment of the Indonesian Batik National Museum in Taman Mini 
Indonesia Indah. The Ministry of Education and Culture allocated IDR49 billion to 
                                                 
435  At the time of writing: Madam Iriana Joko Widodo and Madam Mufidah Jusuf 
Kalla serve as the Advisor and Chair of the Council for the period 2014-2019: Dewan 
Kerajinan Nasional [National Handicraft Council], Struktur Organisasi (National 
Handicraft Council’s Organization Structure) <http://dekranas.id/struktur-organisasi/>. 
436  Dewan Kerajinan Nasional [National Handicraft Council], Pokok-pokok 
Program Dekranas [Main Programs of National Handicraft Council] 
<http://dekranas.id/pokok-pokok-program-dekranas/>. 
437  Interview with Mrs Tumbu Rahardi Ramelan, Founder and Member of 
Indonesian Batik Foundation/Batik Aficionado (Jakarta, 11 September 2014). 
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build this Museum,438 which will be the first national museum dedicated to the 
preservation and promotion of Indonesian Batik.439 
 
5.3.2  Conclusion 
 
In summary, seven Indonesian Ministries and agencies, and two 
organisations, excluding industry cooperative groupings, have responsibility and 
some policies regarding Batik. This has led to a number of problems. First, a range 
of competing Batik regulations has been promulgated. This would create difficulties 
even for a more organised and educated industry: given the relatively disorganised 
nature of the Batik industry and the low levels of education among a majority of Batik 
workers, this difficulty is only compounded. 
 
Secondly, a wide range of organisations claim to have some role in promoting 
IP as it relates to Batik. The Directorate General is in charge of the registration of 
copyright, but other Ministries or agencies can disseminate information about IP and 
its relationship to Batik and the ASEAN Economic Community, for instance, from the 
Ministry for Industry through to the Handicraft and Batik Board or the Creative 
Economy Agency or the Trade Ministry or the Foreign Ministry or even the National 
Handicraft Council.440 Further, the lack of coordination regarding the content of 
information among the various Ministries creates confusion for the Batik-making 
community, which mostly comprises SMEs with limited understanding of IP.441 
 
Thirdly, with regard to Batik regulation, the Directorate General for IPRs only 
addresses IP protection of Batik. The regulation of Batik as an industry, a commodity 
and its intangible cultural heritage is dealt with by other Ministries, including the 
                                                 
438  M Idris, Rp 49 Miliar Disiapkan Pemerintah Bangun Museum Batik di TMII 
[The Government Prepares IDR486billion to build Batik Museum in TMII] (21 May 
2015) Lintas Indonesia (online), <http://www.lintasindonesia.com/berita-486-rp-49-miliar-
disiapkan-pemerintah-bangun-museum-Batik-di-tmii.html>. 
439  Ibid. 
440  Ibid. 
441  Interview with Mr Katura, Mr Santosa Doellah and Mrs Josephine Komara, 
(Indonesia, July-September 2014). 
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Ministry of Industry, the Ministry of Trade, the Creative Economy Agency, and the 
Ministry of Education and Culture. 
 
Fourthly, there is evidence of competition between these Ministries, agencies 
and institutions to portray their genuine commitment to Batik promotion and 
protection442 via, for example, the enactment of Ministerial Regulations, the 
publication of Batik studies, and the establishment of workhops and courses on Batik 
at the local and international level. This risks causing harm by creating an impression 
of disunity among Ministries. The Batik industry might well wonder how the 
government can deliver good policies and laws ot protect them, when its own 
Mnistries and agencies are in conflict?  
 
This research shows that the Indonesian government has not been able to 
develop effective policies that could actually support the Batik industry. Each Ministry 
focuses on its own work on Batik, and there is limited coordination among them. In 
other words, each Ministry seems to be disconnected from the others and their work 
is not synchronised. Thus the Batik Mark (discussed in more detail below), which is a 
product of the Ministry of Industry, is not linked at all to the Ministry of Law and 
Human Rights, which addresses copyright over Batik. If the policies were well 
formulated, designs attracting a Batik Mark could also be used for copyright 
registration. Thus, instead of making two different applications - to the Ministry of 
Industry for a Batik Mark and to the Ministry for Law and Human Rights for Copyright 
(as well as paying significant sums for registration) - a Batik maker could apply to 
one institution and pay one registration fee. 
 
If there is one positive outcome from the weakening of the Indonesian 
National Team on Combating IP Violation (supposedly the oversight body for IP in 
Indonesia), it is the lesson that can be drawn from it. That is, the National Team was 
unable to perform its assigned task, let alone do so in a progressive manner, 
because IP is perhaps not yet the main priority of Indonesian development. It can 
also be argued that there is a lack of commitment to Batik protection. Yes, the 
National Team was established and the Copyright Law was amended and enacted in 
                                                 
442  See Chapter 2 on Importance of Batik to Indonesians, p 29. 
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2014. All these measures, however, were probably undertaken to meet the demands 
of foreign powers. In other words, they were not genuinely home-grown initiatives. 
 
Another noteworthy conclusion is that there are simply too many Ministries, 
agencies and institutions addressing the issue. If the Indonesian government wished 
to set up a single body or ministry to address Batik, it certainly could. But the 
question remains, does the government really want to address the problems around 
Batik in a comprehensive manner? The fact that neither Batik, nor even fashion, is a 
priority for the new Agency for the Creative Economy certainly suggests that, insofar 
as the Indonesian government is interested in promoting creative endeavour, it is 
focused on more generic, less distinctively Indonesian industries: movies, music and 
apps. 
 
I must acknowledge at this point that if, in fact, the central Indonesian 
government is not committed to the long-term promotion of Batik and the Batik 
industry, this will pose a significant challenge to the project of this thesis. It may 
suggest that any effective legal mechanism for protecting and promoting Batik as an 
Indonesian cultural icon is unlikely to be initiated in a top-down manner. This chapter 
has already identified real challenges in addressing the promotion of Batik from the 
bottom up that arise from the low levels of education and coordination within the 
Batik industry. I will return to these challenges later in this thesis. 
 
5.4 The Role of External Factors 
 
 A final critical factor that explains why Indonesia has failed to draft 
copyright laws (or indeed any IP laws) in a way that will promote the Batik industry 
lies in the influence of external factors. In particular, outside pressure - 
predominantly from the US – has sought to move IP law reform in Indonesia in a 
direction that suits overseas and, especially, US interests rather than those of 
indigenous creators.443 This last factor has been well-recognised in the literature as a 
key factor for Indonesia as well as other States of South East Asia. 
                                                 
443  The focus of this section is on the influence of the US, in keeping with the 
broader focus on the thesis on the current and recent modern eras in Indonesia. It is 
worth noting, however, that US practice since the late 1980s parallels the Dutch 
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Drahos and Braithwaite, in their book Information Feudalism,444 described 
how, in the 1980s, various US business ventures, including the movie, 
pharmaceutical and computer industries, supported campaigns that connected IP 
protection with trade. They were successful in initiating the Agreement on Trade-
Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS), an international legal 
agreement between members of the World Trade Organisation which, for the first 
time, created enforceable, globally applicable minimum IP standards. In their work, 
Drahos and Braithwaite point out that the global information order was passed at a 
time when the U.S. was the single hegemonic power and that it remains an agenda-
setting state that might have rivals but not superiors.445 Several major U.S. 
companies, including IBM, DuPont and Pfizer, were the backbone of the Advisory 
Committee for Trade Negotiation (ACTN). The ACTN was tasked with advising the 
US Trade Representative on the conduct of international trade negotiations. They 
explain that, in 1988, the Special 301 process enabled the US Trade Representative 
to identify countries that lacked, in the eyes of US representatives, adequate and 
effective IP protection.446 The IP laws of these countries would then be subjected to 
further investigation. Countries that are listed in the Special 301 Report can also face 
economic retaliation from the U.S.447 Drahos and Braithwaite clearly demonstrate the 
centrality and signficance of American efforts to encourage and shape IP reform 
around the world, including Asia, to promote internal US interests, including the 
interests of its major companies. In their words, the Special 301 Report is ‘a public 
law devoted to the service of private corporate interests’.448 
 
                                                                                                                                                        
influence in the formulation of the Auteurswet (Author’s Right) in the Dutch East 
Indies, when Indonesia was still a colony of the Netherlands. As stated in the 
previous chapter, Indonesian law and policy making was largely influenced by the 
Dutch, particularly in the initial years of Indonesia’s independence. 
444  Peter Drahos and John Braithwaite, Information Feudalism. (Earthscan 
Publications, 1st ed, 2002) 89. 
445  Ibid.  
446  Ibid. 
447  Ibid. 
448 Ibid. 
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Antons has examined the impact of policies of this kind on Asian countries, 
including Indonesia, which were pressured by foreign entities to enact ‘modern’ IP 
laws in the 19th and 20th centuries.449 He argues that this continues today in the form 
of watch lists of the Office of the United States Trade Representative (USTR) and 
the TRIPS agreement, among others. Sinaga also refers to the role of the USTR.450 
According to both Antons and Sinaga, since the 1980s, the US has periodically 
threatened to sanction Indonesia for its failure to address IPR infringements. In 1986, 
the US came close to cancelling the Generalised System of Preference unless 
Indonesia took progressive steps to advance IP protection by the following year.451 In 
the first Special 301 Report detailing alleged barriers to U.S. trade in the form of 
inadequate IP protection, published by the USTR in 1989, Indonesia appeared on 
the Watch List.452 Since then, Indonesia has been continuously included in the 
Watch List or the Priority Watch List; from 2008 it has regularly been placed on the 
Priority Watch List. In 1989, the Special 301 Report did not give detailed 
assessments of individual countries. It merely stated in general terms that Indonesia, 
together with 16 other countries, had been placed on the Watch List because the US 
viewed their IP-related practices as presenting barriers to market access, which was 
of utmost concern to the U.S. government.453 Since 1989, Indonesia has been 
described as a country that has inadequate intellectual property protection and 
problems with piracy and counterfeiting, including piracy over the internet, counterfeit 
pharmaceutical products and motion picture piracy.454 
 
The US practice of including Indonesia in the USTR Watch List appears to 
have had an effect on the development of Indonesian IP laws. The Indonesian 
government, led by the late President Soeharto, issued and amended a number of 
                                                 
449  Christoph Antons, ‘Intellectual Property in Asia: ASEAN, East Asia and India’, 
in Rochelle Dreyfuss and Justine Pila (eds), The Oxford Handbook of Intellectual 
Property Law, (Oxford University Press, 2018) 40. 
450  Above n 444. 
451  Ibid. 
452  The United States Trade Representative Special 301 Report in 1989 (USA), 3 
<https://ustr.gov/sites/default/files/1989%20Special%20301%20Report.pdf>. 
453  Ibid. 
454  The United States Trade Representative Special 301 Report, 2016 (USA), 36-
37 <https://ustr.gov/sites/default/files/USTR-2016-Special-301-Report.pdf>. 
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laws related to IPRs, including the Patent Law in 1989, the Trademark Law in 1992 
and the Copyright Law in 1997.455 Sinaga’s thesis traces this impact up to 2012.456 
More important to the analysis of intellectual property law implementation in 
Indonesia is what Christoph Antons, a notable scholar on Indonesia and South East 
Asia, had to say about TRIPS. He identified it as one of the international push factors 
that effected the transition of intellectual property law from “rule by decree” (a rule 
passed by a ruler) to “rule of law” (a rule passed through legal process).457 The 2002 
Indonesian Copyright Law, according to Antons, was formulated to meet the 
requirements of TRIPS. 
 
Before I turn to the reappearance of Indonesia on the Priority Watch List in the 
2009 USTR Report, the chronology of these developments is worth noting. In 2005, 
the USTR Report estimated that the U.S. copyright industry suffered losses in 
Indonesia of approximately USD197.5 million in 2004, and that various American 
companies continued to report trademark infringement involving a wide range of 
products, including information technology, clothing and soft drinks, among others.458 
The report also stated that the US would conduct an out-of-cycle follow-up review 
and would work with Indonesia, through the bilateral Trade and Investment 
Framework Agreement (TIFA), to develop an effective IPR regime.459 Out-of-cycle 
review (OCR) is a mechanism used by the USTR to push for improvement on IPR 
issues in its partner countries.460 
                                                 
455  Above n 444. 
456  Sinaga above n 30. 
457  Christoph Antons, 'Intellectual Property Law in Southeast Asia: Recent 
Legislative and Institutional Developments' (2006) 1(1) Journal of Information, Law 
and Technology 1, 6. 
458  The United States Trade Representative Special 301 Report, 2005 (USA), 3 
<https://ustr.gov/archive/assets/Document_Library/Reports_Publications/2005/2005_Special
_301/asset_upload_file519_7649.pdf>. 
459  Ibid. 
460 The United States Trade Representative Special 301 Report in 2013 (USA), 3 
<https://ustr.gov/sites/default/files/05012013%202013%20Special%20301%20Report.pdf> 
According to the USTR Report, the OCR provides an opportunity for more 
cooperation with trading partners to address and remedy such issues. Successful 
resolution of specific IPR issues of concern can lead to a change in a trading 
partner’s status on a Special 301 list outside of the typical time frame for the annual 
Special 301 Report in USTR Special 310 Report 2013. 
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Not long afterwards, Indonesian President Yudhoyono enacted Presidential 
Decree Number 4/2006 dated 27 March 2006 which created the National Team for 
Combating IP Infringements.461 The membership comprises the Ministers mentioned 
above Indonesia was still on the Priority Watch List in the 2006 Report, which 
indicated that the US would conduct an out-of-cycle review to monitor its progress on 
IPR.462 The 2006 Report, however, commended Indonesia for the creation of a 
Ministerial-level National IP Task Force to coordinate protection and enforcement of 
IPR.463 Following the out-of-cycle review and the establishment of the National Team 
on Combating IP Infringements, Indonesia was released from the Priority Watch List 
and placed on the less active Watch List for 2007464 and 2008.465 
 
Clearly, the US uses the USTR Special 301 Report as part of an overall 
‘carrot and stick’ strategy in its interactions with foreign governments. As just 
mentioned, after Indonesia agreed to US demands, it was released from the Priority 
Watch List.466 
 
Antons’ 2011 book on IP Law in Southeast Asia shows that pressure was 
brought to bear on Indonesia not only by the US government directly, but also by 
US-based organisations promoting the interests of assorted (mostly US) IP 
owners.467 One of these is the Business Software Alliance (BSA). According to its 
                                                 
461  Ibid. 
462  The United States Trade Representative Special 301 Report in 2006 (USA), 
13 
<https://ustr.gov/archive/assets/Document_Library/Reports_Publications/2006/2006_Special
_301_Review/asset_upload_file353_9337.pdf>. 
463  Above n 450. 
464  The United States Trade Representative Special 301 Report in 2007 (USA), 3 
<https://ustr.gov/about-us/policy-offices/press-office/reports-and-
publications/archives/2007/2007-special-301-report>. 
465  The United States Trade Representative Special 301 Report in 2008 (USA), 4 
<https://ustr.gov/archive/Document_Library/Reports_Publications/2008/2008_Special_301_
Report/Section_Index.html>. 
466  Above n 444. 
467  Christoph Antons (ed), The Enforcement of Intellectual Property Rights: 
Comparative Perspectives from the Asia-Pacific Region (Max Planck Series of 
Intellectual Property Law, 2011). 
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website, the BSA is an organisation that advocates for the global software industry 
with governments and in the international marketplace.468 According to Drahos, the 
BSA and the International Intellectual Property Alliance (IIPA) were established to 
protect the interests of US-owned and US-based IT companies, i.e. Apple, Microsoft 
and Lotus.469 The BSA’s 2008 Piracy Study report, as just one example, ranked 
Indonesia 19th in the world for software piracy, alleging estimated losses of USD544 
million.470 This is evidence of private (again, US-based) stakeholders seeking to put 
pressure on Indonesia to change its laws. 
 
According to Drahos, USTR depends on information from US companies and 
organisations for the figures on piracy included in its reports.471 Thus private 
initiatives like the BSA report feed into USTR processes. It must be noted that BSA 
is based in Washington DC and that its members include several US-based and 
owned companies, including Apple, IBM, Intel and Microsoft. Clearly these US 
companies are keen to stamp out digital piracy in developing countries, including 
Indonesia. The commercial interests of members of the BSA feed directly into the 
USTR process on software piracy. 
 
After two consecutive years (2007 and 2008) on the Watch List and 
widespread publicity about the failure of the Indonesian National Team for 
Combating IP Infringements, Indonesia again appeared on the Priority Watch List in 
the Special 301 Reports of 2009 and 2010,472 both of which cited concerns about 
digital and internet piracy. According to the 2009 Report, Indonesia was being 
monitored by the US Government over internet and digital piracy that involved the 
                                                 
468  The Alliance has operations in more than 60 countries around the world. It 
develops compliance programs that promote legal software use. The BSA publishes 
an annual report titled Piracy Report which lists countries that have engaged in 
software piracy. <http://ww2.bsa.org/country.aspx>. 
469  Above n 444. 
470  Michael Schlesinger, ‘Possible Shift in a Creative Economy in Southeast Asia’, 
in Christoph Antons (ed), The Enforcement of Intellectual Property Rights: 
Comparative Perspectives from the Asia Pacific Region. (Wolters Kluwer, 2011) 172. 
471  Above n 444. 
472  The United States Trade Representative Special 301 Report in 2009 (USA), 5 
<https://ustr.gov/sites/default/files/Full%20Version%20of%20the%202009%20SPECIAL%20
301%20REPORT.pdf>. 
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use of mobile phones and other new mobile technologies.473 The 2009 Report stated 
that Indonesia was still deficient in IP enforcement, as evidenced by the slow 
progress of cases and the small number of successful convictions,474 although it did 
not detail the actual numbers of cases and convictions. The 2009 Report also 
claimed that the National Team on IPRs was ineffective.475 
 
The evidence suggests that US pressure continues to play an important role 
in copyright reform. In the months leading up to the end of President Yudhoyono’s 
term of office in 2014, the Indonesian Government issued 41 Laws, including Law 
Number 28/2014 on Copyright.476 The pre- and post-enactment focus group 
discussions around the 2014 Law generally focused on topics of US concern, 
namely, piracy of music and movies.477 Prior to the enactment of the Indonesian 
Copyright Law in 2014, the USTR Special 301 Report specifically mentioned that 
there was a gap in Indonesia’s copyright law,478 and urged Indonesia to revise its law 
accordingly.479 The previous USTR Special 301 Report had only referred in general 
terms to gaps in Indonesia’s laws relating to the protection and enforcement of IPR, 
but made no specific mention of Copyright Law, nor did it issue any directive 
regarding revision or amendment. 
 
Within three months of the enactment of the 2014 Copyright Law, the US 
Ambassador in Jakarta, Robert Blake, visited the Indonesian Minister of Law and 
Human Rights to discuss enhancing bilateral relations in the legal field, including IPR 
                                                 
473  Above n 444, 5. 
474 Ibid. 
475  Above n 444, 19. 
476  RZK, Di 2014 SBY Wariskan 41 UU  [In 2014, SBY Passes 41 Laws] (20 
January 2015) Hukum Online 
<http://www.hukumonline.com/berita/baca/lt54bd9fec41dc7/di-2014--sby-wariskan-41-uu>. 
477  See Chapter IV on Indonesian Copyright Law. 
478  The United States Trade Representative Special 301 Report in 2013 (USA), 
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enforcement.480 During the meeting, Mr Yasonna Laoly, the Indonesian Minister of 
Justice, informed the American Ambassador that the enactment of 2014 Copyright 
Law would enhance protection for IP. Mr Laoly then expressed his hope that the US 
would drop Indonesia from the Watch List of the Special 301 Report. The US 
Ambassador stated that the 2014 Copyright Law was an example of Indonesia’s 
commitment to promoting IPR protection, which he hoped could assist in reducing 
the numbers of IP violations.481 In other words, the enactment of 2014 Copyright Law 
would probably not have occurred in the absence of an external push from the US. In 
fact, the 2014 Copyright Law was explicitly portrayed as an ‘offer’ or ‘bargaining 
position’ from Indonesia to secure its removal from future Priority Watch Lists 
altogether or, at least, its assignment to the ordinary Watch List. If so, the initiative 
was unsuccessful: even after the new Copyright Law was enacted, Indonesia 
remained on the Priority Watch List in 2015 and 2016. 
 
Also in 2014, the Indonesian Foreign Minister Dr Marty Natalegawa and US 
Secretary of State Mr John Kerry led the fourth annual session of the Joint 
Commission Meeting (JCM) between US and Indonesia. The JCM determines 
strategic directives for each sector within a Comprehensive Partnership between the 
U.S. and Indonesia. Six working groups are established to implement the three 
pillars of the comprehensive partnership between the two countries: political and 
security; economic and development; and social culture, education, science and 
technology.482 The development of IPRs is one of the agenda items. The Working 
Group on Trade and Investment Forum, under the umbrella of economic and 
development cooperation, is tasked with developing a plan of action to strengthen 
IPRs implementation in Indonesia. 
 
                                                 
480  Kementerian Hukum dan HAM Republik Indonesia [Indonesian Ministry for 
Law and Human Rights] , Menkumham Sepakat Tingkatkan Kerjasama Dengan 
Amerika Serikat [Minister for Law and Human Rights Agrees to Enhance 
Cooperation with US] <https://www.kemenkumham.go.id/berita/berita-
pusat/menkumham-sepakat-tingkatkan-kerjasama-dengan-amerika-serikat>. 
481  Ibid. 
482  US Department of State, Fact Sheet of the Fourth Session Indonesia-US Joint 
Commission Meeting in 2014 (Washington DC, 17 February 2014) 
<http://www.state.gov/r/pa/prs/ps/2014/02/221714.htm>. 
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Clearly, the US has shown considerable interest in Indonesia’s IP regime. In 
2015, on the occasion of a World Intellectual Property Day Workshop, the US 
Ambassador in Jakarta re-iterated that Indonesia and the US were working together 
on several initiatives, including the IP Action Plan, to strengthen the legislative and 
regulatory framework.483 He emphasised that IP is important to developing countries 
such as Indonesia, where creativity flourishes, to ensure that benefits go to the 
artists and not ‘pirates’ or criminals.484 
 
The evidence gathered by previous scholars, and the evidence presented 
above, shows that the implementation of IP laws, including Copyright law, in 
Indonesia has been significantly driven by foreign powers, in particular the USTR. 
The US intervened in the creation of the 2014 Indonesian Copyright Law, for 
example, through the 2013 USTR 301 Report. The current Copyright Law is 
significantly concerned with music, movies and software piracy, which are the core 
interests of various US technology and entertainment industries. 
 
As a result, members of the Batik-making community are likely find it difficult 
to put their faith in the Copyright and IP regime. Such a regime is, rightly, largely 
seen as foreign law. Perhaps, if the 2014 Copyright Law had been framed in a way 
that provided stronger protection for Batik-making communities, there is a real 
chance they would start developing confidence in the IP system and its protection of 
Batik. It might have been possible for the Indonesian government to address US 
concerns around IP and indigenous interests in creativity simultaneously. As this 
chapter has shown, however, the odds were stacked against action to promote local 
interests and against any local interests benefitting from the impetus for IP law 
reform. 
 
 
                                                 
483  H.E. Mr Robert Blake, Ambassador of the United States to Indonesia 
(Remarks delivered at the World Intellectual Property Day Workshop, Jakarta, 5 May 
2015) <https://www.mpa-i.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/Asia-Pacific-Screen-
Communities-Call-for-Greater-Respect-for-Creativity-during-Celebrations-for-World-
Intellectual-Property-Day-1.pdf>. 
484  Ibid. 
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5.5 Conclusion 
 
This chapter began by providing insight into the barriers that are likely to 
prevent Batik makers from effectively engaging with Batik-related laws and rules. 
The high cost of registration mitigates against Batik makers’ ability to seek protection 
for their designs. Most Batik makers live in rural areas where businesses are run by 
families, with limited access to legal information, low levels of education and limited 
economic means. Such cooperatives as do exist to promote the interests of the Batik 
industry appear to have diversified into other areas, and may have become 
somewhat disconnected from the grassroots concerns of Batik SMEs and artisans. 
 
With regard to regulatory governance, the allocation of responsibility for the 
promotion and protection of Batik and the Batik industry has been shown to be 
diffuse and lacking in clear lines of accountability. There are perhaps seven 
competing Ministries and agencies, and two organisations, as well as various 
industry cooperative groupings. There has been no determination that a particular 
Ministry or Agency should play the leading role in addressing Batik or, perhaps, that 
some form of shared or joint responsibility among the Ministries should be 
established. Even in the context of IP related to Batik, the Directorate General of 
Intellectual Property Rights — which arguably should be the focal point — competes 
with a range of other bodies in providing advice to creators. The National Team on 
Combating IP Violation, which was created by President Yudhoyono in 2006, has 
proved ineffectual. The team is strategically located under the direct supervision of 
the Indonesian President, with membership drawn from Ministers. Ironically, even 
with such high-level membership and meticulous direction by Presidential Decree, 
the team was unable to achieve its objectives and subsequently failed to reach its 
goals, including having Indonesia dropped from the USTR Special 301 Priority 
Watch List. 
 
Notable scholars, such as Drahos, Antons and Schlesinger, have shown how, 
in the past, the impetus for any IP law-making in Asia, including Indonesia, has come 
from external powers, especially the United States government. The USTR Watch 
List in particular has become the push factor for Indonesian IP Laws, including, most 
recently, the 2014 Copyright Law. 
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With little grassroots impetus for protection, no top-down coordination or 
central body tasked with promoting Batik, and most of the impetus for IP law reform 
coming from outside, it is hardly surprising that IP Laws in Indonesia have not been 
fashioned to fully cater to the needs of Indonesian Batik makers. IP Laws, including 
Copyright Law, are still seen as the result of foreign pressure or ‘top-down’ measures 
rather than a national bottom-up initiative by, from and for the Indonesian people. 
This has added to the difficulties that lie in the path of developing Indonesian law to 
address Batik. 
 
These issues explain why, after decades of enacting Copyright Law, a 
number of obstacles to implementing a Law that represents all members of the Batik-
making community remain. In the following chapter, I will outline the problems this is 
likely to cause in the future as Indonesia becomes a more integral part of the ASEAN 
Economic Community, with potentially serious consequences for textile trade and 
manufacture, including Batik.  
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CHAPTER VI 
THE CURRENT SITUATION: WHY INDONESIA MUST PAY ATTENTION TO BATIK 
PROTECTION 
6.1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In the previous chapter, I discussed the reasons why, throughout each wave 
of copyright reform, Indonesia has failed to enact or implement a Law that reflects all 
stakeholder’s interests or even tries to balance all those interests. In addition to 
problems widely noted in the academic literature – such as the influence of foreign 
interests over IP reforms – the previous chapter identified other important barriers to 
meaningful and inclusive reform. These include practical barriers which prevent Batik 
makers from effectively engaging with the law; the high cost of registration, which 
hinders Batik makers from seeking protection for their designs; and shifting 
governance arrangements which fragment and dilute the authority and responsibility 
to promote the Batik industry. As indicated in local interviews discussed in the 
previous chapter, stakeholders in the Batik industry are sceptical that IP, which they 
see as a foreign legal import, offers and provides any benefit for this most 
Indonesian of art forms.  
 
I have also outlined how, where Indonesia has taken action to protect its Batik 
industry in recent times, it has used measures that seek to restrict imports. In this 
chapter, I will explain why the protectionist solution is a problem, and why Indonesia 
should reconsider how it can use the IP system to provide Batik protection. The 
reasons lie in the shifting trade environment which Indonesia confronts, including 
trends within the Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN). 
 
Indonesia has been a member of ASEAN since its establishment in 1967.485 
Historically, economic integration within ASEAN has been relatively loose, and has 
imposed only mild constraints on Indonesia’s freedom to determine its own trade and 
                                                 
485  The ASEAN Declaration (Bangkok Declaration), signed 8 August 1967 by 
Foreign Ministers from Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore and Thailand, 
art 1 <http://asean.org/the-asean-declaration-bangkok-declaration-bangkok-8-august-
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industry policies. However, the establishment of the ASEAN-China Free Trade Area 
in 2010 and the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) in 2015 486 are major economic 
milestones for the 10 ASEAN Member States. Both represent potentially profound, 
although contested, shifts occurring within ASEAN that are affecting the trade 
environment, and the freedom Indonesia has when setting its economic and 
industrial policies. 
 
This chapter provides some historical background on ASEAN, and assesses 
the AEC’s impact on the questions raised in this thesis. In particular it examines how 
Indonesia’s membership of the AEC has affected, or is it likely to affect, the 
Indonesian fashion and Batik industries, and the legal framework that applies to 
them. This chapter will also briefly consider the impact of the ASEAN-China Free 
Trade Agreement (ACFTA) on the Indonesian fashion and Batik businesses. 
 
Most importantly, the chapter aims to support the thesis that Indonesia needs 
to become more sophisticated in the tools it uses for local industry promotion. This 
could happen if Indonesia truly aspires to promote the role of ASEAN, including its 
economic integration projects (the ASEAN Economic Community and ASEAN-China 
Free Trade Area), This includes focusing on IP as a potential mechanism for Batik 
protection, as one of the few tools still available to offer support to the industry 
consistent with the project of the AEC. 
 
6.2  ASEAN and its Development Over Time 
 
In making my argument, it is important to understand: first, why membership 
of ASEAN has not, until relatively recently, restricted Indonesia’s ability to protect 
elements of its textile industry, including its Batik makers. Second, I will explain how 
the nature and aspirations of ASEAN are changing, and how this affects what legal 
and economic tools Indonesia has to protect or promote the interests of makers of 
                                                                                                                                                        
1967/>. Indonesia was represented by Foreign Minister/Presidium Minister for 
Political, Mr Adam Malik. 
486  Declaration on the ASEAN Economic Community Blueprint, signed 20 
November 2007 by ASEAN Leaders, <http://asean.org/wp-content/uploads/archive/5187-
10.pdf>. 
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Batik. An examination of ASEAN’s history suggests that from a very weak base, 
ASEAN has developed more formal institutions. It has also shifted to have a 
significant focus, especially in the period from 2009, on reducing barriers to intra-
ASEAN trade. Although ASEAN’s consensus-based models may provide Indonesia 
with some flexibility, it may still become increasingly difficult for Indonesia to ignore 
these trends and rely on tools like import restrictions to help its Batik makers. 
 
6.2.1  A Brief History of ASEAN 
 
The Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) was established on 8 
August 1967 by the signing of the ASEAN Declaration (Bangkok Declaration).487 
Indonesia, together with Malaysia, the Philippines, Thailand and Singapore, is a 
founding member and signatory to the Declaration.488 Over the decades, ASEAN has 
added new member states, including Brunei Darussalam in 1984, Vietnam in 1995, 
Lao PDR and Myanmar in 1997, and Cambodia in 1999. At time of writing, there 
were ten member states of ASEAN. 
 
Taken together, the ASEAN member states possess significant economic 
heft. In 2015, the Member States of ASEAN comprised a huge market of USD2.6 
trillion.489 In 2014, with GDP USD2.57 trillion, ASEAN was the third largest economy 
in Asia (after China and Japan) and the seventh largest in the world. ASEAN is also 
a growth centre: the 2015 figure represented a 76 per cent increase on ASEAN’s 
collective GDP in 2007 which stood at USD1.33 trillion.490 ASEAN has a combined 
population of over 622 million, which stands behind only China and India globally.491 
With regard to investment, foreign investment flow to ASEAN Members reached 
                                                 
487  The ASEAN Declaration (Bangkok Declaration), Indonesia-Malaysia-The 
Philippines-Singapore-Thailand, signed 8 August 1967, art 1 <http://asean.org/the-
asean-declaration-bangkok-declaration-bangkok-8-august-1967/>. 
488  Ibid. 
489  Declaration on the ASEAN Economic Community Blueprint, signed 20 
November 2007, <http://asean.org/wp-content/uploads/archive/5187-10.pdf>. 
490  The ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) Blueprint 2015 on Progress and Key 
Achievements <http://www.asean.org/wp-content/uploads/images/2015/November/aec-
page/AEC-2015-Progress-and-Key-Achievements.pdf> 
491  Ibid. 
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USD136.2 billion in 2014 (an increase of 11.3 per cent from 2013).492 Notably too, 
intra-ASEAN foreign direct investment (FDI) inflows were the second highest source 
of total FDI inflows to ASEAN, after European investment, in 2014.493 
 
ASEAN however has not, historically, acted as a cohesive trading bloc. Until 
very recently, therefore, being a member of ASEAN did not mean that Indonesia was 
required to allow free trade of goods or reduce trade barriers. ASEAN was created in 
the wake of the Cold War to counter the effects of the increasing competition 
between the two blocks in Southeast Asia.494 It therefore began its life as a relatively 
loose coalition, with the overriding political goal of reducing the risk of conflict 
between Member States, and facilitating the regional stability within the volatile East 
Asia region comprising of the dominant China, Japan and South Korea.495 This 
explains why ASEAN Member States initially focused on building confidence and 
developing broad common objectives. 
 
ASEAN has historically had a very weak institutional structure – indeed, until 
relatively recently, it did not even have legal status as an entity. According to 
Seah,496 ASEAN ‘has had a sort of double life in the international system: both with 
                                                 
492  Kementerian Perdagangan RI [The Trade Ministry of the Republic of 
Indonesia], AEC Council Meeting ke-13 Mendag: AEC Scorecard Sudah Capai 
90.5% (‘The 13th AEC Council Meeting: AEC Scorecard Reaches 90.5%’) 
<http://www.kemendag.go.id/id/news/2015/04/27/aec-council-meeting-ke-13-mendag-aec-
scorecard-sudah-capai-905>. 
493  Above n 490. 
494  H.E. Dr Hassan Wirajuda ‘The ASEAN Charter: Transformation towards 
ASEAN Community’ (Public Lecture delivered at the University of Bung Hatta, 
Padang, 22 February 2008). Dr Wirajuda served as the Indonesian Foreign Minister 
in President Yudhoyono’s First Cabinet (2004-2009) who represented Indonesia 
during the negotiation of ASEAN Charter until the Charter was adopted and enacted. 
<http://www.kemlu.go.id/en/pidato/menlu/Pages/Kuliah-Umum-Menteri-Luar-Negeri-Dr.-N.-
Hassan-Wirajuda-Piagam-Asean-Transformasi-Menuju-Komunitas-As.aspx>. 
495  Daniel Seah, ‘The ASEAN Charter’ (2009) 58(1) International and 
Comparative Law Quarterly 212. As Seah outlines, ASEAN was established in the 
wake of significant conflict between Indonesia and Malaysia well as the rise of Cold 
War between US and USSR. Indonesia’s President Sukarno had taken a significant 
stance against Malaysia. ASEAN in part aimed at giving assurance to other states in 
the region. 
496  Ibid 212. 
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the appearance of being an international organization and the reality of not acting 
like an international organization’. Indeed, ASEAN Member States have been 
reluctant to delegate any sovereignty to ASEAN.497 While Chesterman 
acknowledges that ‘ASEAN arguably is the most important Asian international 
organization in the continent’s history’,498 he observes that ASEAN was created for 
limited functions and works through continued meetings aimed at coordinating action 
by the respective governments. This mode of operation is sometimes described 
using the phrase ‘the ASEAN Way’. The ASEAN Way is a set of principles based on 
the respect for national sovereignty, non-interference in internal affairs, settlement of 
disputes in a peaceful manner, renunciation of the threat or use of force and equality 
among members.499 These principles are generally applied to prevent conflict among 
ASEAN Member States and seek to prevent any single member from having a 
predominant influence on the organization or pursuing its own interests against the 
others.500 However, ‘the flipside of this may be the relatively ‘leaderless’ nature of 
ASEAN’,501 and ASEAN’s institutions being characterised as ‘weak’ and 
‘dysfunctional’.502 
 
In this respect ASEAN has worked quite differently from entities with more 
economic integration, like the EU. Scholars such as Wallace503 and Acharya and 
Johnston504 emphasise that, while the EU is often held up as a model for intra-
                                                 
497  Simon Chesterman, From Community to Compliance? The Evolution of 
Monitoring Obligations in ASEAN (Cambridge University Press, 2015). 
498  Ibid. 
499  Ibid. Non-interference in one another’s affairs remains the pre-eminent 
principle, and consensus the overriding factor in practice: See also Ralf Emmers, 
‘Indonesia’s Role in ASEAN: A case of incomplete and sectorial leadership” (2014) 
27(4) The Pacific Review 543-562, 557. 
500  Pattharapong Rattanasevee, Leadership in ASEAN: The Role of Indonesia 
Reconsidered (2014) 22(2) Asian Journal of Political Science 113-127, 115, citing 
Anwar, D. F. ‘ASEAN and Indonesia: Some Reflections’ (1997) 5 Asian Journal of 
Political Science, 20, 33. 
501  Ibid. 
502  Ibid. 
503  W Wallace, The Dynamics of European Integration (London: Pinter, 1992). 
504  Amitav Acharya and Alastair Iain Johnston ‘Comparing regional institutions: an 
introduction’, in Acharya and Johnston (eds) Crafting cooperation: regional 
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regional organization, its legalistic nature and formalism makes it inapt to compare 
with ASEAN.505 Unlike the European Union, which was founded on the Treaty of 
Rome506 which provided a structured, binding legal framework, ASEAN was not 
created by a legal agreement or covenant.507 ASEAN has been developed upon a 
more informal setting to achieve consensus and consultation rather than a strict law-
based approach.508 
 
6.2.2 The Impact of a Changing Trading Environment on the Nature of ASEAN 
 
Around the world, in the period since the mid-1990s and the creation of the 
World Trade Organization, international trade has increased significantly. According 
to one estimate total trade value increased tenfold from about USD20 billion to 
USD223 billion between 1995 and 2008.509 Between 2001 (when China entered the 
WTO and the process to create an ASEAN-China FTA began) and 2008, bilateral 
grew at 30 per cent a year, up from around 15 per cent for the period between 1995 
and 2001. Commentators have also noted the rise, since the early 2000s in 
particular, of bilateral and regional trade agreements that seek to reduce trade 
barriers between trade partners and regional groupings. The Asian region has not 
                                                                                                                                                        
international institutions in comparative perspective (Cambridge University Press, 
2007). 
505  Rodolfo Severino, Southeast Asia in search of an ASEAN community: insights 
from the former ASEAN Secretary-General (Singapore: ISEAS, 2006) See also 
<http://www.eastasiaforum.org/2017/08/06/should-the-eu-be-considered-a-model-
for-
asean/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter201
7-08-06>. 
506  The Treaty Establishing the European Economic Community and Related 
Instruments (EEC Treaty) (1957), opened for signature 25 March 1957 (entered into 
force 1 January 1958), hereinafter the 'Treaty of Rome'.  
507  See Wirajuda, above n 494.  
508  This is consistent with the ‘ASEAN Way’ noted above: Seah, above n 495. 
509  Tirta N Mursitama and Ilham Y Arif, ‘Member Country Perspective: Indonesia’ 
in Keith E Flick and Kalyan M Kemburi (eds), ASEAN-China Free Trade Area: 
Challenges, Opportunities and The Road Ahead (RSIS Monograph Number 22, 
2012)  27 <https://www.files.ethz.ch/isn/151215/Monograph22.pdf>. 
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been immune to such trends, with commentators like Baldwin referring to the ‘Noodle 
Bowl’ of East Asian trade agreements.510 
 
ASEAN has had to respond to these developments. As early as 1992, ASEAN 
members signed the Framework Agreement on Enhancing ASEAN Economic 
Cooperation and the Agreement on the Common Effective Preferential Tariff 
Scheme for the ASEAN Free Trade Area. Progress on reducing trade barriers was 
delayed, however, by expansions in ASEAN’s membership in the 1990s. More 
recently, however, ASEAN has taken hesitant steps towards more open economies 
and freer trade. After the 1997 Asian Financial Crisis, many ASEAN countries 
(including Indonesia) were required, as a condition of International Monetary Fund 
rescue packages, to take steps to open up their economies to greater foreign 
investment. China’s entry into the WTO was also a watershed moment for the 
region. 
 
Today, accelerating economic growth,511 and collaborating more effectively to 
expand trade512 are two key stated aims of the ASEAN Member States. During the 
30th anniversary of ASEAN in 1997, the ASEAN Vision 2020 was adopted.513 This 
platform envisioned an ASEAN which is ‘a stable, prosperous and highly competitive 
economic region in which there is a free flow of goods, services, investment and 
freer flow of capital, equitable economic development and reduced economic poverty 
and socioeconomic disparities’ by the year 2020. One way that these ambitious 
goals were to be achieved was via greater economic integration within the region. 
This initiative paved the way for the adoption of ASEAN Declaration II, or ‘Bali 
Concord II’, signed in 2003 by the ASEAN Leaders (Heads of States or Heads of 
Government) during the ASEAN Summit hosted by Indonesia in Bali. The Concord 
                                                 
510  Richard E Baldwin, ‘Managing the Noodle Bowl: The Fragility of East Asian 
Regionalism’ (2008) 53 Singapore Economic Review 449. 
511  The ASEAN Declaration (Bangkok Declaration), signed 8 August 1967 and 
adopted by Foreign Ministers from Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore 
and Thailand, art 2 <http://asean.org/the-asean-declaration-bangkok-declaration-bangkok-
8-august-1967/>. 
512  The ASEAN Declaration ibid art 5. 
513  The ASEAN Vision 2020, signed 15 December 1997 and adopted by ASEAN 
Leaders <https://cil.nus.edu.sg/rp/pdf/1997%20ASEAN%20Vision%202020-pdf.pdf>. 
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called for the establishment of the ASEAN Community:514 a closer grouping than 
ASEAN had previously been, consisting of three pillars: the ASEAN Political-Security 
Community, the AEC and the ASEAN Socio-Cultural Community. Each pillar was 
covered in its own separate blueprint document. By including political/security and 
socio-cultural pillars as well as free trade goals, ASEAN continues its role in 
preventing regional conflict, and is clearly aiming at something quite different from 
more overtly formal and legal trade-oriented arrangements like the North American 
trade grouping created by the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). 
 
The ASEAN Charter 
 
During the ASEAN 12th Leaders Summit in 2007, the Leaders signed the Cebu 
Declaration on the Acceleration of the Establishment of an ASEAN Community by 
2015.515 The informal nature of ASEAN and the absence of a legal personality or 
framework began to be perceived as a barrier to the realisation of these trade-
oriented goals. Dr Hassan Wirajuda, Indonesian Foreign Minister (2002-2009), 
acknowledged that it was quite difficult to implement the ASEAN Community at first, 
because ASEAN had not been based on legal agreement.516 The concept of an 
‘ASEAN Community’ might suggest that ASEAN was building towards a rules-based 
system like the European Union. More detailed analysis, however, shows that 
ASEAN is something quite different. 
 
In January 2007, a High-Level Task Force to draft an ASEAN Charter was 
established by The Cebu Declaration.517 The Task Force members were senior level 
government officials working at Foreign Ministries of ASEAN Member States. This 
suggested a desire for a more formal institution. It is important to realise, however, 
                                                 
514  Declaration of The ASEAN Concord II (Bali Concord II), signed 7 October 
2003 and adopted by ASEAN Leaders <http://asean.org/?static_post=declaration-of-
asean-concord-ii-bali-concord-ii>. 
515  Declaration on the ASEAN Economic Community Blueprint, signed 20 
November 2007 by ASEAN Leaders <http://asean.org/wp-content/uploads/archive/5187-
10.pdf>. 
516  See Wirajuda, above n 494.  
517  The Cebu Declaration for ASEAN Charter established by the 13th ASEAN 
Summit in Cebu, the Philippines, 13 January 2007. 
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that this has not greatly strengthened ASEAN’s power over its members. The 
Charter negotiators had been instructed to represent national interests and ‘not to go 
boldly when none had gone before’.518 As Ong Keng Yong, who then served as the 
Secretary General of ASEAN, put it, ‘national egos remain strong and governmental 
agencies were frightened to lose national independence’.519 Ambassador Dian 
Triansyah Djani, who served as the Indonesian Head of Delegation then, notes that 
‘the fear of losing an inch of sovereignty and the suspicions of one’s neighbour still 
lingers on’.520 Thus although the idea of an ASEAN Union was put forward during the 
initial negotiation, it was not endorsed. Each representative expressed concern over 
making ASEAN a supranational body such as European Union. As Woon puts it, 
‘shared sovereignty in the European Union style’ was never going to be accepted.521 
After 11 months of intense negotiation, the final draft of the ASEAN Charter was 
presented to ASEAN Leaders in Singapore at the 13th ASEAN Summit on 20 
November 2007 and then endorsed by them. The Charter came into force on 15 
December 2008,522 thus establishing a legal framework for ASEAN, 41 years after 
the organization’s birth. 
 
The Charter has been carefully drafted to incorporate the ASEAN Way. The 
ASEAN Coordinating Council, comprising ASEAN foreign ministers, enhances policy 
coherence, efficiency, and cooperation.523 The ASEAN Summit is ASEAN’s peak 
policy-making body,524 led by heads of state/governments.525 The Summit addresses 
                                                 
518  Walter Woon, The ASEAN Charter: A Commentary (National University of 
Singapore, 2016)  21. 
519  Tommy Koh, Rosario G Manalo, Walter Woon (eds), Making of ASEAN Charter 
(Hackensack, NJ : World Scientific Pub. Co., 2009) 108. 
520  Ibid, 140. Ambassador Dian Triansyah Djani then served as Director General 
for ASEAN Cooperation in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Indonesia. He then 
presided as the Indonesian representative at the High-Level Task Force in drafting 
the ASEAN Charter.  
521  Woon, above n 518, 23. 
522  The ASEAN Secretariat, History: The Founding of ASEAN 
<http://asean.org/asean/about-asean/history/>. 
523  The ASEAN Charter, signed 20 November 2007 and adopted by Leaders of 
ASEAN Member States (entered into force 15 December 2008), art 8 
<https://asean.org/asean/asean-charter/>, hereinafter the 'ASEAN Charter').  
524  Ibid, art 7(2)(a). 
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complex issues that were not able to be solved at lower level.526 The ASEAN Summit 
has a discretion to decide ‘how a specific decision can be made’ if consensus cannot 
be achieved.527 But the Charter preserves the sovereignty of each member State as 
the sole source of authority that enacts and enforces laws within their territorially 
defined units. ASEAN has no central body empowered to bind members. The 
ASEAN Secretariat does not have legal authority to conclude international 
agreements.528  
 
In relation to disputes, too, ASEAN has no strong legal structure. Article 25 of 
the ASEAN Charter states that any interpretation or application of the Charter will not 
be resolved by a judicial organ but through ‘appropriate dispute settlement 
mechanisms, including arbitration’.529 Art 22(1) provides that Member States shall 
‘endeavour to resolve peacefully all disputes in a timely manner through dialogue, 
consultation and negotiation’. Any serious breach of the Charter is referred to the 
Summit, which operates on a consensus model of decision-making.530 There is no 
provision for sanctions in the event of non-compliance – although this was 
extensively discussed by ASEAN leaders. 
 
Reliance on the ASEAN Way and consensus rather than binding legal rules 
extends to economic matters. As noted above, the ASEAN Secretariat does not have 
legal authority to conclude international agreements – including trade agreements.531 
Trade Agreements involving ASEAN are signed by individual heads of 
government/States. For economic matters, ASEAN Member States have flexibility 
                                                                                                                                                        
525  Charter of ASEAN Art 7(1). 
526  Charter of ASEAN Art 7(2) (e). 
527  Charter of ASEAN Art 20(2). 
528  By contrast, the EU Commission can make agreements on issues within its 
competence: EC Treaty above n Articles 133 and 300. 
529 Charter of ASEAN Art 25 <http://asean.org/wp-
content/uploads/images/archive/publications/ASEAN-Charter.pdf> 
530  Charter of ASEAN Art 20(4). 
531  By contrast, the EU Commission can make agreements on issues within its 
competence: EC Treaty Articles 133 and 300. 
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based on the the ASEAN Minus X formula.532 Provided that consensus is reached, a 
Member can even opt out from an ASEAN economic agreement.533  
 
In summary, while the set of rules is called a Charter, and provides ASEAN 
with legal personality, the Charter nevertheless adopts the ASEAN Way into its 
institutional mechanisms. After the Charter’s adoption, some commentators – and 
even the Secretary General of ASEAN at that time – doubted whether ASEAN would 
be able to transition from an informal organization into a rules based organization.534 
Other commentators argue that the ASEAN Charter has not moved ASEAN to a 
rules-based organization, but rather to a norms-based one.535 
 
The relatively late development of ASEAN’s legal framework, and the nature 
of the framework created by the Charter, highlights an important difference between 
ASEAN as a political and economy ‘entity’ and other regional groupings worldwide. It 
is strikingly different from the European Union, which from its foundation was 
constituted as a legal and political entity based on a detailed treaty framework. The 
EU has political institutions with decision-making power (in the form of the European 
Commission and European Parliament). It also has a legal institution – today the 
Court of Justice of the European Union – with the jurisdiction to rule on the 
consistency of national laws with the treaty framework and the capacity to issue 
binding rulings requiring Member States to bring themselves into compliance. 
 
Based only on the Charter, Indonesia would have the power to continue its 
practice of restricting trade to help Batik makers. The temptation to do so is strong 
given new pressures arising after 2010, when several key trade agreements came 
into effect requiring reductions in tariffs, including the ASEAN Agreement on Trade in 
                                                 
532  ASEAN Minus X Formula refers to a particular agreement which may be 
agreed upon by only limited members of ASEAN and not the full members. 
533  Charter of ASEAN Art 21(2). 
534  Keng Yong Ong, EU’s lessons for ASEAN (Straits Times,11 June 2008). 
535  Reuben Wong, ‘Model power or reference point? The EU and the ASEAN 
Charter’ (2012) 25(4) Cambridge Review of International Affairs, 669, 671. 
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Goods,536 and more especially, the ASEAN-China FTA. The latter agreement was a 
key first step in increasing economic integration and free trade within the region. It 
has had a strong effect on Indonesian industries, and on the political debate around 
trade within Indonesia. 
 
6. 3. ASEAN-China FTA 
 
Bilateral trade relations between ASEAN and China have increased markedly 
since the 1990s. However, it was not until the signing of the Framework Agreement 
on Comprehensive Economic Co-operation between The Association of Southeast 
Asian Nations and The Peoples Republic of China in Phnom Penh, Cambodia in 
2002, that trade relations deeply accelerated.537 The Framework Agreement was an 
umbrella agreement, followed by the Agreement on Trade in Goods between 
Ministers of Commerce from ASEAN and China in Vientiane, Lao PDR in 2004. The 
Agreement on Trade in Services was signed by Ministers of Commerce from ASEAN 
and the Minister of Foreign Affairs from China in Cebu, the Philippines on 14 January 
2007. The Agreement on Investment was signed by the Ministers of Commerce from 
ASEAN and China in Bangkok, Thailand, on 15 August 2009. 
 
To reach its overarching goal of trade liberalisation between ASEAN and 
China, the ACFTA required China and the original ASEAN-6 (Brunei Darussalam, 
Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore and Thailand) to reduce tariffs for 
normal-track goods to 0 per cent by 2010. Tariff reduction on sensitive goods was 
required to achieve 20 per cent at most by 2012 and finally to 5 per cent at most by 
2018. By 2015, tariff reductions on highly sensitive goods had achieved 50 per cent. 
Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar and Vietnam (CLMV) are obliged to apply the same tariff 
                                                 
536  The ASEAN Trade in Goods Agreement, signed on 26 February 2009 and 
adopted by Leaders of ASEAN Member States (entered into force 2010) hereinafter 
the 'ATIGA Agreement', 
<http://finder.tariffcommission.gov.ph/index.php?page=atiga>. 
537  The Framework Agreement on Comprehensive Economic Co-operation 
between The Association of Southeast Asian Nations and The Peoples Republic of 
China, signed on 4 November 2002 and adopted by Leaders of ASEAN (entered into 
force 1 July 2003) <https://asean.org/?static_post=framework-agreement-on-
comprehensive-economic-co-operation-between-asean-and-the-people-s-republic-
of-china-phnom-penh-4-november-2002-4>. 
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reduction but at a later date: for example, tariff reduction for normal goods by 2015 
and tariff reduction for the sensitive list by 2020. This grace period was given due to 
the differing levels of development from each ASEAN member. 
 
The Trade in Goods agreement within ACFTA also seeks to eliminate non-
tariff barriers (NTBs). This removal was targeted at lowering the cost of trade 
transactions and increasing ASEAN-China trade. The elimination of non-tariff 
barriers did not last long, however, because Indonesia introduced several NTBs, 
including on textiles, discussed below. Within Indonesia, ACFTA has had two kinds 
of impact. The first kind of impact is economic: changing the extent of trade between 
Indonesia and China, particularly by increasing Chinese imports within Indonesia 
which compete with local goods. Second, and related to the first, ACFTA has 
changed the context for political debate about trade and imports within Indonesia.   
 
In a paper published in 2015, Stephen Marks modelled the direct impacts of 
the ACFTA agreement on Indonesia and China. His Table of Effects of ASEAN-
China Free Trade Agreement is reproduced below.538 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
538  Stephen V Marks ‘The ASEAN-China Free Trade Agreement: Political 
Economy in Indonesia’ (2015) 51(2) Bulletin of Indonesian Economic Studies 287-
306. 
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Source: Marks (2015), 295. Figures based on 2010 data. 
 
 Looking at this table in detail, we can see that it suggests that overall the 
agreement would likely have contributed to a small trade surplus for Indonesia, 
including a rise in the value of exports to China, but in relation to its trade with China 
specifically, the estimated result was a significant bilateral trade deficit for Indonesia. 
Thus Indonesia’s increase in exports to China is dwarfed by the increase in exports 
from China to Indonesia.539 
 
Marks’ estimates also show that the impact in textiles is likely to have been 
particularly striking. Overall the impact of ACFTA on Indonesia’s trade in textiles was 
to slightly increase trade, but with a particularly significant negative impact on its 
trade balance with China. Of all the industries surveyed by Marks, the largest net 
increases in imports in Indonesia would have been in textiles, apparel and leather: 
an import increase of 3.6 per cent overall, but a 44.5 per cent increase of textile 
imports from China. Marks estimates that the effect of ACFTA was a half billion 
dollar negative impact on Indonesia’s balance of trade in textiles with China. This is a 
significant issue for Indonesia. Textile and clothing (T & C) is one of the oldest and 
                                                 
539  Thus while overall, Indonesia’s trade balance improved (by USD291.5M), the 
trade balance with China decreased by almost USD1.3 billion: see Marks ibid Table 
3 at 295. 
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most important industries in Indonesia. In 2010, there were 1.34 million people, 
which is 11 per cent of the work force in Indonesia, working in 2853 textile and 
clothing companies.540 Indonesia hosts the factories of international designers such 
as Hugo Boss, Giorgio Armani, Guess, Marks and Spencer, Mango and other 
famous brands in cities in West Java namely Bandung, Bekasi and Bogor. The top 
three market targets of Indonesian textile and textile products including Batik (2015-
2016) are United States, Japan, China (see table below). 
 
 
 
 
 
 Source: ASEAN Statistics, ASEAN Secretariat 
  
 
The Political impact of ACFTA 
 
Marks concludes that the ACFTA seems to bring mutual benefits to Indonesia 
and China. Nevertheless, the negative effects are not evenly distributed across the 
economy, and economic impacts of the order estimated by Marks inevitably have a 
                                                 
540  Badan Koordinasi Penanaman Modal Republik Indonesia [Indonesia’s 
Investment Promotion Board], Opportunities to Invest in Indonesia (2017) BKKPM 
Website <http://www9.bkpm.go.id/id/peluang-investasi/peluang-berdasarkan-
sektor/industri>. 
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political impact. Imports from China will increase and, as Marks notes, Indonesians 
in general and specific sectors, such as textile, apparel and leather, will see this as a 
threat.541 In Indonesian political and trade policy circles, since the New Order era 
(1966-1998) several major groups have emerged in Indonesia on trade and 
economic policies.542 The first is economic nationalists, who focus on industrial and 
technological development; and the second is technocrats and policy makers who 
have an economics background and thus have more confidence in markets. Some 
politicians and policymakers have taken a more mercantilist approach, hoping to 
promote Indonesian interests by reducing imports and promoting exports. Economic 
nationalists and mercantilists in Indonesia are likely to have perceived the negative 
impact on trade balances in most manufacturing sectors, caused by ACFTA, as a 
policy and negotiating failure by Indonesia. I return to developments in Indonesian 
trade policy further below, but it is worth noting in passing that there is some 
evidence for ACFTA causing some political difficulties in trade policy. The 
Association of Indonesian Entrepreneurs has tried to propose several nontariff 
barriers to prevent fully fledged implementation of ACFTA in Indonesia.543 Ruland 
argues that officers from Indonesia Chamber of Commerce and Industry support this 
idea and therefore some policies were brought into effect to limit market access.544 
 
Nevertheless, Indonesia and China agreed to modernise, and expand, 
ACFTA. At the ASEAN-China Summit on 9 October 2013, ASEAN and China 
Leaders agreed to upgrade the ASEAN-China FTA to modernise ACFTA in 
accordance with the global economic architecture. Following this, a Protocol to 
Amend the ACFTA was signed by Ministers of Trade from ASEAN and China in 
2015.545 
                                                 
541  Marks, above n 538. 
542  Ibid, 289. 
543  Jurgen Rüland, ‘Why Most Indonesian Businesses Fear the ASEAN Economic 
Community: Struggling with Southeast Asia’s regional corporation’ (2016) 37(6) Third 
World Quarterly 1130-1145, 1130. 
<https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/01436597.2015.1133245> 
544  Ibid. 
545  Protocol to Amend the Framework Agreement on Comprehensive Economic 
Co-operation and Certain Agreements thereunder between the Association of 
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ACFTA represented a significant shift for ASEAN members and for ASEAN as 
a regional grouping. I have referred to both economic and political impacts of the 
agreement. Importantly also, ACFTA and the associated developments represented 
a shift in the nature of ASEAN – towards an organization that was intimately involved 
in promoting free trade, and the reduction of trade barriers, in the region. This has 
implications for Indonesia’s policies relating to Batik. ASEAN has also been involved 
in other trade negotiations, such as the ASEAN-Australia-New Zealand Free Trade 
Agreement, negotiations for which commenced in 2005, with the agreement coming 
into force in 2012.546 A full review of all of these developments is beyond the scope 
of this thesis. But for present purposes, I now want to shift focus to an even more 
recent development more connected to the fundamental nature of ASEAN: the 
ASEAN Economic Community. 
 
6.4. ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) 
 
The ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) emanated from the 2003 ASEAN 
Summit, which gave birth to the Bali Concord.547 The AEC represents an attempt by 
ASEAN Leaders to better compete with China and India. Some commentators have 
spoken as AEC as an ambitious plan for closer integration of the ASEAN region, and 
something of a departure from ASEAN’s past approach of avoiding impacts on 
                                                                                                                                                        
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and the People’s Republic of China, signed and 
entered into force on 6 October 2003 by ASEAN and China Trade Ministers. 
546  The Agreement Establishing the ASEAN-Australia-New Zealand Free Trade 
Area,  signed on 27 February 2009 and adopted by ASEAN Trade Ministers (entered 
into force 1 July 2009).  
547  Dr Mari Pangestu, Indonesian Trade Minister (2004-2012) Indonesia Trade 
Insight 2015: See page 12 for the inception of ASEAN Community emanating from 
Bali Concord II as the outcome document of ASEAN Summit hosted by Indonesia in 
Bali 2003. 
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national sovereignty.548 The AEC aims at market integration, and a key driving force 
is the desire for production integration within ASEAN.549 
 
The Blueprint for the AEC was adopted by ASEAN Leaders in 2007.550 The 
stated goals of the AEC are to broaden economic integration, and ultimately to 
establish ASEAN as a single and production-based market within which there will be 
a free flow of goods, services, investment, capital and skilled labour.551 The vision of 
what the AEC will be comprises four pillars: namely, a single market and production 
base, a highly competitive economic region, a region of equitable economic 
development and a region which is fully integrated into the global economy.552 
 
The first pillar focuses on establishing a single market and production base 
through free flow of goods, services, investment, skilled labour and freer flow of 
capital. The second pillar aims to help to create a business-friendly regional 
environment, including by addressing intellectual property rights. The goal of the 
third pillar is to achieve equitable economic development, including through 
participation in the creative economy by SMEs. The final pillar aims at smoothing the 
path to ASEAN’s full integration into the global economy, including through the 
                                                 
548  According to Lee Jones, for example, AEC is not a sham – liberalisation is 
supported by economic technocrats, often in ministries of finance and trade, and 
internationally-oriented large-scale business interests, with goals of attracting foreign 
investment and generating export-led economic growth in Lee Jones, ‘Explaining the 
failure of the ASEAN economic community: the primacy of domestic political 
economy’ (2016) 29(5) The Pacific Review 647, 648. 
549  Junianto James Losari and Joseph Wira Koesnaidi, Indonesia and the 
Establishment of the ASEAN Economic Community in 2015: Are we there yet? 
(Asian Development Bank Policy Brief No 7, March 2014). 
550  Declaration on the ASEAN Economic Community Blueprint, signed on 20 
November 2007 by ASEAN Leaders <http://asean.org/wp-content/uploads/archive/5187-
10.pdf>. The blueprint contains action plans, targets and timelines. 
551  See Wirajuda, above n 494.  
552  The ASEAN Secretariat, ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) 2015 Progress 
and Key Achievements, 3 <http://asean.org/?static_post=asean-economic-
community-2015-progress-and-key-achievements-2>. 
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creation of free trade areas and comprehensive economic partnership agreements 
with non-ASEAN members.553 
 
Although the AEC is part of a broader plan for an ASEAN Community, 
similarities between this vision and other international reference points, like the 
European Union, should not be overstated.554 As noted earlier in this chapter, as 
compared to other institutional structures internationally such as the EU, 
Organization of American States, Pan Africa, the legal framework of ASEAN is 
limited,555 and in particular, the mechanisms for enforcement of the various goals 
and measures outlined in the plans for the AEC are more political than legal.556 
Nevertheless, the AEC as described in the Blueprint is intended to promote trade 
and the free flow of goods, services, and people, including, importantly for the 
purposes of this thesis, by reducing non-tariff barriers to trade. As a Member of 
ASEAN, Indonesian is bound at least at a normative, or political level by its 
commitment to eliminate non-tariff barriers in line with the AEC Blueprint and ASEAN 
Community Vision. Those documents set out the following goals for the AEC: 
 
1. The creation of an ASEAN Free Trade Area (AFTA), with free flow of goods. 
To give effect to this vision would require not only low or zero tariffs, but the 
removal of non-tariff barriers as well. 
2. Elimination of Tariffs: Tariffs on all intra-ASEAN goods will be eliminated in 
accordance with the schedules and commitments set out in the Common 
Effective Preferential Tariff (CEPT) - ASEAN Free Trade Area (AFTA) 
Agreement (CEPT-AFTA Agreement) and other relevant 
Agreements/Protocols,557 including eliminating import duties on all products, 
except for those phased in from the Sensitive and Highly Sensitive Lists by 
                                                 
553  The ASEAN Secretariat, ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) 2015 Progress 
and Key Achievements, 6. 
554  Rodolfo Severino, ASEAN, Southeast Asia Background Series 10 (Singapore: 
ISEAS, 2008) 104-106. 
555  See Chesterman, above n 497, 80-81. 
556  See above n 519 – Tommy Koh, Walter Woon, Making of ASEAN Charter  
(World Scientific, 2009) 108. 
557  Charter of ASEAN, Art 13. 
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2010 for ASEAN-6 and by 2015, with flexibilities for some sensitive products 
by 2018, for CLMV (Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar and Vietnam) in accordance 
with the provisions of the Protocol to Amend the CEPT Agreement for the 
Elimination of Import Duties.558 
3. Elimination of Non-Tariff Barriers: ASEAN has achieved significant progress in 
tariff liberalisation. The full elimination of nontariff barriers (NTBs) was the 
main focus of ASEAN towards 2015,559 including by enhancing transparency 
by following the Protocol on Notification Procedure and setting up an effective 
Surveillance Mechanism;560 following the commitment of a standstill and roll-
back on NTBs; 561 removing all NTBs by 2010 for ASEAN-5, by 2012 for the 
Philippines, and by 2015 with flexibilities to 2018 for Cambodia, Laos, 
Myanmar and Vietnam, in accordance with the agreed Work Programme on 
NonTariff Barriers (NTBs) elimination;562 enhancing transparency of Non-Tariff 
Measures (NTMs);563 and working towards where possible having regional 
rules and regulations consistent with International best practices.564 
 
The Blueprint commits ASEAN members to a standstill, and then rollback, of 
non-tariff barriers to trade, enhancing the transparency of non-tariff measures, and 
working towards, where possible, having regional rules and regulations consistent 
with international best practices. 
 
The AEC Blueprint 2015 required that tariffs on all intra-ASEAN goods be 
eliminated in accordance with the schedules and commitments set out in the 
Common Effective Preferential Tariff (CEPT) - ASEAN Free Trade Area (AFTA) 
                                                 
558  Charter of ASEAN, Art 13 (i). 
559  Charter of ASEAN, Art 14. 
560  Charter of ASEAN, Art 14 (i). 
561  Charter of ASEAN, Art 14 (ii). 
562  Charter of ASEAN, Art 14 (iii). 
563  Charter of ASEAN, Art 14 (iv). 
564  Charter of ASEAN, Art 14 (v). Planned dates for rollbacks are set out in 
the ASEAN Economic Community Blueprintavailable at <http://asean.org/wp-
content/uploads/archive/5187-10.pdf> (see pages 30-31). 
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Agreement and other relevant Agreements/Protocols.565 Also, by 2010, all import 
duties on all products in ASEAN-6, including Indonesia, were meant to be eliminated, 
except those phased in Sensitive and Highly Sensitive List.566 Neither Indonesian 
Ministry of Trade nor ASEAN Secretariat has released the Sensitive and Highly 
Sensitive List to date. Goods could be classified as sensitive and highly sensitive for 
cultural reasons, and could therefore include Batik in Indonesia and silk in 
Thailand.567 
 
Further development of AEC 2015 occurred when ASEAN Leaders adopted 
AEC Blueprint 2025 at the 27th ASEAN Summit in Kuala Lumpur on 22 November 
2015. AEC Blueprint 2025, along with ASEAN Political-Security Community Blueprint 
2025 and ASEAN Socio-Cultural Community Blueprint 2025 and ASEAN Community 
Vision 2025 constitute the ambitious ASEAN Vision 2025.568 Consistent with the 
previous Blueprint 2015, the AEC Blueprint 2025 does not state rules applicable 
specifically to the textile industry. It contains, however, the commitment of ASEAN 
Member States that they will continue to eliminate border and behind-the-border 
regulatory barriers which impede trade, including by further enhancing ASEAN Trade 
in Goods Agreement (ATIGA), simplifying Rules of Origin (ROO) and hastening trade 
facilitation measures.569 The implementation of the AEC Blueprint 2025 is connected 
to tariff elimination in accordance with the ASEAN Trade in Goods Agreement 
(ATIGA).570 
 
                                                 
565  The ASEAN Economic Community Blueprint 2015, Article 13, page 6 
<http://asean.org/wp-content/uploads/archive/5187-10.pdf>. 
566  The ASEAN Economic Community Blueprint 2015, Article 13 (i), page 7 
<http://asean.org/wp-content/uploads/archive/5187-10.pdf>. 
567  Ponciano S Intal, Jr AEC Blueprint Implementation Performance and 
Challenges: Investment Liberalization (ASEAN Secretariat, 2015), 10. 
568  The Kuala Lumpur Declaration on ASEAN 2025: Forging Ahead Together, 
signed on 22 November 2015 by Leaders of ASEAN Member States art 2 
<https://cil.nus.edu.sg/wp-content/uploads/formidable/18/2015-Kuala-Lumpur-
Declaration-on-ASEAN-2025-Forging-Ahead-Together.pdf>.  
569  The ASEAN Economic Community Blueprint 2025, art 10 (iii) (g), page 62. 
570  The ASEAN Economic Community Blueprint 2025, art 9, page 61. 
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With regard to Non-Tariff Barriers, the AEC Blueprint 2025 seeks to minimise 
trade protection and compliance costs in dealing with such measures.571 Unlike AEC 
Blueprint 2015, which does not mention that Non-Tariff Measures (NTMs) may 
contain cultural consideration,572 the AEC Blueprint 2025 addresses this matter by 
stating that “Most NTMs address regulatory objectives such as environmental, health 
and safety, security or cultural considerations and that they could harm trade 
unintentionally or by design”.573 The implication of this provision is that there is a 
possibility that NTM could be enacted to safeguard issues related to culture, 
including cultural object such as Batik and traditional textile. AEC Blueprint 2025 also 
provides that there are policies that could be developed for creating a trade 
facilitation regime in ASEAN, most notably stringent criteria and sunset-clauses on 
protective NTMs, including quotas and other quantity restrictions in imports and 
exports.574 
 
An important tension in this transformation is ‘the question of whether the 
ASEAN Way — defined by consultation and consensus, rather than enforceable 
obligations — is consistent with the establishment of a community governed by 
law’.575 This is relevant to assessing how much of a constraint the AEC is on 
Indonesian freedom to determine industry policies including via measures designed 
to limit imports. Commentators have queried the extent to which ‘The ASEAN Way’ 
is consistent with initiatives like AEC and AFTA – that it retards the emergence of 
supranational institutions capable of enforcing compliance.576 There is some 
evidence to support these commentators’ views in the fact that measures described 
in the Blueprint are not being implemented in time. While it appears that ASEAN has 
                                                 
571  The ASEAN Economic Community Blueprint 2025, art 10 (iii) (g), page 62. 
572  Exception based on cultural reasons may occur due to the unique cultural 
reason which belongs exclusively to a particular region from any ASEAN Member. 
573  The ASEAN Economic Community Blueprint 2025, art 10 (iii) (g), page 62. 
574  The ASEAN Economic Community Blueprint 2025, art 10 (iii) (g) (1), page 63. 
575  See Chesterman, above n 497.  
576  M Hund, ‘From ‘neighbourhood watch group’ to community? The case of 
ASEAN institutions and the pooling of sovereignty’ (2002) 56(1) Australian Jnl of 
International Affairs 99; V K Aggarwal and J T Chow, ‘The perils of consensus: How 
ASEAN’s meta-regime undermines economic and environmental cooperation’ (2010) 
17(2) Review of International Political Economy 262. 
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been mostly successful in removing intra-ASEAN tariffs on goods,577 progress on 
non-tariff barriers is more questionable. Academic and business observers ‘have 
been highly sceptical of the extent to which there is likely to be progress on non-tariff 
measures. They have described ASEAN economies as exhibiting “open 
regionalism”: promoting openness to investment and trade in internationally 
competitive sectors, but simultaneously permitting continued protection of politically 
important enterprises’.578 To measure the readiness of member states for the AEC 
by 2015, the AEC Scorecard, which is ‘a compliance monitoring tool’, was 
implemented by the ASEAN Secretariat from 2008 to 2015. The AEC Scorecard 
contains a ‘yes or no’ checklist system which reviews the progress of measures from 
each member state – based on self-reporting. In late 2015, the AEC was a long way 
from complete implementation even by the measure of this tool, which – because it 
relies on self-reported data – is likely to represent a very optimistic picture of 
compliance. By one estimate, only 60-70 per cent of the total score card had been 
implemented, based on member states’ own self reporting.579 The application of 
ASEAN-minus-X formula from the ASEAN Charter makes this easier, allowing any 
Member State to carve out protection for key domestic interests. An examination of 
the AEC documents themselves, and the evidence of its implementation to date, 
suggests that the Blueprint for the AEC reflects the ASEAN Way. It sets out a set of 
broad, aspirational goals relating to the removal and reduction of trade barriers over 
time, rather than detailed obligations. 
 
Nevertheless, the impact of such trade developments as have already 
occurred within ASEAN, under the ASEAN Trade in Goods Agreement, should not 
be underestimated. Nor should the sources of political opposition. In interviews 
conducted for the purposes of this project, and in other commentary, Indonesian 
business people in the textile industry have expressed some concerns that the AEC 
                                                 
577  The ASEAN Secretariat, Guidelines on Invest in ASEAN 
<http://investasean.asean.org/index.php/page/view/asean-free-trade-area-
agreements/view/757/newsid/872/asean-trade-in-goods-agreement.html>. 
578  Ibid. 
579  See Jones, above n 548.  
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will lead to (further) a flooding of the Indonesian market with imported textiles.580 And 
with intra-ASEAN tariffs on textiles reduced to zero, there is increased potential for 
textile industry to move around within ASEAN in pursuit of lower costs. 
 
At least one study suggests that this possibility is not hypothetical. Thailand’s 
large textile industry has relocated production to lower cost ASEAN Member States. 
Smaller Thai SMEs operating in the textile markets have been largely unable to 
compete and have been forced to close down. In 2015, Thai economists highlighted 
that the liberalisation of the world’s textile trade policies has brought threats to 
exporting textile states, including Thailand.581 The study argued that Thailand is 
‘clearly losing’ the competitive battle to AEC. One of the push factors is that the 
government have increased the minimum labour wage to Baht 300,- per day. This 
policy led to major textile industry re-located their production in Cambodia, Laos, 
Myanmar and Vietnam (CLMV) where production costs and wages are lower. 
Indonesia’s position remains stronger than Thailand in terms of productivity. 
However, the challenges facing Thailand’s textile industry could be facing 
Indonesia’s in the foreseeable future if the government and private sectors do not 
formulate effective strategies to address them. 
 
                                                 
580  For example, Interview with Mr Iwan Kurniawan Lukminto, Vice President of 
Sritex, August 2015. Sritex company started selling Batik textile in Solo’s Batik 
market in 1966. Since then, the company developed to produce more lines of 
clothing including work wear and military uniforms. Since 1994, NATO and Germany 
have entrusted manufacture of their military attire to Sritex. Mr Lukminto explained 
that several imported T & C items did not originate from ASEAN Member States. 
These items are delivered to Indonesia through trans-shipment mechanisms. Mr 
Lukminto urged that Indonesian Government address the legal certainty of T & C 
items origin in a comprehensive manner. Legal certainty, he said, would give clarity 
to the origin of fashion item whether they are nationally or internationally made. 
Otherwise, he feared the flooding of the Indonesian market with Chinese and other 
fashion products. Mr Ernovian G. Ismy (Secretary General Association of Textile in 
Indonesia) also added during interviews that non-compliance on the origin of T & C 
products benefits non-ASEAN Member States: Nindya Aldila, Produsen Butuh 
Kepastian Hukum [Producers Need Legal Certainty] ] (24 September 2016) Bisnis 
Indonesia (online) <http://koran.bisnis.com/read/20160924/447/586660/produsen-butuh-
kepastian-hukum>. 
581  Chavalit Nimlaor, 'AEC: Garment Industry Competitiveness: A Structural 
Equation Model of Thailand’s Role' (2015) Research Journal of Business 
Management 12. 
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In interviews conducted for the purposes of this project, and in other 
commentary, Indonesian business people in the textile industry have expressed 
some concerns about other AEC rules, especially rules of origin. They expressed 
fears that the rules of origin for goods to take advantage of reduced AEC tariffs were 
unclear, or that products with inputs from outside ASEAN, or made partly outside 
ASEAN, would take advantage of the tariff reductions, again leading to a flooding of 
the Indonesian market.582 The picture around rules of origin is complex, as while 
most T & C are sewn locally in ASEAN Member States, the cloth was produced in a 
non-ASEAN Member States, such as People’s Republic of China.583 Concerns have 
also been expressed that logistical challenges and inadequate infrastructure may 
prevent Indonesian business taking full advantage of the potential of the AEC.584 
 
Another challenge lies in the complexities involved in taking advantage of 
rules introduced by trade agreements. There is little evidence to suggest that 
Indonesia has benefited from Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) such as the ASEAN-
China FTA. The abundant flow of Chinese made products, including textile with Batik 
prints to Indonesia has sparked quite an outrage among Batik making community in 
Indonesia. Taking advantage of trade agreement rules, including reduced tariffs, 
requires actively applying for the tariff reductions and proving compliance with the 
necessary rules. Indonesians have not been accustomed to follow FTAs policies 
accordingly, ranging from 25-41 per cent for exports and 6-34 per cent for imports.585 
Generally, some policies are still against FTAs, due to pressure from private sectors 
including business owners and organization such as the chamber of commerce. This 
can be a particular challenge for less-educated business owners. As discussed 
earlier in this thesis, most MSMEs owners are not well educated.586 This suggests 
that Batik MSME owners will be unlikely to obtain any benefit from the AEC and will 
be unable to fully participate in this regional bloc, regardless how promising it is.  
                                                 
582  Above n 580. 
583  Nindya Aldila, Produsen Butuh Kepastian Hukum [Producers Need Legal 
Certainty] (24 September 2016) Bisnis Indonesia (online) 
<http://koran.bisnis.com/read/20160924/447/586660/produsen-butuh-kepastian-hukum>. 
584  Ibid. 
585  Ibid. 
586  See Chapter 2 on The Importance of Batik to Indonesians.  
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The question is how Indonesian policymakers are likely to respond to such 
pressures. Owing to the weak legal framework of ASEAN and the incorporation of a 
consensus-based model, Indonesia is to some extent confronted with a choice: 
whether to rely on the informality of the AEC and respond to domestic pressures on 
its textile industries by pursuing a more protectionist stance, or to take the AEC 
seriously, and avoid trade and industry policies that undermine the goals of the AEC. 
What Indonesia has done to date, and what it perhaps should do, are analysed in the 
next section. 
  
6.5. Indonesia’s Role in, and aspirations for, ASEAN 
 
So far in this chapter I have described ASEAN in general terms, showing how 
historically it has been a consensus-based organization with little institutional power 
to enforce any kind of strict compliance, and with not much interest in constraining 
the sovereignty of its members. I have also highlighted developments in ASEAN – 
first the trade agreement with China, and most recently plans for an AEC – that have 
involved ASEAN more closely in promoting free trade disciplines, although more 
through normative than legal means, at least outside the area of tariff reduction. This 
history has highlighted a tension between the grand plans for economic integration 
embodied in the AEC Blueprint on the one hand, and the weak institutional nature of 
ASEAN on the other. I argued that this tension leaves Indonesia with a choice: 
whether to take advantage of ASEAN’s institutional weaknesses to adopt 
protectionist measures where expedient, or whether to comply with the spirit of 
ASEAN and the AEC. I have noted, too, the strong temptation Indonesia will face to 
adopt policies that promote local industries rather than international institutions, 
given the pressure some Indonesian industries have faced following tariff reductions. 
 
In this section I examine this choice. I at Indonesian trade policy to date, and 
shifts over time. Indonesia’s choice will have consequences for both Indonesia, and 
for ASEAN. As a core founding member of ASEAN, with both the largest population 
and the largest land area, Indonesia’s choices are very important for ASEAN’s 
continued role in promoting both political and economic stability in the region. If 
Indonesia ignores, or undermines, economic integration norms in the Blueprint for 
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the ASEAN Community, it may weaken ASEAN. Especially as ASEAN operates on a 
consensus model, it will be difficult for ASEAN to continue to promote economic 
integration if this is opposed, or undermined, by one of its biggest members. On the 
other hand, Indonesia’s informal status as a leader within ASEAN is put in danger if it 
acts contrary to norms being developed within ASEAN. Thus while it might be legal, 
and even politically expedient to maintain, or even strengthen non-tariff measures 
that protect local industry, it may still be unwise. 
 
 
6.5.1. Indonesia’s historical importance within ASEAN 
 
Indonesian is the largest country in ASEAN in terms of population (255 million 
people) and land ownership (1 913 578.9 sq km).587 However, Indonesia’s economic 
performance is below Singapore, Brunei Darussalam and Malaysia. In 2016, 
Indonesia’s GDP per capita only reached USD3 357.1: far behind Singapore 
(USD52 743.9), Brunei Darussalam (USD30 942.1), Malaysia (USD9656.8) and 
Thailand (USD5736.9).588 
 
Nevertheless, Indonesia plays a unique role in ASEAN.589 As mentioned, the 
founding of ASEAN was deeply connected with Indonesia’s foreign policy during the 
New Order government.590 Under President Soeharto, the New Order government 
sought to achieve regional stability through ASEAN. This was one of Soeharto’s 
                                                 
587  The ASEAN Secretariat, The ASEAN Statistical Leaflet: Selected Key 
Indicators 2016 <http://asean.org/storage/2012/05/ASEAN_Stats_Leaflet2016_web.pdf>. 
588  Ibid. 
589  See generally: Acharya, A Constructing a Security Community in Southeast 
Asia: ASEAN and the Problem of Regional Order (London , Routledge, 2001); 
Anwar, D. F., Indonesia in ASEAN: Foreign Policy and Regionalism (New York, NY, 
1994); M Caballero-Anthony, Regional Security in Southeast Asia: Beyond the 
ASEAN Way  (Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 2005); J Haacke, ASEAN’s 
Diplomatic and Security Culture ( London: Routledge, 2002) ; M Leifer, ASEAN and 
the Security of South-East Asia (Routledge, 1989); J C Liow and R Emmers, R., 
(eds), Order and Security in Southeast Asia: Essays in Memory of Michael Leifer 
(Routledge, 2006). 
590  Felix Heiduk, Indonesian in ASEAN Regional Leadership between Ambition 
and Ambiguity (2016) SWP Research Paper 747, 201  <https://www.swp-
berlin.org/fileadmin/contents/products/research_papers/2016RP06_hdk.pdf>. 
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priorities, as the previous Indonesian government, led by President Sukarno, had 
sparked controversies with its close alliance with Beijing and Moscow, and its 
various confrontations with Malaysia.591 Soeharto’s Foreign Ministers referred to 
ASEAN as ‘the cornerstone of Indonesian foreign policy’.592 ASEAN’s Secretariat 
was (and still is) based in Jakarta, and various commentators have dubbed 
Indonesia a kind of de facto leader within ASEAN, albeit one that has ‘led’ in part by 
‘punching below its weight’:593 that is, Indonesia has gained some acceptance for its 
role within ASEAN through accommodation, consultation and persuasion. 
 
To some extent, Indonesia’s position within ASEAN declined during the Asian 
financial crisis and its aftermath, as Indonesia looked inwards to democratise and 
decentralise. The election of President Yudhoyono in 2004, however, led to a 
renewed focus on ASEAN and foreign policy.594 After taking office, Yudhoyono 
sought to advance Indonesia’s role within international fora, including ASEAN, the 
United Nations and the G-20.595 In 2011, Indonesia chaired ASEAN.596 The 2011 
ASEAN Summit was held in conjunction with the East Asia Summit, and attended by 
Foreign Ministers from Russia and US. President Yudhoyono’s administration played 
a key role in pushing forward the birth of ASEAN Charter and the blueprint for the 
ASEAN Community, including the AEC.597 
 
                                                 
591  Ibid. 
592  Mr Adam Malik was the Indonesian Foreign Minister who signed the 
ASEAN/Bangkok Declaration in 1967 which founded the ASEAN. 
593  Ralf Emmers, 'Indonesia’s Role in ASEAN: A case of incomplete and sectorial 
leadership' (2014) 27(4) The Pacific Review 558. Note that Emmers (among others) 
questions this ‘conventional wisdom’ on the role of Indonesia. 
594  D.K. Emmerson, 'Is Indonesia rising? It depends'; in A. Reid (ed) Indonesia 
Rising: The Repositioning of Asia’s Third Giant, Singapore (Institute of Southeast 
Asian Studies, 2012) 49-76; See also Rizal Sukma, ‘Domestic politics and 
international posture: constraints and possibilities’ in Reid, ibid, 77-92. 
595  Avery Poole, Is Jokowi Turning His Back to ASEAN (7 September 2015) The 
Diplomat (online), <http://thediplomat.com/2015/09/is-jokowi-turning-his-back-on-asean/>. 
596  The ASEAN Secretariat, ASEAN Chair <http://asean.org/asean/asean-chair/>. 
597  Ministry of Trade Republic of Indonesia, Statement by H.E. Dr Mari Pangestu, 
Minister for Trade, at the 40th Anniversary of ASEAN on 20 April 2007. Statement is 
with the author.  
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6.5.2 Recent shifts in Indonesia’s stance towards ASEAN 
 
However, more recently, domestic support for ASEAN has waned in 
Indonesia. In 2014, President Joko Widodo, then Governor for Jakarta Special 
Capital Region, was elected President. He had limited experience in international 
affairs.598 Since then, Indonesia’s policy has vacillated between economic 
nationalism and an interest in internationalism and institutions like ASEAN: at the 
cost of engagement with ASEAN and preparation for the AEC. 
 
The new President’s emphasis was different to that of his predecessor. He 
explicitly embraced the Trisakti Policy, which derived from President Sukarno, 
Indonesia’s first president and founding father.599 The Trisakti policy is centred on 
national pride and contains three principles: freedom to proactively assert the right of 
self-determination in the international scene; economic self-sufficiency; and building 
a strong national identity. As one Widodo policy advisor explained, the Policy meant 
Indonesia placing its national interests at the heart of its foreign policy.600 It also 
meant that Indonesia would be more assertive and not be frightened to state its 
position, even when it might jeopardise relations with foreign countries, including 
ASEAN countries. This was in stark contrast with President Yudhoyono’s 
accommodative ‘1000 friends, zero enemies’ policy.601 
 
                                                 
598  Aaron L. Connelly, ‘Indonesian Foreign Policy Under President Jokowi’, 
(Working paper, Lowy Institute, 2014) 15 <http://www.lowyinstitute.org/files/indonesian-
foreign-policy-under-president-jokowi_0.pdf> General Prabowo Subianto, with whom 
Widodo competed for the presidency, had regular international exposure while 
serving in Indonesia’s military, albeit primarily to face allegations that he had 
perpetrated human rights abuses. 
599  Any Mulyati, ‘Implementing the Trisakti Rachmat Gobel Tightens Imports of 
Batik and Batik Patterned Textile and Clothing’ (Press Release, 30 July 2015) 
<http://www.kemendag.go.id/files/pdf/2015/08/05/implementasikan-trisakti-rachmat-gobel-
perketat-importasi-tpt-Batik-dan-motif-Batik-en0-1438761680.pdf>. 
600  Kennial Caroline Laia, Experts Agree on the Importance of ASEAN in Jokowi’s 
Foreign Policy (30 October 2014) Jakarta Globe (online) 
<http://jakartaglobe.beritasatu.com/news/experts-agree-importance-asean-jokowis-
developing-foreign-policy/>. 
601  Kementerian Luar Negeri Republik Indonesia [Ministry of Foreign Affairs of 
Indonesia], 'Annual Statement by Minister of Foreign Affairs', H.E. Dr R Marty M 
Natalegawa (Press Release Annual Press Statement in Press Conference, 2010). 
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Scholars and commentators have noted this difference between the 
Yudhoyono and Widodo administrations. Aspinall argues that, prior to Indonesia’s 
general election in 2014, nationalism was rising, which influenced politicians, 
academics, leaders of religious and social organisations, and ordinary citizens 
dissatisfied with how they perceived that foreigners continuously insulted, exploited 
and mistreated Indonesia;602 nationalism permeated the 2014 Presidential 
campaign.603 The major Presidential candidates, namely General Prabowo Subianto 
and the then Jakarta Governor Joko Widodo, focused their campaigns on nationalist 
themes, such as political sovereignty, economic independence and cultural 
renaissance. Economic, territorial and cultural nationalism emerged, as evidenced by 
public anger and media condemnation of other countries, such as Malaysia or 
Australia. Some of the rise in economic nationalism may reflect difficulties 
experienced by Indonesia in adjusting to the impact of the ASEAN-China FTA, as 
discussed above. From 2011 to 2014, total exports of Indonesia fell from USD203 
billion to USD176 billion. For the first time since 1962, Indonesia experienced a 
deficit in its trade balance in 2012.604 Marks asserts that controversies related to the 
ACFTA agreement have contributed to a rise in economic nationalism.605 Even 
though ACFTA may be mutually beneficial overall in economic terms, a significant 
rise in imports, especially of manufactured goods, has put pressure on certain 
industries, which in turn put pressure on their politicians.606 
How has this rising nationalism affected Indonesia’s role in ASEAN? Some 
have detected a shift in the focus of Widodo and Foreign Minister Retno Marsudi, 
towards advancing Indonesia’s bilateral relations for the benefit of the Indonesian 
people.607 In discussing ASEAN with journalists in 2016, for example, President 
Widodo stated that economic cooperation was critical, but also emphasised that 
                                                 
602  Edward Aspinall, 'The New Nationalism in Indonesia' (2016) 3(1) Asia & The 
Pacific Policy Studies, 72, 73. 
603   Ibid. 
604  Dr Mari Pangestu, ‘Fifty Years of Trade Policy in Indonesia: New World Trade, 
Old Treatments’ (2015) 51(2) Bulletin of Indonesian Economic Studies 239. 
605  See Marks, above n 538.  
606  Ibid. 
607  See Poole, above n 595.  
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economic cooperation has to benefit the people and provide welfare.608 While 
promoting Indonesian economic growth is one of President Widodo’s main goals, 
many within the government do not regard ASEAN as an effective avenue to 
facilitate trade arrangements.609 In addition, if ASEAN was once the cornerstone of 
Indonesia’s foreign policy, this appears no longer true, as emanating from The 
Economist's interview with Dr Rizal Sukma, one of President Joko Widodo's closets 
aide who served as Indonesian Ambassador to the United Kingdom of Great Britain 
in London since 2016.610 Unlike Yudhoyono, Widodo and his government have not 
made a major statement pushing for ASEAN to be more engaged in global affairs.611 
When Widodo chose China for his first foreign visit as president, he broke a tradition 
whereby the new Indonesian presidents would visit fellow ASEAN Member States. 
This suggests Indonesia is keen on developing closer relations with countries 
outside ASEAN. 
 
 A shift in focus inward and away from ASEAN and international institutions is 
also reflected in Indonesia’s trade policies. One way to understand the attitude of the 
current Indonesian government towards trade policy is that President Widodo sees 
trade policy through a domestic and political lens. Such a view has been expressed 
by Dr Mari Pangestu, a renowned Economist and also former Trade Minister in the 
Yudhoyono era.612 Some evidence for this view may also be found in the fact that 
                                                 
608  Tama Salim, ASEAN Must Open Up: Jokowi (26 April 2016) The Jakarta Post 
(online), < http://annx.asianews.network/content/asean-must-open-jokowi-15429>. 
609  See Poole, above n 595.  
610  The Economist , Indonesia’s Foreign Policy: A Thousand Jilted Friends (2 May 
2015) The Economist (online) <http://www.economist.com/news/asia/21650173-new-
president-charts-markedly-different-course-thousand-jilted-friends>. Dr Rizal Sukma is 
regarded as one of President Joko Widodo’s foreign policy advisor. Since 2016, Dr 
Sukma served as Indonesian Ambassador to the UK in London. 
611  Contrast this with a trade minister under the previous Yudhoyono government 
who, when delivering his speech representing Indonesian President as Chair of 
ASEAN before the United Nations Security Council in 2011, Natalegawa expressed 
Indonesia’s aspiration for “ASEAN as net contributor to the solution of many of the 
world’s problems”: Statement by Dr Marty Natalegawa, Indonesian Foreign Minister, 
as Chair of ASEAN before the United Nations Security Council, New York, 14 
February 2011 <http://asean.org/?static_post=statement-by-he-dr-rm-marty-m-natalegawa-
indonesian-foreign-minister-chair-of-asean-before-the-unsc#? 
612  See, above n 604. Minister Pangestu warned that “trade policy is becoming 
more political” and seen as a tool to win the hearts of the people. 
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Ministers have been prepared to adopt protectionism measures to respond to 
domestic political pressures. Widodo’s first trade minister, Mr Rachmat Gobel, 
introduced several protective measures during his 10 months tenure including the 
Batik and textile with Batik pattern imports restrictions, as noted earlier.613 Mr 
Gobel’s replacement, Thomas Lembong, was seen as someone who return 
Indonesia’s position in the global trading system, although he did retain certain 
protectionist measures, including the Batik measures. After 11 months, Minister 
Lembong was replaced by Minister Enggartiasto Lukita. Price stability in relation to 
food has been the main priority for Ministry of Trade under Lukita. Mr Enggartiasto 
Lukita is an active politician whose party backs the President’s party, but who has 
little trade policy experience or expertise. 614  
 
The fact that trade policy has been tied up with domestic political considerations is 
also reflected in political instability in the trade ministry. The period since the election 
of President Widodo in 2014 has seen three different trade ministers. The constant 
change at the Ministerial level has affected trade policy, and leadership of the 
Ministry of Trade. As mentioned in chapter V, First Echelon officials, including 
Directors General, Secretaries General and Inspectors General are civil servants 
who implement policies as directed by the Minister. Most of these high level officers 
were recruited based on merit system, and it is against the law in Indonesia for civil 
servants to publicly announce his or her affiliation with political parties. But 
Pramusinto argues that there are those who were promoted due to their close 
political affiliations to ruling party,615 pointing out that in practice many high-level 
officers assist political parties, even when they do so privately. 
 
                                                 
613  See Chapter II on The Importance of Batik to Indonesians. 
614 Rendi A Witular, Jokowi’s trade policy: What a mess (4 August 2016) The 
Jakarta Post < http://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2016/08/04/jokowi-s-trade-policy-what-
a-mess.html> 
615  Prasuminto gives several specific examples where career public servants 
have been appointed to executive roles or seconded as advisors to the President: 
Agus Pramusinto, ‘Weak central authority and fragmented bureaucracy: a study of 
policy implementation in Indonesia’ in Jon St Quah (ed) The Role of the Public 
Bureaucracy in Policy Implementation in Five ASEAN Countries (Cambridge 
University Press, 2016). 
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When the Trade Minister changes annually, it is difficult for his staff in the 
Ministry to implement consistent policies. Some policies from the predecessors 
perhaps may be followed up by successors, but many are terminated. The Trade 
Ministry is also represented by 34 Regional Offices in all provinces in Indonesia and 
Commercial Attache and Trade Representative in the world comprising in 44 capitals 
and trading cities in the world.616 It would be an illusion, perhaps, to think that these 
officers in the regional offices scattered in Indonesia and abroad could perform their 
jobs well in presenting Indonesia to potential trading partners if the trade policy 
undergoes continuous change. 
 
In summary, it appears that the Indonesian government at the moment is not 
focused on ASEAN, and sees trade policy largely through a domestic political lens. 
There has been a degree of incoherence in trade policy-making, resulting from high 
turnover at the Ministerial level. I turn now to consider how this is reflected in 
Indonesian responses to, and preparations for, the AEC. 
 
6. 5. 3. Indonesia’s role in, and preparations for, AEC 
 
The previous section discussed a shift away from ASEAN as the core of 
Indonesia’s foreign policy, and noted the way that the Indonesian government has 
shifted its focus towards domestic policy, particularly since 2014. One result has 
been a willingness to adopt measures that restrict trade in response to domestic 
political demands. Earlier in this chapter, too, I described a shift within ASEAN, with 
the ASEAN leadership group expressing an aspiration, at least, that ASEAN will 
develop towards an ASEAN Community, which promotes not only regional stability, 
but also free trade and economic integration. How has this impacted on Indonesia’s 
attitudes towards, and preparations for, the AEC? 
 
                                                 
616  The Homepage of Ministry of Trade of the Republic of Indonesia, ‘Trade 
Representatives’ <http://www.kemendag.go.id/id/trade-representatives/trade-attache-and-
indonesia-trade-promotion-center-itpc>. 
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Indonesia took a number of early steps in apparent preparation for the AEC in 
the period 2008-2011.617 Despite Indonesia being concerned to demonstrate its 
commitment to implementing AEC,618 however, setbacks at both domestic and 
international levels have hindered the application of AEC. At the domestic level, 
major parts of the Indonesian economy are simply not prepared for AEC, and 
business players have only awakened late to its impact.619 The majority of 
Indonesian businesses were not consulted in the lead-up to ASEAN’s agreement to 
move towards an AEC. ASEAN has a state-corporatist arrangement: very limited 
participation for private sector/civil society in decision-making, by selected groups 
and strongly controlled by the state.620 The ASEAN-Businesss Advisory Council, for 
example, represents a mere 1 per cent of Indonesia’s business establishments.621 
Furthermore, ‘the concerns and interests of Indonesian MSMEs played virtually no 
role at the time of the decision on AEC, nor when the details were mapped out.’622 
Lip service was paid to SME interests, but little was done to get Indonesian (or 
ASEAN) MSMEs into a position where they could, consistent with the ASEAN 
Strategic Action Plan for SME Development, 2010-2015, ‘be world-class enterprises, 
capable of integrating into the regional and global supply chains’.623 
                                                 
617  In this connection, Indonesian government enacted Indonesian Presidential 
Instruction Number 5/2008 on Focus of Economic Programme 2008-2009 in 
2008: Instruksi Presiden No 5/2008 tentang Fokus Program Ekonomi 2008-2009 
[Indonesian Presidential Instruction Number 5/2008 on Focus of Economic 
Programme 2008-2009]. One of the aims that the Presidential Instruction was 
enacted is to thoroughly prepare and implement Indonesia’s commitment in 
ASEAN Economic Community <www.bpkp.go.id/uu/filedownload/7/24/37.bpkp>. 
Presidential Instruction (Inpres) No. 11/2011 also sought to implement the AEC 
blueprint in preparing for ASEAN free trade: Instruksi Presiden No 11/2011 
tentang Pelaksanaan Komitmen Cetak Biru Masyarakat Ekonomi ASEAN Tahun 
2011 [Indonesian Presidential Instruction Number 11/2011 on Implementation of 
Commitment on Blue Print of ASEAN Economic Community in 2011]. 
618  See Jones, above n 548. 
619  Rüland, 'Why (most) Indonesian businesses fear the ASEAN Economic 
Community: struggline with Southeast Asia’s regional corporatism' (2016) 37(6) Third 
World Quarterly 1130-1145, 1130. 
620  Ibid, 1145. 
621  Ibid, 1140. 
622  Ibid, 1135. 
623  Ibid, 1135, citing ASEAN Strategic Action Plan for SME Development 2010-
2015, “Mission and Objective”, 4. 
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It is not clear why MSMEs were not asked to participate more in the 
discussions which preceded ASEAN’s agreement to implement an AEC, particularly 
as MSMEs play active role in all ASEAN Member States’ economies. In Indonesia 
alone, as I explained earlier in the chapter on Indonesian Batik, while there are 
several major Batik industries, most of Batik traders and makers are qualified as 
MSMEs. The textile industry, including Batik, is driven by Micro, Small and Medium 
Enterprises (MSMEs). In 2010, MSMEs contributed IDR175.894.9 billion (15.81 per 
cent) to national export performance to national export performance;624 and in 2011, 
IDR187.441.82 billion (16.44 per cent). Handicrafts (30 per cent of national export 
performance) and fashion and accessories (29 per cent), Batik in particular, are 
flagship export products for MSMEs, while the remaining products are furniture (27 
per cent), food and beverages (10 per cent), and health and beauty products (4 per 
cent).625 By contrast, the contributions of major companies is around 0.1 per cent 
from all industries in Indonesia, which is a stark different than the contribution of 
MSMEs. 
 
In 2015, Trade Minister Gobel urged all stakeholders to help with compliance 
with the AEC and to formulate Indonesia’s strategic plans and steps post 2015.626 
The government, he said, could not do this alone; rather, ASEAN economic 
integration could only be achieved when all Ministries/Agencies and related 
stakeholders work together to enahance other important programs such as 
infrastructure, logistics, transportation and permit facilitation. Gobel’s statement 
suggests a lack of coordination in Indonesia’s response to preparations for the AEC. 
In Chapter 5 I described the lack of clarity around the division of responsibilities of 
                                                 
624  Zoel Hutabarat, Evo Sampetua Hariandja, 'Absorptive Capacity of Textile 
Home Industries in Kiaracondong Village – Bandung, Facing the ASEAN Economic 
Community 2016' (Paper presented at International Conference on 
Entrepreneurship, 17 March 2016) 945. 
625  Ibid. 
626  Kementerian Perdagangan RI [The Trade Ministry of the Republic of 
Indonesia], AEC Council Meeting ke-13 Mendag: AEC Scorecard Sudah Capai 
90.5% [AEC 13th Council Meeting, Trade Minister: AEC Scorecard Has Achieved 
90.5%] (2015). 
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the various Governmental Ministries and Agencies in addressing Batik. Parallels can 
be drawn with how the Indonesian government has addressed the AEC.  
 
In addition, Indonesia might say that it promotes regional integration, but 
implementation of the AEC has not matched this rhetoric.627 Throughout 2015, for 
example, the Indonesian government issued policies on AEC which have been 
described as ‘predominantly protectionist’.628 Some of these seem to have been 
issued at the behest of the private sector and the Chamber of Commerce.629 In July 
2015, for example, import tariffs for various products ranging from food to automobile 
parts were increased; and the government also introduced certain non-tariff barriers 
in response to local industry demands.630 This may be an understandable response 
in the context of increased imports and declining terms of trade, but it does pose 
challenges for Indonesia’s role within ASEAN and the move towards the AEC.631 
 
In 2016, the Indonesian government took several steps to implement the AEC 
which reflect a domestic focus. First, the Aku Cinta Indonesia (I love Indonesia) 
program as a national branding campaign encouraging the consumption of domestic 
products including garments, accessories, entertainment and tourism.  Second, the 
strengthening of the micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs) segment. 
Promoting ambition, production efficiency and effective management, supporting 
market absorption of local MSMEs products as well as creating conducive business 
conditions, buoy entrepreneurial activity in the segment. Third, capacity and quality 
                                                 
627  See Poole, above n 595 and Heiduk, above n 590. 
628  See Heiduk, above n 590. 
629  See also Renuka Mahadevan; Anda Nugroho; and Hidayat Amir, ‘Do inward 
looking trade policies affect poverty and income inequality? Evidence from 
Indonesia's recent wave of rising protectionism’ (2017) 62 Economic Modelling 23-
34. 
630  See Heiduk, above n 590. 
631  See eg Negara, noting that ‘Initially, hope was great that Indonesia as the 
biggest member of ASEAN would play a leadership role as the region geared up for 
the ASEAN Economic Community … Alas, according to the Global Trade Alert 
(GTA) report, Indonesia is among the worst ‘offenders’ for increasing protection 
since the global financial crisis. The report calculates that Indonesia has introduced 
195 non-tariff protectionist measures since 2009’: Negara at 10 citing Simon J 
Evenett, The Global Trade Disorder: The 16th GTA Report (London: CEPR Press, 
2014). 
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improvements of infrastructures, including land, sea and air transportation, 
communication and information systems as well as energy supply. Fourth, the 
improvement of human resources through education. Fifth, organizational and 
administrative reform as stipulated in the 2012-2025 national strategy to prevent and 
eradicate corruption. 
 
6.5.4. A SHIFT TO PROTECTIONISM? AEC PROVISION VS INDONESIAN PROTECTIONIST 
REGULATION ON BATIK  
 
In the previous section I argued that Indonesia had taken a number of steps 
since 2014 that are at least arguably inconsistent with the norms of the AEC, even if 
they could be defended legally. In this section, I want to examine one in particular, 
relating to Batik. This example (which has been mentioned previously in this thesis) 
suggests that in the area of Batik in particular Indonesia has faced, and will face, 
pressure to depart from free trade norms. 
 
The Indonesian textile industry has been particularly affected by the ACFTA, 
with a significant rise in imports in the period since that agreement came into force in 
2010. The response in this particular context, too, has been to reach for classic 
protections against imports. Thus one measure introduced in 2015 was an import 
restriction applicable to Batik and textile with Batik patterns.632 In introducing Trade 
Minister Regulation Number 53/M-DAG/PER/7/2015 on Imports of Batik textile, 
Textile with Batik Patterns and Textile Products, Minister Gobel stressed that 
Indonesian-crafted Batik must be protected from imported fabrics, and that Batik 
must be the prime focus in its own home.633 
 
When introducing the regulation, Minister Gobel underscored that it had been 
issued pursuant to the Trisakti policy mentioned above. But it was also a response to 
imports of foreign Batik and textile with Batik patterns worth USD87 million, mostly 
                                                 
632 Ridho Syukro, Indonesia Raises Non-Tariff Barrier to Protect Local Batik 
against Import (30 July 2015) Jakarta Globe (online) 
<http://jakartaglobe.beritasatu.com/business/indonesia-raises-non-tariff-barrier-protect-local-
Batik-imports/>. 
633  Ibid 
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from China and Malaysia in 2014: a 15 per cent rise from 2012 when Indonesia 
started to cut textile import duties under the ASEAN-China Free Trade Agreement 
(ACFTA).634 Under the ACFTA, Indonesia must reduce the textile import duty to 
between 0 and 5 per cent by 2018, from a maximum 20 percent in 2012. Current 
duties range from 0 to 15 per cent.635 Aside from China, Malaysia, a fellow member 
of ASEAN, is the main source of imported Batik patterned textiles into Indonesia.636 
The Trade Ministry’s press statement issued at the time the regulation was 
enacted notes the complaints of local producers concerned about a shrinking market 
share as cheaper fabrics from Malaysia and China flood the Indonesian market due 
to the ACFTA. Local producers had been unable to compete with cheap imported 
textile with Batik patterns due to a combination of problems, including ineffective 
bureaucracy, poor infrastructure, and rising wages.637 The regulation also specifies 
the ports in which the textiles could be transported by ships, including Belawan in 
Medan, North Sumatra; Tanjung Perak in Surabaya, East Java; Soekarno-Hatta in 
Makassar, South Sulawesi; and Soekarno-Hatta International Airport outside 
Jakarta. 
 
Gobel’s successor Thomas Lembong amended and re-numbered the 
Regulation as Trade Minister Regulation Number 86/M-DAG/PER/10/2015 on 
Imports of Batik textile, Textile with Batik pattern and textile products.638 The 
amendment removed a requirement that the Ministry of Industry and Ministry of 
Cooperatives and Small Medium Enterprises/SMEs provide a recommendation for 
potential importers prior to receiving their permit to import. Under the amendments, 
applicants must submit to the Minister of Trade, their General Importer identification 
number and Import Producer identification number to import Batik and/or Textiles 
with a Batik pattern. Thus, before submitting the application to receive an import 
permit, importers must apply for a General Importer identification number and Import 
                                                 
634  Ibid. 
635  Ibid. 
636  Ibid. 
637  Ibid. 
638  Above n 329.  
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Producer identification number. This creates an extended bureaucratic process for 
obtaining one permit to import.  
 
Trade Minister Regulation Number 86/M-DAG/PER/10/2015 on limitations of 
Batik imports is an example of the application of import quotas and quantity 
restrictions. The fact that the Minister Regulation was enacted in mid-2015 prior to 
the adoption of the ASEAN Vision 2025 and the AEC by November 2015 and the 
enactment of AEC in December 2015 implies that, while Indonesia is viewed by 
international community as a fully committed party of AEC, the Indonesian 
government is prepared to transgress AEC norms in relation to certain goods from 
Indonesia, such as Batik. 
 
According to Veri Anggrijono, Director for Imports from Indonesian Ministry of 
Trade, the Ministry issued permits to 74 Batik importers until June 2016.639 Mr 
Anggrijono stated that permits are granted after the Ministry verifies all required 
documents, including the applicant’s General Import Identity Number and Import 
Producer Identity Number. He noted that the Ministerial Regulation on Batik Imports 
seek to maintain the authenticity of Indonesian traditional Batik and the intellectual 
property rights of Indonesian Batik makers.640 When asked, however, if the 
Regulation was formulated after consultation with Directorate General for IP from 
Ministry of Law and Human Rights, Mr Anggrijono said that representatives from the 
Ministry for Industry and Ministry for Cooperatives and SMEs and other stakeholders 
were consulted,641 and when the Ministerial Regulation was amended only the 
Ministry of Trade and Coordinating Ministry for Economic Affairs were consulted.642 
The DG for IP was not invited: again showing the confusion around governance: if 
the regulation aimed to provide IP protection, the DG for IP might be expected to be 
consulted. In addition, the Ministerial Regulation on Batik Imports does not contain 
reference to Minister of Industry Regulation on the Batik Mark.643 In short, the 
                                                 
639  Interview with Veri Anggrijono (Director for Imports, Ministry of Trade of the 
Republic of Indonesia) (Jakarta, 15 September 2016). 
640  Ibid. 
641  Ibid. 
642  Ibid. 
643  Above n 401. 
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Ministerial Regulation is an evidence that there is a lack of coherence in Indonesia’s 
response to the AEC and in relation to Batik in particular.  
 
The three stated Ministerial Regulations are connected to each other as they 
address a common object of protection, namely Batik. However, the three 
Regulations were not designed to complement and strengthen each other. The 
failure of related laws to refer to each other is a common shortcoming in many areas 
of Indonesian law. 
 
6.6 Conclusion 
 
In summary, based on recent developments, Indonesia risks undermining its 
own role within ASEAN, and the broader regional aspirations reflected in the 
Blueprint for the ASEAN Community. Government responses focused on domestic 
political considerations are understandable, and could even reflect a deliberate 
political choice to turn inwards. Given the historical importance of the role of ASEAN 
in promoting regional stability, however, it is arguable that Indonesia would be well-
advised at least to explore whether there are tools available to promote the interests 
of Indonesian industry, including in particular the Batik-making industry, without 
undermining the norms of the AEC. 
 
Intellectual property rules, if framed to protect and promote local creative 
interests, have the potential to represent such a tool. The development of IP rules is 
consistent with the AEC Blueprint. In the AEC Community Blueprint 2015, IP is 
stated as an influential stimulus to cultural, intellectual and artistic creativity and their 
commercialisation within the jurisdiction of ASEAN.644 The AEC 2015 calls for 
actions on IP, including the full implementation of the ASEAN IPR Action Plan 2004-
2010 and the Work Plan for ASEAN on Copyright; establishment of an ASEAN 
online filing system; accession to the Madrid Protocol;645 consultation among law 
                                                 
644 The ASEAN Economic Community Blueprint 2015, Art 43 (2015) 19. 
645  The Protocol Relating to the Madrid Agreement Concerning the International 
Registration of Marks of 1891, adopted at Madrid, June 27, 1989, WIPO Doc. 
MM/DC/27 Rev. (1989); Madrid Agreement for the Repression of False or Deceptive 
Indications of Source on Goods of April 14, 1891, revised at Washington on June 2, 
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enforcement agencies on IPR; and promoting regional cooperation on Genetic 
Resources, Traditional Knowledge and Traditional Cultural Expression.646 Given the 
recognition, in the AEC Blueprint, of the importance of IP, it is likely that IP rules – 
even ones tailored to promote Indonesian creative interests – are less likely to be 
seen, within ASEAN institutions, as non-tariff barriers to trade than the measures 
that Indonesia has adopted to date, like import restrictions. 
 
Furthermore, in the area of formulating IP rules, Indonesia may have some 
flexibility. In his recent publication on AEC, Pelkmans claims that, in comparison to 
NAFTA or the European Union, the level of IP harmonisation and cooperation in the 
AEC is limited.647 There is a widespread perception that, while ASEAN holds 
discussions about IP, in reality there is little progress in implementation.648 In this 
environment, it is arguable that if Indonesia can find ways to legislate for IP rules that 
promote its local creative industries – including its Batik industries – it may be able to 
promote those industries without putting its role in ASEAN, or the ASEAN 
Community itself, at risk. I have already argued, however, that there are serious 
limitations in using copyright. Considering whether there is a better way to use IP to 
promote Batik is the task of the next chapter. 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                        
1911, at The Hague on November 6, 1925, at London on June 2, 1934, and at 
Lisbon on October 31, 1958, opened for signature 31 October 1958 , 828 UNTS 
11848 (entered into force 1 June 1963) ('Madrid Agreement'). See Sinaga, above n 
30, page 115: In 1935, the Dutch government declared that the Madrid Agreement 
was terminated in the East Indies on the basis that there was little use of registration 
of trademarks in the colony. Besides that, the system that was employed by the 
Madrid Agreement required substantial administrative efforts and was very costly to 
maintain.  
646  The ASEAN Economic Community Blueprint 2015, art 45 (i)-(v), 19-20. 
647  Jacques Pelkmans, The ASEAN Economic Community: A Conceptual 
Approach (Cambridge University Press, 2016) 170  
648  Natalie Rahhal, Managing Intellectual Property, How ASEAN Countries Rank 
for IP Protection (25 July 2016) <http://www.managingip.com/Article/3573054/How-
ASEAN-countries-rank-for-IP-protection.html>. 
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Chapter VII 
DEVELOPING A MODEL GEOGRAPHICAL INDICATION/GI LAW FOR BATIK IN 
INDONESIA 
 
7.1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In previous chapters, I have explained why it is important to Indonesians to protect 
Batik and Batik-making in Indonesia. It has been developed as a political tool and 
national icon, with the explicit goal of uniting a diverse mix of religious and ethnic 
groups. It also has cultural importance.649 The apparent importance of Batik along 
these multiple dimensions is not, however, reflected in effective legal protection for 
Batik in Indonesia. The previous chapter addressed an additional reason why 
specific action must be taken to protect and promote the making of Batik in 
Indonesia: Indonesia’s membership of the ASEAN Economic Community. As 
outlined in Chapter VI, as Indonesia becomes a more integral part of the ASEAN 
Economic Community, it is likely to see further increases in textile imports from other 
ASEAN members, which will put pressure on Indonesia’s local textile industry.  
 
Indonesia may therefore need to reconsider IP as a potential mechanism for Batik 
protection, as one of the few remaining tools that can be used consistent with a trade 
environment that is increasingly bound by restrictions on protectionist action. But 
Indonesians quite rightly view the Copyright Law – perhaps instinctively the most 
obviously relevant form of legal protection, which includes a specific legislative 
reference to Batik – as a poor mechanism for protecting Batik makers, with particular 
gaps in relation to traditional Batik designs crafted centuries ago which the 
government has been slow to address. 
 
In this chapter, I will examine the potential of another IP system that has been 
occasionally touted,650 and even used,651 as a model for the protection of traditional 
                                                 
649  Chapter III on Disputes on Indonesian Batik. 
650  Cerkia Bramley, Estelle Biénabe and Johann Kirsten, ‘The economics of 
geographical indications: towards a conceptual framework for geographical 
indication research in developing countries’ in World Intellectual Property 
Organization, The Economics of Intellectual Property: Suggestions for Further 
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crafts: Geographical Indications (GIs). GIs are, in essence, a kind of collective 
exclusive right in the use of a geographical term in relation to specific products, 
which can be recognised where the term has become associated with certain 
qualities or features of a product. GIs are of interest because they are more 
obviously tailored to the kind of centuries-old tradition which is at the root of Batik 
and its continued association with Indonesia. That Indonesia sees GIs as a 
potentially useful form of IP is supported by official statements: 
 
‘As an archipelago rich with knowledge, traditions and culture, and a tropical 
climate which produces a variety of goods with not insignificant economic 
potential, Indonesia should have a sufficient system for the protection of GIs. 
Through optimal protection for geographic indications it is hoped not only to 
conserve the environment, but also to maximise the empowerment of natural 
and human resources in the regions. Besides this, it is also hoped that the 
migration of potential workers from one region to urban centres can be 
prevented, with the creation/opening up of opportunities and fields of work to 
produce particular goods that are protected with geographic indications with 
not insignificant economic value in the region.’652 
 
GIs as they might be applied to handicrafts do not protect patterns as such: 
rather, they provide a form of protection closer to trade mark law – preventing use of 
geographical terms in association with certain kinds of products. They could aid in 
the differentiation of Indonesian atik according to its producing region and to ensure 
that consumers, first in Indonesia and perhaps later internationally, know exactly 
what they are getting and the origin of such products. However, as discussed below, 
the question of which region, and how large the relevant region ought to be, raises 
some interesting and difficult questions of legal design. 
 
                                                                                                                                                        
Research in Developing Countries and Countries with Economies in Transition 
(2009) 137 
651  Soumya Vinayan, ‘Implementation of the GI Act in the Handloom Sector’ 
(2012) 17(1) Journal of Intellectual Property Rights 58. 
652  Penjelasan Peraturan Pemerintah Nomor 51 Tahun 2007 tentang Indikasi 
Geografis [Elucidation to Government Regulation 51 of 2007 on Geographic 
Indications] (Indonesia). 
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Extending the GI system to address Traditional Cultural Expressions is 
relatively new for Indonesia. GIs have been formally available since the enactment of 
Law Number 17/2001 on Trade marks,653 which includes provisions on GIs. But this 
protection for GIs was initially only ‘on paper’. As mentioned earlier in this thesis, in 
Indonesia, the full application of a Law generally requires the enactment of an 
accompanying Government Regulation. With regard to GIs, it was not until 2007 that 
the Government released a Regulation to apply the Law, namely Government 
Regulation Number 51/2007 on Geographical Indications.654 Then in 2016, the 
Indonesian Parliament passed Law Number 20/2016 on Trade marks and 
Geographical Indications, an amended law which elevated the importance of GIs, not 
least by, for the first time, explicitly putting GIs in its title.655 
 
To date, GIs have been registered mostly to identify the specific origins of 
foods and beverages rather than traditional textiles or handicrafts: 48 current 
registrations apply to agricultural goods and wines/spirits. In very recent times, 
however, one wood carving,656 two local traditional textiles657 and one foreign 
traditional textile form have been registered as GIs.658 Registrations for Tunun 
Gringsing from Tenganan Village in Bali and Tenun Mandar from Mandar Village in 
West Sulawesi are discussed in this chapter. 
                                                 
653  Undang-Undang Nomor 15 Tahun 2001 tentang Merek [Law Number 15 of 
2001 on Trademark] (Indonesia). 
654  Peraturan Pemerintah Nomor 51 Tahun 2007 tentang Indikasi Geografis 
[Government Regulation Number 51 of 2007 on Geographical Indication] 
(Indonesia). 
655  Undang-Undang Nomor 20 Tahun 2016 tentang Merek dan Indikasi Geografis 
[Law Number 20 of 2016 of the Republic of Indonesia on Trademark and 
Geographical Indication] (Indonesia). 
656  Directorate General for Intellectual Property Rights/IPRs, Wood carving from 
Jepara, Central Java, GI Number IG.00.2007.000005 ID G 000000003 (28 April 
2010). 
657  Directorate General for Intellectual Property Rights/IPRs, Tunun (Woven) 
Gringsing from Gringsing Tenganan Village, Province of Bali, GI Number 
IG.00.2015.000015 ID G 000000046 (18 July 2016) and Tenun Sutra (Silk Woven) 
Mandar from Mandar city, Province of West Sulawesi, GI Number 
IG.00.2014.000001 ID G 000000047 (09 September 2016). 
658  Directorate General for Intellectual Property Rights/IPRs, Lamphun Brocade 
Thai Silk from Lamphun Provincial Administration, Thailand, GI Number 
IG.00.2015.000009 ID G 000000039 (22 February 2016). 
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Based on the analysis below regarding the application of GIs to traditional 
cultural expressions in other countries, both developed and developing, this chapter 
will consider the potential of GIs for Indonesian Batik. I discuss the available 
evidence regarding the application of GIs to handloom textiles in India (representing 
a developing country) and to Madeira embroidery from Portugal (representing 
developed country). The final part of this chapter identifies whether it is possible to 
set up an effective GI mechanism for Indonesian Batik, and elements relevant to 
designing such a mechanism, including the scope, type, term and cost of protection, 
as well as institutional issues such as where responsibility for administering and 
managing GIs could lie. I argue that a GI system is theoretically a viable mechanism 
as one element of a ‘toolkit’ to protect traditional cultural expressions, but that 
considerable challenges lie ahead in making them work. 
 
7.2. Geographical Indications 
 
7.2.1. What are GIs and why they are relevant? 
 
GIs are a form of intellectual property protection that limits the use of certain 
registered geographical terms, for particular products, restricting use of such terms 
only to producers located within a particular region. GIs are premised on the idea 
that there is economic value in the reputation for certain qualities possessed by 
products that originate in certain geographical locations, and that producers from 
other regions ought not to be able to misappropriate or dilute that value by using the 
same geographical term on products not originating in that region.659 GI right-holders 
can apply the indication to their own products and prevent its use by a third party 
whose creations do not come from the relevant geographical location. If, for 
example, ‘Indonesian Batik’ was recognised as a GI, then cloth not created within the 
jurisdiction of Indonesia, or cloth produced in Indonesia but not in accordance with 
any requirements set out in the documentation supporting the GI registration, could 
not legally be called Indonesian Batik. Notably, recognition of a GI does not create 
                                                 
659  Dev S Gangjee, ‘From Geography to History: Geographical Indications and 
the Reputational Link’, in Irene Calboli and Ng-Loy, W L (eds), Geographical 
Indications at the Crossroads of Trade, Development, and Culture in the Asia-Pacific 
(Cambridge University Press, 2017). 
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exclusivity in the product itself. If ‘Champagne’ is recognised as a GI, this does not 
prevent the production, or sale, of sparkling wine made using the Méthode 
Champenoise: merely the labelling of such a product as ‘champagne’ or 
‘champagne-like’.660 GIs are analogous to trade marks, in the sense that they can 
subsist indefinitely, for so long as they continue to be used. 
 
Although GI protection has historically been associated with Europe, there 
has been a significant push in recent times for more use of GIs in developing 
countries.661 Some literature has emphasised the potential benefits of GIs for 
developing countries,662 including indirectly via the tourist market.663 GIs have been 
seen as particularly appropriate for the promotion of traditional knowledge or crafts, 
in part due to their emphasis on authenticity, and in part because they are 
communally owned and managed.664 
                                                 
660  TRIPS, Article 23(1). 
661  Antons, n 42, 485. 
662  Graham Dutfield, ‘Geographical Indications and Agricultural Community 
Development: Is the European Model Appropriate for Developing Countries?’ in 
Charles Lawson and Jay Sanderson (eds), The Intellectual Property and Food 
Project: From Rewarding Innovation and Creation to Feeding the World (Routledge, 
2013); Sarah Bowen, ‘Development from Within? The Potential for Geographical 
Indications in the Global South’ (2010) 13(2) Journal of World Intellectual Property 
233-252, 231; Dev S. Gangjee, ‘Geographical Indications and Cultural Heritage’ 
(2012) 4(1) WIPO Journal 92; Nicole Aylwin, and Rosemary Coombe, ‘Marks 
Indicating Conditions of Origin in Rights-Based Sustainable Development’ (2014) 
47(3) UC Davis Law Review 753-786. 
663  Kasturi Das, ‘Prospects and Challenges of Geographical Indications in India’ 
(2010) 13(2) Journal of World Intellectual Property 148. 
664  Ibid; see also Gopalakrishnan, N S, Nair, P S and Babu, A K (2007) ‘Exploring 
the Relationship between GIs and TK: An Analysis of the Legal Tools for the 
Protection of GIs in Asia’, (Working Paper, August 2007) ICTSD Programme on 
Intellectual Property Rights and Sustainable Development, International Centre for 
Trade and Sustainable Development, Geneva, Switzerland; Martens, P, ‘Can 
Traditional Knowledge Owners and Producers in Developing Countries Use 
Geographical Indications for Protection and Economic Development Gain?’ (Paper 
presented at Society of International Economic Law (SIEL), 3rd Biennial Global 
Conference, Singapore, 12–14 July, 2012); Broude, T, ‘Taking “Trade and Culture” 
Seriously: Geographical Indications and Cultural Protection in WTO Law’ (2005) 
26(4) University of Pennsylvania Journal of International Law 623–692. 
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GIs have been recognised in international law as a form of IP since the Paris 
Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property in 1883,665 the Madrid Agreement 
for the Repression of False or Deceptive Indications of Source on Goods in 1891,666 
and the Lisbon Agreement for the Protection of Appellations of Origin and their 
International Registration in 1958.667 Despite this fact, it is important to recognise 
that there is no broad international consensus on what a GI law looks like: no 
international consensus about the minimum standards for protection, nor the criteria 
nor scope for protection,668 nor even whether a sui generis system is needed (as 
opposed to providing protection via the trade mark system). GI systems vary across 
the world: in some systems (such as French appellation d'origine contrôlée (AOC) 
system) there has traditionally been a very strong focus on the influence of features 
of natural geography on the quality of the resulting product (although, as Marie-
Vivien notes, this is changing).669 
 
The recognition and appropriate scope of GI protection has been a source of 
contentious debate among countries in trade negotiations. Europe has been 
particularly emphatic in its desire to see other countries adopt GI systems,670 in 
                                                 
665 The Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property, art 1(2) . The 
Paris Convention, opened for signature 20 March 1883, last amended on 14 July 
1967.  
666  The Madrid Agreement for the Repression of False or Deceptive Indications of 
Source on Goods opened for signature 14 April 1891. 
667  The Lisbon Agreement for the Protection of Appellations of Origin and Their 
International Registrations opened for signature 31 October 1958. 
668  Brad Sherman and Leanne Wiseman, ‘From Terroir to Pangkarra: 
Geographical Indications of Origin and Indigenous Knowledge,’ in Dev Gangjee, 
Research Handbook on Intellectual Property and Geographical Indications (Elgar, 
2016) 487. 
669  Delphine Marie-Vivien, ‘Do Geographical Indications for Handicrafts Deserve a 
Special Regime? Insights from Worldwide Law and Practice’ in William Van 
Caenegem and Jean Cleary Jean (eds) The importance of place: geographical 
indications as a tool for local and regional development. Springer, 2017) 221-252. 
670  Maria Caecilia Mancini, et al, 'Geographical Indications and Transatlantic 
Trade Negotiations: Different US and EU Perspectives' (2006) Euro Choices 16(2) 
34-40. That article outlines the long-standing debates between the US and other 
post-colonial developed nations on the one hand, and the EU on the other, over 
whether geographical indications require sui generis systems of protection, or can be 
adequately protected via the trade mark system (in particular, collective trade 
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particular, sui generis systems along the lines seen in Europe,671 but notably, 
Indonesia along with other developing countries supported Turkey’s proposal in 1999 
to enlarge the protection of GI beyond wines and spirits, including to handicrafts.672 
This suggests that the Indonesian government, at least at that time, saw potential 
advantages for some of its industries. That the Indonesian government continues to 
see some potential for advantage is also clear from recent legislative developments, 
discussed further below. 
 
Differences in views regarding the appropriate legal protection are reflected in 
the text of the TRIPS Agreement, which reflects a compromise. TRIPS art 23 
requires Members to provide protection for GIs for wine and spirits; art 24 requires 
Members to enter into negotiations ‘aimed at increasing the protection of individual 
geographic indications’ under Article 23.673 Article 24.3 obliges member states not to 
diminish legal protection provided to geographical indications in existence in the 
Member prior to the entry into force of WTO Agreement. A number of countries have 
subsequently argued for the extension of GI protection to other products beyond 
wine and spirits.674 The compromise is evident in Article 22 (1) of TRIPS, which 
defines Geographical Indications as follows: 
 
“Geographical indications are, for the purposes of this Agreement, indications 
which identify a good as originating in the territory of a Member, or a region or 
                                                                                                                                                        
marks). That debate is beyond the scope of this thesis: Indonesia has chosen to 
implement a sui generis system. 
671  Michael Blakeney, ‘The Pacific Solution: The European Union’s Intellectual 
Property Rights Activism in Australia’s and New Zealand’s Sphere of Influence,’ in 
Peter Drahos and Susy Frankel (eds), Indigenous Peoples’ Innovation: Intellectual 
Property Pathways to Development (ANU Press, 2012) 165-188. 
672  Michael Blakeney, 'TRIPS After the Doha Ministerial Declaration', in Christoph 
Antons, et al, Intellectual Property Harmonisation within ASEAN and APEC (Aspen, 
2004) 14. 
673  Ibid. 
674  Michael Handler, ‘Rethinking GI Extension,’ in Dev S Gangjee ed., Research 
Handbook on Intellectual Property and Geographical Indications  6. 
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locality in that territory, where a given quality, reputation or other characteristic 
of the good is essentially attributable to its geographical origin.”675 
 
Several points can be made about this definition. First, ‘indications’ in this 
context refers to signs – generally, words, phrases, and/or pictorial symbols (such as 
logos). In order to function as a GI, such a sign must identify a product as originating 
in a given place. A GI is therefore usually a word or words that is also the name of a 
geographical location. It could also be a logo that contains a reference to a 
geographical location, or illustrates a feature or animal associated with a region.676 
 
Given that the gist of the definition is that certain product qualities depend on 
the geographical place of production, there must be a clear link between the product 
and its original place of production. GIs have historically been closely associated 
with the concept of terroir. This concept, which refers to features of the natural 
environment (soil, topography, climate etc), according to Marie-Vivien,677 is applied 
vigorously by European Union in determining eligibility of Geographical Indications 
for agricultural products and food products, including wines and spirits. GIs in Europe 
are based on the link between the agricultural products and food stuffs with the land 
or the soil, or other features of natural geography, such as climate or microclimate. In 
short, only products grown in a specific land or soil from a certain region of a country 
receive protection as Protected Designation of Origin in the EU, although the EU has 
also developed a second form of protection, the Protected Geographical Indication, 
which requires only a weaker link with geography.678 
                                                 
675  Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights, Including 
Trade in Counterfeit Goods (TRIPs), Article 22 (1). 
676  Although there are examples of GIs which incorporate pictures as well as 
words: one example would be the image of the rooster used to indicate wine from 
the Chianti region in Italy in above n 44.  
677  Delphine Marie-Vivien, 'Do Geographical Indications for Handicrafts Deserve a 
Special Regime? Insights from Worldwide Law and Practice' in William van 
Caenegem, Jean Cleary (eds), The Importance of Place: Geographical Indications 
as a Tool for Local and Regional Development (Springer International Publishing, 
2017) 222. 
678  Ibid; Marie-Vivien et al, ‘Are French Geographical Indications Losing their 
Soul? Analyzing Recent Developments in the Governance of the Link to the Origin in 
France’ (2015) 98(c) World Development 25-34. 
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The historical foundation for GIs is the notion that a product must establish a 
necessary link with the land or region of origin before receiving the GI protection. 
Gangjee notes that based on the notion of terroir, regional products are ‘uniquely 
anchored to specific places due to physical or geological influences’.679 Thus, at 
least according to traditional conceptions, products must be manufactured and made 
in a specific region.680 Under the more strict GI regimes, use of a GI where any part 
of the production of goods has occurred outside of the specific region may therefore 
be unauthorised and illegal. The concept of terroir can be quite a rigid one which 
exclusively builds upon the idea of the link between soil and land, including climate, 
weather and other pertinent natural factors to the products. Gangjee, however, notes 
that over time, the concept has developed to meet the current age’s argument that 
natural factors alone are not sufficient to ensure the quality of such product, as 
human skill is also influential.681 This is seen more particularly in the examples of 
Champagne and Camembert.682 Even Irene Calboli, expert on geographical 
indications, and one who has argued for a return to a more purist basis for GIs, 
agrees that the French terroir concept goes beyond a deep link to the land on or in 
which the products originate including the actual geological, meteorological and 
other factors; it also includes the unique qualities derived from human factors.683 
 
TRIPs, according to Calboli and Gangjee, describes GI protection in a more 
general way, less strictly tied to terroir, as a result of compromises during 
negotiations. One example is the inclusion of an ambiguous term ‘geographical 
origin’ in Article 22(1). Clearly there is disagreement among developed and 
developing countries regarding terminology and because of that there is no 
reference to ‘natural’ factors or climate or soil. A high quality product generally is 
linked with technique: traditional methods of production applied by craftspeople; thus 
generally a craft is more influenced by human, cultural or social surroundings rather 
                                                 
679  Gangjee, above n 662. 
680  This traditional concept has been weakened in the laws in a number of 
countries and that Irene Calboli is one of the scholars who have written extensively 
on this matter. 
681  Gangjee, above n 662.  
682  Ibid. 
683  Above n 44.  
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than natural or ecological factors.684 The wording of Article 22 opens the way for a 
broader scope of GI protection which (according to purists like Calboli) is against the 
very principle of GIs, namely to provide accurate identification of geographical 
origin.685 Gangjee highlights that GIs in TRIPs is a hybrid of the concept of essential 
terroir with the concept of ‘GI reputation’:686 that is, the notion that the excellence of 
the reputation associated with a particular geographical origin will increase the 
prestige of product and consequently the price. 
 
Today, GIs are most commonly applied to agricultural products, wines and 
spirits. But also, consistent with this broader TRIPS approach, and especially in the 
countries of the Global South, GIs are applied based on increasingly broader 
understandings of the basis for such protection, to industrial creations and 
handicrafts, including importantly, for present purposes, textiles such as embroidery 
from Madeira, Portugal and saree from Kerala, India.687 Nevertheless, it is worth 
noting that not all international instruments are so accommodating as TRIPS. The 
Lisbon Agreement, which has a smaller membership and which provides for a 
system of mutual recognition of GIs in Member States, is stricter, confining the scope 
of protection required by the agreement to: 
 
‘geographical name(s) of a country, region, or locality, which serve to 
designate a product originating therein, the quality and characteristics of 
which are due exclusively or essentially to the geographical environment, 
including natural and human factors’.688 
 
7. 2. 2. Current Arguments in support of, and against GIs as a mechanism for 
handicraft protection 
 
                                                 
684  Ibid. 
685  Ibid 67. 
686  See Gangjee, above n 38.  
687  Ibid.  
688  Lisbon Agreement for the Protection of Appellations of Origin and Their 
International Registrations of October 31, 1958, Article 2(1). 
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As noted earlier, GI laws derived from the idea of terroir: that a specific good 
could be produced retaining high quality due to natural or geographical features of 
the region producing the relevant product. In the words of Justin Hughes, ‘the 
product’s quality comes with the territory’.689 Irene Calboli also defends the ‘territory’ 
perspective by stating the undeniable role of ‘geographical origin’ in determining GI 
protection. To borrow Calboli’s words, ‘geography … is the only reason to grant GI 
protection’.690 Strict approaches to geography are a challenge to the attempt to 
extend GI protection to handicrafts, which in some cases (although perhaps not all) 
depend far more on human than environmental factors. 
 
Marie-Vivien on the other hand has been particularly emphatic in arguing that 
GI protection has to be based upon not only natural factors but also human 
factors.691 She argues that the know-how that leads to a creation of product, 
including the products of handicraft, is influenced by the surroundings in which 
production occurs, including both elements of nature and human interaction.692 
Traditional designs and drawings, along with the know-how involved in making an 
object, assembling it and treating the raw material, are, according to Marie-Vivien, an 
appropriate alternative foundation for GI recognition. This is why human factors are 
becoming more and more relevant in the GI protection. 
 
As noted above, there is some support for the broader view that takes into 
account human factors in TRIPS. According to Dev Gangjee, TRIPs represents a 
compromise among the member states. He assesses that TRIPs has “clear traces” 
of a collision of “geography” and “reputation”, along with provisions of Unfair 
Competition Law. This view is nevertheless controversial. The more reliance is 
placed on human factors and know-how, the harder it could potentially become to 
establish the necessary geographical link, because people (and their know-how) can 
potentially move from regions to cities or from country to country. On the other hand, 
to the extent that know-how and culture is embedded in social relationships, such 
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movement may be less possible: there may be validity in the link between quality 
and geography. In other words, it could be argued that using GIs for handicrafts is 
trying to squeeze a square peg into a round hole, namely trying to squeeze a form of 
protection for traditional cultural expression from a system designed with agricultural 
goods in mind. 
 
Empirical studies of localised craft traditions, like that of Basole around the 
woven saris of Banaras, support the argument that geography and human factors 
can be strongly linked in the context of artisanal crafts.693 Another potential issue is 
that the techniques used to make handicrafts change over time as new technologies 
are adopted. Basole argues that a risk in the application of GI approaches to 
handicraft is the ‘freezing’ of culture.694 
 
Batik illustrates the potential arguments for and against recognising GIs based 
on features of natural geography, and a system based more on human factors 
and/or reputation. Batik also brings Basole’s concerns around evolution of production 
techniques into sharp relief. Batik cloths are produced in various provinces in 
Indonesia. There are specific patterns and designs that are strongly, but not 
exclusively, associated with certain provinces or cities: people have moved, and 
have taken their designs with them. Until the early 20th century, Batik was made 
using natural dyes, the colours of which were largely dependent on local ingredients 
and exotic items such as cassava and even shredded chicken. Natural water from 
the local springs also helped determine Batik colourings.695 These days, however, 
techniques have evolved: Batik colourings are largely made with synthetic dye.696 
(There are a handful of special customers who like to order Batik with vegetable 
dyes but this increases the price of Batik cloth significantly).697 Thus, the Batik-
                                                 
693  Amit Basole, ‘Authenticity, Innovation and the Geographical Indication in an 
Artisanal Industry: The case of the Banarasi Sari’ (2015) 18 Journal of World 
Intellectual Property 127-149. 
694  Ibid. 
695  See Gittinger, above n 48.  
696  Ibid 120. 
697  Interview with Mrs Liem Poo Hien (Batik designer and owner, Liem Ping Wie) 
and Mr Fatkhul Huda (Entrepreneur Batik Famoli) (Pekalongan, 2 September 2014). 
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making community values more highly the patterns or designs of Batik as well as the 
traditional handcraft skills and know-how, rather than the soil or water in the village, 
locality, city or province. To confine GI protection only to products whose qualities 
depend on features of natural geography would be to penalise producers for the 
adoption of modern technology. I will return to this point further below. 
 
The arguments against GI protection are not just conceptual, they are also 
practical. Thus, in considering whether GIs for handicrafts are a good idea, it must 
be argued whether handicrafts ‘fit’ the concept of GIs, but whether GIs offer any real 
benefits. There is an element of national pride in gaining recognition for a GI, and in 
incorporating a GI logo on a product.698 Ultimately, however, the justification for 
attaching GIs to handicrafts must be that use of a GI will increase returns to 
producers and hence support the industry, including by providing a future within the 
industry that is attractive to younger generations and thus ensuring that know-how 
and traditions are passed on. Representatives from developing countries, including 
producers, are attracted to employ GI protection for their goods because they wish to 
increase the price immediately. However, there is significant debate in the literature 
over whether GI protection does in fact lead to the creation of price premium to the 
goods.699 GIs are premised on the idea that a good marked with a GI will attract a 
premium price, and hence greater returns to the local producers. Irene Calboli, 
among others, has demonstrated that GI protection by itself does not necessarily 
lead to commercial benefits or an increase in reputation.700 Further actions are 
needed to make a good reputation become well known, including potentially costly 
promotion and marketing. In most cases, a premium price will only be attracted if the 
goods are reliably of higher quality,701 or at least, if consumers believe they are of 
higher quality. 
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699  Above n 684. 
700  Irene Calboli, 'Geographical Indications between Trade, Development, Culture 
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The 2016 report from United Nations Economic Commission on Africa 
(UNECA) confirms that ‘increased geographical indication protection does not itself 
guarantee better market access unless quality is assured by, for example, producers’ 
complying with importing countries’ sanitary, phyto-sanitary and other quality 
regulations’.702 Such comments underline the need, in considering whether GI 
protection is useful, to consider the institutional systems which would underpin such 
protection, and whether sufficient resources are available to ensure the quality of GI-
labelled goods and the marketing efforts necessary to communicate that quality to a 
broader audience. 
 
7.2.3. Examples of GI for Handicraft 
 
In considering whether GIs are appropriate for the promotion of Indonesian 
Batik, one possible source of information lies in the application of GI protection to 
textiles in other countries. In this part, I outline the evidence available regarding the 
use of GIs for textiles as applied in one developed and one developing country. I 
begin with the GI protection for embroidery in Madeira, Portugal. Portugal, a member 
state of the European Union, has a long history of GI protection, not just on their 
widely acknowledged wine and spirits but also textiles such as lace. Next, I consider 
the use of GI protection for hand-loom textile in India. Similar to Indonesia, India is a 
developing country which is endowed with various agricultural and non-agricultural 
products, including internationally famous hand-crafted textiles. In the following two 
parts, I consider what lessons Indonesia can learn from these countries, by looking 
at existing independent studies. 
 
7.2.3.1. GI Protection for Embroidery of Madeira (Bordado da Madeira) in 
Portugal 
 
Hand-crafted in Portugal, the ‘Bordado da Madeira’ or Embroidery of Madeira 
has taken the name of the island where it was originated. According to a report by 
Insight Consulting, commissioned by the European Commission, there is evidence 
                                                 
702  United Nations Economic Commission on Africa (UNECA), Innovation, 
Competitiveness and Regional Integration (2016) 68 
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that this form of embroidery dates back to the end of the 16th century, when it was 
first crafted by local noblewomen.703 However, Madeiran embroidery gained fame 
after exports reached England in the 19th century. In 1851, the Madeira embroidery 
was shown at an exhibition in London.704 Soon after, the embroidery was exported to 
other European countries, even as far as Australia. Currently, the main export 
destination for the embroidery is US, Italy and England.705 
 
The size of the industry is a matter of dispute. According to one estimate, 
there are approximately 30 companies producing the embroidery in the region of 
Madeira and Porto Santo Islands in Portugal,706 and these companies employ 4,500 
embroiderers.707 By contrast, the EU estimates that there are 27 producers which 
are categorized as Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) and 189 employees, 
which in 2007, produced 8,918.725 kg of Madeira embroidery, worth Euro 
2,339,887.54.708 
 
Since 1947, Madeira embroidery has been protected as a GI.709 However, 
despite having a long history, the GI has not been well developed. This is largely 
because the GI registration in 1947 did not include any description of product 
specification or a control system.710 Insight’s Consulting Report does not identify 
what in particular about Madeira embroidery is recognised via GI protection. The 
report is unclear whether the GI specification identifies certain production 
techniques, or particular patterns as being essential for Madeira embroidery. 
                                                 
703  Insight Consulting and Directorate General for Trade of the European 
Commission, Study on the Protection of Geographical Indications for Products other 
than Wines, Spirits, Agricultural Products or Foodstuffs (November 2009) 66. 
704  History of Bordado Madeira, Official Homepage of Bordado Madeira 
<http://www.bordadomadeira.pt/madeira-embroidery-and-its-history/menu-id-32.html>. 
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embroiderer-/menu-id-34.html>. 
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The relevant industry association has a range of legal tools at its disposal 
beyond the GI. Madeira embroidery is also protected through a collective trademark 
with an indication of source, which is owned by The Madeira Institute of Wine, 
Embroidery and Handicrafts (MIWEH).711 This Institute is the responsible body that 
provides for quality control of Madeira embroideries. After conducting what are said 
to be strict audits of a producer, the Institute will provide a guarantee mark or stamp 
to the embroidery. The aim of this mark or stamp is to ensure the quality and 
originality of the product. Abroad, the Madeira embroidery is protected through the 
registration of this collective trademark in US, Italy and Switzerland.712 Another legal 
avenue which is taken by the Madeira Institute to ensure the authenticity of Madeira 
embroideries is through unfair competition law.713 When a potential customer or 
customer is misled with the use of the name of Madeira which is attached in an 
embroidery which perhaps originate from other countries, then unfair competition law 
may be used to take action against such deceptive conduct.714 
 
The Insight report underlines the challenges faced by Madeira embroidery, 
owing to its high cost, as well as the special care required due to its delicate 
nature.715 The researchers found that producers of GI interviewed for the report were 
more interested in the GI sui generis system created at the EU level rather than a 
national one, because of the potential to ensure protection for the Madeira 
embroidery not just in Portugal, but also in the other 26 EU member states. Of 
course, this raises the question why a GI system at the EU level would be more 
                                                 
711  World Intellectual Property Organization, Inter-Governmental Committee on 
Intellectual Property and Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowledge and Folklore, 
Fifth Session, July 7-15 2003, Information on National Experiences with the 
Intellectual Property Protection of Traditional Knowledge Annex II page 16 
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effective than a national GI system, given that national protection has existed for 
almost 70 years and has never been used to enforce an infringement claim.716 
  
In summary, Europe’s own investigation of the case of Madeira embroidery 
does not provide objective evidence of the benefits of a GI system. 
 
7.2.3.2. GI Protection for Handloom Textile in India 
 
Like Indonesia, India is famous for its traditionally hand-woven textiles for 
centuries. There is a traditional textile uniquely associated with and crafted in almost 
each region in India such as Silk from Mysore, Patola and Mashru in Gujarat, amd 
Pashmina in Kashmir.717 Vinayan has written on Indian textiles and geographical 
indications, arguing that hand-woven textiles in India are influenced by both natural 
and human factors, such as the expertise of weavers and the processes employed. 
Vinayan argues that Indian handloom textiles is ‘a gold mine of GI protection’,718 due 
to its region-specific nature and human influences on weaving techniques and 
colouring processes.719 In other words, the price of Indian handloom textiles 
including saree could be increased double or even triple when it carries the Indian GI 
logo. 
 
After agriculture, the handloom industry is the second largest industry in India 
by employment. In India, the handloom industry contributes approximately 15 per 
cent of total cloth production. Soumya wrote in 2011 that, with regard to export 
handloom textiles accounted for more than USD260 million.720 Further, 87 per cent 
of the handloom industry is based in rural areas or villages, meaning that the 
industry is important in those regional/rural areas. As in the case of Indonesia where 
the Batik industry is largely dominated by cottage or micro, small and medium 
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717  Intellectual Property Office of India, State Wise Registered GI 
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enterprises, the handloom industry in India is mostly a cottage industry.721 Members 
of families generally work together in defined roles. It is also possible that one 
weaver may work for another master weaver or others. The problems faced by these 
cottage industries are the problems commonly encountered by micro, small and 
medium enterprises.722 Their relatively small size and remote locations make it 
difficult for such enterprises to access global markets or charge a premium price for 
their artisan products.723 
 
India enacted a Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and 
Protection) Act (the Indian GI Act) in 1999 which entered into force in 15 September 
2003.724 This was followed by Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and 
Protection) Rules (the GI Rules) in 2002. The Indian GI Act stipulates that, similar to 
Indonesia,725 every producer wishing to obtain GI protection for their products must 
register their GI. The GI Act clearly stipulates that unregistered indications receive no 
protection.726 The Indian weaver community generally perceives GI protection for 
handloom textiles as another bureaucratic impediment by the Indian government, as 
the weavers have not been informed about the potential benefits of GIs for their 
products.727 Another hindering factor is that the registration process to obtain a GI is 
‘undertaken in an incompetent manner’.728 
 
The Indian GI Act does not confine protection to specifically geographical 
terms. It provides that any name which is not the name of a country, locality or region 
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can be considered as a GI if it relates to a specific area and is used in relation to 
particular goods originating from that area. In short, GIs in India may contain a 
symbol that could be associated with a certain product originating from a particular 
area, such as ‘Basmati’ which is affiliated with famed rice production of India. 
‘Human factors’, namely special human skills in producing handicrafts, including 
traditional textile, play an important role for GIs in India.729 As mentioned, protection 
for human factors tends to require a reputation-based GI system rather than a 
geography-based one. Vinayan claims that protection for ‘human factors’ has 
opened wide opportunities to hand-loom textile producers to lodge GI protection for 
their creations.730 
 
In relation to enforcement and monitoring, some commentators assert that 
there is no effective system.731 Post GI Act and GI Rules enactment, the government 
of India also established a GI Registry Body with jurisdiction which extends to all 
regions in India, based in Chennai.732 The GI Registry Body is structurally positioned 
under the Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion within the Ministry of 
Commerce of India.733 From more than 500 applications for GIs in India, 282 have 
been registered, covering goods including both agricultural and non-agricultural 
products, including handicrafts and textiles.734 
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However, despite this legal protection, very little attention has been paid to 
monitoring GI use or enforcing related standards in India.735 Various rules are 
released by different agencies which could lead to confusion to stakeholders as they 
are not certain which is the rule or agency they must follow. It is also notable to 
observe that the Indian Government did establish a Textile Committee, but it is 
underresourced.736 The Committee assists GI registration but it is not the sole body 
involved in GI facilitation. The Committee faces challenges in lack of resources to 
conduct GI registration, facilitation and monitoring. The establishment of a framework 
that could strengthen networks of producers and maintain good quality and market 
access as well as facilitating formation of producers’ associations are required. Like 
Butt,737 Vinayan argues that for a GI to be successful, marketing strategies have to 
be effective.738 
 
The potential issues identified by Soumya around resourcing echo the 
problems faced by the Indonesian Directorate General for IPRs in addressing the 
registration of copyright applicants and monitoring of copyright holders in Batik.739 It 
also gives rise to a potential criticism – that registration of a GI in India is being 
treated as an end in itself, rather than as one part of a broader strategy to promote 
local industry or economic development. 
 
In fact, in a recent publication, Syama Sundari asserts that handlooms are 
dying in India, due to poorly implemented policies.740 Sundari argues the numbers of 
traditional weavers have been in continuous decline over decades, because they are 
losing their livelihoods following the introduction of power looms and machines which 
create looms or crafts. The Indian government’s lack of political willingness in 
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addressing the interests of hand loom weavers and community is seen by Indian 
hand weaving community as a main factor in the dying hand loom sector.741 
 
There is some evidence to suggest that many within the Indian community at 
large view GIs with scepticism, seeing the system has another Government program 
that which does not further their interests. This is also largely due to the 
ineffectiveness of past attempts to promote the industry, such as the Handloom 
Reserve Act, enacted in 1985.742 According to Vinayan, enforcement of the 
Handloom Reserve Act is inadequate and therefore Indians have no confidence in 
the GI Act.743 Difficulties in implementation for handloom and powerloom products 
have rendered the Handloom Reserve Act as ineffective. This is because from its 
enactment, Sundari argues that emphasis has shifted from developing employment 
potential for handlooms to advancing technology and machines.744 Further, Sundari 
points out that the number of weaver families in India has reduced from 124 in the 
1970s to 64 in 1995, and further down to 44 in 2010.745 
 
Sundari is a coordinator of Dastkar Andhra, an organization which provides 
policy and advocacy support and invests in research and training to promote 
handloom weaving as viable rural livelihood. Aside from Vinayan and Sundari, Amit 
Basole is an Indian scholar who has published a detailed assessment of the 
effectiveness of GI protection for the Indian traditional textile named Banarasi Sari.746 
Basole argues that the process of creating the GI did not sufficiently engage the 
artisans themselves, and hence the description of what constitutes an ‘authentic’ 
Banarasi does not match what the weavers themselves have been doing. Basole 
also gives quite a different perspective from Sundari on the question of power looms 
and the adoption of new production techniques. Basole notes that the GI was 
designed to protect handloom productions only. But according to Basole, many 
Indian weavers have resorted to using ‘powerlooms’ in order to compete with 
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imported machine-made textiles – meaning that the GI registration does not actually 
assist the weavers or reflect how they operate. Also, the GI specification sets out in 
detail the permitted designs, which prevents ordinary processes of craft innovation. 
Basole also warns the real risks of a ‘preservationist’ approach that would potentially 
freeze production in ways that do not benefit local workers.747 
 
Layers of bureaucracy play a role in hindering the Indian weaving 
community’s ability to reap any benefits from GIs. In India, in order to receive 
authorisation to apply the GI protection, the person has to go to the GI court: which 
traditional hand-weavers could not do.748 These traditional weavers found this very 
challenging not just because they must visit the GI Court but also to attach a sample 
sari and answer many questions. These weavers are not entrepreneurs who have 
major targets. Instead, they are generally working hard every day to provide food 
and shelter to their family.749 Thus, these weavers might infringe GIs because they 
never use GI and they continue producing and selling their creations which are 
named “Banarasi”.750 Finally Basole notes the strong involvement in the construction 
of the GI of larger players such as the retailers/wholesalers, rather than the artisans 
themselves. This is similar to the case in Indonesia where artisans and Batik making 
community is never consulted about certain law, but instead only the big players 
such as chamber of commerce. 
 
Conclusions from these Portuguese and Indian experiences 
 
While moves by the governments of Portugal and India to include handicrafts 
in their GI register appear consistent with a belief in the potential of GI to promote 
the economic value of specific goods, experts who have examined both systems 
have noted that the application of GIs in both countries has not been entirely 
effective. These studies identify important potential risks which need to be 
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considered in thinking about how GIs might be used in relation to Batik, such as the 
risks of a ‘preservationist’ approach, where specifications seek to describe, in detail, 
technologies of production and/or designs at the cost of ordinary processes of craft 
innovation and creativity; and the risks of GI processes that do not involve a genuine 
cross-section of industry players. 
 
Basole however also notes that inflexibility or ‘anti-innovation’ need not be 
intrinsic to GI legislation. This means that design of the law, systems, and GIs 
themselves could be very important to the future success of any GI for Batik. This is 
also backed up by Drahos’ chapter and Drahos’ study with Van Caenegem: they 
emphasise that the GI system in Australia applied to wines is very “light touch” – in 
that it requires production within a region but does not seek to impose detailed 
production or technology requirements.751 With regard to Indonesian Batik, the GI 
could be the umbrella protection for Indonesian Batik at the national level, whereas 
at subnational level, perhaps there could be provincial GIs for Batik produced at the 
provincial, regency or village levels. 
 
7.3. The State of Geographical Indication Law in Indonesia 
 
A mechanism for the recognition of GIs was introduced in Indonesia in 2001 
when the Government of Republic of Indonesia enacted Law Number 15/2001 on 
Trademarks (‘Law 15’)752. It is arguable however that the GI provisions in the 2001 
Trademark Law were ‘threadbare’,753 as they lacked any implementing regulations. 
In 2007, Indonesian Government enacted Government Regulation Number 51/2007 
on Geographical Indications754 (‘Regulation 51’) which included more detailed 
provisions and functions as the implementing regulation of Law Number 15/2001.755 
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In 2011, three Indonesian Ministers, namely the Minister of Law and Human Rights, 
Minister of Agriculture, Minister of Home Affairs signed a Memorandum of 
Understanding to support the implementation of Government Regulation Number 
51/2007 on Geographical Indications. 
 
An Indonesian expert on GI has argued that there is a conceptual difference 
between Law 15 and Regulation 51. The terms of Law 15 seem to follow the path 
taken by the United States of America, in which GIs are protected via collective 
trademarks. On one view, collective trademarks can only serve as a minimum basis 
for GI protection as it is not as strict as sui generis.756 Regulation 51, on the other 
hand, according to this commentator, shows that it follows an EU-influenced system 
where a sui generis GI law and a separate GI register are created.757 Similar to the 
approach in European Union member countries,758 the enactment of ‘Regulation 51’ 
created a separate GI register along the EU lines. 
 
According to the list of GI Registrations in Indonesia as of 1 October 2016, in 
total there were at that date 52 registered GIs, including 46 local GIs and six 
international GIs (Champagne, Pisco, Tequila, Grana Padano, Parmigiano 
Reggiano, Lamphun Brocade Thai Textile).759 The 46 local GIs granted to local 
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applicants include Arabica coffee from Gayo (Sumatera), nutmeg from Siau 
(Sulawesi), clove from Minahasa (Sulawesi), tea from Preanger (Java), horse milk 
from Sumbawa (East Nusa Tenggara), vanilla from Alor island (Nusa Tenggara 
Timur), cashew from Bali, and two traditional textiles namely Tunun (hand-woven) 
from Gringsing (Bali) and Tenun (hand-woven) from Mandar (West Sulawesi).760 
 
In late November 2016, Indonesian enacted Law Number 20/2016 on 
Trademark and Geographical Indication (‘2016 Trademark and GI Law’).761 This 
gives greater prominence to GIs, including them in its title, but falls short of 
regulating them in their own legal instrument. The Law defines a Geographical 
Indication as a sign that indicates the origin of an object and/or a product whose 
geographic factors including nature, human or a combination of both, have given the 
reputation, quality and certain characteristics of the object and/or product which is 
created.762 
 
7. 3. 1. GI Application Process in Indonesia 
 
In Indonesia, a GI is protected only when the Minister of Law and Human 
Rights registers it.763 To register, the GI-seeker applicant must lodge an application 
with the Minister for Law and Human Rights. Applicants may be institutions that 
represent a community in a geographic region which develops an object and/or 
product in the form of natural resources, handicrafts or industrial products.764 As 
Antons notes, ‘In practice, it seems that in many cases the initiative to set up such an 
association comes from the local government, with government leaders at the 
provincial and regency levels being involved in the leadership of the association or in 
                                                 
760  List of Registered GI Goods in Indonesia as of October 2016 (the latest 
published), Official Homepage of Directorate General for Intellectual Property 
http://laman.dgip.go.id/images/ki-images/pdf-
files/indikasi_geografis/Permohonan%20yg%20Terdaftar%20+%20LOGO%20update%20ok
tober.pdf. 
761  Law Number 20/2016 on Trademark and Geographical Indication. 
762  Article 1 (6) Law Number 20/2016 on Trademark and Geographical Indication. 
763  Article 53 (1) Law Number 20/2016 on Trademark and Geographical 
Indication. 
764  Article 53 (3) (a) Law Number 20/2016 on Trademark and Geographical 
Indication. 
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the roles of pembina (senior members), penasehat (advisers), or pengawas 
(supervisors).’765 
 
Foreign applicants who are domiciled abroad may submit an application for a 
GI relating to a foreign location to the Minister, however they must be legally 
represented in Indonesia,766 and are only eligible if the related goods have received 
GI protection from the related authority in his or her country.767 To date, six 
international GIs have received GI protection in Indonesia, namely Champagne for 
sparkling wine from France in 2009, Pisco for brandy or spirit from Peru in 2010, 
Parmigiano Reggiano for cheese from Italy in 2011, Tequila for brandy or spirit from 
Mexico in 2016, Grana Padano for cheese from Italy in 2016, and Lamphun Brocade 
Thai Silk from Thailand in 2016.768 
 
An application for a GI is void if the application is against the state ideology,769 
rule of law, morality, religion and general order; misleading or deceiving the 
community about reputation, quality, characteristic, source of origin, manufacturing 
process and/or the benefits; and the name that is submitted for GI has been used as 
plant variety, unless there is an additional word that indicates there is a factor of 
                                                 
765  Antons, n 42, 499. 
766  Article 54 (1) Law Number 20/2016 on Trademark and Geographical 
Indication. 
767  Article 54 (2) Law Number 20/2016 on Trademark and Geographical 
Indication. 
768  Registered foreign goods that received Indonesian GI from Official Homepage 
of Directorate General for Intellectual Property, Ministry of Law and Human Rights 
<http://laman.dgip.go.id/images/ki-images/pdf-
files/indikasi_geografis/Permohonan%20yg%20Terdaftar%20+%20LOGO%20update%20ok
tober.pdf>. 
769  Declared by Sukarno (Indonesia’s Founding Father and First President) in 
1945, Pancasila (In English, Five Principles) is the State Ideology of Republic of 
Indonesia. Pancasila consist of acknowledgements and aspirations to the 
Omnipotence of God (First Principle), Fair and Civilized Humanity (Second 
Principle), Unity of Indonesia (Third Principle), People-centred leadership built upon 
wisdom and cooperation (Fourth Principle), Social Justice to all Indonesians (Fifth 
Principle). In connection to application of GI, the object of GI which will be applied 
should not stand against any principle of Pancasila. 
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homogenous plant variety.770 The application will also be rejected if the document 
describing the GI is not able to be proven; and/or if the application contains overall 
similarity with a GI that has been previously been applied for and granted 
protection.771 
 
7.3.2. Substantive Examination of GI 
 
In accordance with Law Number 20/2016, GIs are subject to substantive 
examination to determine whether they meet the requirements of the legislation. At 
least as set out in the legislation, this is an exhaustive and detailed process.772 
Examination is conducted by a team consisting of 15 experts, namely: 
representatives from Minister of Law and Human Rights, representatives from 
Ministry on Agriculture, Industry, Trade and/or other Ministry, a representative of 
Ministry or Agency which is tasked to provide examination of the product, and any 
other competent authority. The expert team is established by the Minister for Law 
and Human Rights and is accountable to all relevant Ministers. The working term of 
this expert team is five years.773 Article 59 (1) Law Number 20/2016 stipulates that 
the Expert Team of GI is an independent team which is tasked specifically to provide 
substantive examination of the GI application, including evaluation of the ‘Description 
of the GI’ document. The expert team provides advice and/or recommendations to 
the Minister of Law and Human Rights regarding registration, amendment, 
cancellation and/or supervision of Indonesian GIs. The Expert Team is also tasked to 
conduct verification of foreign applications. 
 
To date, the Ministry of Law and Human Rights has not established an Expert 
Team following the enactment of Law Number 20/2016.774 The Minister of Law and 
Human Rights has also not yet issued a regulation to provide more detailed 
                                                 
770  Article 56 (1) Law Number 20/2016 on Trademark and Geographical 
Indication. 
771  Law Number 20/2016 on Trademark and Geographical Indication. 
772  Above n 41. 
773  Article 59 (3) Law Number 20/2016 on Trademark and GI. 
774  The Law Number 20/2016 stipulates that the Expert Team, along with its 
detailed assignments, is to be established by Ministerial Regulation from Minister for 
Law and Human Rights: Article 60 Law Number 20/2016 on Trademark and GI. 
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guidance about the team and its functions. Article 108 of the Law requires 
implementing regulations to be issued within 2 years of the enactment of the Law. As 
mentioned, it is common for statutes to lie dormant until regulations implementing 
them are issued. The implementation of Law Number 2001 on Trademarks was 
highly problematical in this regard. The Law was enacted in 2001, yet 6 years 
passed before the enactment of Governmental Regulation Number 51/2007 on 
Geographical Indications. Unlike the 2016 Law on Marks and GI, the 2001 Law on 
Trademarks did not specify the time duration which is permitted to produce a 
Governmental Regulation. On the other hand, under Article 106 Law Number 
20/2016 on Marks and Geographical Indication, in the absence of a new 
implementing regulation, the old one continues to apply except to the extent of any 
inconsistency.775 In this case, the Governmental Regulation Number 51/2007 on 
Geographical Indication continues to be valid despite the enactment of the 2016 
Law. The inoperative provisions of Indonesian Law, including Indonesian Intellectual 
Property Law, has long been debated among scholars.776 This is a feature of most 
Indonesian statutes and is a major weakness.  
 
An Expert Team on GIs was established by the former Minister of Law and 
Human Rights in 2013, under the 2007 law as implemented by Regulation 51.777 
When the Law on Trademarks and GIs Number 20/2016 was enacted by the current 
Minister of Law and Human Rights, there was no clarification from the Ministry of 
Law and Human Rights about whether the 2013 Expert Team remained effective, 
although the 2013 Expert Team has a five-year term, from 2013 to 2018, suggesting 
it is intended to simply continue.778 There are eight civil servants of the nine 
                                                 
775  For some inconsistencies, see Antons, n 42, 496-97. 
776  See Chapter IV on Copyright Law. 
777  Keputusan Menteri Hukum dan Hak Asasi Manusia Republik Indonesia Nomor 
M/HH-01.H1.06.08 Tahun 2013 mengenai Pengangkatan Tim Ahli Indikasi Geografis 
[Decree from Minister of Law and Human Rights of the Republic of Indonesia 
Number M/HH-01.H1.06.08 Year 2013 on the Establishment of Expert Team of 
Geographical Indications] <http://laman.dgip.go.id/images/ki-images/pdf-
files/indikasi_geografis/SK-TAIG-2-edit.pdf>. 
778  Article 3 “Each Member of Expert Team has five years term of office” 
Keputusan Menteri Hukum dan Hak Asasi Manusia Republik Indonesia Nomor 
M/HH-01.H1.06.08 Tahun 2013 mengenai Pengangkatan Tim Ahli Indikasi Geografis 
(Decree from Minister of Law and Human Rights of the Republic of Indonesia 
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members of 2013 Expert Team, including representatives from Ministry of 
Agriculture, Ministry of Industry, Ministry of Ocean, Marine and Fisheries, and 
Ministry of Law and Human Rights. A representative from CropLife is the only 
member who has no affiliation with Governmental Ministries or Agencies.779 CropLife 
Indonesia is an association on protection of plant variety and biotechnology which 
includes leading international and local companies such as BASF, Bayer, Dow 
Agrosciences, Dupont, FMC, Monsanto, Nufarm and Syngenta.780 It can be argued 
that the Expert Team’s membership is determined by the Ministry of Law and Human 
Rights and therefore there is no Ad Hoc post. It is also important to note that while 
the 2013 Expert Team consists of well-known experts on agriculture, there are none 
on culture and traditional cultural expression. This is perhaps not surprising, since 
most GIs to date have been for agricultural products, but raises a question in light of 
the several handicrafts applications that have been submitted – and granted – in 
recent times. The existing Expert Team may not have had the knowledge properly to 
assess recent handicraft applications for Tunun Gringsing and Tenun Mandar as 
registered GI goods. This issue is discussed further below. 
 
 The 2016 Law does not oblige the Expert Team to conduct its evaluation and 
publish a report within any particular period of time. The Law stipulates that the 
Expert Team is entitled (but not obliged) to conduct evaluative research regarding 
the reputation, quality and characteristics of the products proposed to be covered by 
the GI as outlined in the specification, of the team’s own initiative, or after receiving a 
report from the community or from Minister of Law and Human Rights.781 Since there 
is no mandatory evaluation either on registration or subsequently, GI holders may 
feel that they are not obliged to maintain their products’ reputation, quality and 
characteristic; there is a risk that the quality of GI products may degrade over time, 
                                                                                                                                                        
Number M/HH-01.H1.06.08 Year 2013 on the Establishment of Expert Team of 
Geographical Indications) <http://laman.dgip.go.id/images/ki-images/pdf-
files/indikasi_geografis/SK-TAIG-2-edit.pdf>. 
779  Official Homepage of CropLife Indonesia <http://www.croplifeindonesia.org/about-
us/> .  
780  Ibid 
781  Article 53, Law Number 20/2016 on Marks and Geographical Indication. 
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although allowing this to occur would give rise to legal risk of challenge and removal 
of the GI. I will further consider the implications of this action in the following part. 
 
Scope of rights in GIs 
 
Article 66 of Law 20 stipulates actions that constitute GI infringement,782 
namely: 
 
a. Direct or indirect commercial use of GI on goods in a way that does not meet 
the Specification Book of the GI. 
b. Direct or indirect commercial use of a GI sign directly or indirectly on goods, 
protected or not, with the intention to: 
(1). indicate that the goods are of comparable quality to the goods protected 
by the geographic indication. 
(2). obtain a profit from that use; or 
(3). obtain a profit from the reputation of the geographic indication. 
c. Use of a GI that could mislead the community about the geographic origin of 
those goods. 
d. Use of the GI by those who are not acknowledged as Registered GI holders. 
e. Other deception or misuse that could cause confusion about the origin or 
quality of the goods which are contained or written: 
• on the packaging; 
• in advertisements; 
• in information in documents about the product; 
• in information that can confuse about the origin of the goods (in the case 
of packaged goods). 
f. Other action that could confuse the broader community about the truth of the 
origin of the goods. 
 
The scope of this provision would seem to be narrower than in Art 25 of 
Regulation 51, which included a form of liability in cases where the GI is used 
without right, even if the true origin of the product is declared. This kind of liability 
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reflects the higher level – a much broader ban on the use of the GI – which TRIPS 
requires to be applied only in relation to wines and spirits.783 This form of liability 
could, if a GI were registered for “Indonesian Batik” or “Batik Indonesia”, prevent the 
use of phrases like “Indonesian-style Batik” on imported fabrics. On the other hand, 
Article 66.d could be read broadly to cover a similar range of uses that do not 
mislead. 
 
Article 101 of 2016 Trademark and GI Law sets out the possible penalties for 
infringement. It states the following: 
(1). Any person who without right using a sign which contains overall similarity to a 
Geographical Indication, which belongs to another party, on the same or similar 
version or registered goods shall be punished with imprisonment up to 4 years 
and/or a maximum fine of IDR2 billion (2 billion rupiah).784 
(2). Any person who without right using a sign which contains similarity in principle 
with Geographical Indication, which belongs to another party on the same or 
similar version or registered goods, shall be punished with imprisonment up to 4 
years and/or a maximum fine of IDR2 billion (2 billion rupiah).785 
 
Where Article 101 is targeted at the production of infringing articles that 
illegally reproduce a GI, Article 102 of 2016 Trademark and GI Law expands the 
scope of infringers to sellers of infringing articles, stating that ‘Any person who sells 
products which is known or believed to be produced as a criminal conduct, in 
accordance with Article 100 and Article 101, will be punished with imprisonment up 
to 1 year or a maximum fine of IDR200million (200 million rupiah)’.786 
 
An important limitation on these criminal provisions is found in Article 103. 
Article 103 clarifies that any criminal act defined in Articles 100, 101 and 102 is 
considered as delik aduan. Delik aduan, or ‘complaint crimes’ in English, play a 
                                                                                                                                                        
782  Law Number 20 Year 2016 on Trademarks and Geographical Indication Article 
66. 
783  Above n. 41.  
784  Article 101 (1) 2016 Law on Trademark and GI. 
785  Article 101 (2) 2016 Law on Trademark and GI. 
786  Article 101 (2) 2016 Law on Trademark and GI. 
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significant role in the proceeding of Indonesia’s criminal process. In principle, no 
investigation can be launched by law enforcement officers until there is a complaint 
report submitted by a person against the alleged person or legal entity.787 Without 
such a report, no investigation can be undertaken. 
 
Another limitation of the law is found in Article 86 of 2016 Trademark and GI 
Law which sets out a requirement for civil proceedings for both Trademark and 
Geographical Indications. Article 86 requires that all cases of infringement (of either 
right) must be heard and decided upon by Indonesia’s Commercial Court. 
Indonesia’s commercial courts only exist in the larger cities such as Jakarta, Medan, 
Surabaya, Semarang and Makassar. Thus, anyone who resides in more remote 
areas in Indonesia, which consists of 260 million citizens and 17,000 islands, must 
travel a very long way to the locations of Commercial Court in order to take legal 
action. Lindsey and Butt also underline that the reputation and effectiveness of these 
courts has been recently brought into question.788 
 
7.3.3. GI Term of Protection and Revocation 
 
According to the 2016 Trademarks and GI Law, the GI holder can retain 
protection as long the holder continues to use the GI, and upholds the reputation, 
quality and characteristic of the product or creation, which are the foundation of GI 
approval.789 In Indonesia, the GI holder is the community related to the goods, either 
agricultural or non-agricultural, such as the GI Community for Tunun (hand-woven) 
Gringsing discussed further below. Since the GI holder is the community, it is the 
community which must ensure that its members meet the standards set out in the GI 
specification in goods to which the GI is applied. 
 
 The GI right can be revoked for similar reasons to those which can lead to 
rejection of the GI at the application stage: if the right holder is not able to uphold the 
product’s reputation, quality and characteristic; or if the GI turns out to be against the 
                                                 
787  Article 1 (25) of the Code of Criminal Procedure of Republic of Indonesia. 
788  Butt and Lindsey, n 364. 
789  Article 61 (1) Law Number 20/2016 on Trademark and Geographical 
Indication. 
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state ideology, rule of law, morality, religion and general order, or misleads or 
deceives the community about reputation, quality, characteristic, source of origin, 
manufacturing process and/or the benefits; or the name that is submitted for GI 
identifies a plant variety and is applied to a homogenous plant variety.790 
 
7.3.4. Batik Mark 
 
Earlier chapters mentioned the relatively recent attempt to assist the Batik 
industry with a method for indicating the authenticity and quality of Batik made in 
Indonesia: the Batik Mark. The Batik Mark would appear to be a system that 
operates like a GI, with the same basic purpose. Batik Mark is a set of three logos 
that categorised Batik, namely hand-painted, hand-stamped and combination of 
hand-painted and hand-stamped. Therefore before thinking about the potential 
benefits of using GIs in relation to Batik, it is important to identify the potential 
weaknesses of this system – and reasons why it appears to have failed, in order to 
ascertain whether similar problems are likely to occur if GIs are used in relation to 
Batik. 
 
In chapter 4 on Indonesian Copyright Law, I outlined problems arising from 
the existence of the multiple Ministries and organisations with a role in Batik.791 In 
2007, the Indonesian Minister of Industry enacted Industry Ministry Regulation 
Number 74/M-IND/PER/9/2007 on The Application of Batik Mark “Batik INDONESIA” 
on Indonesian-made Batik.792 The Batik making community was never invited to 
provide input into the regulation,793 which may in part explain ongoing problems with 
the regime. 
                                                 
790  Unless there is an additional word that indicates there is a factor of 
homogenous plant variety: Article 61 (2) Law Number 20/2016 on Trademark and 
Geographical Indication. 
791  See Chapter II on The Importance of Batik to Indonesians. 
792  Peraturan Menteri Perindustrian No.74/M-IND/PER/9/2007 tentang 
“Penggunaan Batikmark ‘Batik INDONESIA’ pada Batik Buatan Indonesia” [Minister 
of Industry’s Regulation Number 74/M-IND/PER/9/2007 on The Application of Batik 
Mark “Batik INDONESIA” on Indonesian Made Batik]. 
793  Interview with Mrs Josephine Komara (Jakarta, 7 July 2014), Dr Komaruddin 
Kudiya (Bandung, 10 September 2014), Ms Era Soekamto (Jakarta, 4 July 2014). 
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This Ministerial Regulation appoints the Centre for Handicraft and Batik as the 
only authority to issue the Batik Mark. Aside from ensuring the quality of Indonesian 
Batik labelled with the mark, and enhancing local and international consumers’ 
confidence in the quality of Indonesian Batik, the Batik Mark aims to preserve 
Indonesian Batik traditions as well as provide legal protection to Indonesian Batik 
from competition in international trade.794 Use of the Batik Mark is intended to clearly 
signal the true identity of Indonesian Batik, so both locals and foreigners can easily 
identify and differentiate the original Batik from the fake. The Batik Mark can only be 
applied to fabric made using traditional hand-painting, or hand-stamping methods. 
The mark cannot be applied to printed fabric.795 
 
The Indonesian Minister of Industry has encouraged Batik entrepreneurs to 
register their creations and companies with the Handicraft and Batik Centre, and to 
use the Batik Mark in marketing their products. However, there are significant 
bureaucratic conditions that have to be fulfilled by the entrepreneurs who wish to 
submit a Batik Mark application, namely (a) the entrepreneur or company must have 
a trade mark which has been registered with the Directorate General for IP, Ministry 
of Law and Human Rights, (b) the Batik cloths which will be registered must have 
been verified as meeting quality-assurance criteria, in particular they must be non-
shrink, non-fading or colour resistant to washing, in line with the Indonesian National 
Standards, (c) as noted, the Batik cloth must be hand-painted, hand-stamped, or a 
combination of hand-painted and hand-stamped, and (d) the entrepreneur must 
submit two samples of identical Batik cloths: an expensive and difficult requirement 
since it is difficult to create two identical Batik cloth by hand-paint or hand-stamp.796 
 
The evaluation process for applications to use the Batik Mark takes up 
approximately one month, and is conducted by three officers, namely the Head of 
Section on Certificates, two staff members from the Certification section and an 
officer to take the sample. The sample is tested by the Laboratorium on Examination 
                                                 
794  Ministry of Industry, Book on the Task and Mission of the Handicraft and Batik 
Center (book is kept with the author, 2014) 9. 
795  Above n 401, Art 5 (1). 
796  Ibid. 
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and Calibration of Handicraft. Assuming the evaluation is positive, the applicant for 
the Batik Mark is then required to settle the administrative and evaluation cost of the 
application (AUD170,-/IDR1,7million). If the application is not successful for any 
reason, then the applicant is required to re-apply and pay a second application fee. If 
the application is granted, then the certificate of the Batik Mark is valid for three 
years, with potential for renewal.797 
 
If the application is approved, the Centre issues one of three labels depending 
on the nature of the Batik creation: gold for Batik Tulis or hand-painted Batik 
creations, white for Batik Cap or hand-stamped Batik creations, or silver for Batik 
Cap-Tulis or a combination of hand-painted and hand-stamped Batik creations. 
 
  
The Batik Mark has not been successful. As of May 2017, only 133 small and 
medium enterprises (SMEs) and companies, out of some 40 000 operating in the 
industry, had applied to use the Batik Mark. 
 
SMEs appear to consider that using a Batik Mark does not confer exclusivity 
on their creations or enable them to charge a premium price, as any attempt to do so 
puts them at a competitive disadvantage compared to imported foreign-made textiles 
with Batik patterns which still penetrate Indonesian market.798 In addition, the 
application fee (AUD170,-) is expensive for SMEs, particularly where the application 
has to be made several times, multiplying the cost (and whether this will occur may 
                                                 
797  Ibid. 
798  Sardjono, A, Prastyo, Brian A, Larasati, D Gunti, ‘Pelaksanaan Perlindungan 
Hukum Merek untuk Pengusaha UKM Batik di Pekalongan, Solo dan Yogyakarta’ 
(2013) 44 (4) Jurnal Hukum dan Pembangunan 35. 
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not be possible to judge beforehand).799 Entrepreneurs and companies also 
complain that each Batik design sample evaluated by the Batik laboratorium must be 
given to the laboratorium and is then later destroyed. Batik making is not only time-
consuming process but it is also the fruit of highly focused skilled labour. In the eyes 
of those in the industry, each Batik cloth is a masterpiece and no piece is identical to 
another. Therefore the idea of willingly providing a Batik cloth to be evaluated and 
later on to be destroyed is quite preposterous to them.800 
 
The more established Batik companies share this view. They also consider 
that the Batik Mark adds more layers of bureaucracy:801 just another step from the 
government to regulate Batik, introduced without considering the views of the Batik 
making community. The requirement that the applicant must have obtained a 
certified trade mark is seen as unnecessary,802 and burdensome given that many 
Batik entrepreneurs have not registered trade marks. 
 
7.3.5. GI Protection for Indonesian textile: a case study from Bali 
 
Antons’ 2017 chapter on GIs in Indonesia notes the few registrations in 
Indonesia relating to handicrafts: expressing surprise, given the cultural richness of 
the country.803 There have, however, been important recent developments, with two 
traditional textiles registered as GI goods in the Directorate General for Intellectual 
Property within the Ministry of Law and Human Rights, namely Tunun (handwoven) 
Gringsing from Bali and Tenun Sutra (hand-woven silk) Mandar from West 
Sulawesi.804 These two listings could be considered history-making, as they mark the 
                                                 
799  Interview with Mr Fatkhul Huda, entrepreneur and owner “Batik Famoli” 
(Pekalongan, 2014). 
800  Interview with Mr Santosa Doellah, founder and owner “Batik Danar Hadi” 
(Solo, 5 September 2014). 
801  Interview with Mrs Josephine Komara, founder and owner “Bin House”  
(Jakarta, 7 July 2014). 
802  Interview with Dr Komaruddin Kudiya, founder and owner “Batik Komar”  
(Bandung, 10 September 2014). 
803  Antons, n 42, 505-506. 
804  List of Registered Geographical Indication in Indonesia issued by Directorate 
General for Intellectual Property, Ministry of Law and Human Rights, updated late 
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first time that traditional textiles have been listed as objects of GI protection in 
Indonesia, and they have the potential to shed some light on the potential application 
of GIs to Batik. 
These GIs help ascertain what registrations for Batik in Indonesia might look 
like and illustrate some of the problems identified in the foreign literature. Basole 
identifies three key risks, which he attributes to a dominance of larger players and 
retailers over individual, disadvantaged weavers: 
1. a ‘preservationist’ approach will prevent artisans from using newer 
technologies that can increase their productivity; 
2. by setting out a list of acceptable designs, use of the GI will limit ordinary 
processes of craft evolution; and 
3. too much bureaucracy, especially where failing to take the proper official steps 
could lead to genuine local artisans being prevented from describing their 
products appropriately, which means they might infringe by continuing their 
craft and selling their weaving, even though the GI was meant to protect their 
form of production. 
 
7.3.5.1. Tunun Gringsing from Bali 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Official Image of Tunun Gringsing released by Indonesian Ministry of Education and 
Culture).805 
                                                                                                                                                        
2016 <http://laman.dgip.go.id/images/ki-images/pdf-
files/indikasi_geografis/Permohonan%20yg%20Terdaftar%20+%20LOGO%20update%20ok
tober.pdf>. 
805  Official image of Tunun Gringsing from Digital Library of Indonesian Culture 
(Perpustakaan Digital Budaya Indonesia) <http://www.budaya-indonesia.org/Kain-
Gringsing/> 
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Tunun Gringsing (Gringsing hand-woven cloth) is a hand-made woven cloth 
originating from Tenganan Pegringsingan village, located in the regency of 
Karangasem within the Province of Bali. This traditional village is spread across 917 
200 hectares. According to the GI Book, the community in the village has been 
weaving this well-known cloth for centuries, using the woven technique which is 
called double ikat. Most weavers are female, taught to weave as teenagers, when 
they join a group named Daha. Here, they learn to weave in a ritual named 
Mengkatan conducted in the 7th month of Tenganan Pegringsingan calendar. 
 
The woven fabric is in the form of a sheet with various sizes, colours, and 
patterns. The woven cloth functions as a ritual medium in customary, religious, and 
marital activities inherited from the community’s ancestors.806 For example, before 
marriage takes place, a bride to be is required to weave a thread which is made 
through traditional machine. It is thought that ‘Pegringsingan’ is derived from the 
word ‘Gring’, meaning pain or sick, and ‘Sing’ means no or never. In ancient times, 
Tunung Gringsing was woven and worn by villagers in the belief that the textile 
would cast out evil spirits and thus ensure that the villagers would stay healthy.807 
Many Tenganan villagers and the broader Balinese community still believe in this 
protective function of Tunung Gringsing.808 
 
According to Indonesian academic I Gusti Ayu Purnamawati,809 the double 
ikat technique used to produce Tenun Gringsing is a complex technique found in 
only two locations in the world, namely Bali and India. A single piece of Tunun 
                                                 
806  I Nyoman Lodra, ‘Komodifikasi Makna Tenun Gringsing sebagai “Soft Power” 
Menghadapi Budaya Global’ [‘Commodification of the meaning of Tenun Gringsing 
as “Soft Power” in Addressing Global Culture’] (2012) 6 (1) Journal of Bali Studies 
State 211. 
807  V.E Korn, 'De Dorpsrepubliek Tenganan Pegeringsingan' [The Village republic 
of Tenganan Pegeringsingan] (1933), in Ida Ayu Kade Sri Sukmadewi, 
Commodification Gringsing Tenganan in Fashion Design to Develop Arts Industry 
Cloth (Indonesian Arts Institute, 2013) 2. 
808  See Lodra, above n 806, and Interview with Mr Santosa Doellah, Founder and 
Owner of Danar Hadi Batik (Solo, 5 September 2014). 
809  Personal correspondence from I Gusti Ayu Purnamawati dated 21 August 
2017, copy on file with author. Purnamawati is a notable Balinese academic who 
focuses on IP protection. 
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Gringsing may take from 2 to 5 years to finalise, with the further result that it is 
expensive: one piece of cloth can sell for millions of Indonesian Rupiah or thousands 
of US Dollars.810 
 
In the past, before the GI registration, academics such as I Nyoman Lodra,811 
and Purnamawati,812 voiced concerns regarding ongoing copying of the patterns and 
colours of Tunun Gringsing by Indonesians and foreigners. Mr Nyoman Rukmin, a 
Balinese living in Tenganan Gringsing village, told Purnamawati that he witnessed a 
Jakarta-based woman, who came to the village and took numerous pictures of 
various patterns of Gringsing.813 Subsequently this person reproduced a similar 
Gringsing-patterned textile through modern printing techniques.814 Gringsing textiles 
were thus commodified through modern print process - without benefits flowing to 
the source community. More recently, Purnamawati has repeated her concern about 
what she calls the massive amounts of plagiarism of the original patterns of Tenun 
Gringsing, not only by foreigners but also Indonesians, including Balinese who come 
from other villages and regions.815 
 
Purnamawati has argued in her writings that Indonesian Copyright Law is not 
the proper mechanism to provide protection to Tenun Gringsing and other traditional 
Indonesian textiles for several reasons. Firstly, the exact time of creation and the 
name of the original craftsperson who invented the woven pattern in Gringsing 
village is unknown, as the woven tradition began centuries ago.816 this makes it 
difficult, if not impossible, to meet copyright’s requirement of originality. Other 
                                                 
810  Andi Saputra, Kantongi Hak Eksklusif, Harga Tenun Gringsing dari Bali 
Ratusan Juta Rupiah (2 September 2016) Detik (online) 
<http://news.detik.com/berita/3289776/kantongi-hak-eksklusif-harga-tenun-gringsing-dari-
bali-ratusan-juta-rupiah>. 
811  Above n 809.  
812  I Gusti Ayu Purnamawati, ‘Legal Protection of Geographical Indications of 
Traditional Crafts for Strengthening Regional Economic’ (2016) 10 (3) International 
Journal of Business, Economics and Law 14. 
813  Ibid 14. 
814  Ibid 14. 
815  Personal correspondence from I Gusti Ayu Purnamawati dated 21 August 
2017, copy on file with author. 
816  above n 819,15. 
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challenges are more practical. The villagers in Gringsing tend to be passive rather 
than proactive in asserting any rights they might have, instead waiting for either the 
central or regional government to help them protect Tunun Gringsing.817 Further, the 
villagers lack knowledge of legal procedures.818 Lack of knowledge, indifference, 
reliance on central government as well the difficulty in tracing the original creator of 
particular Batik patterns have hindered the effectiveness of Copyright in protecting 
Batik. 
 
While Purnamawati does not specifically mention lack of education on the part 
of the villagers as a factor, my own interviews with Batik experts and stakeholders 
strongly suggest that the lack of knowledge and awareness about legal tools for 
protection is linked to or caused by the lack or very limited level of education of the 
Batik making community, as discussed earlier. It appears likely that members of the 
Gringsing community are lacking in education or at least have only received 
elementary school education, which leads them to feel passive or perhaps indifferent 
about legal protection. This problem, coupled with a lack of funding, have made 
locals less keen to register their designs in order to receive protection, or less 
capable of doing so. 
 
7.3.5.2 The GI Registration and Local Responses 
 
The successful registration of the GI was announced in September 2016. The 
registered name is Tunun Gringsing Bali, or Bali Gringsing Double Ikat Woven in 
English. The symbol is pictured below. The logo is composed of several elements: 
the circle indicates the continuity of a life, and the four scorpions in each corner 
translates as an injunction to be careful in addressing threats to life from time to time. 
Overall, the logo conveys the moral message to people that they should keep the 
balance of nature for a sustainable life. Cloth bearing the GI should also, according 
to the specification, incorporate a sequence code: a secret code that is attached to 
each product of Tunun Gringsing and which cannot be replaced from one to another. 
Only Tunung Gringsing makers who reside in the Tenganan Pegringsingan village in 
                                                 
817  Ibid 15. 
818  Ibid 15. 
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the Karangasem regency within the Province of Bali, who follow the requirements 
(discussed below) are allowed to apply the GI label. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Official Logo for GI Tunun Gringsing819) 
 
It is too early to assess the success of this registration, although Purnamawati 
has expressed some concern that the GI will have limited practical effect, because 
no one will actively enforce it.820 In her view, the Bali provincial government and 
Karangasem regency government will not play an active role in promoting the 
protection of the Tenun Gringsing, and the community members of Gringsing 
Tenganan village are passive and tend to wait for the government to act. 
 
                                                 
819  Directorate for Trademark, Official Notification of Geographical Indication 
Series A No. 06/IG/IV/A/2016 (Berita Resmi Indikasi Geografis Seri A), Announced 
15 April -15 July 2016, valid for three months, p 3 <http://laman.dgip.go.id/images/ki-
images/pdf-files/publikasi/publikasi_ig/2016/brig-6-2016.pdf>. 
820  Personal correspondence with Purnamawati dated 21 August 2017, copy on 
file with author. This is consistent with Butt’s view, above n 41.  
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Media reports following grant of the GI suggest that the Gringsing villagers 
and Balinese community at large were overjoyed with the inclusion of Tunun 
Gringsing in the registered list of GIs.821 At the handing over ceremony of GI 
certificate for Tunun Gringsing, Mr Yasonna H Laoly, Indonesian Minister for Law 
and Human Rights, who is responsible for intellectual property in Indonesia, asserted 
that the GI was expected to increase the price and competitiveness of local product 
in the international market.822 He stated that the Ministry, through the Directorate 
General for IP, had been working with the European Union’s Trade Cooperation 
Facility for some years in developing a more comprehensive GI system.823 Minister 
Laoly cited the example of increasing prices following GI registrations.824 Mr I Wayan 
Yasa, the Chairman of the GI Protection Tunun Gringsing Community, stated his 
hope that the GI status of Tunun Gringsing would enable textile makers of Tunun 
Gringsing to achieve more financial gains through higher prices for their products. 
Yasa also expected GI protection to safeguard Tunun Gringsing from any threat of 
infringement.825 It was also reported that Gringsing villagers and Balinese believe 
that, because of the registration, ‘infringers’ of Tunun Gringsing will receive criminal 
                                                 
821  Andi Saputra, Kantongi Hak Eksklusif Harga Tenun Gringsing Dari Bali 
Ratusan Juta Rupiah, (2 September 2016) Detik (online) 
<http://news.detik.com/berita/3289776/kantongi-hak-eksklusif-harga-tenun-gringsing-dari-
bali-ratusan-juta-rupiah>. 
822  Harry Siswoyo, Tenun Gringsing Bali Didaftarkan Sebagai Kekayaan Bangsa 
(29 August 2016) Viva News < https://www.viva.co.id/berita/nasional/815165-tenun-
gringsing-bali-didaftarkan-sebagai-kekayaan-bangsa>. 
823  Ibid. 
824  For example, the Minister cited the increased price of pepper from Muntok in 
the province of Bangka Belitung which, having previously sold for IDR30,000.- 
(AUD3) per kg, rose to IDR200,000.- (AUD20) per kg after receiving GI protection. 
He also cited the increased price of coffee from Gayo, Aceh which previously sold for 
IDR30,000.- (AUD3) per kg, then rose ten times more to IDR300,000.- (AUD30) per 
kg: Viva News, “Tenun Gringsing Bali Didaftarkan Sebagai Kekayaan Bangsa” < 
https://www.viva.co.id/berita/nasional/815165-tenun-gringsing-bali-didaftarkan-
sebagai-kekayaan-bangsa>. 
825  Andi Saputra, Mengenal Hak Eksklusif Tenun Gringsing Bali Yang Penuh 
Magis [Knowing Exclusive Rights of Magical Tenun Gringsing Bali] (30 August 2016) 
Detik (online) <https://news.detik.com/berita/d-3286610/mengenal-hak-eksklusif-tenun-
gringsing-bali-yang-penuh-magis>. 
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sanctions.826 While Law Number 20/2016 contains criminal sanctions, these hopes 
are unlikely to be realised, for several reasons, if current experience is any measure. 
 
First, since the enactment of the GI provisions via the Law on Trademarks in 
2001, there have been no cases regarding GI infringement brought in the Indonesian 
Courts.827 While cases on infringement of copyright, trademark and other IP laws 
exist, there appears no record on any infringement proceedings relating to 
geographic indications.828 
 
Second, it is not clear that what villagers would consider ‘infringement’ falls 
within the scope of the law. Acts like those reported by Purnamawati829 of traditional 
designs being photographed and then printed on silk, would not, in themselves, 
infringe the GI, unless the patterned cloth is sold using reference/description and 
logo of ‘Geographical Indication Gringsing Tenganan Bali’.830 The substance of the 
offence in Article 101831 is ‘using a Geographical Indication sign’. In this regard, if a 
seller offers a printed Gringsing patterned cloth and does not state the name and 
logo of ‘Geographical Indication Gringsing Tenganan Bali’, instead making reference 
to ‘Balinese Traditional Cloth’, for example, then this seller is not infringing the 2016 
Trademark and GI Law. There is a risk that the members of Gringsing Tenganan GI 
community do not understand that, while GI protection has power to protect against 
misuse of the term and logo for Tenun Gringsing in Indonesia, the GI will not be able 
to prevent the sale of printed Gringsing patterned textile when the textile uses other 
names or logos. 
 
                                                 
826  Andi Saputra, Kantongi Hak Eksklusif Harga Tenun Gringsing Dari Bali 
Ratusan Juta Rupiah, [Own Exclusive Right of Tenun Gringsing from Bali, Hundreds 
of Million Rupiah] (2 September 2016) Detik (online) 
<http://news.detik.com/berita/3289776/kantongi-hak-eksklusif-harga-tenun-gringsing-dari-
bali-ratusan-juta-rupiah>. 
827  Above n. 41.  
828  Mahkamah Agung Republik Indonesia [Supreme Court of the Republic of 
Indonesia] Database available at the Supreme Court website 
<putusan.mahkamahagung.go.id>. 
829  See Purnamawati, above n 815.  
830  Article 66 (e) 2016 Law on Trademark and GI. 
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Finally, media reports suggest that members of the Indonesian community 
consider GI registration in Indonesia an end in itself, rather than a means, or a first 
step, towards effective protection and financial gains.832 The media reports underline 
that the community welcomed the inclusion of Tunun Gringsing as newly registered 
GIs, but fail to mention whether the Balinese community has put any system in place 
to actively monitor possible infringements, or take action if they are detected.833 
What kind of mechanism that would be, and which organisation would be in charge, 
for example, are the kinds of questions which require answers from the villagers in 
Gringsing. Note also that, as mentioned above, criminal prosecution requires that 
someone lodge a complaint. In the case of Tenun Gringsing, unless the Gringsing 
Tenganan GI community proactively submit reports against alleged infringers, then 
the police are unable to investigate the alleged crime. It is therefore pertinent to 
highlight that the effectiveness of GI implementation depends largely on registered 
GI holders actively monitoring possible infringements against any GI goods. 
 
7.3.5.3 What can we learn from this example? 
 
It is too early to assess the success of this GI registration in the market. We 
can, however, analyse the Specifications Book or Buku Persyaratan (BP) submitted 
as part of the registration process. The BP reveals information about the way this GI 
is anticipated to work, including information relevant to the risks identified by Basole. 
As noted above, Basole’s main concerns relate to the rigidity of the GI specifications 
‘freezing’ both technology and designs, and a concern about the bureaucracy not 
reflecting the interests of weavers. 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                        
831  Above see Chapter 7, 7.3.3. on Scope of Rights. 
832  Above n 41.  
833   Natalie Rahhal, 'How ASEAN Countries Rank for IP Protection' Managing IP 
(Online) (New York, 25 July 2016) 
<http://www.managingip.com/Article/3573054/How-ASEAN-countries-rank-for-IP-
protection.html>. 
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In relation to the latter, the holder of the GI for Tunun Gringsing is Masyarakat 
Perlindungan GI Tunun Gringsing Bali (GI Protection Society Tunun Gringsing 
Bali).834 This appears to be a recently formed group: in a 2016 article, Purnamawati 
stated that the Gringsing Tenganan community had not agreed on the appointment 
of a representative of the Tenganan village tasked with applying for GI protection.835 
Purnamawati noted that at the time there was a dispute between a number of senior 
inhabitants in the village as to who was more senior or more knowledgeable on 
Tenun Gringsing. 
  
There is however some reason for hope that the GI Protection Society may 
represent the interests of weavers. According to the BP, Tunung Gringsing makers 
are encouraged to be members of Tunun Gringsing GI Protection Community. At the 
date of the BP’s production, membership of this GI Protection Community consisted 
of 65 weavers, 47 weaving facility makers and traders, and 80 tenun product 
weavers. The Secretariat of the Tunun Gringsing GI Protection Community is located 
in the Tenganan Pegringsingan village. This information suggests the Community is 
close to those intended to be protected. 
 
On the other hand, the Book does describe some significant bureaucratic 
processes, controlled by senior members of the community. In particular, there is a 
verification procedure after an application or request is made by a weaver to the 
Tunun Gringsing GI Protection Community for permission to use the GI. It appears 
that each example of Tunun Gringsing must carry a unique sequence code. The 
sequence code is provided by the Chair of Tunun Gringsing GI Protection 
Community after verifying that the submitted Tunun Gringsing meets the 
requirements, procedures and quality of Tunun Gringsing Bali. The sequence code 
as an important element of GI Tunun Gringsing that will only be given after the 
                                                 
834  GI Holder for Tunun Gringsing Number ID G 000000046 dated 18 July 2016 is 
Masyarakat Perlindungan GI Tunun Gringsing Bali (GI Protection Society Tunun 
Gringsing Bali) in List of Registered Geographical Indication in Indonesia issued by 
Directorate General for Intellectual Property, Ministry of Law and Human Rights, 
updated late 2016 <http://laman.dgip.go.id/images/ki-images/pdf-
files/indikasi_geografis/Permohonan%20yg%20Terdaftar%20+%20LOGO%20update%20ok
tober.pdf>. 
835  Above n 815.  
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verification conducted by the Head of Quality and Sequence of Tunun Gringsing GI 
Protection Community upon the recommendation of the Head of the Tunun 
Gringsing GI Protection Community. Although this process could, and is probably 
intended, to act as a guarantee of the quality of the cloth, the existence of this 
process – it seems, for each piece of cloth – could be a significant (potentially 
expensive) practical hurdle to use of the GI: similar to the requirement of inspection 
for producers wanting to use the Batik Mark, discussed earlier. 
 
There is also evidence in the book of significant internal and external control, 
in the chapter specified for supervision and advice. Supervision and advice to the 
weavers and members of the GI Protection Community is said to be provided 
through both internal and external processes. Internally, this is led by the Head and 
the GI Protection Community, with reports expected every 3-4 months. Externally, 
the process is led by the related governmental agency in Karangasem regency and 
Bali province, as well as the Ministry of Law and Human Rights. The process led by 
the Ministry is conducted once every two years. 
 
Involvement from government may be necessary for success, especially at an 
international level. Central government assistance would be needed to help market 
the GI and the product, especially outside Indonesia, and to seek registration and 
enforce the GI overseas. As Butt notes, the existing studies show that ‘most 
successful GIs, at least in developing countries, have enjoyed significant support 
from public or quasi-public institutions—to help register, administer and/or enforce 
them, or to take over these functions entirely’.836 On the other hand, as Butt also 
notes, 
 
‘with state involvement comes the risk of state domination, and even de facto 
acquisition, particularly if the GI becomes commercially successful. This risk is 
very real in Indonesia. For GIs to take hold, Indonesian farmers and producers 
will thus need to trust that the state—whether national or local—will share any 
                                                 
836  Above n 41, 310. 
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increased value obtained as a result of the GI and will not demand an unfair 
proportion of any proceeds’.837 
 
There is also evidence in the book of the other risks identified by Basole – the 
risk of freezing both technologies available to weavers, and designs. According to 
the BP, Tunun Gringsing must be woven using pure cotton which is grown in the 
plantations owned by Tenganan Pegringsingan village. However, due to the scarcity 
of pure cotton, the material is now being delivered from other regions in Bali, namely 
the Tauka village, Seraya in Karangasem regency and the Nusa Penida village, 
Klungkung regency.838 The dyes used must originate naturally from trees and fruits: 
the red colour should be produced from the skin of the Mengkudu or Sunti tree 
combined with the skin of the Kepundung tree. The white milk colour or pale yellow 
must be obtained by mixing colours of candlenut oil and kitchen ash. In short, no 
synthetic dyes can be used.839 
 
For the GI to apply, the weaving must be done in either in Tenganan 
Pegringsingan village or Nusa Penida village. In relation to the weaving technique 
and technology, the Tunun Gringsing is woven using the double ikat technique, 
which means both vertical and horizontal threads are coloured. The weaver creates 
a pattern by ensuring the weaving of vertical and horizontal thread meets in the 
centre. The process of production may be done by hand, or using certain traditional 
machines: including machines to separate the cotton, the colouring machine, and the 
weaving machine. All these machines are generally made from woods and bamboo. 
                                                 
837  Ibid. 
838  Buku Indikasi Geografis mengenai Tunun Gringsing [The Geographical 
Indication Book on Tunun Gringsing], (Ministry of Law and Human Rights Indonesia), 
40. 
839  Basole, above n 693. Basole argues that the process of creating the GI did not 
sufficiently engage the artisans themselves, and precluded the use of modern 
weavers, and hence the description of what constitutes an ‘authentic’ Banarasi does 
not match what the weavers themselves have been doing. Basole notes that the GI 
was designed to protect handloom productions only. But according to Basole, many 
Indian weavers have resorted to using ‘powerlooms’ in order to compete with 
imported machine-made textiles – meaning that the GI registration does not actually 
assist the community. 
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Thus the BP confines the GI to weavers using very traditional, and locally created 
tools. This would prevent further modernisation of technology. 
 
In addition, the book limits the allowable patterns. Tunun Gringsing has 27 
main patterns, inspired by fauna, flora, wayang (shadow puppets) and temples, 
which are described in detail. They are divided into two major pattern techniques 
namely, the Mesemayut pattern group in which there are two patterns on a single 
cloth, and the Prembon pattern group which has more than two patterns on a single 
cloth. Weavers who use new patterns outside the listed 27 patterns, must get 
approval for the new pattern from the Elders of Tenganan Pengringsingan village 
before the fabric can be declared as Tunun Gringsing Bali. It would seem that again, 
while the GI may work to guarantee consumers know what they are getting, there is 
some risk that innovation or even evolution of patterns could be hindered – 
depending on the attitude of the older generation. 
 
In summary, Tenun Gringsing provides a ‘precedent’ for the use of a GI for 
traditional Indonesian cloth. However, in light of the specifications, whether it is a 
useful precedent for Batik is questionable. The strict requirements in this set of 
specifications may not be useful for Batik which is a more widely diffused, and widely 
varying, form of handicraft. And there is reason to think the risks highlighted by 
previous commentators are very much present in the case of Tenun Gringsing: both 
that the GI will not achieve its goals, and that it may freeze innovation or 
development by weavers. 
 
The Tenun Gringsing GI relates to fabric produced within a small geographic 
region – a single village community. As I will discuss further below, a key question in 
thinking about the protection of Batik is whether the appropriate geographical 
indications are drawn in a similarly narrow geographical scope – or whether defining 
protection by much larger geographical regions – potentially the entire country of 
Indonesia – would be more appropriate. 
 
Another point to note about the registration of Tenun Gringsing is what it can 
tell us about the importance of natural versus human factors in supporting an 
Indonesian GI. It is interesting that the specifications require not only that production 
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occur within a very specific geographical area, but that the raw textile (cotton) comes 
from within Bali and that the dyes used have natural sources. This kind of 
registration could potentially fit even a narrow concept of GIs, dependent upon 
terroir. The next GI I discuss, the Thai Silk Brocade Lamphun, however, may not be 
so dependent on natural features of geography. 
 
7.3.6. Thai Silk Brocade Lamphun 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Official Photo Lamphun Brocade Thai Silk840) 
 
A textile from Thailand has received GI registration in Indonesia. The 
Lamphun Provincial Administration in Thailand submitted the registration of 
Lamphun Brocade Thai Silk to the Indonesian Directorate General of Intellectual 
Property Rights, Ministry of Law and Human Rights.841 To date, Lamphun brocade 
Thai silk is the only foreign handicraft which has been registered to receive GI 
protection in Indonesia. The GI symbol is depicted below. 
                                                 
840  Official photo of Lamphun Brocade Thai Silk from Official Homepage of GI 
Lamphun Brocade Thai Silk <http://www.gisilklamphun.go.th/src/web/Default_EN.aspx>. 
841  Lamphun Brocade Thai Silk in the List of GI’s Registered Goods. The GI 
certificate was published by DG of IP on 22 February 2016, Issue Number 
IG.00.2015.000009 ID G 000000039 <http://laman.dgip.go.id/images/ki-images/pdf-
files/indikasi_geografis/Permohonan%20yg%20Terdaftar%20+%20LOGO%20update%20ok
tober.pdf>. 
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(Official Logo for GI Lamphun Brocade Thai Silk.842 The Lamphun Brocade Thai Silk is protected by 
Thai geographical indication registration number Sor.Chor. 50100021)843 
 
The name of Lamphun is taken from one of the ancient cities in the Kingdom 
of Lanna in Thailand.844 The textile is said to have originated in ancient times. The 
specification states that the particular weaving technique used was maintained by 
noble men and women in 1800s and early 1900s, and continues today, having been 
handed down for generations.845 The centuries-old tradition passed from one 
generation to the next is described in the proof of origin.846 This means there is a 
continuation of tradition and knowledge tied to the Lamphun province in Thailand. 
 
The registration book of Lamphun Brocade Thai Silk consists of 11 provisions, 
including the type of goods, specification, description of goods, proof of origin, 
                                                 
842  Official Logo for GI Lamphun Brocade Thai Silk released by Directorate 
General for Intellectual Property<http://laman.dgip.go.id/images/ki-images/pdf 
files/indikasi_geografis/Permohonan%20yg%20Terdaftar%20+%20LOGO%20update%20ok
tober.pdf>. 
843  Buku Indikasi Geografis mengenai Lamphun Brocade Thai Silk [The 
Geographical Indication Book on Lamphun Brocade Thai Silk], (Ministry of Law and 
Human Rights Indonesia), 3. 
844  Buku Indikasi Geografis mengenai Lamphun Brocade Thai Silk [The 
Geographical Indication Book on Lamphun Brocade Thai Silk], (Ministry of Law and 
Human Rights Indonesia), 3. 
845  Ibid, 3.  
846  Ibid, 3.  
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production process and control. The Thai textile is described as a “woven silk 
fabric”;847 more specifically: 
 
“Lamphun Brocade Thai Silk” refers to silk fabric woven in bas relief motifs 
created by using the heddle to lift and depress selected warp threads to 
obtain a motif. Twisted silk threads are used as warp and weft and 
supplementary silk threads are inserted to constitute designs. The intricate 
weaving technique for Lamphun Brocade Silk is a craft heritage that has been 
handed down through the generations”.848 
Lamphun brocade is further divided into categories of textile types and 
physical characteristics.849 Within the categories of textile types, the Lamphun 
brocade consists of several types with different widths and lengths,850 described in 
precise detail. Within respect to physical characteristics, the Lamphun brocade is 
described as “a woven cloth in lifted motifs using twisted strands of silver and golden 
threads”.851 The type of silk and number of silk strands required for a textile to be 
genuine Lamphun brocade are also specified.852 
 
The specification also sets out the entire production process of Lamphun 
Brocade Thai Silk: from the production of silk by spinning the cocoons of silkworms, 
                                                 
847  Ibid, 1. 
848  Ibid, 1.  
849  Ibid, 1.  
850  Ibid, 1. Registered Book of Lamphun Brocade Thai Silk page 1 specifies: (1) 
Dress Cloth at least 40 inches in width. The overall length is 4 – 5 meters and the 
relief motif is 1.80 – 2.20 meters long; (2) Pha Sin Cloth at least 40 inches in width. 
The relief motif is woven throughout the overall length of at least 1.80 meters; (3) 
Shirt Cloth at least 40 inches in width. The relief motif is woven throughout the 
overall length of the textile; (4) Sabai Cloth 10 – 12 inches wide and 2.00 – 2.20 
inches long; (5) Shawl at least 21 inches wide and 1.80 – 2.20 meters long. 
851  Ibid, 1. 
852  Physical characteristic of Lamphun Brocade Thai Silk includes the following 
description: Lamphun Brocade Thai Silk is woven in lifted motifs using twisted 
strands of silver and golden threads: Thrown silk consisting of 3-4 strands of twisted 
thread (21 Dinier) used as warp; Thrown silk consisting of 6 strands of twisted thread 
(28 Dinier) used as weft. See Registered Book of Lamphun Brocade Thai Silk page 
1. 
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to the weaving technique.853 The uniqueness of Lamphun textile is stated to be due 
to techniques and patterns: that is, both the traditional weaving instrument and the 
designs produced,854 which are said to be inspired by decorative stuccowork at the 
Chama Devi Temple in Lamphun.855 Importantly, the specification does not require 
the use of natural raw materials. This could be an important indicator that Indonesia 
does not require a strong link to concepts of terroir for handicrafts: human skills and 
machinery design linked to a particular place may be enough. 
 
The specification also sets out how the GI is managed, with the Lamphun 
Provincial Administration stating their desire to establish a monitoring and control 
system throughout the production process, at producers and provincial level. The GI 
Book on Lamphun also states that there will be registration of producers and sellers 
entitled to apply the GI of Lamphun Brocade Thai Silk. 
 
For the purposes of this thesis, the inclusion of Tunun Gringsing, Tenun 
Mandar and Lamphun Brocade Thai Silk as registered Indonesian GIs is an 
important development, because it could pave the way for other traditional textiles, 
including Batik, to receive GI protection. I now turn to discuss this possibility. 
 
7.4 Possible Registration of Batik as Registered Geographical Indication in 
Indonesia 
 
The recognition of Tunun Gringsing from Bali and Tenun Mandar from West 
Sulawesi as registered GIs clearly shows that Indonesia, like many countries in Asia 
and even within Europe, has accepted a characterisation of geographical indications 
that allows for handicrafts, and that human factors rather than (only) factors related 
to natural geography can fulfil a definition that links the qualities of a product with its 
geographical origin. 
 
                                                 
853  Ibid, 4.  
854  Ibid, 4.  
855  Ibid, 4. 
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As outlined earlier,856 in the past, copyright law has been seen as the only 
avenue available to Indonesian textile makers and designers for legal protection for 
their creations, whether Batik, Songket, Ikat, Tapis, or Ulos.857 The enactment of the 
2016 Law on Trademark and GIs enables them to pursue another path in protecting 
their textile creations, qualify under Article 53(3)(a)(3) as examples of protected 
industrial products developed by humans from raw materials into ready goods.858 
Whether this is worthwhile, or likely to be successful, however, raises a number of 
questions. Is it possible to include Indonesian Batik as the object of protection, and if 
so, what would such a registration cover, and how would it interact with existing 
systems of protection such as the Batik Mark? 
 
7. 4. 1. Could there be a GI, or GIs, for Indonesian Batik? 
 
The most important questions which arise in considering whether Indonesia 
should consider applying GIs to Batik are practical ones, outlined in the growing 
literature that I have emphasised throughout this thesis. One of them is whether 
customers will pay a premium for GI-marked goods. As discussed, many 
commentators doubt this.859 
 
But there are other, very important legal questions that arise in considering 
the application of geographical indications to a product or handicraft: especially, how 
we identify the geographical term and product, the boundaries for the area with 
which a product would need to be associated in order for the protected term to be 
applied legitimately, and how precise the specification of the goods needs to be, to 
give rise to genuine rights in an authentic handicraft without preventing normal 
processes of craft evolution. Defining the object of intellectual property protection is 
                                                 
856  See Chapter IV on Indonesian Copyright Law. 
857  Elucidation of Indonesian Law Number 28/2014 on Copyright, Article 40 (1) (j) 
– See Chapter IV on Indonesian Copyright Law. 
858  Article 53(3)(a)(3). 
859     See Hughes, Above n 43.  
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often difficult and controversial, and involves making a number of choices.860 In the 
case of GIs, even though the appropriate scope is based, in part, on natural and 
human factors, there are still choices to be made about which particular qualities and 
production techniques are essential to defining the product, as well as where, on a 
map, to draw the lines. Defining GI regions in the Australian wine industry, for 
example, has involved drawing difficult lines on maps and has generated litigation 
from disputing winemakers.861 
 
The geographic origin of a product can be described at a number of levels. In 
Indonesia, for example, any given product can be described as coming from a 
particular village, city or district, and a given province (or island), and from Indonesia 
the country. What is the right geographic area for a GI – the village, city, district 
province, or national level? As early as 2009, it was foreseen that some groups may 
argue for the recognition of ‘Indonesian Batik’ as a GI, whereas other groups would 
prefer protecting ‘the uniqueness of Batik in accordance with their place of origin to 
acknowledge their individual creator’ in the GI system.862 Or should there be 
overlapping GIs at different levels – broad-level GIs designating a large region, with 
allowance for more specialised or specific GIs limited to sub-regions within that 
broader region, such systems being common in the Australian or French wine 
industries.863 
 
There are additional difficulties with handicrafts, which are defined more by 
human factors and traditions than natural features of geography. Batik cannot be 
described as ‘Indonesian’ by reference to the source of the raw materials (in contrast 
to the existing requirement for Tenun Mandar which underlines that, at least 25% of 
the raw silk material has to be produced by silk worms grown in Mandar area). For 
over a century, Batik makers in Indonesia have relied on imported cotton, and for 
                                                 
860 Robert Burrell, and Michael Handler, ‘Making Sense of Trade Mark Law’ 
[2003] (4) Intellectual Property Quarterly 388. With regard to copyright, see Brad 
Sherman, ‘What is a Copyright Work?’ (2011) 12(1) Theoretical Inquiries in Law 99. 
861  William van Caenegem, Jen Cleary and Peter Drahos, ‘Pride and profit: 
Geographical indications as regional development tools in Australia’ (2014) 16(1) 
Journal of Economic and Social Policy 1325-2224. 
862  Ayu, n 757, 285-286. 
863  Antons, n 42, 485. 
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decades, on synthetic dies.864 Batik can only, therefore, be defined by reference to 
technique and tradition – and possibly patterns. But then it must be decided what 
groups share a tradition, and even how to define the tradition and who is to be the 
judge whether tradition has been complied with. Also, people inevitably move from 
one place to another, and for that reason, skills are transferred, and techniques and 
patterns may be shared over large geographic areas, even spanning countries. As 
outlined in chapter 3 above, Batik culture is found across Indonesia’s major islands, 
in 23 of its 33 provinces.865 Batik made in different parts of Indonesia shows certain 
unifying or consistent features, as well as some regional variation. Certain designs 
and colour schemes are more associated with particular regions within Indonesia. 
But Indonesian government policies have favoured transmigration, and colours, and 
designs, have travelled within Indonesia, and it would not be unusual to find, for 
example, Papuan designs (such as the bird of paradise) in Batik made in Central 
Java.866 
 
If GIs for Batik followed the approach seen in Indonesia to date, we would see 
numerous cities or villages seeking to define what is unique, or special, about Batik 
from their particular location: it might even lead to GI registrations that ‘claimed’ 
certain patterns or designs.867 But attempts to define smaller regions within 
Indonesia as peculiarly associated with Batik, or as representing premium regions for 
Batik, has the potential to create inter-regional conflict. This would cut across a key 
political project of Indonesia: namely, the construction of a pan-Indonesian identity, 
                                                 
864  See Gittinger, above n 48.  
865  Nomination for inscription on the Representative List in 2009 (Reference No. 
00170) At the Convention for the Safeguarding of Intangible Cultural Heritage, Inter-
Governmental Committee for Safeguarding Intangible Cultural Heritage, Fourth 
Session, in Abu Dhabi, 28 September-2 October 2009 p 3. 
866  Interview with Madam Kristiani Herawati Yudhoyono (First Lady and Advisor of 
National Craft Council 2004-2014) and Dr Wiendu Nuryanti (Vice Minister of 
Education and Culture) (Jakarta, 6 September 2016). 
867  As explained earlier in this chapter, GIs do not create exclusivity in patterns. 
However, given the disputes outlined in Chapter III on Disputes on Batik, we know 
that misunderstandings about what exactly is protected by various IP rights are 
common. It would be expected, therefore, that if a specification drawn up by one 
Batik-making community outlined certain patterns as distinctive of that community, 
other Batik-makers in Indonesia could see this as ‘claiming’ patterns that are 
produced elsewhere. 
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reflected in the adoption of Batik as a national icon.868 And there is also potential for 
conflict in the international sphere. In constructing any GI, the potential for ‘claims’ to 
Batik to give rise to renewed conflict with Malaysia must also be taken into account. 
 
All this raises some important considerations for policymakers in relation to 
geographical indications in Indonesia, whether they are applying for a GI, evaluating 
whether to allow its registration, or determining how to coordinate their activities. 
They may need to think about several competing considerations and goals. They 
must ask the usual questions: whether products from the given geographical region 
share sufficient common characteristics, essentially attributable to that origin: and 
what the relevant characteristics are, namely features of technique, and/or certain 
patterns. They must also ask whether any particular reputation attaches to the 
association between location and product – at least in theory, the more famous the 
location, the greater the potential marketing advantage to be gained from a GI. And 
they must ask whether institutions exist at the relevant level: such as industry groups 
or political institutions equipped to make an application, and with expertise and 
resources to monitor quality, promote the geographical indication and, if necessary, 
enforce it. And they must also ask what other goals are affected by any choice to 
register a geographical indication: for example, to the extent that Indonesia wants 
Batik to play a unifying symbolic and political role in Indonesia, could that be 
promoted by recognising a higher-level GI (like ‘Batik Indonesia’), or undermined if 
there are multiple, potentially competing lower level registrations? 
 
I will identify below several options at different geographical levels for possible 
registration of GIs for Batik, discussing the benefits and impediments of each, 
beginning from the locality and sub-regional to regional and central government. But 
first, a general point must be raised, which is – what is Batik? A GI specification must 
clearly identify the object protected and, in the case of GIs, the raw materials, 
manufacture methods and features of the product which has the relevant reputation. 
 
In Chapter II, I distinguished between three types of textiles which bear Batik 
patterns: hand-painted Batik, hand-stamped Batik (both types produce Batik textiles 
                                                 
868  See Chapter II on The Importance of Batik to Indonesians.  
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through the wax resist method), and printed textiles that do not involve use of the 
wax resist method but which bear patterns designed to imitate the effect of such 
patterns. Throughout this thesis, I have identified the first two methods as 
constituting ‘Batik’ as properly understood, and the latter as ‘not Batik’, but ‘printed 
textile with Batik patterns’. On this reasoning, it would be necessary to confine Batik 
GIs to Batik produced by these traditional methods. But this does risk appearing 
‘traditionalist’ – it might be seen as trying to ‘freeze’ a Batik tradition as a handcraft 
tradition where it is simply impermissible to use new technologies.869 The divisions 
between ‘printed’ and hand-made Batik are also not clear: some printed Batik is 
finished by hand – a method that can capture the intricacy of Batik at lower cost.870 
Further, as some researchers have identified, Batik is a tradition that prospers today 
because it is practiced in commercial settings: business enterprises are the 
custodians of Batik tradition. In textile areas, there are also fruitful interactions 
between traditional arts communities and commercial designers.871  
 
7.4.1.1 GIs at the village level 
 
Sub-regions within Indonesia associated with particular forms of Batik, which 
would potentially be suitable for GI registration, are undoubtedly identifiable. For 
example, Bakaran Wetan is a village within the municipality of Juwana in the city of 
Pati in the province of Central Java.872 The village has been well known for Batik 
production since the era of Majapahit Kingdom in 14th century.873 Batik from Bakaran 
Wetan uses distinctive patterns which symbolise the life of villagers, such as Kawung 
                                                 
869  As noted earlier, many commentators identify this as a risk, which could 
disadvantage precisely the producers that the GI is intended to assist: including 
Basole, above n 693.  
870  Ibid. 
871  Teruo Sekimuto, ‘Batik as a Commodity and a Cultural Object’ in Shinji 
Yamashita and J. S. Eades (eds), Globalization in Southeast Asia: Local, National, 
and Transnational Perspectives (Berghahn Books, 2002); Peter Jaszi, ‘Legal 
Protection for Indonesian Traditional Arts in Transition’, in Irene Calboli and 
Srividhya Ragavan (eds), Diversity in Intellectual Property: Identities, Interests, and 
Intersections (Cambridge University Press, 2015) 494. 
872  Situs Resmi Pemerintah Kota Pati [Official Homepage of City Government of 
Pati] <https://www.patikab.go.id/v2/id/2014/08/09/sejarah-Batik-bakaran-juwanapati/>. 
873  Ibid. 
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Tanjung, representing the Tanjung flower which is the iconic flora from Juwana 
municipality, and Blebak Urang representing the cultivation of shrimps which is the 
main occupation of many villagers.874 Batik Bakaran is known for its two sets of 
colour, namely a combination of black and dark brown as well as full colour.875 Since 
the turn of the 21st century, there has been a conscious effort to revive Batik Bakaran 
by entrepreneurs living in Bakaran Wetan village.876 There is immense potential for 
the Batik Bakaran business, due to its characteristic design, pattern and colour.877 To 
date, Batik Bakaran cloths have been exported to the United States of America and 
Canada.878 And Batik makers from the area have encountered difficulties akin to 
those of the makers of Tunun Gringsing. Bukhori, a fifth generation Batik maker and 
owner of the well-known “Batik Tjokro” enterprise in Bakaran Wetan village, told the 
media that several his family’s patterns were copied due to the popularity of Batik 
Bakaran.879 His Batik enterprise produces 500-600 pieces of hand-painted Batik 
cloth per month with varied price ranging from IDR150,000.- (AUD15) to 
IDR500,000.- (AUD50) per piece.880 The total monthly revenue for “Batik Tjokro” is 
IDR60million (AUD6,000.-).881 Registration of Batik Bakaran from Bakaran Wetan 
village in Province of Central Java would be closely analogous to GI registration for 
Tunun Gringsing. 
 
Given that Batik cloths are generally produced in villages, municipalities or 
small rather than big cities, there is a merit in thinking that, should GIs be used to 
                                                 
874  Ibid 
875  Ibid. 
876  Ghalib Akfa Polnaya, Strategi Pengembangan Ekonomi Lokal Untuk 
Meningkatkan Daya Saing Pada UKM Ekonomi Kreatif Batik Bakaran di Pati, Jawa 
Tengah [Strategy Development of Local Economy to Enhance Competitiveness of 
Creative Economy SMEs on Batik Bakaran in Pati, Central Java] (Undergraduate 
Thesis, Faculty of Economics and Business, University of Diponegoro, Indonesia, 
2015), 9. 
877  Ibid. 
878  Bandelan Amarudin, Batik Bakaran Pati Dari Pasar Lokal Ke Turis (15 March 
2013) Temp (online) <https://travel.tempo.co/read/news/2013/03/15/198467250/Batik-
bakaran-pati-dari-pasar-lokal-ke-turis>. 
879  Ibid. 
880  Ibid. 
881  Ibid. 
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protect Batik, then the Batik community in these local government units should be 
the driving force behind it. A village of this kind can potentially act communally both 
to monitor the quality of cloth produced using the GI, and even to enforce rights 
locally. A registration for Batik Bakaran could readily be modelled on existing 
Indonesian textile GI registrations: describing the raw materials used, the process of 
creation, and, importantly, the characteristic patterns used within the village. As with 
the existing registrations, a local organisation could be formed,882 perhaps with 
assistance from regional government. It should however be noted that the Tunun 
Gringsing GI’s promotion by the village-level community was quite exceptional, 
compared with the rest of Indonesia. Generally, inhabitants in a village, district or city 
are not accustomed to dealing with the legal and bureaucratic systems.883 This is 
largely due to their limited educational background and economic resources. People 
living in villages like Bakaran Wetan also lack access to programs designed for the 
dissemination of information on IP, which tend to be provided in the major cities or 
seats of provincial government. Representatives from a single village would also 
have difficulty promoting their product across Indonesia or internationally, or 
enforcing a GI at that scale. 
 
7.4.1.2. GIs at the city level 
 
An alternative would be to define the GI by reference to a larger area, such as 
a city. One potential example would be the city of Solo, or Surakarta, which is a city 
within the Province of Central Java. It is also the home of one Sultanate, Sultan 
Surakarta Hadiningrat and one Principality, Mangkunegaran. Together with 
Yogyakarta, Solo is acknowledged as the origin of notable Batik designs, originating 
either from artisans inside the walls of Sultanate and Principality palaces, or outside 
the palace. In accordance with the 2016 Trademark and GI Law, the city government 
of Solo can submit a registration a GI application.884 
                                                 
882  In the case of Tunun Gringsing, the local community is the GI Protection 
Community on Tunun Gringsing in Gringsing village, Bali province, and in the case of 
Tenun Mandar, the local community is the GI Protection Community on Tenun 
Mandar in Mandar Regency, West Sulawesi province. 
883  Interview with Mr Gunawan Suryomurcito, IP Lawyer and Expert, Former 
Member of IP Community in Indonesia (Jakarta, 16 August 2014) 
884  Above n 655, Article 53(3)(b). 
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This could give rise to a number of the risks identified by Basole: for example, 
there is potential that applications at the city level could be dominated by certain 
large interests at the expense of smaller players in the industry.885 More importantly, 
the larger the geographical region covered, and the larger the number of producers 
within the region, the more difficult – and controversial – it could become to seek to 
define a GI in terms of certain colour or design combinations as has happened with 
the existing textile GIs. Any attempt to create an approved ‘list’ of designs allowed to 
be designated ‘Batik Solo’ would almost inevitably create conflict by producers 
making, or wishing to make, designs more characteristically associated with other 
Batik-producing regions, such as Yogyakarta, Pekalongan, Madura and Cirebon. 
 
Even attempting to create the list would be difficult. There are numerous Batik 
patterns from all localities in Solo, including those applied both inside the Sultanate’s 
walls and outside. In line with the registration of Tunun Gringsing and Tenun 
Mandar, which carry one major pattern then developed through a number of variants, 
it seems the registration of Batik Solo would consist of hundreds geometric and non-
geometric patterns, floral and non-floral patterns, with their variations mounting to 
thousands or even millions of variant designs. Further, certain designs used in 
Indonesian Batik which originate from Solo, are used outside of the city, meaning 
that, if a GI were to be defined in terms of certain patterns, the way that existing 
handicraft GI registrations in Indonesia are to date, there is potential for conflict with 
other Batik-making regions within Indonesia, accusations of infringement (however 
misconceived given that GIs do not confer a monopoly on patterns) and difficulties in 
policing and enforcement. Second, which organization should be the driving force for 
the GI application: is it the city government, the Mangkunegaran principality, the 
Surakarta Hadiningrat sultanate, or the Batik-making community? 
 
Another important Batik region, Yogyakarta, where the Sultan of Yogyakarta 
resides as Sultan and Governor, is considered by many experts as one of the birth 
                                                 
885  See also Bowen, who found that influential actors manipulated production 
standards and certification policies in a way that negatively affected the quality of 
tequila: Sarah Bowen, Devided Spirit: Tequila, Mezcal, and the Politics of Production 
(University of California Press, 2015). 
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places of Javanese Batik. Most well-known Batik patterns are said to originate from 
within the walls of Yogyakarta Sultanate.886 In accordance with the 2016 Trademark 
and GI Law, the provincial government of the Special Region of Yogyakarta could 
seek registration of a GI for handicrafts.887 However, a registration for Yogyakarta 
Batik would face similar issues to one for Solo Batik. There would be questions 
regarding the range of designs, and which organization should apply: the provincial 
government, the Batik-making community, or the Yogyakarta-based Sekarjagad 
Foundation which aims to preserve traditional Batik.888 On one hand, the Sekarjagad 
Foundation has the advantage that it is not affiliated with the government. On the 
other hand, it is questionable whether the Batik aficionados who are the members of 
the foundation would be best placed to meet GI legal requirements.889 The provincial 
government of Yogyakarta would be better placed to address legal requirements 
regarding the GI. Concerns like those of Basole would also need to be considered: 
applications at the city level based on specific designs risk disadvantaging innovative 
creators. 
 
7.4.1.3. Indonesian Batik 
 
A final, and more radical possibility would be to consider whether Indonesia 
itself could represent an appropriate GI for Batik, reflecting the unique association 
between Indonesia as a single, albeit diverse country, and this particular national 
icon of cultural expression. This idea raises a number of important questions. 
 
First, and most importantly, can it be argued that Batik has certain qualities or 
characteristics (as required by the TRIPS definition) when it comes from Indonesia 
                                                 
886  Interview with H.M. Sri Sultan Hamengkubuwono the tenth, the current Sultan 
of Yogyakarta and Governor of Special Region of Yogyakarta (Sydney, 4 September 
2016). 
887  Article 53 (3) 2016 Trademark and GI Law. 
888  See interview with H.M. Sri Sultan Hamengkubuwono X, Governor of Special 
Region of Yogyakarta Province (Sydney, 4 September 2016) in Chapter on 
Indonesian Batik. 
889  As stated earlier, most IP applications in Indonesia are submitted by legal 
advisers: interview with Mr Gunawan Suryomurcito, IP Lawyer (Jakarta, 16 August 
2014). 
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generally as opposed to any particular region within Indonesia? Given the enormous 
variety in natural conditions across the thousands of islands making up Indonesia, it 
would be difficult to argue for a GI based on features of the natural environment. But 
to the extent that GIs may reflect human factors, the idea that there could be an 
Indonesia-wide reputation for Batik is not out of the question, and even has some 
evidence in support. The designation “Indonesian Batik” or Batik Indonesia has a 
long history. To the extent that we can, as suggested by Gangjee and Marie-Vivien, 
rely on reputation as a foundation for GIs, Indonesian Batik has an international 
reputation and identity. As discussed in Chapter II, President Sukarno specifically 
promoted Batik as representing Indonesia as a whole country, and this continued in 
Yudhoyono’s era, when each province and city/regency under the patronage of then 
First Lady Madam Yudhoyono, was encouraged to promote their traditional textiles, 
as well as Batik, even those which did not have Batik-making traditions, such Papua 
and North Sulawesi. The Batik-craftsmen in Papua and North Sulawesi produced 
designs incorporating symbols of their culture, such as local protected flora and 
fauna. Such a designation would derive further support from the inclusion of 
“Indonesian Batik” in UNESCO’s Intangible Cultural Heritage List in 2009.890  
 
Nevertheless, a GI registration covering Indonesia generally would have to 
include a wide variety of Batik traditions, including Batik from Java, Papua, 
Sumatera, Sulawesi, and beyond. The scope of variation among products covered 
by such a GI would be vast, and the registration would  need to accommodate 
thousands, even millions of variations of designs and patterns, for which, at present, 
no database or authoritative collection exists. 
 
Since defining the characteristics of ‘Indonesian Batik’ by reference to a list of 
approved patterns or design elements is not possible, such a GI would rely only on 
origin (Indonesia) and technique. As noted above, whether it will be possible to 
define ‘Batik’ exclusively by reference to hand-drawing or hand-stamping is an open 
question. This question would be much more difficult to determine were there to be 
                                                 
890  Nomination for inscription on the Representative List in 2009 (Reference No. 
00170) At the Convention for the Safeguarding of Intangible Cultural Heritage, Inter-
Governmental Committee for Safeguarding Intangible Cultural Heritage, Fourth 
Session, in Abu Dhabi, 28 September-2 October 2009 p 3. 
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an Indonesia-wide GI restricted to producers using such techniques. Larger 
producers of printed Batik, especially printed Batik which is hand-detailed or hand-
finished, may not agree with a system that precludes them from describing their 
product as Indonesian Batik. This could lead directly to the risks outlined by Bowen 
in her work on GIs relating to tequila: larger producers may seek to manipulate the 
standards, leading to an arguable reduction in quality and an overall lessening of 
reputation over time.891 
 
This raises a second issue: institutional competence, and how steps could be 
taken to ensure the quality of Batik produced over such a wide geographical area. 
During the fact-finding mission on Indonesian Batik, UNESCO officers visited 
Indonesia and conducted meetings with various stakeholders of Indonesia, including 
government and non-government organisations, including museums, foundations, 
and non-profit organisations. The Directorate General for Culture within the Ministry 
for Education and Culture was chosen as the focal point for the process of including 
Indonesian Batik in UNESCO’s register.892 This could raise a presumption within 
government that the Directorate General should maintain control over the 
designation “Indonesian Batik”. 
 
This could, however, create problems. First, as Butt has pointed out, within 
Indonesia there may not be sufficient trust in the state, and handing control to a 
government Directorate General could give rise to a danger, or at least a perceived 
danger among the Batik industry, that the State will appropriate any benefits that 
come from the existence of premium prices arising from a GI.893 Second, the attempt 
to define a country-wide GI could create conflict between levels of government within 
Indonesia. As Antons has pointed out, Indonesia has pursued policies of 
                                                 
891  Sarah Bowen, ‘Development from Within? The Potential for Geographical 
Indications in the Global South’ (2010) 13 (2) Journal of World Intellectual Property 
231, 233-235. 
892  Nomination for inscription on the Representative List in 2009 (Reference No. 
00170) At the Convention for the Safeguarding of Intangible Cultural Heritage, Inter-
Governmental Committee for Safeguarding Intangible Cultural Heritage, Fourth 
Session, in Abu Dhabi, 28 September-2 October 2009 p 3. 
893  Above n 41, 303. 
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decentralisation that are embodied in its constitutional structure.894 Antons further 
notes that governments at a regional level have recently taken steps to develop their 
own IP laws, as part of an effort to ensure they enjoy a share of the profits from local 
products. In this context, decision-makers at different levels will have different views 
about how GIs can be used to demarcate cultural spaces, and create potential to 
enjoy increased profits from local products. Thus, as Antons points out, ‘“discussions 
in this field could become enmeshed in complicated bargaining processes between 
central and regional authorities, and between different levels of government and 
local communities about the scope and direction of development projects and the 
usefulness of GIs in this context”.895 There is a real question whether communities 
and regional government at provincial or city level would consent to the Ministry of 
Education and Culture taking charge in this space, or whether they would rather 
insist on promoting protection at a more local level. 
 
A particular challenge, were the central Indonesian government to propose an 
Indonesia-wide GI, would be around maintaining consistent product quality and 
enforcement efforts. This would be particularly difficult if any such GI registration 
contained restrictions with respect to designs. In that case, communities at the local 
level responsible for compliance monitoring or enforcement would have to be 
equipped with complete data of various designs of Indonesian Batik from all 
provinces of Indonesia. No such information presently exists: there is no complete, 
authoritative Indonesia-wide database or compilation of Batik designs. 
 
7.5. GIs for Batik in Indonesia: local, regional, country-wide, or all of the 
above? 
 
The choice either to apply ‘Indonesian Batik’ for GI, or to focus on the 
registration of the names of province, city or locality demands careful consideration, 
by government and the Indonesian Batik-making community. Given developments to 
date, in the absence of coordinated action at a central level, it can be expected that 
                                                 
894  See Antons, above n 42, 488-491. 
895  Ibid, 506. 
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one or more Batik-producing regions may seek GIs defined at a low level. As I have 
argued however, this could give rise to conflict within Indonesia. 
 
I therefore return to address the four questions that I earlier posed at the initial 
part of my sub-chapter based from the possibility of GI protection of Batik at the level 
of village, municipality/locality city, province or national government. 
 
1. Common characteristics of Batik products from certain region: 
The more detailed the description required of the features of a GI-
protected product, the more likely it is that any Batik GI would have to be defined 
at the city or village, or at the largest, at the regional level. The larger the 
geographical area covered by a GI for Batik, the less possible it would become to 
define the GI by reference to specific patterns. A village-level GI could likely 
identify certain patterns. An Indonesia-wide GI could not. 
 
2. The attachment of reputation to the location and product 
 Using ‘Indonesian Batik’ as a GI, rather than the name of 
province/city/village, would in turn lead to a more beneficial marketing strategy 
that could promote Indonesian Batik commercially into the international fashion 
industry.  
 
3. Are there institutional structures at relevant level? 
In Indonesia, an application for a GI can be made by either a local 
institution that represents a local community,896 or the local government at 
province or city level.897 However, as mentioned, this could lead to conflict 
between levels of government or other institutions. 
 
There are potential practical advantages to drafting Batik GIs at the 
national level. While local communities possess unquestionably high level of 
commitment to preserving their textile as part of their centuries-old traditions, 
                                                 
896  Article 53 (3) (a) Law of the Republic of Indonesia Number 20/2016 on 
Trademark and Geographical Indication. 
897  Article 53 (3) (b) Law of the Republic of Indonesia Number 20/2016 on 
Trademark and Geographical Indication. 
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their capacity to promote their products and enforce GI protection beyond their 
immediate community is less certain. These communities are unlikely to be able 
to conduct the monitoring and promotion functions as well as independently 
seeking to enforce violations, without the assistance of other stakeholders such 
as the regional government and law enforcement officers. I note that GI 
applications to date have received assistance from regional governments.898 
 
It must be acknowledged, however, that there are risks in defining 
protection at the national level. It must be harder for a national government to be 
aware of local-level issues, or accountable to more remote Batik-producing 
communities. Expert analysis also suggests that regional governments might well 
resist any attempt to write GIs at the national level, out of concern that any 
benefits would accrue to the national government, rather than the regional 
government or regional communities.899 
 
4. What other goals may be impacted by any choice to register a 
geographical indication: 
As mentioned, since Sukarno declared Indonesia’s independence on 17th 
August 1945, successive presidents have sought to use Batik as a political tool, 
including as a tool to encapsulate Indonesian identity. However, if regional and 
local governments compete to submit their GIs for their regional Batik then the 
meaning of Indonesian Batik as a unifying symbol would be undermined, and 
perhaps diminished in the long run. 
 
5. Is the registration of Indonesian Batik, then, a more viable option than 
allowing local or regional GIs to proliferate? 
In my view, the national option should be seriously considered. Neither 
Tenun Mandar nor Tenun Gringsing, which both have received GI certificates, 
have achieved the level of national significance which Batik in general holds for 
                                                 
898  The application of Mandar Silk Woven was lodged by the community but 
assisted by the regional government of Mandar: MKB, Pengakuan Terhadap Sutra 
Mandar [Acknowledgement to Mandar Silk](4 November 2016) Radar Sulbar (online) 
<http://radarsulbar.fajar.co.id/2016/11/04/pengakuan-terhadap-sutera-mandar/>. 
899  Antons, above n 42. 
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Indonesians, either politically, economically or culturally. The UNESCO 
recognises that Batik has become part of the cultural DNA for every Indonesian, 
regardless of whether he or she comes from Java or other region or island.900 
Batik has not only cultural importance but also political meaning as a unifying 
symbol, as well as economic importance. If regional or local governments begin 
to register their own Batik GIs, its national, unifying role could be diminished. 
From an external marketing point of view, the names of villages such as Bakaran 
or even a city such as Solo and Yogyakarta are less well known than the name 
of Indonesia as a country. The more well-known the geographic location, the 
easier it is to establish a premium price over the product that uses that location 
as a GI. Potential customers would likely see more meaning in purchasing GI 
stating “Indonesian Batik” rather than “Bakaran Batik”, “Solo Batik” or 
“Yogyakarta Batik”. 
 
6. Could the Batik Mark be a foundation for a national GI for Indonesian 
Batik? 
Finally, we already have the foundations of a national-level GI, in the form of the 
Batik Mark discussed above. Could the failing Batik Mark system receive a new 
lease on life as a GI? Both the 2016 Trademark and GI Law, and the 2007 Batik 
Mark Ministerial Regulation, aim to ensure the authenticity of products originating 
from Indonesia. It would be logical to integrate the Batik Mark with any proposed GI. 
In part, whether this is possible, and indeed whether an Indonesian Batik GI has any 
prospects of success, depend on whether the faults of the Batik Mark can be 
remedied. 
 
The Batik Mark’s most significant problems have been the bureaucratic 
complexity of the system, and its cost. At present applicants have to pay a Batik 
Mark registration fee for each design, for only three years’ protection. A revamped 
Batik Indonesia GI could address these problems, perhaps by extending the validity 
period. It might also be possible to reduce compliance costs and the need to register 
                                                 
900  Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Indonesia, 'Batik Selected for 
UNESCO Cultural Heritage List' (8 September 2009) 
<https://www.kemlu.go.id/en/berita/berita-perwakilan/Pages/Batik-Selected-for-
UNESCO-Cultural-Heritage-List.aspx> 
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each design, instead relying on certifying producers using the appropriate 
techniques, with some system for periodic audit. 
 
A further significant obstacle to the success of the Batik Mark is that the Batik-
making community considers it another top down approach, more instructional and 
regulatory than supportive. Institutionally, the Batik Mark has been developed by the 
Centre for Handicraft and Batik, which is a body under the Ministry of Industry. As 
discussed, the Batik-making community were excluded from discussions leading to 
creation of the Batik Mark in 2007, the Copyright Law 2014 and later the Trademark 
and GI Law 2016.901 The integration of the Batik Mark into the GI system could serve 
as an opportunity to engage and involve the Batik-making community, including 
scholars, foundations and private sector operators, as well as IP lawyers. This is 
important, because the Batik-making community is likely to develop creative 
initiatives to promote Indonesian Batik through any GI. It must participate not only to 
provide capital, but also to provide advice, so that the Batik-making community 
obtains a sense of ownership. The Centre of Handicraft and Batik in Ministry of 
Industry which has been the home institution of Batik Mark could be replaced by 
Directorate General for IP in Ministry of Law and Human Rights and complemented 
by the private sector. Intensive cooperation among related stakeholders on 
Indonesian Batik could serve as a national example in providing GI protection for an 
Indonesian iconic cultural form. Without the support of the Batik-making community, 
a Batik GI is unlikely to bring any benefits.  
 
7.6. The relevance of international considerations 
 
A final, critical consideration is the potential for international conflict arising 
from any attempt to promote Batik Indonesia internationally as a GI. Over the years, 
the issue of shared traditional cultural expression has been the topic of heated 
debate among the member states of ASEAN. This thesis has already discussed a 
dispute over Batik between Indonesia and Malaysia, and others involving other forms 
of traditional cultural expressions such folksong, traditional dance. Addressing this 
challenge is not straightforward. However, as Indonesia and nine other ASEAN 
                                                 
901  Interview with Mr Santosa Doellah, Ms Josephine Komara (Indonesia, August-
September 2014). 
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Member States joined the ASEAN Economic Community/AEC in January 2016, it 
would be timely to deal substantively with the issue of shared traditional cultural 
expression. I have already noted that the Kingdom of Thailand registered the 
Lamphun Brocade Thai Silk in Indonesia in 2016, the year when AEC took effect. 
Indonesia too needs to be proactive, including by registering Tenun Mandar and 
Tenun Gringsing at ASEAN level, and perhaps later on Indonesian Batik, in other 
ASEAN countries. 
 
There is some risk this could create a new conflict with Malaysia in particular: 
meaning that consideration would need to be given to some mechanism to allay any 
concerns. In the past, a forum for discussing the issue of shared culture existed in 
the form of a Group of Eminent Persons of ASEAN, consisting of senior Ministers 
and academics. This group could be reinstated or even strengthened with notable 
academics and IP scholars from multiple countries. Alternatively, ASEAN Member 
States could create a Shared Heritage Board which is tasked to address any form of 
shared heritage originating from not only Indonesia and Malaysia but also other 
ASEAN countries. 
 
7.7. An EU-influenced, but not EU-led Indonesian GI 
 
This thesis has also discussed earlier the perception in Indonesia that IP 
systems are a Western, non-Indonesian concept of limited relevance to Indonesians. 
There is some risk of a similar perception in relation to GIs, which have also been 
the subject of foreign interventions. In 2012-2016, The European Union Trade 
Cooperation Facility assisted Indonesia in developing IP on patent, law enforcement 
but most notably on Geographical Indication. There are several technical assistance 
programs which have been rendered. The EU helped formulate a GI strategy 
document for Indonesian GIs which focused on best practices for Indonesian 
stakeholders based upon the EU experience;  assisted the submission of three local 
agricultural goods GIs (Gayo Coffee, White Pepper from Muntok, Honey from 
Sumbawa); and conducted capacity building programmes including a site visit for GI 
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officers working at Ministry for Law and Human Right to the EU IP Office, and field 
trips to France, The Netherlands and People’s Republic of China902. 
 
It was within this period of cooperation that Indonesia enacted a new Law on 
Trademark and GI in November 2016. While both the EU and Indonesian 
government did not explicitly state that EU has assisted the formulation of the Law, it 
could be inferred that the drafting of the new Law was influenced by the intensive 
cooperation between two countries, and the EU Ambassador to Indonesia has 
expressed a desire for further cooperation903. 
 
Support from EU to Indonesia in developing GI protection is commendable, 
and Indonesia can learn from insights and capacity building shared by EU 
authorities. However, Indonesia should also ensure that in designing individual GIs, 
they will work for Indonesia. It is essential that Indonesian citizens, particularly the GI 
stakeholders, view that GI law and policy is truly driven by Indonesians and not by 
foreign powers. The portrayal that GI in Indonesia is influenced or even led by EU 
would be unacceptable in the long run by Indonesian Batik-making community. 
Copyright, despite of its over than a century existence in Indonesia, Copyright Law 
has been seen as a foreign influence which brings no real benefits to Indonesians, 
including the Batik making community. 
 
It is, therefore, important that the Government implement a bottom-up 
approach inclusive of all stakeholders. With regard to the Batik-making community, 
the approach should include Batik makers, designers, entrepreneurs, major players, 
exporters and importers, academics, foundations and media, along with the related 
government officials. The approach should be as inclusive as possible to ensure the 
participation from all stakeholders so each of them will not feel left out.  
 
 
 
                                                 
902 Interview with Mr Gunawan Suryomurcito (Jakarta, 16 August 2014) 
903 Leli Nurhidayah, UE Dukung Indikasi Geografis di Indonesia Warta Ekonomi (8 
November 2016) (https://www.wartaekonomi.co.id/read119469/uni-eropa-dukung-
indikasi-geografis-indonesia-dan-asean.html) 
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7.8. Conclusion 
 
The Indonesian government has tried to promote Geographical Indications 
since the enactment of the Trademark Law in 2001, the 2006 Trademark and GI 
Law, and a 2007 Government Regulation904. As of October 2016, there are 52 
registered GIs including two Indonesian traditional textiles, Tunun Gringsing and 
Tenun Mandar. This opens up the possibility of Batik receiving GI protection. 
 
As this chapter has sought to show, however, the case of Batik is entirely 
different that other traditional textiles, posing considerable challenges in 
appropriately scoping a GI.  
 
Against this background, the development of GI in Indonesia has been largely 
assisted by European Union’s Trade Cooperation Facility. EU has been an influential 
player in expanding the GI regime to other countries. One of the most fruitful 
outcomes of the cooperation between EU and Indonesia on GI is seen by the Gayo 
Coffee GI registry in EU in 2016. 
 
It must be noted, however, that Indonesia should be able to promote and 
strengthen its GI protection system in order for the system to be accepted by all 
Indonesians. Each Indonesia must develop sense of ownership to the GI system and 
they could begin doing so when they could sense the benefits of GI. This would be 
the real test to Batik, would Indonesians agree to protect this pride textile as 
Indonesian Batik or would Batik share similar fate with Tenun Mandar and Tunun 
Gringsing which are regional based GI rather than a national one. Whichever path is 
chosen by Indonesians, the GI protection system has to be led by Indonesians and 
not by foreign powers. 
                                                 
904 Peraturan Pemerintah No 51 Tahun 2007 tentang Indikasi Geografis [Governme 
ntal Regulation No 51 of 2007 on Geographical Indication] (Indonesia) 
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CHAPTER VIII  
 
DEVELOPING A MODEL GI LAW FOR BATIK IN INDONESIA  
 
8.1. Introduction 
 
Batik is asserted and described as a traditional cultural expression of Indonesia with 
political, economic and cultural significance; an important unifying symbol and 
national icon for an extraordinarily heterogenous country. These assertions, 
however, only represent one side of the coin: a partial truth. Turning the coin over 
reveals that, despite the asserted centrality of Batik to Indonesian identity, this fabled 
cloth905 enjoys little legal protection from copying and mass reproduction, and 
increasing competition from overseas imitations. This is putting pressure on the 
industry: pressure which is only like to rise further in the near future, now that 
Indonesia has actively joined the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC), increasing 
textile trade and reducing the powers the Indonesian government might have to limit 
textile imports.  
 
This thesis has sought to understand this apparent inconsistency, and to 
provide answers to three key questions: (1) why is there so little apparent concern to 
provide legal protection against imitation of Batik; (2) is there a present need to 
formulate better legal protection, and (3) what form should such legal protection 
take? This final chapter will summarise the findings from the study based upon these 
three key questions.  
8.2. Summary of Findings 
 
8.2.1. Why is there little concern to provide legal protection against 
imitation of Batik? 
 
1. A cottage industry of small and micro enterprises 
Batik-making has been a mostly cottage industry from its earliest days, and a 
majority of the businesses involved in the industry are still small and medium 
                                                 
905  Batik is called fabled cloth by Dr Mattiebelle Gittinger, see above n 48. 
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enterprises (SMEs) and often micro enterprises. 906 Batik micro and small 
enterprises generally sell to middlemen who act as distributors of Batik 
cloth.907 Several studies reveal, and my interviews confirm that micro and 
small Batik enterprises take orders from designers or larger enterprises. This 
complicates the potential to claim ‘ownership’ of particular designs in 
copyright law. This structure of the Batik industry in other words makes it 
highly unlikely that the small and micro enterprises making up the bulk of the 
industry will engage with the law and legal protection, let alone receive 
protection. 
 
2. The Batik industry lacks a strong voice and a strong connection with 
government.908  
This could be due to the gradual decline, since 1981, in the importance of the 
industry compared to earlier periods, due to competition from imported 
textiles.909  
 
3. Poor governance and a lack of clear lines of responsibility for the 
promotion of Batik.910 
In Indonesia, both the central and regional governments have a role in relation 
to Batik.  Even within the central government in Jakarta, there are seven 
Ministries and one Ministerial-level Agency which have policies related to 
Batik, including the Ministry of Law and Human Rights, the Ministry of 
Industry, the Ministry of Education and Culture, the Ministry for Cooperatives 
and Small Medium Enterprises, the Ministry of Trade, the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs and the Creative Economy Agency. There are also two other non-
governmental organizations closely linked with government established to 
promote Batik: the National Council on Handicraft and the Indonesian Batik 
                                                 
906  See chapter II and chapter V. 
907  Sinaga, above n 30, 238.                                                                                
908  See Chapter II on Indonesian Batik. 
909  Edi Kurniadi, ‘Dynamics of Batik in laweyan district in Proceeding : On Future 
Leader, Nature and Local For Sustainable Development’ (Paper Presented in 
International Conference on Natural Dyes, Surakarta, 29 May 2013) 139 (available at 
<http://icnd2013.uns.ac.id/assets/uploads/Full_Proceeding_ICND_2013.pdf >. 
910  See Chapter V. 
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Foundation.  Further government and non-government bodies with interests in 
the promotion of handicrafts or traditional cultural expressions generally, or 
Batik in particular, exist at a regional and city level. 
 
This situation has led to several problems:  the promulgation of competing 
Batik regulations;911  multiple organizations claiming to have some role;912 and 
competition between Ministries, Agencies and Institutions.913 None of this is 
conducive to good governance, coherent policy-making, or promoting 
connections between industry and government. Even if participants in the 
Batik industry wanted to engage effectively with government, the complexities 
(bureaucratic and political) would surely act as a disincentive. 
 
4. Workforce: poor pay and low educational attainment  
Another barrier to the engagement of the Batik industry with both legal 
protection and law reform lies in the state and conditions of its workforce.914 In 
general, Batik makers are not well paid, and lack of high levels of educational 
attainment. Interviews with key people in Batik industry as well as the 
research findings of Sinaga915 suggest that many within the Batik making 
community are more focused on meeting basic needs than on seeking 
intellectual property protection. 
 
                                                 
911  See Chapter V. With regard to IP, bBatik as a form of Traditional Cultural 
Expression is addressed by Minister for Law and Human Rights. However, as an 
object of trade, Batik as a form of textile is addressed by Ministry of Trade and 
Ministry of Industry. The Ministry of Trade is the one in-charge issuing Regulation on 
the Textile and Textile Product including bBatik and the Minister of Industry is the 
focal point on the promotion of bBatik industry. 
912  Center for Handicraft and Batik has an IP Office to assist Batik makers in 
Yogyakarta, whereas the Regional Office of Ministry of Law and Human Rights in 
Yogyakarta Province also has officers who are assigned to address IP protection for 
Batik. If coordination prevails, the two organizations would be able to work hand in 
hand rather than in competitive manner.  
913  See Chapter V. 
914  See Chapter V. 
915  Interview with Mr Triawan Munaf, Chair of Creative Economy Agency 
(incumbent) and Dr Wiendu Nuryanti (Jakarta, 6 September 2016). See also Sinaga, 
above n 30. 
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5. Traditionalist view of that members of the Batik making community are 
‘proud to be copied’ 
Another factor is the impact of cultural mores within the Batik industry. There 
is a long tradition in the Batik industry, according to which copying has long 
been commonplace. Interviews conducted for the purposes of this thesis with 
Batik scholars and traders confirm that this remains true: even renowned 
Batik traders (many of whom would not be affected by the lack of means or 
education mentioned above) are not much concerned with IP protection for 
their creations or preventing copying. This poses a difficult problem for IP to 
be effective.  
 
6. Cost 
A further factor is cost.  The reality is that seeking IP registration is expensive: 
many times the weekly wage of the average worker in the Batik industry;916 
any given registration protects only one design, and registration includes as 
preconditions other legal registrations.917  
 
7. Negative public perceptions of the IP system 
Experts such as Antons, Drahos and Butt have written extensively about the 
often negative views of citizens of developing countries regarding Western 
laws and regulations, including Intellectual Property laws.918 Indonesians are 
not an exception. IP is seen by Indonesians, with some justification, as a top-
down imposition demanded by powerful Western countries.919 Some of my 
interviewees, including those who previously held government position 
question the benefit of IP to Batik makers in the villages.920 Interviews 
conducted in the course of this thesis confirm that (not surprisingly in light of 
                                                 
916  See Chapter VI. 
917  See Chapter V. For example, it is not possible for a Batik SME to register to 
use the Batik mark unless they already have a registered trade mark: see Chapter 7. 
918  See Chapter VII. 
919  Ibid. 
920  Interview with Prof Dr Wiendu Nuryanti, Former Vice Minister for Education 
and Culture (Jakarta, 6 September 2016) and Mrs Josephine Komara (Jakarta, 7 
July 2014). 
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this history) Indonesians view (most, if not all) IP as being pushed, not to 
defend the interest of Indonesians, but rather protect the interest of developed 
countries. This makes it less likely that Indonesians will use a set of laws seen 
by them as largely irrelevant to their interests. In this regard, the government 
of Indonesia has a great deal of work to do to convince the population that 
such rules can be used to the advantage of Indonesians.  
 
8.2.2. Is there a present need to formulate better legal protection? 
 
1. The Batik-making industry in Indonesia is under threat 
Numbers of Batik makers are broadly in decline, and the Indonesian Batik 
industry faces immense challenges due to increasing imports of textiles with 
Batik patterns from China and Malaysia. Although this type of textile is not 
considered Batik by Batik making community including expert and designer, it 
is favoured among many Indonesians as it is inexpensive compared to the 
traditionally-made Batik. The development of traditionally made Batik, 
therefore, is under threat.  
 
At the end of the day, if the industry is to thrive, Batik craftspeople will need to 
receive better wages. The more prosperous the Batik maker, the more likely 
Batik-making tradition will be continued in Indonesia. However, the less 
advantageous the Batik business, the more reluctant the younger generation 
will be to become Batik makers and continue the Batik tradition. The 
Indonesian government and private sector should work together in creating an 
exclusive GI for Batik Indonesia if it has the potential to attract premium 
prices, and only with the institutional and marketing support necessary to 
make the system effective. Potential customers should know that they are 
paying more because of the authenticity and quality of Batik Indonesia.  
Scholars have pointed out that creation of a GI is not an end of itself: rather, in 
order to make the product successful, a GI must be combined with an 
effective marketing strategy.921 
 
                                                 
921  See Chapter VII. 
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2. The dilution of national identity 
As many scholars have noted, Indonesia is where Batik-making reached its 
golden age.922 But Batik’s centrality to Indonesia is diminishing due to 
competition from foreign made textiles. This was also the case of Tunun 
Gringsing and Tenun Mandar. They were produced only in small numbers by 
limited weavers in the villages. If there was no change, the two traditional 
textiles from Bali and West Sulawesi would be diminished because younger 
generations prefer working in other industry which offer promising and higher 
wage. Given that GI to the traditional textiles of Gringsing and Mandar have 
been given only last year, there is no empirical proof, at this stage, that the 
creation of those GIs has been effective in promoting the local industries.  
 
 
3. The AEC is here to stay and Indonesia has to follow its rules 
Another reason why Indonesia may need to look seriously at legal protection 
for Batik is the potential impact of free trade rules. The Batik industry has long 
benefited from protectionism: in the mid-20th Century from GKBI’s exclusive 
rights to import cotton; more recently from the use of import restrictions or 
quotas.923 But as discussed in Chapter 6, the ASEAN Economic Community is 
intended, over time, to enable borderless trading of goods and services as 
well as flows of investment from one ASEAN Member State to another.  
 
Many Indonesians, including the Batik-making community, regard the 
emergence of the AEC as a double-edged sword.924 On one hand, AEC 
opens up opportunities for Indonesian entrepreneurs and traders to reap 
benefits from increased trade with their neighbors. On the other hand, AEC 
poses threats Indonesia’s Batik and broader textile and fashion industries, 
since the AEC enables the imports of textiles from other AEC Member States. 
If Indonesia is to maintain its central role as a Founding Member of ASEAN, 
                                                 
922  See Chapter II. 
923  See Chapter V. 
924  For example, interview with Mr Santosa Doellah (Owner of Danar Hadi Batik) 
(Solo, ) Mrs Liem Poo Hien (Owner, Liem Ping Wie) and Mrs Widiyanti Widjaja 
(Owner, Oey Soe Tjoen) in (Pekalongan, 2 September 2014). 
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and its informal status as a “Leader of the Pack”, it will be important for 
Indonesia to be seen to comply with the letter and spirit of the AEC’s 
principles. This means avoiding straightforward limits on imports such as were 
seen in 2015, which were not in line with the core principle of the AEC: to 
promote borderless trade among ASEAN Member States. Indonesia must 
consider seriously, at what free trade rule-compliant mechanisms it could use 
to assist or promote the interests of the Batik industry.  
 
8.2.3. What form should legal protection take to safeguard Batik? 
 
This thesis has considered the potential for IP laws to be used to promote Batik. 
Intellectual property laws have the advantage of being considered consistent with 
rules requiring free trade. IP rules create local rights of exclusion that can block 
imports and limit certain kinds of competition. But IP laws are also a long-standing 
‘exception’ seen as necessary support for creators and innovators. They have been 
woven into the world trade system via TRIPS. Although IP rules are not sufficient to 
promote a vibrant Indonesian Batik system, they are worth considering for their 
possible contribution: in particular Geographical Indications, which are growing in 
importance as compared to copyright law for their capacity to protect cultural 
expression. 
 
1. A Changing Landscape through Geographical Indication  
 
In recent times, the GI movement has expanded to handicrafts, 
including Indonesian textiles (Tunun Gringsing (Gringsing woven) and Tenun 
Sutra Mandar (Mandar silk woven)), and Lamphun Brocade Thai Silk. These 
GIs could herald a changing landscape for the protection of traditional textiles.  
 
Chapter VII examined the Tunun Gringsing registrations in detail, in order to 
consider lessons for GI applications for other traditional textiles, including 
Batik. I underlined that Batik is quite different from these examples, and raises 
different issues. There are several options to register GIs applicable to Batik, 
starting from Indonesian Batik at state level, Batik at provincial level such as 
Batik Yogyakarta, Batik at city level such as Batik Solo, Batik at village level 
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such as Batik Bakaran from Juwana Village. While each option has both 
benefits and problems, it is the author’s opinion that the most viable option is 
to register Indonesian Batik as GI. The inclusion of Indonesian Batik in GI 
would provide a guarantee of authenticity which might support a premium 
price for not only Batik in Java island, provinces, cities and villages but also to 
Batik created in other islands, provinces, cities and villages from Aceh to 
Papua. There is also precedent in the form of the inclusion of Indonesian 
Batik in the UNESCO List of Intangible Cultural Heritage in 2009.  
 
In this regard, I am proposing a model for a Indonesian Batik Geographical 
Indication. My model takes into account Basole’s three principles which I 
examined in Chapter 7. Also, my model has been crafted to meet the 
registration of Indonesian Batik in GI system based upon the Law Number 
20/2016 on Marks and GI. I have earlier underlined that there are four 
questions that need to be determined before framing a GI in relation to Batik, 
regardless of its district/regional/national level.  Any GI application, regardless 
of level, would need to identify the common characteristics of Batik, the 
reputation attached to the local product, and other goals that may be impacted 
by any choice to register a geographical indication.  
 
In my view, it is more beneficial for Indonesians, regardless of their origin, to 
register first a nation-wide GI for Indonesian Batik at national level, and 
perhaps when the time is ripe, further sub-class GIs at provincial or city level 
(Batik Solo). This is largely because of Batik’s far reaching status as an icon 
of Indonesian culture and personality, which carries the potential for 
developing a genuine premium identity globally. Also, the very conception of 
Indonesian Batik has been since the independence of Indonesia providing a 
symbol of Indonesian unification among different ethnic origins. Further, 
experts have continuously underlined that the main threat to Batik at the 
moment is competition from cheap mass produced machine printed textiles 
with Batik patterns and motifs originating from other countries, including China 
and Malaysia. The national model on GI for Indonesian Batik should therefore 
be build upon these notions, as set out below. 
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a. Name: 
The geographical indication would be “Batik Indonesia” (Indonesian Batik).  
 
b. Logo: 
The name BATIK INDONESIA (in capital letters) with the map and an 
appropriate distinctive symbol. 
 
c. Scope of coverage: 
A national GI for Indonesian Batik would be applicable to all Batik created 
via traditional methods using wax resistance. This would include Batik tulis 
(hand-painted), Batik cap (hand-stamped), and combination of both. Only 
Batik made entirely by Indonesian citizens and residents (locals) in 
Indonesia would be eligible for application of the GI. It is the application of 
the Batik-making method as well as the geographical link that ought to be 
the ‘anchors’ that enables cloth to be known as Batik Indonesia. Also, the 
Batik cloth has to meet Indonesian National Standards for textile quality 
(fade resistance, color) which would likely be independent of the GI 
process.  
 
A Batik cloth designed by a foreigner should be considered eligible to bear 
the name and logo of Indonesian GI, as long as the cloth making process 
is conducted through collaboration with Indonesian Batik entrepreneur or 
company and the cloth is crafted entirely by Indonesian citizens. Akira 
Isogawa, a Japanese-born Australian designer, has also applied this 
system in which his Batik creations are made in Bali, Indonesia although 
the designs of the cloth take place in his studio in Sydney, Australia 
(Australian designed, Indonesian made). 
 
d. Focal point: 
The focal point for management of the GI would be the Batik and 
Handicraft Centre, which is the body within the Ministry of Industry which 
operates the Batik Mark, while at the same time providing IP assistance to 
Indonesians. At the moment, IP matters are dealt with by Directorate 
General for IP within Ministry of Law and Human Rights. A GI for 
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Indonesian Batik, given its distinctive nature, has to be managed by 
another body which is competent to judge the quality of the cloth.  
Bearing in mind that Batik was originally home industry which is now titled 
as creative industry, it would be more appropriate if Batik and Handicraft 
Center is under the supervision of Creative Economy Agency rather than 
Industry Ministry or Trade Ministry. Currently, the agency has a Deputy 
Chair whose task is addressing IP matters for the creative industries.925 In 
order to ease communication, the Batik and Handicraft Center would need 
to establish a branch office in Jakarta which would enable the Center to 
connect with the relevant Batik making communities. Thus, even though 
the main office of Batik and Handicraft Center should remain in 
Yogyakarta (as one of Indonesia’s prominent Batik cities), the 
communication with applicants from all provinces of Indonesia must be 
facilitated. In short, what I am suggesting is a revamped Batik and 
Handicraft Center under the Creative Economy Agency. The Center would 
be the sole authority in Indonesia which could issue a GI certificate for 
Batik Indonesia to an applicant, upon the recommendation of Expert Team 
(further explained in point h below). The benefits of a focal point are 
outlined below. 
 
e. Beneficiaries: 
A system to the kind described would benefit all members of Indonesian 
community, namely Indonesian citizens, most particularly the Batik making 
community who are producing hand-painted, hand-stamped and/or a 
combination of both Batik cloth. Applicants wishing to apply the GI 
Indonesian Batik should be Indonesian citizens or residents.  
 
f. Infringement: 
Infringement occurs when locals and foreigners make use of logo and 
name of Batik Indonesia (Indonesian Batik) without applying for 
                                                 
925  Interview with Mr Triawan Munaf (Chair of Creative Economy Agency/Minister)  
(Jakarta, December 2015). 
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registration and receiving written consent from the relevant agency,926 or 
when the GI is applied to textiles that do not meet the requirements. 
 
g. Patterns and designs: 
In the case of GIs for textiles to date, only textiles reproducing certain 
traditional patterns may use the GIs. It is why I believe it would be difficult 
simply to apply the existing model used for these textiles to Batik in 
Indonesia. In my proposal, while designs could take a new form, the 
patterns that filled the designs should be based upon either traditional and 
non-traditional patterns. Either traditional or non-traditional pattern is 
classified into geometric and non-geometric ones.  
 
h. Examiner: 
The Expert Team. 
Expert Team should comprise relevant officials whose tasks are related to 
promotion and protection of traditional cultural expression from Ministries, 
namely Ministry of Trade, Ministry of Industry, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
Ministry of Education and Culture, and two scholars/experts of Indonesian 
Batik. In order to keep the Expert Team independent, the membership of 
Expert Team would be renewed every three years. The Expert Team 
would be led by a Chair chosen each year in rotation. The Batik and 
Handicraft Center would hold four meetings annually, once every three 
months, for Expert Team to review applications and render its decision as 
well as evaluate the implementation of GI Indonesian Batik. The evaluation 
of users of the GI Indonesian Batik would be conducted via periodic audit 
(once every two years).  
 
i. Sanction: 
Those who infringe Batik Indonesia by using Batik Indonesia GI logo would 
be obliged to pay fines as set out in the law such as IDR1 billion.927  
 
                                                 
926  Above n 655.  
927  Above n 655. 
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j. Shared Heritage: 
The Batik and Handicraft Center should also be in charge in addressing 
the development of Batik as a shared heritage between Indonesia, 
Malaysia and Brunei Darussalam, the three countries best known for 
producing Batik. Officials from the Indonesian Foreign Ministry would need 
to be positioned in this Center to maintain diplomatic ties with their 
counterparts from Malaysia and Brunei Darussalam. Any unsolved 
previous matter on Batik that relates to shared heritage between the three 
countries should be addressed by the Center.  
 
2. Why would GI be different than Copyright? 
 
A question remains why GI protection could succeed where, as outlined in this 
thesis and in other studies, copyright has largely failed to catch the attention 
or support of the Batik industry. Those who favor GI protection would argue 
that GI is very different from Copyright. Most importantly, GIs provide 
protection collectively, in contrast to the individualized protection characteristic 
of Copyright law. In addition, although GI cannot prevent Batik imitation, it 
could, to some extent, safeguard traditional textile featuring traditional 
patterns by providing an assurance of authenticity. Again this contrasts with 
Copyright which requires originality in a fashion design or pattern.  
 
Although there are merits to these arguments, if Indonesia is to 
succeed using GIs to promote Batik-making, where it appears largely to have 
failed with both the Batik Mark and copyright, it must learn from the lessons of 
the past. Most importantly perhaps, it needs to ensure that GIs are not merely 
‘transplanted’, but are used mindfully and involving the relevant Indonesian 
communities in playing a leading role. While there were flaws in Copyright 
Law, as I indicated in Chapter on Indonesian Copyright Law, the Law from the 
beginning failed to garner the ultimate support of Indonesian Batik-making 
community. The absence of Indonesian Batik-making community since the 
first discussion to drafting Indonesian Copyright Law back in 1987 right up 
until 2014 has made it difficult for the community in adopting Copyright Law as 
their own.  
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There is no assurance that the fate of GIs for Batik would be any 
different than Copyright Law, unless Indonesia gets the processes and 
institutions right. With regard to the members of GI Expert Team, it is irrational 
not to add an expert on traditional textile in the current Expert Team as the 
Team is now consist of mostly agricultural expert, none is an expert on 
traditional textile and handicraft. Without a proper set of rules that are decided 
together by related government and Batik making community, it would be 
difficult to foresee a different future for GI as compared to Copyright. 
 
3. Intensive cooperation among Batik stakeholders 
 
One of the hindering factors of Batik protection is that the government seems 
unwilling to even include the voices of Batik making community during the 
drafting of Copyright Law. Unsurprisingly, the Batik making community has 
developed a cynicism towards the work of the government.928 It is necessary 
to bridge this difficult relationship by building constructive working relations 
between the government and the Batik making community. This will require 
genuine political willingness to develop legal protection for Batik in active 
consultation with Batik making communities. Of course, the Batik making 
community will on their side need to engage with the Law.  
 
4. Establishment of Batik focal point  
 
Government Ministers come and go, as do officials in government 
departments. This is a fact in every country. However, there is a way to retain 
an important policy so it will continue to be valid and not be undermined by 
each changing Cabinet. Indonesian government should be able to appoint one 
focal point to address all aspects of Batik: an agency or body which is capable 
to take care all nitty-gritties of Batik, from the development of Batik Micro, 
Small and Medium Enterprises to the promotion of Batik industry and trade 
part as well as the legal and international aspect. The agency should be able 
                                                 
928  See Chapter IV. 
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to serve as a forum to bridge the interest of government with those of Batik 
making community, to engage with the community as well as Academics and 
experts. The Batik making community has been kept in the dark for far too 
long while movie and recording artists and writers have been engaged. When 
a focal point on Batik is established, it must be tasked to push the participation 
of Batik making community in voicing their concerns.  
 
The success of an Indonesian Batik GI will also depend on action at a regional and 
global level – because ultimately, if there is to be a premium price attached that will 
require the creation of serious overseas demand for the authentic product. To this 
end, certain international actions would be beneficial: 
 
1. The Indonesian government could ensure that Batik Protection is not 
Business as Usual. Thee Indonesian government has to stop treating Batik 
protection as business as usual; promoting traditional Batik-making is an 
immense task which has to be dealt with thorough preparation. The Ministry of 
Law and Human Rights via the Directorate General for IP has to be equipped 
with capable human resources with extensive knowledge of Indonesian 
handicrafts, including Batik and other traditional textiles. Further, pursuit of all 
the actions described here will require a proper amount of financial resources. 
 
 
2. Proposing the Establishment of a GI Framework in ASEAN  
 
Batik is a shared cultural heritage. Aside from Indonesia, other countries also 
have their own Batik making tradition, such as Malaysia, South Africa,929 and 
Brunei Darussalam. This similar tradition calls for the Batik making 
communities of these nations to work collaboratively rather than at war with 
each other all the time. Notably, Malaysia has already recognized certain 
Malaysian Batik forms via GIs, unlike Indonesia.930 To avoid conflict and 
                                                 
929  See Gittinger, above n 48.  
930  Intellectual Property Offoce Malaysia, Batik Terengganu (GI No GI2014-
00002) filed on 14 March 2014 by Terengganu Entrepreneur Development 
Foundation, State of Terengganu and Batik Sabah (GI No GI2013-00008) filed on 18 
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promote consistency, it would be beneficial if there is a GI Body in the 
framework of ASEAN, to integrate all objects protected through GI within the 
jurisdiction of 10 ASEAN Member States through a common database which 
could be accessed by IP authorities in each Member State.  
 
3. Further integration of Batik as an element of Indonesia’s Cultural 
Diplomacy 
Since Indonesia’s independence, Batik has, to some extent, been exploited to 
serve as a tool for Indonesia in establishing close links with other countries. 
Indonesian Presidents since Sukarno have included Batik in their exchange of 
gifts.931 In 2015, Foreign Minister of Australia, H.E. Julie Bishop also 
presented an Australian Aboriginal patterned Batik shawl to her counterpart 
from Indonesia, H.E. Retno Marsudi (Indonesia's Foreign Minister). This 
practice should be continued, and expanded, including within the Foreign 
Ministry of Indonesia. The so-called dispute between Indonesia and Malaysia 
on Batik should be able to be addressed, when there is an expert on 
Indonesian traditional knowledge and traditional cultural expression, including 
Batik and fashion within the related Ministry. Diplomats representing 
Indonesia should promote Batik and traditional textiles not only promotion 
through bazaars and fairs but also and more importantly through their attire. 
Further, Indonesian diplomats as the face of Indonesia in abroad should be 
well equipped, in a sense that they should be able to know strategies to 
promote Indonesian fashion and Batik in abroad, as well as knowing the legal 
aspects of Batik protection. 
8. 3. Final Remarks 
 
In 2017, Indonesian government and people prepared themselves for a double 
celebration, first for the Golden 50th Anniversary of ASEAN, and second, for the 72nd 
anniversary of independence. The time therefore could never be more appropriate 
                                                                                                                                                        
November 2013 by Sabah Handicraft Center, State of Sabah in Malaysia from 
Intellectual Property Office of Malaysia 
<http://onlineip.myipo.gov.my/index.cfm/search/gi/index#>. 
931  See Chapter 2 on The Importance of Batik to Indonesians. 
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for Indonesia to affirm its leading position in the South East Asian and Asia Pacific 
region. As part of this, Indonesia should begin promoting a sound, trade-oriented 
policy promoting Indonesian Batik as a form of Traditional Cultural Expression.  
 
Previous research by both foreign and Indonesian scholars placed Indonesia at a 
crossroads in relation to intellectual property and in broader international legal 
terms.932 On the one hand, Indonesia wishes to be viewed a law-abiding citizen of 
international community who follows the international law and rules, including on 
IP.933 On the other hand, Indonesia has periodically enacted Non-Tariff Barriers 
which contradict its commitments to the international community. In relation to Batik, 
protectionist policies934 represent a short term approach which is not sustainable if 
Indonesia is to be a full member of the AEC.  
 
It is no longer the time for the Indonesian government and people to avoid IP 
by stating that IP is not in line with the communal system in developing countries. 
Indonesia can not seek to undermine IP anymore. IP has been woven into the 
international trade framework – including that within the ASEAN region. Indonesia 
has been part of this broader AEC project. Instead, Indonesia could step up to 
benefit from IP by developing policies to ensure benefits for Indonesians, focusing on 
areas of Indonesian cultural strength. One of these policies is Geographical 
Indication. The inclusion of Tunun Gringsing and Tenun Mandar has opened the 
opportunity to other traditional textiles being protected within the GI system.  
 
It is important to recognise that there is no guarantee of the effectiveness of 
GIs to create a price premium. It is true that GI neither automatically improve respect 
for Indonesia’s renowned textile nor its price. However, the writer is also of the 
opinion that Batik has been neglected for far too long.  While always highlighted as 
Indonesia’s most recognizable Traditional Cultural Expression, the fabled cloth has 
in fact received a stepchild’s treatment.  
 
                                                 
932  See Chapter VI. 
933  See Chapter VI. 
934   Interview with Mr Fatkhul Huda, Mr Dudung Alisyahbana (Pekalongan, 2 
September 2014). 
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Professor Peter Drahos, during an interview, told me that Indonesia935, 
Australia and all sovereign countries in the world have equal rights to develop an IP 
system that would benefit their own country and people rather than others. In the 
midst of a stalemate negotiation in World Intellectual Property Organization, 
particularly, any country could come up with its own national law on IP that focuses 
on Traditional Cultural Expression, including traditional textile. So could Indonesia 
with Batik, Songket, Ulos, Ikat, Tenun, etc. The question is now one for Indonesia. 
Are the policy makers, the academics, the parliament members, the Batik making 
community stand ready to engage each other in finding a common cure, namely a 
new legal system focusing on TCE? 
 
Perhaps it would be more difficult to create a new system on TCE, as is the 
case of the inconclusive draft national law on GRTKTCE which is currently dropped 
from National Priority Legislation programme in Indonesia. It would relatively be less 
difficult for Indonesia to apply an existing current IP law such as the Geographical 
Indication. Thus, rather than inventing a new wheel, Indonesia should strengthen a 
current mechanism.  
 
Now is the time when Indonesia, which is the world’s third largest democracy 
and poised to be the world’s 6th largest economy by 2030,936 could rise to the 
challenge by embracing ASEAN Economic Community wholeheartedly. Indonesia 
must also do its utmost to promote and protect the concerns of Batik making 
community, ranging from Batik designer, owners and workers of Micro, Small and 
Medium Enterprises to Batik academic etc. Should Indonesia develop protectionist 
measures, this would be against the very image that Indonesia is portraying to 
foreign spectator.  
 
The task outlined in this conclusion – implementing the kind of model I have 
discussed – is a daunting task, not just for government but also to all components of 
                                                 
935  Interview with Professor Peter Drahos (Canberra, 14 February 2014).  
936  Roul Oberman, Arief Budiman, Frasher Thompson and Morten Rosse, ‘The 
Archipelago Economy: Unleashing Indonesia’s Potentials’ (2012) Report McKinsey 
Global Institute <https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/asia-pacific/the-
archipelago-economy>. 
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Indonesia as a nation. If it takes a village to teach a child, in the author’s opinion, it 
may take a nation to develop a pro-people policy and law on Batik. But this is 
possible if everyone works together and listens to each other’s concerns.  
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Appendix III 
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